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1. Identification of the Property 

 

1. a.  Country: The State of Israel 

1. b.  State, Province or Region: The South District of the Ministry of Interior, 

Regional Councils Yoav and Lachish  

1. c. Name of Property:   

The Caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin in the Judean Lowlands as a Microcosm of 

the Land of the Caves 

1. d. Geographical coordinates to the nearest second  

(Tel Maresha):  31035'30'' N   34053'30'' E 

1. e.  Maps and plans, showing the boundaries of the nominated  

         property and buffer zone 

The following maps are presented below ( pp.10-13):   

(i) The Location of the Caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin within the 

State of Israel (Map no.1). 

(ii) The Location the Nominated Caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin 

Topographic map (Map no. 2).  

(iii) The Caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin - Designated Land Use 

(Map no. 3).  

(iv) The Caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin - Geological map (Map no. 

4). 

 

1. f.  Area of nominated property (ha.) and proposed buffer zone (ha.) 

Area of nominated property: 259 ha. 

Buffer zone: 305 ha. 

Total: 564 ha.  
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Boundaries of the proposed property and its buffer zone  
 rationale for inscription  

Boundaries of the proposed property 

The geographical location of the property is the Judean Lowlands, a hilly strip 

between the Judean Mountains in the east and the Coastal Plain in the west. The 

boundaries of the property proposed for inscription encompass the areas found 

beneath the surface confines of the ancient cities of Maresha and Bet Guvrin, where 

many caves and the subterranean complexes were quarried. The nomination area is 

located within the boundaries of Bet Guvrin - Maresha National Park excluding a tiny 

area in the west (1.1 ha. = 0.42%), which is a protected area as well. 

Maresha and Bet Guvrin,  prominent cities in antiquity, located in Judean Lowlands at 

the southern part of the "Land of Caves" region, in the heart of a geological region 

where a specific rock significantly connected with the phenomenon of the caves, is 

found. This rock is composed of soft chalk overlaid by a thinner and harder limestone 

layer, called 'nari' (see detailed descriptions of the local rock's character in the 

following sections). The rock is easy to be quarried, relatively wearing resistant and 

comfortably accessed. This rock, which typifies the Judeans Lowlands, is found at its 

best within the property's locality and was apparently among the main factors 

attracted humans inhabiting this environment; it also explains the rising and 

flourishing of Maresha and Bet Guvrin, the region's capitals in different periods, in 

this actual locale.  

About 200 subterranean complexes containing some 2500 chambers are found at 

Maresha alone, and some many other dozens of cave systems, including nearly 

1000 chambers are found at Bet Guvrin. As moving a little farther away of the urban 

skirts the amount of caves gradually decreases until their complete disappearance. 

As for this reason the nominated property covers the area of the caves within these 

cities including a lot of caves located in their margins, many of which are burial 

caves. 

However the quantity of the subterranean spaces within the boundaries of Maresha 

and Bet Guvrin is not the only reason for choosing these sites as the nominated 

property: The variety of caves types and their high quality quarrying, and the role 

these caves played in the daily life of the settlement's inhabitants as a 

"complementary layer" for the above-ground management of life, is an equal-value 

cause for this choice.  
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Boundaries of the buffer zone  

The buffer zone, a continuous area of the same nature of the nominated area, 

supports the landscape unit of the nominated property by surrounding it with open 

spaces that are very important in furthering the understanding and experience of the 

nominated site while at the same time providing it an additional layer of protection.  

The borders of the buffer zone were outlined according to a protectable space   

measured from the nominated property's area at a range between 50 m and 1000 m. 

This space was outlined according to the topography at each section of the area, the 

protections available in the area and the limitations exist beyond it.  

Most of the area of the buffer zone is found as well within the confines of the national 

park; only a small portion of the buffer zone, in the west side, goes beyond the 

national park's boundaries into areas, which are in main proposed national parks 

areas, i.e. they too are protected areas.  

Rationale for the proposed boundaries 

The best protection for the nominated property's area is the national park's 

boundaries. When the park's boundaries were defined in the past, considerations of 

the site's various values such as cultural, natural, landscape and others, and the 

site's topography and protecting lines, were taken in account.  

Beyond these lines are found: a military fire zone – at the south and east sides, 

kibbutz Bet Guvrin – at the north side, and an agricultural area at the west side. The 

remaining areas surrounding the buffer zone are protected areas as well, most of 

which are included in the National Master Plan 22 for Forests. Therefore, the borders 

of the buffer zone allow safe and good protection for the nominated area.     

However, we also note that the phenomenon of manmade subterranean systems is 

not limited to the proposed nomination area and we hope to further enlarge it in the 

future.   
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Map no. 1 
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Map no. 2 
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Map no. 3 
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Map no. 4 
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2.  Description 

2.a. Description of Property  

Introduction  

The nominated property – the caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin - and its buffer zone 

are located in a geographical region called The Judean Lowlands (in Hebrew: 

Shephelat Yehudah). These caves are considered as best representing a wider 

cultural phenomenon characterizing particularly the central part of Judean Lowlands, 

in a region called the "Land of the Caves". This name was coined because of the 

dense concentration of caves and subterranean systems of various shapes, sizes 

and functions it contains.  

All these numerous caves are manmade, and not by chance; the rock typical to the 

Lowlands region is characterized by comfortable accessibility, easiness of quarrying 

and sustainability. These features were among the prominent motives that attracted 

people to choose this region for their habitation, a process which resulted also in the 

founding of rural and urban communities including the main cities Maresha and Bet 

Guvrin, the property's locale, where the rock is at its best. 

Given that the natural conditions, the geology in particular, were an important factor 

for attracting humans to this part of the country it is worthy of firstly introducing the 

reader with some basic data regarding the region. The review of the natural context 

is followed by a description of the history of Maresha and Bet Guvrin. The latter 

mirrors the human history of the region in antiquity, which may be helpful for the 

understanding of the creation and evolution of the extraordinary phenomenon 

represented by the property. The property is presented following these introductory 

sections. 

Note: The relationship between the caves and the settlement network above them – 

wherever it is referred to all through this dossier – is given in order to let the reader 

understand the context of these caves; however, the mentioned archaeological 

surface remains are not a part of the proposed nomination!  

We consider that in certain occasions it is relevant to provide some brief details about 

the surface remains associated with the caves, which are also a part of the region 

and the region's history, in order to have better insight regarding the property itself. 

Had the culture that flourished on the surface above the caves, which is represented 

by the surface remains, not existed – the complex phenomenon of the caves would 
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not come into existence. It also should be noted that in many cases the surface 

remains have an important value due to their role in preserving and protecting the 

property, which is found underneath them.  

2.a.1. The Caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin– Natural Conditions  

The caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin are located in the Judean Lowlands, which are 

one of the three landscape units of the region of Judea. Judea is a mountainous bloc 

in the center of the Land of Israel, divided in terms of its geomorphology, its geology 

and its climate into three parts: in the center – the Judean Mountains anticline; on the 

east – the Judean Desert, which descends by ‘steps’ to the Dead Sea; on the west at 

the mountains foot – the lowlands. The caves included in this nomination are artificial 

caves representing the character of all the caves in the Judean Lowlands, which all 

of them are manmade. Other landscape units contain caves of another type – natural 

and karstic caves in hard limestone. 

The Judean Lowlands are a landscape unit located between the Judean Mountains 

in the east and the Coastal Plain in the west. The Lowlands are a syncline of soft 

limestone and chalky formations dating from the Eocene period. The landscape in 

the region is typified by rounded hills, almost without cliffs, and relatively wide 

streambeds that drain surface runoff. The hilly morphology is the result of the erosion 

of the chalky rock. In the east, the boundary between the Lowlands and the 

mountains is the western overlap of the central anticline. In the west, the boundary 

between the Lowlands and the Coastal Plain is along the winding line where rock 

formations meet alluvial soils. In the north, the Lowlands are bordered by the Ayalon 

Stream, and in the south, by the Beer Sheba Valley. 

The Judean Lowlands occupy a strip that extends generally in a north-south 

direction, and is divided into three units along this axis: the north, the middle and the 

south. It is also divided into two lengthwise strips: In the west the height differentials 

are relatively moderate while in the east the height differentials are greater. The 

ancient cities of Maresha and Bet Guvrin are located in the Guvrin Stream basin, at 

the point of transition between the lower and the higher strips of the Judean Lowland, 

at an altitude of about 250-350 m above sea level.  

Outstanding in the area of the Judean Lowlands is a geological-geomorphologic unit 

consisting solely of chalk, containing the main concentration of the caves (see above 

the Geological Map). Within this unit, a definite area has been selected that best 

represents the variety of caves and subterranean complexes. It included an area that 
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was mainly urban, containing Maresha and Bet Guvrin, approximately 400 ha. in 

size, which existed in different periods. These two sites constitute the best selection 

of the numerous ancient settlements of the lowlands that under and alongside their 

dwellings is a dense and astonishing concentration of caves used for a variety of 

purposes. 

Geological map of central Israel with Maresha at the center (Kloner, 2003)

East-west section of Judea, south of Jerusalem (Kloner, 2003)
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Climate: The Lowlands are an intermediate area between the mountains and the 

Coastal Plain and a corridor between the Mediterranean and steppe climates. As 

such, it is influenced by the steppe (Irano-Turanian) climate and has a multi-annual 

average rainfall of 300–400 mm. Its chalk rock is impervious to water and therefore 

the Lowlands have no springs. Rather, water sources consist of deeply hewn wells to 

the water table or surface runoff. The region sees several days a year of very hot 

weather, characterized by very low relative humidity. 

Geology and rock formations: As is already said the natural conditions of the 

Judean Lowlands, its geological makeup and characteristics in particular, were 

among the principal factors that lead up to the creation of the "Land of the Caves". 

The relatively soft rock is the region’s most outstanding geological attribute. The 

Judean Lowlands consist in the main of soft chalk – marl rock, mainly from the 

Eocene (approximately 56.5–35.5 million years before present). The "Land of the 

Caves", containing the largest concentration of hewn caves, is located mainly in the 

area of the Zor’a Formation, the Maresha Member (mostly) and the Adulam 

Member. The thickness of Maresha Member varies between 30 m and 100 m.  

Above the various types of chalk rock, a harder 'nari' crust formed, 1 to 3 m thick. To 

the west, the rocky outcroppings disappear, gradually covered by soil and alluvial 

material of the Coastal Plain.  

Chalk: This type of rock is friable and contains delicate crystals and although it is 

porous the pores are very tiny and therefore the rock is considered impervious to 

water (the rock becomes impervious when it comes in touch with water). However, 

fissures in the rock allow water to penetrate deeply into the ground. Despite the 

softness of this kind of chalk, it is relatively well resistant in conditions of erosion.  

The soft, chalky nature of the rock meant that humans were able to hew numerous 

caves in this area. These caves are, in fact, pits or quarries. The existence of 

thousands of relatively stable subterranean chambers is predicated on these 

geological conditions. It should not be surprising, therefore, due to the relative ease 

of quarrying and accessibility, that millennia ago thousands of underground caves 

were created here, first as quarries and then morphing into cisterns, oil presses, 

columbaria (dovecotes), stables, cultic rooms, hideaways and burial areas (Bliss and 

Macalister 1902:204–270; Kloner 2003:4).  Kloner considers (ibid.) that the 

accessibility and the easy cut in the rock "were also the main reasons for creating 

subterranean complexes in the lower city of Maresha" (which can be applied also on 

the nearby Bet Guvrin complexes). When necessary, the ceilings of chambers larger 
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than 2 m wide were reinforced by quarrying the ceilings as vaulted arches or by 

leaving pillars as supports. 

'Nari': The surface of the chalk rock is covered with a thinner, hard limestone crust of 

greater morphological significance than the chalk rock it overlays, called 'nari'. The 

'nari' is the result of build-up and erosion processes and Mediterranean climate 

conditions (rainy winters and dry summers) in the marginal, semi-arid zones of this 

climate. The 'nari' is at its thickest in the Maresha - Bet Guvrin area, which explains 

the quantity and quality of the caves in that area, thinning out toward the west and 

the north. Present-day topography reveals that the 'nari' frequently builds cliffs and 

rock-terraces deep in streambeds, and overlays the uniform slopes of the Lowlands 

hills, while the dry streambeds between the chalk blocs are covered with alluvial soil. 

There are a number of theories regarding the origin of 'nari'. According to Goldberg 

(in: Kloner and Tepper 1987:23–29), 'nari' represents erosion of the upper layers of 

the rock as the result of winter runoff and solutions in summer. In his study of the 

distribution of 'nari' throughout the country, Goldberg developed a formula called the 

“rain factor”, which he postulated determined the development of 'nari' over chalk. 

The rain factor is the ratio between the average annual precipitations in a region, 

divided by the average annual temperature. A rain factor of 15–30 is considered 

optimal for the development of 'nari'. In the Lowlands, for example, the average 

annual rainfall is approximately 400 mm, and the average annual temperature is 

approximately 20 degrees Celsius (400/20 = 20). The same chalk rock in the Negev, 

in the Tsin Stream, for example, does not develop 'nari' because the average annual 

rainfall there is 100 mm, with the same average temperature as the Lowlands 

(100/20 = 5). The factor of 5 is less than the coefficient allowing for the development 

of 'nari'. Neither will the same chalk develop 'nari' in Safed, where the rain factor is 40 

(600 mm /15 degrees Celsius = 40). 

Soil: The soil that develops from 'nari' and chalk and overlays it is rendzina, whose 

color gradually changes from humus-rich dark soil (overlaying the 'nari') toward the 

south to humus-poor light soil (deriving from the exposed chalk) farther north. The 

soil at the foot of the hills and in the streambeds is dark brown and granulous. 

Natural history – Flora: The transition zone between the Mediterranean and the 

Irano-Turanian regions in which the Judean Lowlands is located accords it special 

significance. The average annual rainfall is less in its southern reaches, where 

consequently the flora changes from Mediterranean woodland to forest-park species, 

which farther to the south diminishes to garigue and batha. The Lowlands are the 
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southernmost extent of Mediterranean woodlands. The greater the thickness of 'nari' 

(which diminishes from north to south) overlaying the chalk, the more dense the tree 

growth. Trees are very rare in the valleys and on slopes devoid of 'nari'.  

Natural history – Fauna: Due to the Lowlands transition-zone status between 

Mediterranean woodlands and marginal Mediterranean climate, the region provides a 

varied habitat for fauna. The Mediterranean element is the basis for the composition 

of species in the area; however, proximity to other zoographic regions and the variety 

of habitats in the lowlands leads to an encounter among fauna from differing 

zoographic origins. The Lowlands contain the greatest concentration in the world of 

nesting Short-toed Eagles and Longed-legged Buzzards.   

Open spaces – typical landscape at the nomination area

The view from Bet Guvrin – natural woodlands and agricultural lots  
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2.a.2. Maresha and Bet Guvrin – Historical Context  

Both the landscape and the human heritage in the Judean Lowlands were influenced 

by the presence of the soft chalk overlaid with 'nari'. Maresha and Bet Guvrin were 

the main cities of the region during certain significant periods in antiquity. The two 

cities and their associated caves, as well as the smaller settlements in the region 

typify the human habitation in that locality in various periods. A relatively large 

concentrations of subterranean complexes surround the large settlements,  

especially Maresha and Bet Guvrin, while the farther away they are from the 

settlements, the fewer and smaller they become.  

The Judean Lowlands are located near the historic Via Maris, the ancient highway 

that crossed the Land of Israel, connecting Mesopotamia in the north and Egypt in 

the south. An important road junction was found here, serving the intersecting 

highways, which extended the length of the Lowlands from north to south and from 

west to east, from the Coastal Plain to the mountains of Hebron and Jerusalem. 

Maresha and Bet Guvrin are located at the passage between the Coastal Plain in the 

west and the Judean Mountains in the east. Alongside those main cities, dense, 

mainly agriculture-based settlement was continuous in the region throughout most of 

history, leaving its imprint in the form of remnants of villages, installations, farms and 

agricultural terraces. The thousands of artificial subterranean complexes that riddle 

the region were associated with these settlements. The subterranean complexes are 

the focal point of our discussion however the description would be lacking if it did not 

extend to the mentioning of some surface remains at these sites, whose inhabitants 

hewed the caves and integrated them into their daily lives.  

Maresha and Bet Guvrin are associated to each other because of their nearby 

location in the same geographical region and the same geological makeup. However, 

these archaeological sites share more in common: They were chronologically close 

at the time when Bet Guvrin replaced Maresha as the district capital after the latter 

was destroyed. (While Maresha replaced Lachish, which was the region's main urban 

center during the Iron Age reaching its peak in the eighth century BCE).The two cities 

have numerous of caves typifying them; those caves – the property – possess 

significant importance for the research of the hypogene world and of the cultural 

heritage it bears.  

Because of these similarities and the geographical proximity, the sites of the 

Maresha and Bet Guvrin are included in the same national park, managed by the 

same body, the Israel Nature and Parks Authority (INPA).  
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The history of Maresha and Bet Guvrin, both ethnically pluralistic cities, represents 

the history of the Judean Lowlands; knowing this history described below, would 

contribute a great deal for the understanding of the property's value. 

Maresha 

Location and Identification of the site  

Maresha is located in the upper part of the Judean Lowlands, bordering the lower 

part, approximately 30 km east-southeast of the modern town of Ashkelon and 40 km 

southwest of Jerusalem. Maresha is situated 1.5 km south of Bet Guvrin.   

The consensus of scholarly opinion is that Maresha should be identified with Tel 

Sandahanna. This is predicated on references in the biblical text, Josephus and 

Eusebius. Biblical references include Maresha among the Judean cities in Joshua 

15:44 along with Keilah and Achziv. It is included in the list of cities fortified by 

Solomon’s son Rehoboam (2 Chron. 2:7–9) following Adulam, Gath and along with 

Adoriam, Ziph and Lachish. It is mentioned again with Lachish, Adulam, Achziv and 

Moreshet-Gath (Micah 1:13–15). Josephus (Antiquities VIII:246) repeats the list, with 

Maresha located in the vicinity of the towns in the Judean Lowlands. Eusebius 

(Onomasticon 130:10) corroborates this, mentioning that the town was two miles 

from Bet Guvrin. 

Maresha consists of an upper city, which is the tell (the mound), and a lower city that 

surrounds the tell and includes numerous subterranean complexes. 

The first to identify Tel Sandahanna as Maresha was E. Robinson in 1838, based 

primarily on the ancient references mentioned above (Avi-Yonah 1993 Maresha, in 

EAEH ed. E. Stern, p. 948 and possibly Robinson, Biblical Researches 2, 67). The 

site identification has been verified by a tomb inscription discovered by Peters and 

Thiersch (1905:36–39) that mentioned the Sidonian community “residing at 

Maresha”. This information has been reinforced by the discovery of two ostraca in the 

subterranean complexes of Maresha that mention the toponym ‘Maresha’ (Kloner 

and Stern 2007:205–238).  
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History of Maresha  

The city of Maresha was founded in the Iron Age (the Israelite period) and continued 

in existence until the late Hellenistic period. 

The biblical text mentions Maresha as one of the Canaanite cities (Joshua 15:14) 

belonging to the tribe of Judah as well as a fortified city in the time of Rehoboam (2 

Chron. 11:5–12). The Bible mentions that the city was founded at the end of the 

United Monarchy (Iron Age II, tenth century BCE).  

The excavations, however, have shown that there was a distinct presence at 

Maresha (Bliss and Macalister 1902:58; Kloner 2003:5) only from the beginning of 

the Iron Age II, meaning from the eight to sixth centuries BCE. During the late 

seventh and early sixth centuries BCE the kingdom of Judah had been weakened by 

the conquering Babylonians. After the destruction of the First Temple (586 BCE) the 

people of Judah were exiled to Babylonia. 

It appears that at this time there was an incursion by Edomites from the southeast 

into this region, to the extent that they became the dominant ethnos; a fact that may 

be reflected in the name of the region, which became known as Idumea (Greek for 

Edom). This phenomenon is reflected in the large number of ostraca bearing 

Idumean names. With the Persian conquest in 539 BCE Maresha became an 

important center and also the capital of Idumea.    

Excavations in the upper city revealed walls from both the fifth and fourth centuries 

BCE. In the fourth century BCE Phoenicians from Sidon and Greeks settled here, 

probably introducing Hellenistic culture. Some Egyptians as well as a few Judeans 

were also part of the population – some of the latter remained after the destruction of 

the First Temple and others migrated there from the coast. This produced a special 

ethnic and social fabric in this Hellenistic city. During that period the lower city was 

built, and in it many caves were hewn.  

Following the death of Alexander the Great in 323 BCE, the region became a 

battleground between the Ptolemaic and Seleucid empires. The Ptolomies dominated 

Maresha in the third century BCE when it became the administrative and economic 

center of the hyparchy. The site is mentioned in a number of the Zenon papyri (P. 

Cairo 59006, 59015, 58537), dated to ca. 259 BCE, attesting to the intensive 

commercial ties between Maresha and the Ptolomies. It was the seat of various 

government officials and remained in Ptolemaic hands until the Seleucids defeated 

the Ptolomies at the Battle of Paneas in 198 BCE. The city then came under Seleucid 
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control, under whose auspices it continued to function as an important administrative 

city.  

According to 1 Macc. 5:66, Maresha was used by the Seleucids as a base from 

which to launch attacks on Judea and therefore became subject to retaliation from 

the Maccabees (2 Macc.12:35).  According to Josephus (Antiquities XIII:257), during 

the reign of the Hasmonean king John Hyrcanus I (137–104 BCE), Maresha, along 

with the rest of Idumea, was conquered and the inhabitants given the option of 

conversion to Judaism if they wished to remain in the country. Destruction levels in 

the recent excavations, as well as those carried out by Bliss and Macalister in 1900, 

attest to the destruction of the upper and lower city in 112/111 BCE. It should be 

noted that the grandparents of Herod the Great were among those who remained in 

Maresha. 

While it is probable that after the conquest by John Hyrcanus I, the Hasmoneans 

continued to rule the city (Josephus, Antiquities XIII:396) it appears, at least from the 

archaeological evidence, to have been a limited presence. The 25 Hyrcanus I-coins 

discovered on the tell during the 1900 excavations (Kloner 2003:6) represent the 

latest coins found in a stratigraphic context there. This is probably the final 

occupation of Maresha, suggesting that no more than a relatively small force 

remained in the upper city, possibly in order to prevent the return of a civilian 

population (Kloner 1991). Maresha remained in Hasmonean hands until the conquest 

of Pompey in 63 BCE. Pompey divided Western Idumea from Judah and added it to 

the pagan cities along the coast. 

While according to Josephus (Antiquities XIV:75; Wars I:156) the city was rebuilt in 

the time of Pompey's successor Gabinius, governor of Syria from 57 to 55 BCE, 

there is no archaeological evidence of such a city (except for one coin discovered at 

Bet Guvrin, which is presumed to have been minted by the people of Maresha in the 

first century BCE [Qedar 1992/3]). It is assumed that this city was given to Herod, 

along with all of Idumea, in 40 BCE, the same year in which, according to Josephus, 

the Hasmonean king Mattathias Antigonus, with his Persian allies, destroyed the city, 

which was never rebuilt. (According to E. Oren, settlement continued until the second 

century CE.) Thereafter, Bet Guvrin replaced Maresha as the regional capital.  

While random surface finds occasionally include coins later than 112 BCE – from the 

time of Alexander Jannaeus and Herod the Great for example – only four out of over 

one thousand coins discovered in the lower city date to later than this period (Barkay 

1992/3). 
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Maresha was inhabited briefly during a few later periods.  

There is evidence, for example, that some of the subterranean complexes were 

reused, possibly by residents of nearby Bet Guvrin, during the Bar Kokhba Revolt 

(the second revolt of the Jews against the Romans, 132–135 CE), as hideaways. 

These resemble the burrows and small rooms that are evident throughout the Judean 

Lowlands from this period. They are usually characterized by low narrow passages 

and small square chambers quarried below preexisting settlements.  

During the Byzantine period, a small village, mentioned as a ruin by Eusebius in the 

Onomosticon (Klosterman 1904: No. 682) was re-inhabited in the southwestern area 

of the lower city, which included a church dating to the fifth–sixth centuries CE.  It is 

believed to have covered approximately 1.5 ha. (Kloner 2003:6).  

Alterations in the Hellenistic-period complexes further reflect both Byzantine and 

early Muslim period settlement. Subterranean Complex 30 was changed from its 

original form as a columbarium into a mosque, which reflects a presence during the 

Early Muslim period. Christian and Muslim graffiti on a number of the walls in these 

systems is further testimony to later habitation.  

Remains from the Crusader period are also evident, most obviously at the 

Sandahanna Church (with Byzantine remains as well), which gave the tell its name 

for many centuries.  

Aerial view of Tel Maresha and surroundings (Kloner, 1996) 
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The upper city  

The early excavations of Bliss and Macalister focused primarily on the upper city, or 

tell, which measures ca. 250 x 400 m while the lower city lies 20–30 m below the tell.  

Settlement centered on the tell from the Iron Age II period through the Persian and 

early Hellenistic periods. Throughout this 800-year period the tell also served as the 

acropolis of the city, fortified by a wall and towers on a steep slope. The Hellenistic 

city was square-shaped, measured 2.4 ha. and was built in an orthogonal 

Hippodamian plan: The main street runs east-west and is intersected by narrower 

streets running north-south that also functioned as support walls for the blocks of 

buildings, or insulae. 

Note:  Most of the upper city of Maresha has not yet been excavated hence there is 

no data, at present, regarding the existence of subterranean spaces on the tell. The 

descriptions of the upper city and the lower city are given as for a general context of 

Maresha and not as a part of the nomination. 

The lower city  

The lower city surrounded the whole tell in a strip of land of varying width. It was 

enclosed, at least partially, by a wall. In some areas, street patterns that resemble an 

orthogonal plan can be discerned. It became clear during the excavations at the end 

of the 1980s that the lower city of Maresha had been built up extensively in antiquity, 

primarily during the Hellenistic period. Portions of the outer wall of the lower city were 

discovered at this time.  

To date, approximately 169 subterranean complexes that cover approximately 32 ha. 

have been identified in the lower city. The phenomenon of so many manmade 

underground caves is one of the distinctive characteristics of Maresha. The 

geological factors that led to this interesting phenomenon are discussed above (see 

section 2.a.1). The fact that the relatively soft, compact and homogenous chalky rock 

is covered by the harder layer of 'nari' prevented it from eroding. It was within the soft 

white layer that the subterranean complexes around Maresha were hewn.  

Thus, the lower city also contained a subterranean city made up of hundreds of 

caves above which were homes, public buildings, shops, alleyways and roads. It is 

possible to determine that some of the caves were already in use from the Iron Age II 

through the Persian and Hellenistic periods, although at this point in time it cannot be 

said that a lower city existed in these earlier periods (see below the paragraph: "The 

earlier caves in Maresha containing Iron Age and Persian period material"). 
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During the Hellenistic period the population of the city increased to its peak of 

development and the upper city could no longer accommodate the expanding 

population. Therefore Maresha expanded down, from the tell, to what is known as the 

lower city, increasing the size of the city from 2.4 ha. on the tell to 32 ha. It was 

during this period that extensive building began in the lower city. This required the 

quarrying of many caves that provided the building blocks for construction on the 

surface; most of the subterranean complexes were quarried at that time. The 

dwellings excavated in the lower city indicate that they were built of rectangular 

blocks of chalk, arranged in insulae or ‘islands’ surrounded by streets and narrow 

alleys. The discovery of staircases leading to an upper floor, as well as remains of 

collapsed debris originating from above, indicates that many of these dwellings were 

two stories. The spacious houses and decorative architectural elements that were 

found testify to a high standard of living.  

The subterranean complexes around Maresha (and Bet Guvrin) number about 3500 

chambers, halls, cisterns, columbaria and other industrial facilities. This large number 

and variety of subterranean chambers is a reflection of the population and economy 

of Maresha in the third and second centuries BCE. The population of the city at this 

time is estimated at approximately 10,000 (Kloner 2003:154).  

These 169 manmade cave complexes were an integral part of the shops, workshops 

and dwellings that existed on the surface in the lower city. Subterranean complexes 

were discovered beneath all the buildings and streets excavated on the surface.  The 

houses were constructed of the same soft local chalkstone blocks hewn from 

underneath. The correlation between the caves and the surface buildings is further 

supported by the fact that the subterranean complexes were found only inside the 

walls of the lower city. The walls at the eastern and southern perimeters marked the 

boundary of the complexes and no caves have been discovered outside these lines.    

These complexes indicate well the extensive extent of the underground structure at 

Maresha, which is found alongside the above-ground densely built up Maresha. 

According to Kloner (Kloner 2003:153) The complexes excavated in the lower city, as 

well as the unexcavated complexes, are representative of the use of manmade caves 

in the Hellenistic period in the Levant. 

Each subterranean complex contained a number of cave complexes (or, systems) 

that in turn contained a number of chambers. The average number of chambers per 

subterranean complex was 17 (Kloner 2003:1–7). Originally there were no 

connections between the complexes; the rooms were arranged in systems that were 
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hewn and used independently. However, in course of time, later openings connected 

several previously independent systems (Kloner 2003:153).  

The entrances into these complexes were via openings or quarried staircases 

through the floors of the dwellings, their courtyards and in openings in paths between 

buildings. Some of the staircases had beautifully carved banisters reflecting the high 

standards of the local population. The homes were constructed around central 

courtyards. It is believed that the lower story facing the street was a shop, workshop 

or storehouse while the upper stories were used for sleeping, living quarters or for 

storage. This was indicated by fragments of fresco and stucco discovered both in the 

residences as well as in the debris excavated within the subterranean areas.  

Based upon the excavations in the lower city, it can be determined that the two main 

industries of Hellenistic Maresha were the production of olive oil and the raising of 

pigeons [This topic is detailed below in the paragraph: "Economic-Industrial and 

other functions of the caves in Maresha"]. 

In addition to the industrial usage of the subterranean spaces, they were used as 

tomb caves. On the periphery of the city and outside its walls are the main burial 

areas – three main necropolises that ringed the city. So far, all the tomb caves 

discovered at Maresha date only to the Hellenistic period, with seven shaft tombs 

that can be tentatively dated to the Persian period. No Iron Age tombs have been 

found to date [A discussion on the burial practice in Maresha and its research value 

is detailed below in the paragraph: "Burial Caves at Maresha's Necropolises"].  

Bet Guvrin 

Location and identification of the site 

Bet Guvrin located about 10 km east of the modern city of Kiryat Gat and about 1.5 

km north of Maresha, whom it replaced as the region’s most important city.  

The site of Bet Guvrin was identified by the name of the Arab village of Beit Jibrin, by 

its position on the Tabula Peutingeriana (32 Roman miles from Jerusalem on the way 

to Ashkelon), and from milestones at various distances from the city inscribed with 

the name Eleutherpolis (Kloner 1993 Beth Guvrin in: EAEH ed. E. Stern, p. 195) 
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History of Bet Guvrin 

The history of Bet Guvrin is reviewed according to the main phases of its inhabitation.  

(As noted, the surface remains mentioned within the historic review are not a part of 

the nomination but were referred to as the context of the property.) 

The Hellenistic period: Excavations revealed the presence of a settlement at Bet 

Guvrin in the Hellenistic period (second and first centuries BCE), which is the 

Hasmonean period in the local Jewish history. It is possible, according to Prof. A. 

Kloner, that this is the place that was rebuilt in the first century BCE by Gabinius to 

replace Maresha. 

The Roman period: Bet Guvrin is mentioned for the first time by Josephus Flavius 

as Bet Gavrei (Wars IV:447), a village in the heart of Idumea, which was conquered 

by Vespasian in 68 CE during his campaign to crush the Jewish Great Revolt (66-70 

CE). Following the destruction of the Second Temple, in 70 CE, Bet Guvrin continued 

to exist as a densely populated Jewish settlement, eventually becoming a city, which 

served as an administrative center during the Bar Kokhba Revolt (132–135 CE). 

After the Bar Kokhba Revolt, the city of Bet Guvrin became an important Roman 

center of government, and in 200 CE, Emperor Septimus Severus granted it the 

status of polis and changed its name to Eleutheropolis (city of freedmen). The 

emperor granted lands to the city, the most extensive such grant in Palestine at that 

time, stretching from the Coastal Plain to the Dead Sea, and from the area of Bet 

Shemesh to the Beer Sheba Valley. Bet Guvrin also controlled Jerusalem (Aelia 

Capitolina) at that time. Bet Guvrin prospered during the Roman period, becoming a 

splendid and populous urban center. Two aqueducts brought water from distant 

locations, augmenting the local water system to meet the needs of the inhabitants. 

Five roads, along which milestones have been found, led to the city from various 

directions, among them the main road from Jerusalem southwest to Ashkelon. As the 

city grew, an amphitheater and public buildings were constructed. 

The central position of Bet Guvrin, which became one of the main administrative 

centers of Palestina Prima during the Late Roman and Byzantine periods, is 

evidenced in a number of sources. It is depicted on the mosaic Madaba Map of the 

mid-sixth century CE, showing several public buildings and at least two churches 

within the city precincts. It is also referred to in the administrative lists of the 

Byzantine period (Avni, Dahari and Kloner, 2008:1). Several chance finds from Bet 
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Guvrin point to the prosperity of the city during the Late Roman and Byzantine 

periods. 

Jewish settlement was reestablished in the third–fourth centuries CE. Jewish 

inhabitants were numerous during the Byzantine period, the period of the Talmud in 

the Jewish history (the Talmud is Jewish Oral Law, a central text of Rabbinic 

Judaism). The presence of Jewish population it is attested by the large Jewish 

cemetery, architectural remains from the Roman and Byzantine periods and an 

inscription from a synagogue discovered there, as well as a reference to Bet Guvrin 

in the Talmud and in rabbinic literature. The Talmud reveals that Bet Guvrin was a 

walled city. The rabbinic work Genesis Rabba (41–42) explains that the city was 

named not for its freedmen (in Hebrew, horin) but because its people lived in caves, 

or cavities (in Hebrew, horim).  

The Byzantine period: Bet Guvrin was an important Christian center during this 

period, a bishopric, in which several churches were built. In the late Byzantine period 

(the seventh century CE), the bell caves began to be quarried for building stone, 

which was sent to the cities of the coast and of the Judean Lowlands. 

The city of Bet Guvrin-Eleutheropolis had a necropolis consists of five burial-cave 

locations, defined as cemeteries, which were in use during the third to the eighth 

centuries CE, the periods when it was a lively operating city. The archaeological 

research of the necropolis provided important data about the city's population. [A 

detailed description is presented below in the paragraph: "Burial caves at the 

necropolises of Bet Guvrin-Eleutheropolis"]. 

The Early Muslim period: The city declined in importance at this time, when it 

became known as Bet Jibrin. During this period the caves were further quarried for 

building stone; that is the time when most of the bell caves were dug. The quarrying 

of the bell caves reached its zenith during the Early Muslim period, from the seventh 

to the eleventh centuries CE, when the building material they produced was sold at 

distant markets. The tenth-century Arab historian Al-Muqaddasi wrote that the district 

of Bet Guvrin had numerous marble quarries, apparently referring to the chalk 

quarries in the bell caves. At a later stage of the Early Muslim period, some of the 

bell caves were turned into columbaria or plastered cisterns. Other caves, which had 

lateral entrances, became into storerooms.  

The Crusader period: The Crusader King Fulk d’Anjou rebuilt the ruins of Byzantine 

Bet Guvrin in 1136, and later gave the city to the Hospitaller Knights. Because of Bet 
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Guvrin’s location on the main road to Jerusalem, the Crusaders fortified it as part of 

their efforts to maintain their hold over Jerusalem. They also fortified the villages that 

surrounded Bet Guvrin and the roads leading to the site.  

At the center of Crusader Bet Guvrin was a triple-apse church built of ashlars 

dismantled from buildings of Roman-Byzantine Eleutheropolis and reworked for 

secondary use. Just north of the church, a square fortress was built with square 

towers in each corner, which took up a small amount of space in the Crusader city. 

The Crusaders called the city Bet Jiblin or Giblin. It was surrounded with Crusader 

villages and farms. The church of Sandahanna (St. Anne) was evidently also 

restored at this time. 

After the Mamluks took over the Crusader Kingdom, apparently following the Battle of 

Hattin (1187), they also conquered the Judean Lowlands, including Bet Guvrin. It 

seems that during the four years of renewed Crusader presence (1240–1244), the 

northern aisle of the church was used as a chapel. 

The Mamluk period: The square Crusader fortress became the center of Mamluk 

rule during the Mamluk and the early Ottoman periods. From 1283 on, Judea and all 

of Palestine became part of the greater Mamluk kingdom that sprung up on the ruins 

of the Crusader Kingdom and the Arab emirates to the north and south. 

2.a.3 Description of Property:  

        The Subterranean World of Maresha and Bet Guvrin 

As stated above, the nominated property is considered as the best characterizing 

pattern of a wider cultural phenomenon found at the "Land of the Caves". Maresha 

and Bet Guvrin have numerous caves typifying them however the nature of the caves 

at the two sites is different to a great extent. While at Maresha most of the caves 

served economic/industrial and household functions and were fully integrated with 

the dwellings on the surface as their underground layer (forming also a sort of 

subterranean layer of the lower city), most of Bet Guvrin's caves were bell-shaped 

quarries dug for producing building material, with no physical connection with the 

city's houses.  

Maresha and Bet Guvrin contained still two other types of subterranean cavities: 

burial caves that were concentrated in necropolises outside their inhabited areas and 

hiding complexes, which is a completely different kind of subterranean installation.  

The caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin are extensive, complicated and multifaceted. 

Individual caves and complexes of caves are presented below according to their 
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types and characteristics, while some outstanding or exceptional caves are depicted 

in more detail to highlight their uniqueness. The integrated image created by the 

following descriptions best illustrates the typical and distinctive subterranean world at 

of each of the ancient cities, Maresha and Bet Guvrin. The various types of caves 

and subterranean complexes at these sites are presented according to a number of 

parameters, as the following:  

A. List of types of caves in terms of their chronology and history 

B. The subterranean world of Maresha 

1. The earlier caves in Maresha  

2. Economic-industrial and other functions of the caves  

3. Burial caves at Maresha's necropolises 

4. Typical subterranean areas (Area 53 and Area 61) 

5. Typical subterranean complexes  

C. The subterranean world of Bet Guvrin 

1. Bell shaped caves  

2. Burial caves at the necropolises of Bet Guvrin-Eleutheropolis 

D. The hiding complexes  

A. List of types of caves in terms of their chronology and history 

Iron Age II / the Israelite period II (eighth–sixth centuries BCE): The beginning of 

the caves at Maresha. The purposes of hewing the caves at this time are not fully 

understood. This is the period, according to the archaeological evidence, in which the 

region's inhabitants discovered the special characteristics of the local rock and 

presumably the benefits of quarrying the underground. 

Persian period (fifth–fourth centuries BCE): The excavation of Complex 75 in the 

eastern quarter of the lower city of Maresha revealed clear stratification of 

installations and floors from the Iron Age, the Persian period and the Hellenistic 

period. In other caves, evidence was unearthed of use in the Persian period. 

Hellenistic period (third–first centuries BCE) at Maresha:  

1.  Quarries for building-stone and lime. 

2.  Cisterns with plaster sealing of cracks. 

3.  Industrial-agricultural instillations. 

   a. Columbaria (caves used for the raising of doves or pigeons)    
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   b. Olive-oil plants. 

   c. Stables to house animals. 

4.  Storage of a variety of items and as a winery. 

5.  Bathing installations (baths and ritual purification installations). 

6.  Burial. 

7.  Religious rites. 

Roman and Byzantine periods (first century BCE–seventh century CE): 

1.  The digging of new caves, including Jewish burial caves. 

2.  Huge bell caves (larger than previous ones), particularly from the end of the    

     Byzantine period. 

3.  Quarrying of material to produce lime. 

4.  Aqueduct (The Niqbot Cave apparently dates from the Roman period). 

5.  Hiding complexes – for both civilian and military purposes; the use of previously  

     existing caves connected by narrow corridors and burrows. 

Early Muslim period (seventh–eleventh centuries CE): Continued use of the large 

bell caves and of new ones. In the seventh century (apparently in the late Byzantine 

period), the digging of the bell caves reached its greatest extent, to produce building 

stones and building material for the entire lowlands and even for the coastal cities.  

B. The subterranean world of Maresha 

1. The earlier caves in Maresha containing Iron Age and Persian period material  

The excavations have shown (see section 2.a.2) that at the upper and lower cities of 

Maresha was a distinct presence from the beginning of the Iron Age II. Some of the 

caves in the lower city, which were in use already from that earlier phase - from the 

Iron Age II through the Persian and Hellenistic periods, are presented hereby. It is 

not yet known, however, whether the subterranean city of the lower city was in 

existence – other than some caves, whose function is still unclear – in the Iron Age 

and Persian period. 

Subterranean Complex 75 – Subterranean Complex 75, in the eastern quarter of the 

lower city, was excavated in 1988 and it was the first one in which, hewing and using 

of caves dating to the eighth and seventh centuries BCE, were revealed. The 

complex consists of a central large hall, which is a circular chamber with a domed 

ceiling and rock-cut steps. In the hall a well defined stratigraphical sequence of floors 
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and finds, resulting from the occupation during the Iron Age, Persian and Helenistic 

periods, was identified.  

Four strata were distinguished. The first and uppermost is a Late Hellenistic period 

startum, dated mainly to the second century BCE. The second stratum includes four 

floor levels of the Early Hellenistic period, mainly of the third century BCE, when the 

cave seems to have been used in an industrial capacity. The third stratum consists of 

two fragmentary Persian period levels. The fourth and lowest, stratum has four Iron 

Age phases (eighth to sixth centuries BCE); four lamelekh* stamped jar handles were 

found, among other pottery vessels, in this startum, as well as a baking oven (tabun), 

numerous loom weights and small bell-shaped pits hewn into the rock floor, also 

characteristic of the Iron Age.  

 *  Lamelekh seals – Lamelekh is a Hebrew inscription meaning "belonging to the king". The 

stamps contained also a 2 or 4 winged disc and the name of one of four settlements. 

Lamelekh seals were stamped on the handles of large storage jars, which have been found 

mostly in Judah kingdom in and around Jerusalem and are considered as distinctly Israelite 

remains. These seals are interpreted as royal stamps that may be referring to a Biblical king 

of Judah (or possibly God). Most of the researchers ascribe the seals to the reign of King 

Hezekiah (end of 8th century-beginning of 7 century BCE). (One lamelekh stamped jar handle 

was found in subterranean complex 169 in Maresha and a few others in surface context).    

In sum, many hundreds of complete pottery vessels were found in this complex, as 

were, 7 Aramic ostraca, an Edomite ostracon, 1 Greek ostraca, and a lead sling 

bullet. Several pottery figurines were found in the area including Persian horse-and-

rider, mold-made figurines of woman nursing an infant, a standing woman and the 

lower part of an Iron Age standing male figure (Kloner, 1993 & 2008). 

Subterranean Complex 147 – Subterranean Complex 147, in the eastern quarter of 

the lower city, was excavated in between 1994 and 2000. This complex consists 

mainly of a large rectangular columbarium and two rectangular rooms projecting off 

its southern side. A stairway gave access to the complex. Three square piers in the 

middle of the columbarium hall buttress the roof. The small niches for the 

columbarium are arranged in rows along the walls. Three building phases were 

discerned dating to the Hellenistic period from the first half to the mid of the third 

century BCE. 

The lower intentioned fills contained finds mainly dated from the second century 

BCE, as well as Persian and Iron Age sherds, including an ostracon in Hebrew script 

dated from the seventh century BCE. The Hebrew ostracon may point to Jewish 

presence in Maresha after the campaign of Sennacherib, King of Assyria (705-681 
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BCE), into Hezekiah's Judah in 701 BCE. The Hellenistic pottery included hundreds 

of intact and complete vessels and many ceramic figurines of Heracles, Isis, nursing 

women, and horse-and-riders, as well as rhyton fragments. Except for the Hebrew 

ostracon, 10 Aramic ostraca, 35 Greek ostraca, 2 altars, 3 astragals, 2 game dice, 

and 3 lead weights were found in the complex (Kloner, 2008).  

Subterranean Complex 128 - Subterranean Complex 128, in the southern end of the 

lower city, was excavated in between 1994 and 2000. The complex consists of 11 

systems, containing 30 rooms, including an olive-oil press, filtering installations, 

cisterns, quarries and columbaria. A Hebrew ostracon, 14 Aramic ostraca, 22 Greek 

ostraca, an altar, a lead sling bullet, and 3 astragals were found in this complex's 

rooms (Kloner, 2008).   

Area 940 – Area 940 in the southeastern part of the lower city was excavated in 

1994. 11 surface complexes were identified and 7 cave entrances were also 

revealed, two of which were surveyed as separate subterranean complexes. The 

very rich ceramic corpus consisted mainly of Persian and Early Hellenistic pottery 

with significant amount of earlier Persian and Iron Age material. Among the finds 

found, were 25 stamped amphora handles, 132 lamps, figurine fragments, a loom 

weight, and 21 coins (Kloner, 2008).  

2. Economic-Industrial and other functions of the caves 

The underground layer of the lower city of Maresha served as the "industrial zone" of 

the city. The subterranean complexes contained a variety of functions related to the 

economy and house-holding needs of Maresha's residents. The main uses of the 

subterranean complexes, which were found under each excavated house, are 

presented below.  

Quarries –- The initial purpose for quarrying most of the underground complexes 

was to provide building material from the soft chalky layer for dwellings and public 

structures on the surface. The continual need for new buildings or to repair existing 

ones due to wear and tear required constant quarrying; therefore these complexes 

were almost constantly being expanded and indeed, the floors of almost all of the 

above chambers show signs of being quarried in their last phases of use. 

Aside from their function as the major source of building material for the city, the 

subterranean quarries were subsequently used also for industrial functions, as 

follows:  
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Olive-oil processing industry – The olive-oil processing industry, which was 

extensive at Maresha, was conducted in these underground complexes. The finds 

within these factories usually include a crushing installation, which is made up of a 

stone basin (mortarium) and a lentil-shaped crushing stone (orbis) for the initial 

crushing of the olives. There were normally two shallow niches in the rear wall to 

anchor the horizontal beams, oil-press piers where the baskets of crushed olives 

were placed and later pressed, long, shallow stone-cut collection vats (sometimes 

plastered) for the olive oil and channels or troughs for stone weights and stone 

beam-weights. Many contained a cultic niche between the pressing piers. 

Approximately 28 olive-press factories have been discovered so far. It is estimated 

that the annual production of each of these presses amounted to 8,000–9,000 liters 

of oil (or, a total of approximately 300 metric tons). This would have made Maresha 

one of the major centers for the production of olive oil during the Ptolemaic Period 

(ca. 323–198 BCE) and a major exporter of oil, primarily to Egypt (Kloner and Sagiv 

1989:53; Kloner 2003:70–71). At the end of the third and beginning of the second 

centuries BCE, after the territory fell to the Seleucids, the Egyptian market was lost, a 

loss which would have adversely affected the local olive oil industry. Following an 

economic crisis in this branch many of the olive presses were abandoned or were 

used for other purposes like cisterns or quarries.  

Raising pigeons – During the early Hellenistic period raising pigeons or doves was 

one of the most prolific branches of the local economy (Kloner 2003:45). 

Approximately 85 columbaria have been discovered to date, which amounts to more 

than 50,000 niches in all. Niches are generally found hewn in all of the walls, mainly 

in the upper portion of the walls. This was presumably done in order to prevent easy 

access to the nests by predators. The niches are generally square, measuring about 

0.22 x 0.22 m at the opening and with a depth of approximately 0.24 m.  

There is now scholarly consensus that the columbaria caves were used for the 

raising of doves for food, fertilizer (their droppings) and as sacrificial animals for 

religious rites. It will be recalled that during the study of the caves the theory was 

raised that they were used for the cremation of the deceased and the storage of urns 

with their ashes; however, that theory has been shown to be groundless. No remains 

of teeth or bones were discovered among the finds here. 

Cisterns – Many of the subterranean complexes are plastered and some even have 

filtration rooms; these were most likely cisterns for the collection and storage of rain 

water. In many of these complexes one can see the drainage channels, many with 
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banisters leading down the stairs, and rope marks at the top of the staircases for 

lowering vessels to collect the water.  

Baths – A number of baths have been discovered, for bathing or even for possible 

ritual immersion. They are usually small rooms that appear to be designed so that an 

individual can sit inside them, with water channels leading into them.  

Stables – Some of the subterranean complexes contain troughs which suggest the 

possibility that these areas were used as stables for animals. The height of the 

troughs indicates that the animals were probably donkeys (or, possibly other 

domestic animals). There are places to tether the animals in these areas as well. 

Textile industry – The discovery of numerous loom weights within the fill excavated 

in most of the subterranean complexes suggests a lively but domestic textile industry. 

These could also have originated in the dwellings on the surface and been discarded 

into the underground areas at a later time. However, the presence of industrial-size 

vats, possibly for dyeing, quarried into some of the subterranean walls, suggests that 

these operations could have taken place underground as well. 

Storage – There is little doubt that many of the subterranean areas were also used 

for storage. The presence of ties in the walls, storage niches, and remains of silo-

shaped rooms are clear indications of this. 

Cult – Some of the subterranean complexes appear to have had cultic functions. 

This is based upon decorative cultic niches in some of the areas as well as reliefs of 

schematic figures of people/gods carved into some of the walls, interpreted as 

representations of divinity. The exact purpose of these chambers is still to be 

determined. 

A schematic figure, probably of a deity, carved 

in one of the subterranean complexes 

A cultic niche in the oil press of 
Subterranean Complex 44 (Kloner, 2003) 
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3. Burial Caves at Maresha's Necropolises 

The subterranean burial caves of Maresha are mostly early third-century BCE tombs 

and were in use for approximately two centuries. During this period, the Mareshans 

habitually interred their dead in loculi (niches) within gabled burial caves (i.e., with a 

triangle above the crypt). The plans of the halls and loculi of the tomb caves probably 

reached Maresha from the Hellenistic world, with which it communicated socially and 

economically, mainly from Alexandria, then a major cultural and administrative hub of 

the eastern Mediterranean basin. The burial caves resembling the style of the ruling 

Ptolemies, specifically the style taken from Alexandria (Shatby Necropolis). 

Many of the burial caves contain inscriptions reflecting the various ethnic groups that 

resided in the city, as well as beautiful frescoes. The inscriptions included mostly 

names: Semitic, Idumean, and a few Sidonian names. The majority of the names in 

the local onomasticon are Greek. The analysis of the inscriptions, along with the 

many other epigraphic remains, gives us a picture of the multi-ethnic makeup of what 

appears to be a very cosmopolitan city (Kloner and Stern 2007:205–238). The most 

famous of the tombs, the Sidonian tomb, has already been cited as mentioning the 

name of the city ‘Maresha’. 

The tomb caves reflect burial norms in Maresha during the fourth–second centuries 

BCE. It is possible to learn from them burial customs of the Idumean, Sidonian and 

Greek inhabitants as well as their synthesis.  

Secondary burial was practiced here during the Hellenistic period. First, the 

deceased were laid in the loculi, in family tombs; the loculi were then sealed, to 

prevent bad odors penetrating from the cave. After one or more years, as the need 

arose, the loculi were opened and the bones were transferred to another loculus or 

repository. The loculus thus cleared was then used to inter another member of the 

extended family; sometimes the name of the newly deceased was added on the 

cave's wall, by the loculus.  

Burial at Maresha during the Hellenistic period thus shows certain parallels to burial 

customs then current in Jerusalem. Although no tomb caves with loculi dated earlier 

than the second century BCE have been discovered at Jerusalem, the origins of 

burial customs that would later be seen in Jerusalem may also be discerned from 

these burial caves at Maresha. The custom of secondary burial was common in 

Jerusalem and Judah as far back as the Iron Age, and probably also during the 

Persian period. It may be assumed, therefore, that the residents of Maresha in the 

Hellenistic period practiced the custom of secondary burial as prevalent in Iron Age 
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Judah, added the loculi for primary burial, and set up large halls as family tombs 

(Kloner, 1993).      

The three main necropolises that ringed the city were: 

The northern necropolis – The northern necropolis is situated 500 to 700 m north of 

Maresha. It was found to contain some twenty loculi tombs. The tombs were found 

with inscribed names and graffiti dated to the third to second centuries BCE. 

Between the first to third centuries CE, the caves were reused by Jews living in Bet 

Guvrin. Toward the late third to early fourth centuries CE, the Jews of Bet Guvrin 

began to use a new cemetery, cut in the nearby slope east of "Ahino'am Cave" 

(Kloner, 1993; Kloner, 1996). 

The northern necropolis of Maresha, general plan (Kloner, 2003)   
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The eastern necropolis - 15 loculi tombs were discovered so far in the eastern 

cemetery, which was already known in 1902; the excavators, J. P. Peters and H. 

Thiersch, published four tombs, two of which, tomb I - Apollophanes Cave, and tomb 

II - Cave of Musicians, known as the 'Sidonian Caves', contained wall paintings and 

many Greek inscriptions (see below further discussion on tombs I and II). Tombs I to 

IV were discovered by grave robbers in 1902, after the completion of the 

excavations. On their discovery, fanatic Muslims from nearby village, Beit Gibrin, 

broke into the tombs and effaced some of the figures in the wall paintings. As soon 

as the incident became known, Peters and Thiersch rushed to the site, with the 

assistance of the Dominican Fathers from the French School of Archaeology in 

Jerusalem succeeded in copying (within three days) the paintings and the 

inscriptions of two of the painted tombs (I and II), and two other tombs (III and IV), 

where the remains of the drawings could no longer be distinguished clearly. The 

contents of these tombs found their way to the antique dealers of Jerusalem, and 

only a few were published. In 1925, the Dominicans excavated several more tombs, 

termed V, VI and VII (Kloner, 1993). 

The Southwestern necropolis – The cemetery was situated some 250 - 500 m from 

the slope of the mound, thus providing an outer limit for the lower city in this area, like 

the tombs of the eastern necropolis. Three tombs were discovered, one of which 

(Tomb 500), was excavated in 1989; it is a loculi tomb typical of Maresha that was in 

use in the third and second centuries BCE (Kloner, 1993; Kloner, 2003).   

Burial Cave 500 at Maresha, plan and section (Kloner, 2003) 
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4. Typical subterranean areas 

The two subterranean complexes – 53 and 61 – described below, are located in 

Areas 53 and 61 (respectively). These areas are represented here because both 

were excavated and yielded important finds and because they are composed of 

above-surface buildings (which are not part of the nomination) and subterranean 

spaces of various functions; as such they illustrate truly the prevailing scheme at 

Maresha and could serve as a microcosm of the site.  

Area 53  

Significant finds were uncovered both in the subterranean complex and the dwelling 

above it. The excavations revealed that the house was probably built in the mid-third 

century BCE. A staircase leading to an upper story (that did not survive) indicates 

that this ‘villa’ was a two-story dwelling. The ‘villa’, like many of the houses in 

Maresha, was built around a courtyard. Among the finds were four Ionic capitals 

attesting, along with many imported objects, to the high standard of living in the city.  

In a small juglet, discovered under one of the floors, were 25 silver tetradrachms 

minted in Ashkelon. This discovery was very significant in that it gave the latest 

possible date for the destruction of the ‘villa’ and probably of the city itself. The latest 

of these coins was of the Seleucid ruler, Antiochus IX Cyzicenus and could be dated 

to 112/111 BCE. This latest coin in the hoard reveals when the coins were buried and 

probably when the house was destroyed. This date coincides with the reign of the 

Hasmonean king John Hyrcanus I, whom the ancient historian Josephus Flavius 

describes as responsible for the conquest of Maresha and the conversion of the local 

Idumean population to Judaism at the end of the second century BCE.  

Stairs built of chalk lead from the dwelling via a barrel-vaulted roof to a subterranean 

complex below the dwelling. Under the house are a number of rooms featuring large 

and small cisterns and baths. The cisterns were reached via winding staircases with 

beautifully carved banisters. The first cistern has a number of other cisterns 

branching off from its stairs, allowing for a very large quantity of water to be stored 

there. Through the broken wall of one of these cisterns is a large room. Most striking 

is the size of the chamber and the fact that the workmen of antiquity left large pillars 

to support the ceiling here. Beyond another robber's hole is yet another cistern that 

was quarried in two distinct stages. This is reflected in the shape of the chamber with 

its carved banister that comes to a sudden halt and then changes direction. It is clear 

that the lower portion of the stairs was cut away at a later date when the room was 

widened. At the top of these stairs, directly above the cistern is a small bath. 
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Remnants of a clay pipe that led from the roof of the dwelling into the cistern below 

are still visible. The clay pipe led to a channel carved into the floor adjacent to the 

staircase, leading the water into the small bath or filtration room. This small room was 

directly above the cistern, which had a small opening spilling into the cistern itself.  

It has been postulated that this small bath (among others like it in Maresha) might be 

a miqveh (Jewish ritual bath) suggesting a distinctly Jewish practice by the local 

population before the conquest and conversion of the Idumeans by John Hyrcanus I 

(111/112 BCE). This installation may indicate to purifying tradition originating either 

from the Edomite culture or from the small Jewish community left in Maresha since 

the First Temple period. 

The ethnic identities of Maresha's population in the Persian and Hellenistic periods 

have been researched by Dr. Ian Stern (cf. Stern 2007; 2012) and Prof. Amos Kloner 

(cf. Kloner, 2011) with emphasize put on the Idumeans (or, Edomites). Both 

researchers based their study on material finds unearthed in Maresha, among which, 

were epigraphy, bathing installations (part of which are interpreted as ritual purifying 

baths), circumcised phalli, schematic representations of divinity, burial practices, 

perforated vessels and others. The works shed light on the different ethnic groups 

resided in Maresha and their inter-relationship and on cultic, religious and ethnic 

characteristics of the city's diverse population. (The papers of Kloner, 2011 and 

Stern, 2012 are assembled in the Addenda section).    

 [See below in: "A system of underground cisterns (No. 6 in the visiting route)", a 

detailed description of the spaces included in subterranean complex 53]. 

Area 61  

Area 61 was a residential area that contained public buildings, streets, workshops 

and stores. Access to the subterranean complexes was from courtyards and 

corridors between buildings attesting to a direct connection between them and the 

buildings. Some of the surface dwellings uncovered here, had staircases leading 

upward, attesting to the fact that many of them were probably at least two stories 

high. The material finds reveal a high standard of living, reflected in the large number 

of imported items discovered as well as an aesthetic eye for detail in the quarrying.  

Under these dwellings, in Subterranean Complex 61, were 58 rooms of various 

shapes, sizes, and more importantly, various functions. Among these functions are: 

an impressive olive-oil plant with its crushing and pressing installations still in 

excellent condition; a number of columbaria characterized by their smooth lower 
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walls designed to prevent predators from reaching the niches above, which were 

hewn in a checkerboard pattern; cisterns of various sizes which were characterized 

by the channels leading into them as well as the aesthetically designed banisters 

adjacent to the staircases; and a chamber that was seemingly used only as a quarry. 

The stairs leading down to the postulated quarry have no banister, and there are 

clear signs of quarrying on its floor as well as in some of the walls. These signs can 

be seen in most of the subterranean complexes but this particular chamber seems to 

have no other function.  

The high quality of stone masonry is apparent in all of the complexes. While 

originally, most of these subterranean rooms did not interconnect, breaks made at a 

later stage were discovered in many of the walls, allowing visitors today to move from 

room to room with relative ease. These openings were made in antiquity, either in the 

process of the deliberate filling of the caves or by robbers. The original entrances 

from the surface of many of the chambers were deliberately closed up in antiquity. 

[See below in: "Underground System below Dwelling Houses (No. 7 in the visiting 

route)", a detailed description of the spaces included in subterranean complex 61]. 

5. Typical subterranean complexes  

The caves which are among the most interesting and beautiful ones in Maresha are 

presented in this section. Because of their specialty these caves were chosen by the 

INPA to be adapted for public visits and they are detailed below according to their 

location on the visiting route in the Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park (see map of 

the site presenting the recommended tour route in Section 5.h).  
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Burial Caves in the Northern Cemetery (No. 1 in the visiting route)  

Two typical caves with burial niches (lucoli) dated from the third and second 

centuries BCE are open to public in the northern cemetery of Maresha. Adjoining 

them are the rear sections of two additional caves, which are not open to public. A 

bell cistern dug out later, damaged these caves. (See more about the northern 

cemetery in the above section "Tomb Caves at Maresha's Necropolises"). 

 

The "Polish Cave" (No. 2 in the visiting route)  

This is an underground cistern which was dug during the 

end of the fourth or beginning of the third century BCE. 

The cistern includes components typical to Maresha's 

cisterns: a domed ceiling, an opening near the ceiling 

and a hewn staircase with a hewn banister. The descent 

to the cistern, for drawing water or for cleaning, was 

done through steps originating in the now-destroyed entrance hall. 

At a later phase, probably in the end of the Byzantine period or beginning of the Early 

Muslim period, the cistern was converted into a columbarium for raising pigeons; 

niches were hewn in its side walls and an additional opening was cut in its ceiling  

(Kloner, 1996).  

During World War II the place was visited by Polish soldiers of General Anders' army, 

who cut into a supporting pillar (of which only the bottom half remains) in the center 

of the cave the year of their visit- 1943, the words "Warsaw, Poland" and an eagle, 

symbol of the Polish army. This episode gave the cave its name.  

A burial cave with niches typical to Maresha, in the 
northern cemetery (Kloner, 1996) 

The "Polish Cave" at 
Maresha (Kloner, 
1996)

A burial cave with niches typical to Maresha, in the 
northern cemetery (Kloner, 1996) 
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The Columbarium Cave (No. 3 in the visiting route)  

The Columbarium Cave (Subterranean Complex 30), called es-Suk in Arabic, was 

excavated in 1986-7, 1989 and 1990. It is particularly large and well-designed 

columbarium, considered as the largest and most beautiful cave of its kind in the 

country. The cave was quarried in the shape of a double cross; it contains a series of 

corridors, or narrow halls, with small hewn niches inside their walls. There are over 

1900 niches, or coves, visible today; originally it contained about 2600. In the niches 

pigeons were raised for cultic purposes and for food, and their dung was used as 

fertilizer. 

The columbarium cave was hewn in the 

Hellenistic period, in the third century BCE 

under one of the surface buildings. The 

hewing started by two openings fixed in 

the cave's ceiling that later served the 

pigeons. The cave was accessed through 

an opening in that building, which serves 

as entrance for the visitors today. 

The columbarium was no longer used as 

such from the beginning of the second 

century BCE, at which point it appears to 

have been utilized as a warehouse and 

the niches were then used for storage. 

Some changes were carried out in order to adapt the cave to its new function: the 

inner hall was cleaned up, the lower part of the two eastern halls was broadened and 

the niches there were removed, the openings in the ceiling and the access-opening 

to the cave were blocked by big boulders and a new entrance was installed (which is 

used today as the visitors' exit from the cave).  

Furthermore, during the second century CE, burrows were cut and other changes 

made attest to the use of this and a neighboring columbarium as hiding complexes 

(see below the paragraph: "The hiding complexes"). Evidence of burrows 

characteristic of the hiding complexes of the Second Jewish Revolt is found in at 

least four other subterranean complexes at Maresha.  

At the end of the seventh century (the end of the Byzantine period) and the eighth 

century CE (the Early Muslim period), the cave was used once again. It is evident by 

The Columbarium Cave (Subterranean Complex 30) 

at Maresha (Kloner, 1996) 
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the engravings on the cave's walls and on the corridor leading out by a cross with 

Jesus' name (IC XP) and the letters AΩ, and above it, the name of Allah in Arabic. 

The changing of functions over time in this cave reflects a practice that was 

prevailing in many of Marehsa's caves. This phenomenon of designating new usages 

to caves, other than the original ones, characterized many of the caves in the entire 

"Land of Caves" (Kloner, 1996; Kloner 2008).   

The Bath Cave (No. 4 in the visiting route)  

The Bath Cave was a subterranean part of an above-ground dwelling, which was 

accessed by steps from the house. The cave was in use in the third-second centuries 

BCE. It comprises a flight of stairs and two small roomlets containing seats for the 

convenience of the bathers (seating-bath), who showered in sprays of water 

emerging from jets in the bedrock wall. The bather was invisible to the person 

pouring the water, and thus his modesty was preserved. In the cave were found 

fragments of brazier (a ceramic carried heater, which looks like a bowl standing on a 

large, barrel-like, leg, in which the coal and charcoal were put). 

In Maresha, upward of twenty rock-hewn installations have been discovered, which 

served as baths mainly in the third-second centuries BCE. The plans of the bathing 

installations in Maresha are similar to each other; it contained a staircase leading 

from the surface to a roomlet, a feeding channel and funnels, through which hot or 

lukewarm water were flown to the roomlet, and seats that were carved on the 

roomlet's floor, enabling the bather to seat inside the half-meter deep water. 

According to the evidence of the bathing installations, the residents of Maresha, 

certainly the wealthy ones probably adapted the hygiene and bathing habits of the 

Hellenistic world. It is also possible that the washing of the body by Maresha's people 

was involved with some cultic purifying rites, which were adapted from the Edomites 

(Kloner, 1996; 2011). 

The Olive Oil Plant (No. 5 in the visiting route)  

This olive-oil plant is one of the 28 subterranean olive oil plants from the fourth-third 

century BCE thus far discovered in Maresha. Maresha and a few other sites in the 

Judean Lowlands are the single worldwide known locale of antiquity where a 

relatively big quantity of olive-oil plants was found in underground manmade spaces. 

In most of these plants there is one crushing installation and two or three lever-and-

weights presses for extracting the oil from the olive mash. Growing olives and 

producing oil comprised an important branch of the economy in the Judean Lowlands 
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Olive oil plant in use – 

reconstruction of the producing 

process and the crushing and 

pressing installations (Kloner, 1996)  

of the ancient times. Olive groves occupied huge areas of the lands surrounding the 

city. Olives were harvested in the fall and for two or three months following, the oil 

plants worked during most hours of the day in order to achieve maximum output. 

Mashing the olives in the crushers took about half an hour, and the oil was expressed 

in a few hours. The oil fulfilled a number of needs: illumination, cooking, nutrition, 

preserving food, cultic ceremonies, oiling the body and cosmetics, while the olive 

waste – the "gefet" – was used mainly as heating fuel. 

The Olive-oil Plant (no. 5) is located in a cave hewn in the third century BCE and was 

accessed by the staircase, which is still in use. The fine state of the preservation of 

the plant's installations enabled the reconstruction of the oil producing process. The 

plan of this olive-oil plant fits the design of this kind of installations, described in the 

above paragraph: "Economic-Industrial and other functions of the caves in Maresha".  

It is likely that this olive-oil plant operated during 2.5-3 months a year, on the olive 

harvest season. Its production capacity, assuming it worked 24 hours a day, was 

about 10 tons per a season.   

The opening between the two pressing piers was decorated by a frame with a pattern 

originated in the cultural world of Ptolemaic Alexandria. A small convex niche was 

carved above the opening designated probably for a cultic statuette or a libation 

vessel. Underneath it was a relief in the shape of a cultic installation. South to the 

main room a rectangular storeroom was hewn. A rock-partition wall, inside which is a 

modern opening, separates between the storeroom and a rounded cistern.  

The cistern was accessed by a hewn flight of stairs with banister; its natural fissures 

were sealed in the characteristic mode practiced at Maresha - by broadening the 

fissures and then filling it with mortar (a mixture of lime and ash), which has been 

preserved to our days, to prevent water seeping. The present exit is through the 

cistern's original opening. Near the opening is a tiny room used as a filtration device: 

water was flowed by a funnel to this tiny room, similar to the feeding method of the 

bathing installations at Maresha (Kloner, 1996).  
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The olive oil plant – general plan (Kloner, 1996) 

Olive oil plant before reconstruction (Kloner, 1996)

The crushing installation

Olive oil plant: the main hall with weight inside the weight trenches 
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A system of underground cisterns (No. 6 in the visiting route)  

System No. 6 is part of the Subterranean Complex 53, which is also referred to in the 

above paragraph: "Typical subterranean areas / Area 53". This system of cisterns is 

situated below an insula of three dwelling houses from the Hellenistic period (third-

second centuries BCE) at the foot of the city's southern slope. The houses were built 

on top of earlier Hellenistic remains (from the fourth-third centuries BCE), which were 

apparently preceded by yet earlier remains, from the Persian period (the fifth century 

BCE).    

Under the floor of one of the southern house's rooms was discovered a hoard of 25 

coins, the latest of which was stuck in the year 112/111 BCE. From this it is deduced 

that the house was destroyed that same year, when Maresha was conquered by the 

Maccabees under John Hyrcanus I  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The system of cisterns: The system of cisterns was first described by travelers in the 

nineteenth century CE, who named it 'Sandahanna Cave'. The system includes two 

groups of reservoirs: The cisterns N, O and P, which belong to the southern house, 

and the cisterns F, Y and Z, which belong to the northern house. The southern 

house, which was a large building used for dwelling and for trade is well preserved 

and partly restored. Behind the broken wall of one of the cisterns belonging to the 

southern house was found a broad quarry (subterranean spaces H, S and T) with 

pillars supporting its ceiling, from which there is presently a passageway to the group 

of cisterns belonging to the northern house. The rock-walls, separating the large 

chamber of the quarry from the two groups of cisterns, were breached after the 

Hellenistic period and thus a continuous underground space was created. 

The system of underground cisterns, 
plan (Kloner, 1996)
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In the cisterns under the houses rainwater, collected from the alleys, roofs and 

courtyards, was stored. It was drained to an opening and flowed through ceramic 

pipes and channels along the length of the stairs to the cisterns. The householders 

descended into the cisterns by means of a railed flight of stairs. The cisterns were 

quarried in several phases; natural fissures discerned in the course of quarrying were 

broadened and filled with 

mortar to prevent water 

seeping.  

The system of cisterns of the 

southern house - The 

descent from the southern 

house to its subterranean 

complex of three cisterns 

below was, as is today, via 

stairs built of chalk and 

roofed with barrel-vault. The 

cisterns are connected to 

each other: The cistern close 

to the stairs (which is open 

to public) was first to be filled 

while the cistern that its 

opening is close to the upper 

part of the stairs was the last 

to be filled. The system of 

cisterns belonging to the southern house, had a large capacity (about 400 cubic 

meters), which could ensure water supply for a big family for a whole year.   

The system of cisterns of the northern house - As mentioned, it is possible to pass 

from the southern complex of cisterns, through the large quarry, to the northern 

cisterns' complex. The exit from the northern complex is via a flight of stairs 

ascending from cistern Z. A filtration room and a storeroom were installed above this 

system to its west (hall D). A gutter along the flight of stairs and a clay pipe (still seen 

to visitors) used to flow the water drained from the northern house to its cisterns 

'Sandahanna Cave' 
(Pictureque Palestine III, 
1880, in Kloner, 1996) 
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Maresha, Area 53 

Maresha, Area 53: barrel-vaulted roofed staircase leading 
from on-surface dwelling to the underground system 
below 

Maresha, Area 53: barrel-vaulted roofed staircase 
leading from on-surface dwelling to the underground 
system below
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The lower part of an illuminated 
subterranean cistern in Maresha 

A subterranean cistern in 
Maresha, a view from above   

A beautifully carved 
staircase with banister 
leading down to a cistern's 
bottom 
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Underground System below Dwelling Houses (No. 7 in the visiting route)  

System No.7 is part of the Subterranean Complex 61, which is also referred to in the 

above paragraph: "Typical subterranean areas / Area 61". The following review is 

based mainly on Kloner, 

1996 and Kloner, 1993.  

Subterranean Complex 

61 emphasizes the scale 

and diversity of 

manmade caves at 

Maresha. The area 

contains over 150 

underground networks 

including thousands of 

large chambers. They 

compose one of most 

fascinating examples of 

large-scale quarrying in 

chalk in the Judean 

Lowlands. 

Underground system 61 

is located in the lower city, southeast of the upper city, in the midway between the tell 

and the 'Sidonian Caves'. The system is situated in north-south direction underneath 

a row of high quality dwelling houses, which were part of an insula. Each house was 

linked to several underground chambers, serving various functions.  In the last phase 

of the northern house's use, its western rooms facing the street, were detached from 

the other parts of the structure and became shops. This is a particularly big 

subterranean system (2000 m2); the units composing it were quarried and used 

during the Hellenistic period, though some Persian period finds were unearthed as 

well. The use of the system came to its end when Maresha was destroyed at the end 

of the second century BCE.   

The system contains 26 subterranean units arranged in a few levels. Each unit is 

composed of one or more rooms that functioned jointly in antiquity, but each unit 

functioned independently from the other units and had its own separate access from 

the surface. The descent to each of the units was in most cases through an opening 

in the houses' courtyards or from alleys between the houses. The descent to the 

system at present is through the northern house by metal stairs "floating" over the 

Maresha – Plan of subterranean complex no.61 
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original stairs (in order not to damage the origin). The separating walls between the 

units were breached in antiquity creating a continuous interconnected series of 

spaces allowing visitors today to move from room to room with relative ease.  

The visit in this subterranean system is held from north to south in the 11 western 

units. These units reflect the typical functions common in the subterranean spaces of 

Hellenistic Maresha. The system's eastern units are not open to public; they are 

similar to the western ones in all aspects and include as well cisterns, columbaria, 

olive-oil plants, and functions the like. Following here is a brief description of the 

functions found inside each of these 11 western units:  

Unit I – The unit is composed of two small rooms, a cross-shaped columbarium, and 

two cisterns. One of the rooms (A28) contained a hewn bath, remarkable both in its 

design and its state of preservation. A stool, whose legs imitating the shape of wood 

stools, was carved close to the comfortable bath. The plan of the bath installations is 

similar to the other baths in Maresha; water was flowed by a feeding channel and a 

funnel while the operator couldn't see the bather. A drainage system installed at a 

later phase allowed the flowing of the bath water to reach the room in the lower level. 

The access to two cisterns (A31 and A32) was by a hewn flight of stairs with hewn 

banisters. A small altar, similar to other altars discovered in Maresha, was carved on 

the upper end of the stairs, probably for the ritual use of the descending people as 

was the custom prevailing among Maresha's population.    

Unit II – The unit contains one hall (A26), which was used for different functions 

since the fourth century BCE. Until the end of the Persian period it was used as a 

quarry; then it became a columbarium when small niches were carved on its side 

walls. At the end of the third century BCE the columbarium was canceled and some 

earth fill was brought in, on top of which a small cabin was built. The hall's space was 

later enlarged by hewing the upper part of the southern side-wall and removing the 

niches; some more fill was brought in. At the last two phases the hall was used as a 

warehouse; the access stairs went out of use as the opening leading to them was 

blocked by construction. At the same time the passageways from unit II to unit I 

(rooms A27, A31and A32), were broke.  
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Unit III – It was a large pit (A24), partly cleaned; its 

original entrance was fixed at its eastern side-wall near 

the cave's ceiling. The entry at present is in the pit's 

northern side, through a modern opening from hall A26, 

as the original access stairs (in the east side) partly 

collapsed. In the second century BCE a vertical 

entrance shaft was cut at the pit's western side; along 

the shaft's side-walls two rows of holes were carved to 

use as handholds for the climbing people (see 

illustration; Kloner, 1996). It is likely that this pit was still 

in use after the destruction of Maresha in the second 

century BCE.  

A smaller pit (A25) that belongs to unit II is situated east of pit A24 and connected to 

it by a flight of stairs. At its ceiling is as well an opening for a shaft.        

Unit IV – This unit comprises two big pits (A22 and A23) attached to each other that 

used as water reservoirs at first stage; the pits shared a common staircase built in 

the partition wall that separated between them , which was removed in the second 

century BCE. Finds from the Hellenistic period were unearthed inside the 5m thick 

earth accumulation of pit A22. A breach in the side-wall of this pit broke after the 

Hellenistic period occupation, serves as passageway to unit V.        

Unit V – Unit V, located south of unit IV, comprises two cisterns (A20 and A21), 

which are having the familiar characteristics of Maresha's cisterns: flights of stairs 

with banisters and openings near the ceiling. However, these two cisterns are 

exceptional in their extraordinary deepness and the quarrying quality. These beautiful 

cisterns are evidence of the great effort made by the residents of Maresha to collect 

the site's runoff and are also a further expression of the great work they invested in 

maximally exploitation of the natural conditions of the site (Kloner, 1996). Water was 

flowed to the cisterns on the slant of the stairs. Inside the silt layer that accumulated 

on the cisterns' bottom during their use, were found oil lamps that lit the way for the 

people descended to draw water, and a lot of clay juglets that fell from their hands.  

Unit VI – Unit VI, located east of unit V, is a cross-shaped columbarium cave (A19). 

In the cave's ceiling was fixed the opening from which the quarrying started and from 

which the pigeons could fly in and out.  

The cave was in use since the third century BCE. During the period of its use some 

constructing and filling actions were carried out in the cave, intended to change its 
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purpose. At least five phases of use were discerned here. The main change occurred 

at about 200 BCE, when the cave was again used as a quarry for building blocks, as 

evident by the pit in its floor. The cave is connected in its southern edge to Unit VII. 

Unit VII – Unit VII comprises: a passageway with a barrel-vaulted roof descending 

from the surface (which is blocked today by modern construction); two rooms - A56 

north of the passageway and A50 – which was rich of finds and in which is evidence 

of four phases of use; and a pit (A37). A metal bridge leads from this unit to unit VIII.   

Unit VIII - Unit VIII comprises one small room (A49). The shaft in its ceiling was cut 

by the excavators while the passageway from this room to the next unit (IX) was 

breached in antiquity when the city was deserted.  

Unit IX –Unit IX comprises four spaces: two small rooms (A47 and A48) located on 

the other side of unit VIII's breach and two 

cisterns skillfully hewn (A17 and A18). The rooms 

were accessed from the surface by a passageway 

of steps, L-like shaped, which was roofed, at least 

partly, by a stone-built vault. A17 is a round 

cistern whose natural fissures were broadened 

and filled with mortar in order to prevent water 

seeping. Cistern A18 is rectangular; it is possible 

to discern the cistern's gabled ceiling and hewing 

marks.  

The system of the cisterns and rooms' 

arrangement in this unit, i.e. a passageway of 

steps that descends from the surface to the 

subterranean spaces located at its left, front and right sides – is similar to the way of 

cisterns' arrangement in the neighboring units (VII and XI) and is common in 

Maresha and other sites from the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman periods in the 

Judean Lowlands. 

Unit X- The unit comprises a large hall of a columbarium (A14) designed in the 

shape of cross. It seems that the columbarium was used for raising pigeons for a 

short time only and afterwards the cross arms were broadened by quarrying.   

Unit XI – Unit XI is the last in the sequence of spaces at this level. It is accessed by a 

roofed flight of stairs descending from the street that bordered the insula from south; 

this flight of stairs is used today as the exit from the whole underground system no. 7. 

Cistern A18 (Kloner, 1996)
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Unit XI includes two cisterns (A39 and A57) to the left of the stairs, an olive-oil plant 

(A38, A40 and A42-A46) in front of them and a deep cistern (A41) to their right. 

A few phases of use took place in cistern A39. After its quarrying the cistern was 

filled with earth to the height of 5 m; this level is associated with a bathing installation 

(A15), quarried in the eastern wall of the cistern. A rock-partition that separated 

between the cisterns A39 and A59 was removed and later replaced by a wall built of 

chalk blocks.  

The olive-oil plant is well preserved with its crushing and pressing installations still in 

excellent condition; another pair of installations like these is found in rooms A42-A43. 

The olive-oil plant was built at the beginning of the third century BCE and its use 

came to end in the mid of the second century BCE. A deep pit, quarried in the center 

of the front hall and used formerly for other purpose, was filled with earth in order to 

place there a crushing installation.  

The round deep cistern (A41), like other cisterns in Maresha, also had a hewn flight 

of stairs with banisters. On its walls it is still possible to discern the artificial 

broadening of the natural fissures filled with mortar to prevent water seeping.    

A domed roof built inside Subterranean Complex 89

An inscription of the Greek name YABEDA, engraved on a rock in 
Subterranean Complex 89 
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The Sidonian Burial Caves - (No. 8 and 9 in the visiting route) 

The 'Sidonian Burial Caves' are described in this paragraph; further information 

regarding these caves is found above ("Burial Caves at Maresha's Necropolises") 

regarding the burial customs in Maresha and the story of the caves following their 

discovery, and in the following section (2.b), regarding the restoration of the caves, 

which was carried out in the 1990's. 

The two 'Sidonian Caves': Tomb I - Apollophanes Cave, and Tomb II - Cave of 

Musicians, are located in the eastern necropolis of Maresha; Tomb I is situated about 

80 m north of Tomb II. Tombs I and II contained wall paintings and many Greek 

inscriptions, according to which it is evident that these caves were in use during the 

third-second centuries BCE. The wall paintings and the inscriptions embody a great 

and valuable contribution to the research of Maresha and the Hellenistic period and 

considered as one of the highlights of the archaeological discoveries in the Land of 

Israel. The uniqueness of the finds in these caves deserves a detailed reference. The 

following descriptions are taken from Kloner, 1993, pp.953-956. 

Tomb I - Apollophanes Cave – Tomb I is the largest (22x17.5 m) and the most 

richly decorated tomb in Maresha. It consists of an entrance hall, an ornamented 

entrance, and a hallway from which three burial chambers are entered. On the right 

side of the entrance to the middle burial chamber a pedestal of a statue is placed 

while on the left side an altar is found. There are fourteen gabled loculi in the middle 

hall, seven on each side. Beneath them, two long benches run along the length of the 

wall. In the rear wall there is a recess, flanked by pilasters, which serves as a 

passage to another three burial rooms, perhaps used for secondary burial. Within the 

north burial chamber, five loculi are found in the long walls and four in the short wall, 

opposite the entrance. Within the south chamber, five loculi are found in the long 

walls and three in the short wall.   
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Apollophanes Cave (Tomb I) in Maresha – plan and sections (Kloner, 2003) 
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The main interest of the tomb is its wall paintings and inscriptions. The recess in the 

middle burial chamber leading to the rear burial room is decorated with a triangular 

pediment similar to that of the Greek temple. The pediment is ornamented with 

stylized leaf design, and below it runs a Doric frieze. The two pilasters flanking the 

entrance are painted red and have a rosette under the capital. On either side of the 

pilasters are tall black-painted amphorae, the one on the right surrounded by a white 

band, and that on the left by a red band. The amphorae are covered with lids painted 

in the same colors. Long wreaths stream from the lids. The amphorae resemble the 

urns used by the Greeks to hold the ashes of the dead. At the base of the recess are 

carved the legs of beds. In front of the recess on either side of the pediment are two 

eagles with outspread wings standing on a wreath running the entire width of the 

wall. Under each eagle there is a yellow (gold) table standing on three lions' feet. On 

each table stands a white (silver) incense burner set on a base in the form of three 

griffins. The wreath on which the eagles are perched runs along the top of the tomb.  

Beneath the wreath, a continuous frieze of hunting scenes and animals extend from 

the southwestern corner to the opposite northeastern corner. The first figure in the 

hunting scene is a youth blowing a long trumpet. To his left is a rider whose horse 

has a beautifully decorated saddle, and below him, a running hunting dog. The rider 

is hurling a spear at a leopard already wounded and bleeding from a wound in his 

breast, where an arrow is stuck. Another hunting dog attacks the beast from the rear. 

Above the rider is written "The rider's white horse", and above the hunted beast, the 

word "leopard". A (palm?) tree, painted in black, separates the leopard from a maned 

lion, stalking to the left. Although the drawing is clearly of a lion, for some reason it is 

called "panther" in the inscription above it. The figure of the next animal was 

destroyed when one of the loculi was enlarged. To the left of the break is depicted a 

huge bull collapsed on bent forelegs, with blood running from its mouth. To the left of 

the bull a large snake writhes. Behind the bull are, a giraffe facing left and a boar, 

facing right. To the left, there is a griffin with lion's body and eagle's head and wings. 

Facing in the same direction is a running deer with long horns curling at the ends and 

a stripped body called ΟΡΥΞ (Greek). Again, a tree similar to the previous one 

separates the deer from the red rhinoceros or hippopotamus ambling to the left, and 

above written "rhinoceros". To his left walks a war elephant, painted black, and 

equipped with a saddle for the mahout and a canopy. The figure to the left of the 

elephant was destroyed, but above it is the inscription ΑΙΘΙΟΙΙΙΑ, Ethiopia, apparently 

the symbol of Africa. The frieze terminates by this on the right side. 
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Continuing on the opposite side are two fish, one with trunk and nose of an elephant, 

and the other with a head of rhinoceros. Left of them is a red alligator, with an ibis 

perched on its back. Behind them are a hippopotamus (without inscription), a wild 

ass struggling with a snake, two unidentified animals (one similar to a field rat, and 

one to a tapir with a horn on its snout), a porcupine, and a rat. At the end of the frieze 

stands a lion with human face and beard.  

Beneath the frieze are drawings of laurel wreaths, tied with red ribbons, and below 

them, at the tops of the pilasters between the loculi are painted Ionic capitals.  

In the corridor above the altar is a drawing of a red cock and near the entrance to the 

middle hall is an image of Cerberus.  

Apollophanes Cave – the main hall 

Apollophanes Cave – decoration details
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Thirty inscriptions and five graffiti, all in Greek, were found in the tomb. Above the 

entrance to the burial room to the right of the above mentioned recess is the epitaph 

of Apollophanes, the son of Sesmios, who lived for seventy-four years and was the 

head of the Sidonian colony in Marisa for thirty-three years. Many members of his 

family are buried in this tomb. The names of the fathers are generally Semitic, while 

the names of the sons are Greek. The Idumean names (Babas and the names 

compounded with "Qos") attest to the assimilation of the Sidonian family to the 

population among whom they dwelled. The Greek names are evidence of gradual 

Hellenization. The dates found are written according to the Seleucid era (from 196 to 

119 BCE), and a regnal era (from years 1 to 5). One inscription of three lines is either 

a poetic dialogue between a pair of lovers or a letter addressed to a lover. The 

interpretation of this dialogue has aroused much debate as to whether it is actually a 

poem or merely a letter. In another carved inscription, the priest Miron and a woman 

named Kalypso are mentioned. It is this Kalypso that the "poem" is attributed to.              

Tomb II - Cave of Musicians - Tomb II is similar in its plan to Tomb I, but smaller. 

From the hallway, one enters to the central hall, which has five loculi on each side. 

Behind the central hall is another hall, from 

which seven burials branch off. The 

passageway leading to the central hall is 

flanked by two halls: In the northern hall 

eight loculi or burial rooms are found; in 

the southern hall, the cave owners had not 

yet managed to cut loculi in its sides. 

Above the loculi are painted garlands, and 

among them, round wreaths. Large 

amphorae, similar to those in Tomb I, are 

painted on either side of the entrance to 

the central hall. On the pilasters between 

the central hall and the one behind it are 

depicted tall candelabra, with burning candles. Beside each candelabrum are two 

small figures. Near the door of the last burial room (XVII), a man crowned with a 

wreath and wearing a striped tunic and playing a double flute is painted. Behind him 

walks a woman wearing a multicolored dress and playing a harp. On the other side is 

a libation sacrifice and, behind it, a tripod and cantharus. Twelve inscriptions were 

found in Tomb II, dated by Thiersch and Peters from 188 to 135 BCE.  

Cave of Musicians - Tomb II 
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Analogies from antiquity to the wall paintings of the "Sidonian Caves"   

The wall paintings of Tombs I and II at Maresha are unique in their kind however an 

attempt was done by Prof. Amos Kloner to investigate analogies or origins in 

antiquity for these paintings. Kloner surveyed and dug many of the subterranean 

spaces in the regions of the Judean Lowlands and Jerusalem and is known as an 

expert researcher of this discipline. Following is the summarizing paragraph 

regarding such possible origins, copied from the Encyclopedia of Archaeological 

Excavations in the Holy Land (1993; p. 955), written by Kloner.  

"The burial caves at Marisa are similar to caves found at Alexandria from the time of 

the Ptolemaic dynasty and also to the Phoenician burial caves of the Hellenistic 

period. However, the problem of the origin of this cave type requires further 

investigation. The paintings are characterized by a mixture of Semitic religious 

Cave of Musicians (Tomb II) in Maresha – plan and section (Kloner, 2003) 
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elements (the Syrian eagle) and Greek sepulchral elements (decorated jars, the flute 

and harp players, Cerberus, the cock). The animal frieze is undoubtedly influenced 

by the Ptolemaic menagerie drawings, which are known to have existed in Alexandria 

in the Hellenistic period. Under Aristotle's influence, there was much popular interest 

in the natural sciences at that time. From descriptions of the menagerie of Ptolemy II 

we know that it included lions, leopards and other felines, rodents, buffaloes from 

India and Africa, a wild ass from Moab, large snakes, a giraffe, a rhinoceros, and 

various birds – these are in fact some of the very animals represented at Marisa. The 

griffin was a Persian legacy. The animal with the human face was a version of the 

Assyrian Lamassu (a fabulous creature with a lion's body, eagle's wings, and human 

face, statues of which guarded the palace entrances). The fishes with elephant face 

and rhinoceros face are taken from the legends based on the belief of the Greek 

scholars that an exact correspondence existed between land and marine animals. 

Another example of this belief is proved by the Roman mosaic at Ostia. The 

Hellenistic "travel stories" are replete with descriptions of animals of this kind, which 

were found, they claimed, in remote corners of the earth. The animal frieze at 

Maresha is a unique document of its kind in the Hellenistic world. Only Roman 

mosaics show influences from the same Hellenistic-Egyptian sources from 

which the artist at Marisa drew his inspiration." (Preparer's emphasis, EBH)  

C. The subterranean world of Bet Guvrin 

Two main categories of caves are found at Bet Guvrin: Quarries – usually of the 

shape of bells (some of which were later transformed to other uses), and burial 

caves. Following is the description of caves involved with each of these categories, 

including a detailed description of the unique Niqbot Cave, a water system which 

incorporated a natural karstic passage and was later cut by bell shaped pits. 

1. Bell shaped caves  

Bell-shaped caves typifying Bet Guvrin and its surrounding region. Originally there 

were approximately 80 such caves in the close vicinity of Bet Guvrin, which were 

eventually linked by passageways to become large underground complexes. Some 

800 Bell Caves are known throughout the region, whose maximum depth is 25 m 

(most have a depth of 12–15 m) and whose diameter is about 10-15 m. They are 

concentrated in a number of groups, the largest of which numbers 200 caves.  

At first it was thought that these caves were used to store water and grain, as 

dwellings and for shelter. But it is now clear that they were mainly quarries, which 
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supplied building material for Bet Guvrin itself and for many other sites. As the Arab 

historian, el-Muqaddasi wrote in the tenth century: “It [Bet Guvrin] is a rich and 

abundant city, and it has many marble quarries...”. It is believed that he was referring 

to the chalk quarries in the bell caves.   

The soft chalk exists at Bet Guvrin area is particularly suitable for building, since it 

was used as a raw material in the manufacture of lime and cement. This 

homogenous soft chalk, almost lacking of fissures, was easy to be quarried and 

manufactured. Bet Guvrin was an important supply center for chalk, which granted 

the region economic importance. However there are no concentrations of lime kilns in 

the region of the bell caves. In the area of Bet Guvrin only a few kilns have been 

located, certainly not enough to process the huge quantities of chalk quarried in the 

region, which must have reached hundreds of thousands of square meters. The 

rectangular blocks removed from the quarries were taken elsewhere, to build the 

cities on the coastal and inner plains – Ramla, Lod, Ashkelon, and others. The chalk, 

which was probably processed in kilns near residential areas, has relatively law 

specific weight and is easy to transport. This was one of the reasons for its extensive 

exploitation in the Judean Lowlands. 

The quarrying of the bell caves started toward the end of the Byzantine period and 

reached to its peak during the Early Muslim period. Most of the quarrying was done 

in the seventh–eleventh centuries CE. From the inscription in Arabic, crosses and 

pictures incised by the laborers as they worked, it is obvious that these were 

Christians fluent in Arabic. It is possible that the caves also served ritual needs of the 

population, which remained mainly Christian even at this time.  

The inscriptions provide further evidence to the phenomenon that the Arabic 

language became the major language of the country's populace following the Muslim 

occupation, but the inhabitants remained Christians for most of the Early Muslim 

period. The caves thus contribute significantly to what is known about the 

assimilation of Arab culture by the Christian, Samaritan and Jewish populations in 

Palestine in the eighth and ninth centuries CE.  

At a later phase of the Early Muslim period some of the bell caves were transformed 

to secondary usage, other than their original function, such as columbaria or 

plastered water reservoirs. Some others, with side entrance, were adapted to serve 

as storage spaces. The reuse of the abandoned caves was unrelated to their original 

use.  
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Bell-shaped caves of Bet Guvrin 
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The quarrying process: The caves owe their unique shape to a special, but rather 

simple, quarrying method. The stonemasons would first create a narrow opening (of 

about 60-90 cm diameter) in the hard upper crust of the 'nari', either as a shaft or as 

steps. Once they had penetrated well into the chalky material, they could hew out 

large underground chambers that were relatively stable. This was important because 

the crust was made up of peeled and fissured limestone that had a tendency to 

collapse (Kloner 1987:27–28; Kloner 2003:4). Therefore it was essential that the 

ceiling of these underground chambers not reach the less stable limestone crust, but 

remains within the layer of chalk. The quarrying of the bell caves destroyed or 

damaged many earlier Jewish and Christian underground tomb caves. 

 The perimeter of the pit was broadened during the operation. This was done for 

several reasons: to ensure the pit against collapse, to prevent the limestone from 

drying out, to protect the quarrymen from climatic hazards and to provide them with a 

clear rounded contour for their progress, both safe and easy to quarry.  

While the first meter of the quarrying was carried out in some carelessness, the 

continuation was in a much more organized method; it was done by removing layers 

- which were uniform in their thickness (about 30 cm), smoothing out the side walls of 

the pit and broadening gradually its perimeter. Strips of the removed courses, parallel 

to each other, are still being discerned on the walls of the caves. The quarrying went 

on in this form for a few meters (up to 25 m below surface). In some of the caves, 

signs of irregular quarried courses can be discerned; these would have been the last 

stages of quarrying, when the material was removed but the walls were not 

straightened or cut to slope inward on a straight line. The rectangular stone blocks 

were raised and removed from the cave by means of ropes. In course of deepening 

the quarrying the dividing walls between adjoining pits were removed and thus were 

created large chambers, a series of caves with dome-like upper part - the bell caves. 
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The process of hewing the bell caves 

The initial phase of the hewing: a 
narrow opening through the hard 
nari and gradual widening into the 
soft chalk rock.  

Hauling up a 
quarried block of 
stone by ropes    

Illustrations: Tania Slutsky ‐Gorenstein 

courtesy of the INPA  

 

The typical shape of a single 
bell cave after the quarrying 
is completed.   

Bell caves linked to each other, forming a subterranean complex. (During quarrying, 
the workers dug into the sides that separated one cave from another, eventually 
connecting the caves.)  
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Plan of the complexes of 'Avigail' Cave and Halulim Cave, 
known as "The Bell Caves of Bet Guvrin" (Kloner, 1996)

Some of Bet Guvrin's bell caves, located within the national park's boundaries are 

hereby presented: 

'Avigail Cave' - It is a complex of two caves located near the large bell-shaped caves 

within the area of large quarries to the southeast of Bet Guvrin city boundaries. It is 

possible that other caves existed nearby and were destroyed by the extraction of the 

lime (Avni, Dahari, Kloner, 2008:101).  

Halulim Cave – It is a complex of a few bell shaped caves, which following the 

removal of the dividing walls between the originally separate caves, were connected 

to each other creating one big cave.  

'Avigail' Cave is located north of Halulim Cave and both are known as "The Bell 

Caves of Bet Guvrin" (No. 14 in the national park's visiting route). Each of the two 

complexes includes about 15 caves, the openings of which are seen in their ceilings. 

Between the two complexes lies an open area, a sort of a series of yards, which was 

formed by the collapse and fallen ceilings of about 50 bell shaped caves. Signs of 

irregular quarried courses are still discerned in Aviga'il and Halulim caves.  

The open area that lies between the complexes of Avigail 

and Halulim Caves 
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Ahino'am Cave –The cave is located west of Aviga'il and Halulim caves in the south 

cemetery of the necropolis of Bet Guvrin. It was a large quarry from the Early Muslim 

period, which postdated the use of the cemetery and cut through several of its Jewish 

burials caves.  

At present the cave looks like a large crater created as a result of the collapse of 

dozens of bell shaped caves. The exposed rock at the margins of this unroofed cave 

represents the typical local rock - white chalk covered with the harder and darker 

'nari'. Ahino'am Cave, similarly to Avigail and Halulim caves, included a number of 

bell shaped caves, some of which remained undestroyed.  

 Ahino'am Cave, different views; the soft chalk 
overlaid by 'nari' is clearly discerned 
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Burial caves that were cut by Ahino'am Cave in the 
south cemetery of Bet Guvrin 

 

South cemetery of Bet Guvrin; burial caves cut 
by Ahino'am Cave (Avni, Dahari, Kloner, 2008 

A burial cave cut by Ahino'am Cave 
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The Bustan Cave – The Bustan Cave is another concentration of bell caves, most of 

which are collapsed. The caves are dated to a time between the end of the Byzantine 

period and the Early Muslim period. In general, it is difficult to date the exact time of 

the caves' original use and end of use. These caves like other bell shaped caves in 

the region, continued to be utilized as quarries for building material all through the 

Early Muslim period until the eleventh century CE.  

One of the caves, the Bustan Cave, is still preserved as a whole. The adjacent 

collapsed caves created a sort of courtyard in front of it, around which a garden 

(bustan, in Hebrew) of a few trees was planted and the place has been served today 

for small-scale functions. A gate was lately installed at the cave's opening in order to 

prevent cows from entering inside the cave (which is located near the permitted 

grazing area of kibbutz Bet Nir). It is a further instance of using an ancient installation 

for public today. 
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The Bustan Cave, different views 
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The Cave of the Horses – This is an unusual and interesting complex, dates from the 

Late Roman period but reflects pagan cult (see also Section 3.2 - "Comparative 

Analysis" / "Caves for ritual purposes"). In the Byzantine-Christian period the cave 

went out of its original use and an olive-oil press was installed at place. That press 

was canceled in the Early Muslim period, when bell shaped pits, served as quarries, 

were hewn from the surface into the cave, occupying the whole area of the former oil-

olive press. In the Mamluk period, the cave's chambers were used as stables, which 

are the reason for the cave's current name.  

Further beyond the cave, on the eastern slope of Bet Guvrin there are still another 40 

surveyed complexes of bell shaped pits, while some more, similar but un-mapped, 

complexes are located there as well.  

The Cave of the Horses – installations of the olive oil plant from the Byzantine period 

The Cave of the Horses – a lengthwise corridor inside the cave

The Cave of the Horses – the entrance 
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The Cave of the Horses – carved rock decorations from 

the Roman period 
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The Niqbot Cave – An underground water supply tunnel at Bet Guvrin  

The Niqbot Cave (in Hebrew: The Cave of the Tunnels) is a unique subterranean 

complex consists of a karstic natural passage (a gallery) to which rock-cut 

installations were added. The following description is based on the investigation and 

study of the cave researchers (Kloner and Frumkin, 1989). 

In the Roman period a series of tunnels were quarried in order to utilize groundwater 

of a local aquifer for the city of Bet Guvrin. The city's inhabitants discovered the 

karstic passage, in a region where natural subterranean spaces are rare, and used it 

effectively for their needs; they incorporated a segment of the passage into the 

building of a system for water supply. It is worthy to note that this system – not a big 

one but very important - was designated to supply water to Bet Guvrin alongside the 

two aqueducts which lead water to the city. In the Early Muslim period bell shaped 

pits were dug into the passage, originally for use as quarries and later as cisterns.  

The extraordinary features distinguishing the Niqbot Cave from all the other 

subterranean complexes at Bet Guvrin are the following:  

1.) At the complex's center is found a long karstic passage, 327 m long, and   

     so far it is the only one in Israel found in chalk.  

2.) Inside that complex is an impressive water system that used groundwater  

     for the utilization of Bet Guvrin in the Roman period. 

3.) The karstic passage and the water system's caves were later cut by a series of  

     bell shaped pits.  

4.) The cave including its passages is one of the longest passages in Israel; its entire  

     length is 517 m. 
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The Niqbot Cave (The Cave of the Tunnels) – general plan  

(Kloner and Frumkin, 1989) 

Legend: 

Quarried tunnel

Karstic passage 

Karstic passage with water 

tunnel inside 

Quarried passageway 

Bell shaped pit 
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The Niqbot Cave / the groundwater 
cave– the southern system of water 
tunnels (Kloner and Frumkin, 1989) 

The Niqbot Cave / the groundwater cave  
– the northern system of water tunnels 
(Kloner and Frumkin, 1989) 

The Niqbot Cave / the groundwater cave – vertical projection of the karstic passage (Kloner and Frumkin, 1989)
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(See captions of photos in p. 80)  

The Niqbot Cave  
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The Niqbot Cave - list of photos in pages 78-79  

1.The beginning of the northern natural karstic passage 

2. The sole horizontal entry opening to the Niqbot Cave, a look from outside 

3. The passage from the outer entry to the burrow leading to the inside of the Niqbot 

    Cave 

4. A lower passage between two bell shaped pits; the bottom is dried mud that 

    "shrank" and looks like a quarry 

5. An opening of a bell-shaped pit in the Niqbot Cave 

6-7. Bell-shaped pits in the center of the Niqbot Cave 

8. The end of the entry tunnel to the Niqbot Cave 

9. The entry tunnel to the Niqbot Cave 

10. A rock-shelf quarried in the side-wall of one of the bell-shaped pits in the Niqbot 

      Cave 

11-12. Bell-shaped pits in the center of the Niqbot Cave that were quarried in the 

           Early Muslim period and cut through the water system from the Roman period   

13. A blocked upper opening of one of the bell-shaped pits in the Niqbot Cave 

14. A narrow tunnel inside the Niqbot Cave 

15. The northern low tunnel that most likely used for transporting groundwater to the 

      city of Bet Guvrin 

16. The northern high tunnel that most likely used for transporting groundwater to 

      the city of Bet Guvrin 

17. A curved section of the north karstic passage in the Niqbot Cave 
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Following is a description of the main parts of this unusual complex: 

The karstic passage - The karstic passage has straight as well as curving 

segments, its slant is generally low and its general direction is north-south. A few 

short karstic passages and some manmade bell shaped pits and caves are 

branching out of the main passage. Along the passage are features of karstic 

dissolution – smooth rounded walls, typical rounded dissolution holes and typical 

keyhole cross section. Hewing marks are rare and found at a few points that were 

expanded artificially for allowing easy passing.  

Karstic caves and passages, and the phenomenon of karst, are usually not 

developing in soft chalk rock; natural caves in chalk are relatively rare. The Niqbot 

Cave is the only non manmade cave in the Judean Lowlands; it was naturally 

developed due to a temporal intermission of the chalk depositing in the Eocene 

period, which created a water penetrable path. 

The latest phase in the history of karstic passage is the result of humans' actions in 

various periods. The southern tunnel of the water system built in the Roman period 

incorporated 16 m of the passage: a tunnel, covered by stone slabs on top of which 

earth and stones were poured, was installed at the bottom of the passage; thus the 

natural passage saved the builders from quarrying that segment of the tunnel. 

In the Early Muslim period, bell shaped pits that were hewn came across the 

passage and cut it. The passage barred the use of the pits as cisterns, at least from 

its bottom level upward. It could be that the natural passage served as a horizontal 

passageway to these pits, following their quarrying. At one point a water trough and a 

gutter were quarried in order to lead water from the passage and allowing the 

accumulation of a small quantity of water.    

The system of the water tunnels - Systems of quarried tunnels are found at the 

northern and the southern ends of the groundwater cave (K). 

The southern system - The southern system comprises three segments of quarried 

tunnels and a segment of the karstic passage, all of which creating one system using 

the groundwater. In the two shorter manmade tunnels (11 m and 16 m) quarried 

niches for oil lamps and pottery sherds from the Late Roman period were found. The 

third manmade tunnel is the cave's most impressive, longest (38 m) and highest (2- 

3.5 m) tunnel. Two phases are discerned in the tunnel's quarrying: an upper and 

wider section with "arches quarrying" typical to the Hellenistic and Roman periods in 

the Judean Lowlands, and a lower and narrower section with no arches. In the 
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tunnel's walls quarried niches for oil lamps are found, arranged in two rows. An oil 

lamp, dating to the period between the end of the first century CE and the third 

century CE, was found in one of the niches, indicating the time of the system's 

quarrying and using. According to the various finds, the tunnels' system was quarried 

in the Roman period. It enlarged the water-providing area in the aquifer, and thus 

increased the low water supply, caused by the low hydraulic conductivity of the 

chalky aquifer. 

Checks conducted inside the tunnels (1981-1988) found that the tunnels were 

occasionally full to varying extent of potable water while at other times the tunnels 

were empty. No external source for supplying water was revealed; it is assumed that 

the source of the water is a local aquifer.  

The northern system - Two quarried tunnels are found at the northern system of the 

cave: One tunnel, currently accessible for 34 m, runs in a straight line and crosses 

the karstic passage. At a certain point it is cut by two bell shaped pits, one of which is 

full of debris that also blocks a part of the tunnel. The second tunnel, currently 

accessible for 44 m, runs in a nearly straight line and at a certain point passes two 

meters below the first tunnel with no connection between them. A bell shaped pit hit 

the tunnel's ceiling at a point that became the entering opening at present. Another 

bell shaped pit cut the tunnel at a different point. One of the tunnel's ends is blocked 

by alluvium. At a distance of 7 m from one of the tunnel's ends an opening upwards 

is found in the ceiling of the karstic passage, currently blocked by stones.  

The nature of the northern tunnels and the mutual relation between them and the 

southern system is not yet clear and require further research.    

Bell shaped pits - 19 bell shaped pits are found in the groundwater cave (K); 5 of 

which, connected to each other, are found near the entrance to the cave (K) at its 

southern wing. Each of these pits, except for one pit (K1), has an upper narrow 

opening, which is open or covered with stone slabs. Pit K1 has a bigger opening and 

is connected by a 7 m long tunnel to the bottom of pit K2. All the 14 other bell shaped 

pits are located in the northern wing of the cave (K), as following: 

7 of the northern wing's pits are located roughly one behind the other at the eastern 

side of the cave; 6 of them, rounded pits, are arranged in 3 "pairs" connected to each 

other while the seventh, the southernmost pit, is single and elongated. The karstic 

passage is cut by three of the pits at different points. The two northernmost pits 

penetrate to two of the quarried tunnels. One tunnel was cut to its entire width and 
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went out of use, while the other tunnel was damaged at its upper part but could keep 

on functioning. Therefore it is assumed that the pits are later than the tunnels. 

There is no doubt that all the bell shaped pits are later than the karstic passage; all 

the pits are perforated at or near their bottoms by the passage or by tunnels or by 

adjacent pits. There are no traces of sealing these openings hence it seems that the 

pits did not serve for water collecting, at least not from their openings' level upwards. 

It is unknown, at present, what was the purpose of these pits. The passage could 

also provide comfortable accessibility to the pits from the side instead of from top. 

The remaining 7 bell shaped pits of the cave's northern wing are located at its 

southwest side and include: pit no. 41, which is a concentration of 5 pits connected to 

each other, and, close to the northeast corner of pit no. 41, the pits 41/1 and 41/2, 

which are cut in their shared side-wall. 

Each of the 5 original pits of pit no. 41 had an upper opening, usually closed by stone 

slabs orderly arranged. The pits were joined to each other at a time close to their 

quarrying. The central part of the merged pits (no. 41) is square and surrounded by 

semi-round deep depressions, whose bottoms created elevated shelves around it. It 

was further deepened after the pits were merged to one single complex. Courses of 

the removed chalk blocks are still discerned on the pits' walls. A small shallow basin 

with a drainage tunnel is found on the western side of pit no. 41; it is late to the main 

quarrying phase and was left after the quarrying ended for an unclear purpose. 

The 5 pits that created pit no. 41 are from the type of the big bell shaped quarries, 

which are found at the entire area of the central Judean Lowlands, including about 80 

of them around Bet Guvrin.  

Vessels from the Early Muslim period were found on the silt alluvium accumulated in 

the pit, including an oil lamp dated to the end of the Byzantine period / the beginning 

of the Early Muslim period. It is clear that at some relatively late phase, hundreds of 

years after the pits' quarrying and original use, the alluvium was cleaned up and the 

newly created central space was used for storage, in a small portion of the pits' area.  

A breach in the separating wall between pit 41/1 and pit no. 41 indicates that the 

latter was added to pit 41/1. Alluvium, containing stones and silt, was removed from 

pit 41/1 to pit 41/2 after decades of use for allowing water collecting. The drawing of 

water took place through an opening in the southwest wall of the bell shaped pit, 

positioned about 5 meters above the alluvium level, which is evident according to 
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rope marks at place. This opening was deliberately closed and is now covered by 

alluvium as are the upper openings of the pits in this system. 

The vessels uncovered in pit 41/1 are from the Early Muslim period; they indicate to 

the period of the pit's use, which was close to its installing time. It is assumed that the 

quarrying of the 7 bell shaped pits - 41, 41/1, 41/2, was made in the Early Muslim 

period, starting for the earliest in the mid-seventh century, on. The use of these pits 

continued for hundreds of years afterwards. While the finds unearthed show that the 

quarrying and use of the pits took place in the Early Muslim period, it is possible that 

the quarrying started already in the end of the Byzantine period, in the first half of the 

seventh century CE, at a few sites and at slow pace. The dating of the concentration 

of the bell shaped pits to the Early Muslim period has been definitely proved (Dagan, 

1982). 

2. Burial caves at the necropolises of Bet Guvrin-Eleutheropolis 

General background - A study, followed by a detailed mapping of burial-cave 

locations, defined as cemeteries, 

conducted by Avni, Dahari and 

Kloner, revealed five distinctive 

clusters of subterranean tombs 

which surrounded the city and 

faced the urban area. The 

cemeteries, between 50 and 1200 

m distant from the city, were 

situated on the slopes of the hills, 

in areas of exposed bedrock that 

facilitated the installation of burial 

caves in the soft chalk (Avni et al. 

2008:5).  

The cemeteries are: I – The South 

Cemetery (which abuts the 

Northern Cemetery of Maresha); II 

- The East Cemetery; III – The 

Northeast Cemetery; IV - The 

North Cemetery; V - The West 

Cemetery and VI – The Outer 

Burial Ring (graves and burial caves that are not affiliated with defined cemeteries). 

The cemeteries of Bet Guvrin, location map (Avni, Dahari and 

Kloner, 2008)
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That study provides a large data base on the Bet Guvrin-Eleutheropolis necropolis; it 

enables the presentation of the cemeteries in various aspects and allows significant 

insight regarding the city's inhabitants. The main contribution of that archaeological 

study, as presented by the researchers (ibid. p. 217) is the possibility of defining the 

ethno-religious affiliation of the deceased in numerous burial caves. The majority of 

the burial caves might have been used by pagans, who gradually converted to 

Christianity during the Byzantine period; other burials were of Jews and Christians. 

The study of the Bet Guvrin necropolis supports the view that the Jewish community 

did not segregate itself but adapted to its surrounding and interacted with the city's 

Christian and pagan societies (ibid. p. 218).   

The comprehensive examination of the cemeteries provided a better definition of the 

actual urban area and its relationship to the necropolis. In addition, the mortuary 

typology could be used to determine the character of the city's population. On the 

basis of the differences in the caves' architecture, it was possible to ascertain the 

size of each family unit, its social and economic status and sometimes even its ethnic 

and religious affiliation, as expressed in some of the caves that yielded typical 

Christian symbols and others, which displayed symbols from the world of the Jewish 

art. The Judeo-Christian amalgam of the burial sites reveals Bet Guvrin as a mixed-

populace city (ibid. p. 3-4).     

The chronological framework of the necropolis has been clarified in the excavations: 

except for a small number of caves, which were established in the first and second 

centuries CE, the massive installations of the caves and the development of 

distinctive burial grounds were initiated in the third century CE, expanding the 

necropolis continuously until the eighth century CE. It seems that the necropolis went 

out of use during the eighth century CE along with the decline in the urban status of 

Bet Guvrin (ibid. p.217).   

The architecture and typology of burial caves in the necropolis - The burial 

caves of Bet Guvrin, as well as other subterranean cavities in the region were hewn 

into the soft limestone formations after cutting through the harder 'nari' crust. The 

caves were hewn to a suitable depth, which insured that the roof remained within the 

chalk horizon and did not penetrate into the less stable and cleft 'nari' (ibid p.2).  

The five cemeteries of Bet Guvrin yielded a wide corpus of burial caves. The 

classification of the tombs into architectural types, points to the different amounts of 

efforts invested in the burial states, ranging from simple shaft tombs to elaborate 

underground rock-cut hall complexes, which mainly appear in the South Cemetery. 
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These mostly represent Jewish burials and show a higher economic status of the 

Jewish community, as well as its religious and social attitude toward the burial 

ground, which is ingrained in Jewish burial traditions and customs from previous 

times (ibid, p.217).    

Extensive architectural data on the caves gathered during the field survey enabled 

their typological division into several classes and provided an insight into the burial 

customs of Bet Guvrin's inhabitants during the Late Roman and Byzantine periods. 

Due to caves' exceptional proximity, the shapes of the later caves often deviated 

considerably from traditional patterns. The spaces were distorted, so as not to 

penetrate into adjacent caves of earlier dates (ibid.  p.3).  

The burial caves and tombs were classified to 8 main types (half of which with sub-

types) according their architecture, as the following (see in detail in Avni et al. 2008: 

pp. 103-117): Type 1: Cist Graves; Type 2: Double Arcosolium Grave; Type 3: 

Single-Chambered Cave or Burial Structure, with Burial Troughs Carved in the Floor 

or along Walls; Type 4: Arcosolium Caves; Type 5: Composite Caves with Several 

Chambers; Type 6: Cave with Central Passage and Arcosolia with Burial Troughs in 

Walls; Type 7: Hall Cave – Rectangular Hall with Deep-Set Arcosolia or Combination 

of Arcosolia and Loculi in Walls; Type 8: Burial Caves with Loculi.    

Following is a description of some of the burial caves in the necropolis of Bet Guvrin. 

The South Cemetery - Cave I.28  

The cluster of tombs of the South Cemetery occupies an area c. 200x400 m to the 

north of a large quarry – the Ahino'am Cave, which is dated to the Early Muslim 

period and cut through several of its burial caves. The South Cemetery was noted for 

its opulent and stylized caves that mainly served Bet Guvrin's middle and upper 

classes, as well as the city's Jewish community; this cemetery contains most of the 

Jewish interments and ornamentations ( Avni et al. 2008:201).  

Cave I.28 – Cave I.28 belongs to the Hall Cave type (Type 7); it is a large and 

luxurious burial cave comprised of a hall in whose walls were wide arcosolia that 

contained numerous troughs (38 troughs in total). Some of the troughs, located in the 

center and mostly smashed by looters, were sarcophagus-shaped. The hall's ceiling 

consisted of parallel arches that sprang from square pilasters along the walls 

between the arcosolia (for details, see ibid pp.37-39). The multitude of sarcophagus-

shaped troughs and the splendor of the burial hall indicate that the cave served one 

of the Bet Guvrin's affluent families.  
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Cave I.28 in Bet Guvrin South Cemetery  

(Avni, Dahari and Kloner, 2008) 

Isometric 
reconstruction

General view

Plan and section 
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The South Cemetery - Cave I.12 – The Cave of Menorahs  

Cave I.12, of the Hall Cave type (Type 7), is one of the largest and most luxurious 

caves in the South Cemetery. It comprised a rectangular hall, divided into three burial 

chambers in whose walls were three arcosolia with seven troughs on the northern 

side and nine troughs on the southeastern side, as well as a seventh arcosolium with 

three troughs opposite the entrance. 

A hewn staircase descended from the surface to a square dromos that preceded the 

cave. A doorway in the dromos' wall was originally closed by a stone–door that 

swiveled on a hinge. Three steps descended from the cave's doorway to the floor of 

the first burial chamber, whose walls were carefully smoothed. 

Two five-branched menorahs carved in relief flanked the opening into the first burial 

chamber, opposite the entrance. On either side of the entrance to the southeastern 

space of the first burial chamber, closed palm fronds (lulavim) and citrons (etrogim) 

were carved in relief. On the northeastern wall of the first chamber was another relief, 

completely defaced in modern times. Nonetheless, the dimensions and the shape of 

the scar, together with the intact ends of the relief, indicate that a shofar (Jewish 

ritual ram's horn) was depicted. Similar motives – menorahs and schematic lulavim, 

were engraved on the walls of burial caves at Bet She'arim (ibid p. 16).     

The central (second) burial chamber is rectangular. Two deep-set arcosolia with 

raised troughs were cut in its southeastern and northwestern walls. The rectangular 

sealing stones of the northeastern trough of the southeastern arcosolium were 

preserved in situ. The slabs were placed over the edges of the troughs and the sides 

of the arcosolium. The troughs were coated with a thick white plaster that contained 

red grits to prevent the odors of decay from escaping. The third burial chamber is 

square and has deep-set arcosolia in each of its three walls. The arcosolia contained 

troughs along their sides.  

The walls of the chambers and arcosolia were scrupulously carved and smoothed 

with broad adzes. On the sides of the central chamber were pilasters with projecting 

cornices. Identical cornices were observed in Bet She'arim and in a burial cave near 

Tiv'on (ibid.p.19). The architecture of the Cave of Menorahs has exact parallels in a 

number of halls at Bet She'arim.  

An accumulation of earth in the central chamber indicated that the cave had been 

badly damaged by tomb looters. During the excavations this accumulation was 

cleared and sieved; oil-lamp sherds and fragments of glass vessels were thereby 
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collected. The wide range of lamps attests to the cave's continuous use from the 

early third to eight centuries CE. The large quantity of glass fragments, especially 

bottles were mostly dated from the third-fourth centuries CE, while others were dated 

from the sixth-eighth centuries CE. 

The ceramic and the glass finds indicate that the Cave of Menorahs was used for 

interment more than 500 years, from the third century to the middle of the eighth 

century CE. The largest concentration of finds dated from the third to the fifth 

centuries CE, which was presumably the most intensive period of use, when the cave 

was retained by one of Bet Guvrin's richest Jewish families. Furthermore, the 

Byzantine oil lamps, some exhibiting Christian motifs and inscriptions, demonstrate 

the cave's later use, apparently by a Christian population. 

Cave I.12 in Bet Guvrin South Cemetery 

(Avni, Dahari and Kloner, 2008) 

Plan 

Reliefs of Menorahs

Section
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Cave I.12 in Bet Guvrin South Cemetery (Avni, Dahari and Kloner, 2008) 

Burial chambers with arcosolium   

Reliefs of Menorahs, lulav and etrog
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The East Cemetery – Cave II.37  

The decisive majority of the burial caves in the East Cemetery was of the arcosolium 

type (Type 4). The architectural homogeneity of the caves in this cemetery, which 

mainly consisted of relatively simple types, suggests that it served the middle classes 

of Bet Guvrin. The Christian symbols and decorations found on the walls of some of 

the caves, together with the total absence of Jewish symbols, support the conjecture 

that this cemetery mainly served the Christian population of Bet Guvrin. Further 

evidence for the cemetery's Christian character derives from the chronological range 

of its use – fourth-eighth centuries CE – at which time a large and well-established 

Christian community resided in Bet Guvrin. The pottery collected from the cemetery's 

precincts does not predate the fourth-fifth centuries CE. 

Cave II.37 – The cave comprised a single burial chamber in whose walls were three 

arcosolia, containing seven troughs (Subtype 4.2.5): three adjoining ones in the 

southern arcosolium, opposite the entrance, three in the western arcosolium and one 

trough in the eastern arcosolium. The chamber's walls were coated with white 

plaster, which was delineated rather negligently with various figures and objects in 

red paint, including human busts, fish, birds, crosses and floral designs. The edges of 

the arcosolia were decorated with geometric patterns and lines in red paint.  

Cave II.37 in Bet Guvrin East Cemetery: Plan and section (Avni, Dahari and Kloner, 2008) 
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D. The hiding complexes  

Hiding complexes are a specific type of subterranean spaces that are common in the 

Judean Lowlands settlements, mainly in the rural settlements, but also have been 

found at Maresha and at Bet Guvrin. The phenomenon of the installing and using the 

hiding complexes is limited to a short span of time related to a distinct historic 

occurrence. The hiding complexes deserve a separate discussion because of their 

distinctive characteristics – on the one hand, the motives for their establishing 

(detailed below) and on the other hand, the installation technique of most of them. In 

terms of the technique and history of the hewing the hiding complexes include two 

types: 

A. Those that were hewn specifically as hiding places: complexes dug solely as 

hideouts with concomitant functions. These are few and are not the common 

phenomenon. They consist of small caves, or caves devoted to very specific 

purposes.  

B. Those that were transformed for the purpose of hideout by linking earlier cavities 

and their installations by burrows and narrow corridors. This is the more common 

type due to the relatively easy manner of setting them up from the already-existing 

underground spaces that were prepared in the period prior to their functioning as 

hiding spaces .  

Research ascribes the hiding complexes to the Bar Kokhba Revolt (132–135 CE) 

and to the preparatory period before the outbreak of that revolt. The Judean 

Lowlands, where dozens of sites with hiding complexes have been found, has been 

revealed as a main center for the activity of this revolt. This area has been known for 

years to be riddled with various caves and cavities; however the hiding complexes 

are a different phenomenon, and have begun to be studied and published only over 

the last 35 years.  

Some scholars once posited that these hiding systems were dug as early as the 

Hellenistic period. This assumption is no longer accepted; finds in the hiding 

complexes show preparations of a similar nature with some sort of oversight in 

planning and implementation. The finds in the hiding complexes conform to the Bar 

Kokhba period rather than to the Hellenistic period or the period of the First Revolt. 

Nevertheless, all scholars studying the hiding-complex phenomenon agree that in 

some cases the burrows and other characteristics of hideouts were created earlier, 

beginning in the first century BCE. However these are few, and limited mainly to the 
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needs of small families as a hideout, or as places to conceal food or agricultural 

products for various reasons. 

The phenomenon of subterranean hiding complexes became widespread throughout 

Judea, particularly in the area of the Judean Lowlands due to its type of rock and 

density of population. Some of the complexes were prepared even before the war 

(see below, testimony by the historian Dio Cassius) and some were apparently dug 

during the war itself, when people realized that hiding was the only way to try to save 

their lives. The phenomenon became so prevalent and clear-cut during the Bar 

Kokhba Revolt that to a certain extent it becomes a way for scholars to recognize the 

character of the settlement. 

Some of the hiding complexes from the Bar Kokhba Revolt are very large and 

frequently include dozens of rooms and burrows, which can be blocked. Such size 

was fairly easy to attain because of the utilization of earlier cavities interconnected by 

means of burrows to create a single complex. The hiding complexes were used for 

both civilian and military purposes.  

 

A population preparing for a revolt would certainly seek to hide and to conceal its 

activities. The Roman historian Dio Cassius describes just such a situation and 

action by Jewish rebels (Roman History, VIII, Book 69, 12):  

"This brought on a war of no slight importance nor of brief duration, for the Jews 
deemed it intolerable that foreign races should be settled in their city and foreign 
religious rites planted there. So long, indeed, as Hadrian was close by in Egypt and 
again in Syria, they remained quiet, save in so far as they purposely made of poor 
quality such weapons as they were called upon to furnish, in order that the Romans 
might reject them and they themselves might thus have the use of them; but when 
he went farther away, they openly revolted. To be sure, they did not dare try 
conclusions with the Romans in the open field, but they occupied the 
advantageous positions in the country and strengthened them with mines and 
walls, in order that they might have places of refuge whenever they should be 
hard pressed, and might meet together unobserved underground; and they 
pierced these subterranean passages from above at intervals to let in air and 
light". (Preparer's emphasis, EBH) 

 

2.b. History and Development 

The following section represents the modern history of Maresha and of Bet Guvrin; it 

is divided into two parts: The first deals with the history of research, while the second 

reviews the sites' present condition in terms of planning, conservation and 
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development. In so doing, a whole picture will come out about the new history of 

these sites, completing the description of their history in antiquity presented in 

section 2.a, above.  

2.b.1. History of Research 

Maresha and Bet Guvrin are situated in the core of the Judean Lowlands, which are 

typified by thousands of man-made concentrations of caves and individual caves, 

dug by the inhabitants in antiquity. The numerous artificial caves aroused the interest 

of explorers and scholars of the Land of Israel as well as of passing travelers. Below 

is a survey of the study of the phenomenon from the nineteenth century, on. 

The beginning of research  

from the second half of the nineteenth until the beginning of the twentieth centuries 

o Edward Robinson, one of the greatest scholars to travel the Land of 

Israel in the nineteenth century, was the first to leave a written 

description of the phenomenon of the caves, among others the 

concentrations at Maresha and Bet Guvrin. 

o Victor Guerin, a scholar of the Land of Israel, mentioned caves at 

various sites in the Judean Lowlands, such as Maresha and Bet 

Guvrin, and noticed that the bell caves served as quarries.   

o Charles Clermont-Ganneau noted various caves in the Judean 

Lowlands, particularly in the area around Bet Guvrin and Maresha. He 

was interested particularly in the decorations in the caves and the 

inscriptions in burial caves. 

o The members of the British Palestine Exploration Fund (PEF) 

explored the Judean Lowlands caves, noting that they were of 

different types, the special nature of individual caves and outstanding 

concentrations of caves and their characteristics. They also sketched 

a number of the caves. 

o George Adam Smith described the caves of Bet Guvrin and Luzit 

(noting that they resembled chapels). 

o R.A.S. Macalister and J. Bliss conducted the most important 

archaeological survey of the caves for the PEF during their 1898–

1900 excavation of the Judean Lowlands' tells. They worked intensely 

and systematically in the area for more than 13 months in a number of 

tells, among them Maresha (Tel Sandahanna) and also conducted a 

survey of the underground systems at each site. Bliss, the expedition 
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head, was in charge of excavation and Macalister, his assistant, was 

the surveyor, sketch artist and draftsman, and conducted the cave 

survey. Macalister checked the concentrations of caves near each of 

the sites excavated. He also surveyed other areas under excavation, 

but the three most important concentrations of caves detailed in his 

report were those at Tel Zakariya, El-‘Ein Ruins and Tel Maresha.  

At Maresha, Macalister marked 63 subterranean complexes. On his 

maps, he marked with the number 1 any system of subterranean voids 

through which he could move from space to underground. During Bliss 

and Macalister’s dig at Tel Maresha they were able to clarify the plan 

of the settlement on the mound from the Late Hellenistic period 

(second–first centuries BCE). 

o In 1902, Peters and Thiersch excavated the painted Sidonian Burial 

Caves southeast of Tel Maresha; the discovery of these caves also 

furnished proof that Tel Sandahanna was Hellenistic Maresha and that 

one of the important population groups in the city was Sidonian. 

o In 1925, the Dominican fathers from the French École Biblique et 

Archéologique in Jerusalem excavated a number of tombs at 

Maresha. 

 

Research in the twentieth century 

Research of the Judean Lowlands caves: Beginning in the twentieth century, 

research literature contains general information about the caves and archaeological 

details about burial caves in the Judean Lowlands. Travelers visited the region during 

the British Mandate (1918–1948), but no new contributions were made to the 

understanding of the caves in that area except for a few reports on burial caves. 

During the twentieth century, burial caves from all periods and of all sizes were 

surveyed or excavated at more than 25 sites in the Judean Lowlands, including in the 

environs of Maresha and Bet Guvrin. Caves in at least 30 sites have been damaged 

by looters since the end of the nineteenth century and throughout the twentieth 

century and still have not been studied archaeologically.   

At the end of the 1950s, after the establishment of the state of Israel, and in the 

1960s and 1970s, the various caves were studied. Levi Yitzhak Rahmani, Yehoshua 

Ben-Arieh and archaeologists Eliezer Oren, Yehuda Dagan, Amos Kloner and others 
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conducted surveys in the Judean Lowlands and the nearby Adulam region. From the 

1980s on, Israeli institutions began to participate in the study of the region: 

o Yehuda Dagan conducted a systematic survey of the Judean 

Lowlands in the 1980s, part of which was a study of the various caves: 

the survey was conducted by the Archaeological Survey of Israel and 

the Lachish Archaeological Expedition led by Tel Aviv University’s 

Institute of Archaeology. 

o A survey and excavations were carried out in the 1980s by the 

Department of Antiquities and Museums at Maresha and its 

subterranean complexes and at other sites.   

o Extensive excavations and research headed by Amos Kloner have 

been underway since 1986 under the aegis of the Israel Department 

of Antiquities which later became the Israel Antiquities Authority (IAA). 

The excavations at Maresha began with limited projects; more 

extensive excavations began ahead of the opening of Bet Guvrin-

Maresha National Park in 1986/7, in cooperation with the KKL-JNF 

(Jewish National Fund), and large-scale excavations began in 1989 

and continued until 1996. 

o Excavations in Maresha have been underway for more than 20 years 

headed by Ian Stern of Archaeological Seminars in conjunction with 

the IAA. 

 

Research of the hiding complexes: Surveys and excavations of caves and 

subterranean complexes have contributed significantly to the study and knowledge of 

Judean Lowlands caves however they took place mainly before the discovery and 

study of the hiding complexes. The hiding complexes have begun to be studied and 

published only over the last 35 years. The pioneers of research of the hiding 

complexes in the Judean Lowlands were David Alon, Yigal Tepper, Shlomo 

Gudovitch, Yohanan Mintzker and Mordechai Gihon. In mid-1980, the project of 

identifying surveying and researching the hiding complexes began under then-

Jerusalem and Judean Lowlands district archaeologist for the Department of 

Antiquities and Museums, Amos Kloner, who worked in this area together with Giora 

Solar and David Holi. 

Another body dealing with the study of the caves is the Israel Cave Research Center 

(ICRC), now of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Subterranean complexes at 
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number of sites in the discussed region were surveyed and measured by the 

counselors and members of the ICRC’s youth group, associated with the Ofra Field 

School, in conjunction with the Department of Antiquities and Museums.  

The study of the Judean Lowlands caves and their finds, in which Maresha and Bet 

Guvrin have been occupied a great scope, has contributed greatly to the 

development of academic research in various areas. Some of the prominent scientific 

publications as well as some general publications are listed in the Bibliography 

(section 7.e) of this nomination dossier. 

We would like to present a very little of the many significant finds from Maresha's 

caves, illustrating the site's interdisciplinary research value.  

The Heliodorus Inscription: During the 2005 and 2006 excavations in Subterranean 

Complex 57 at Maresha three stone-slab fragments with Greek inscriptions were 

discovered, all of which were originally parts of one inscription.  

In 2009 a stele, known as Heliodorus Inscription, was loaned to the Israel Museum 

by a private collector who purchased it in the antiquities market. The stele was 

probably robbed hence its origin and its historical context were not known and 

therefore its scientific value was very little if any at all.  

A thorough research of the stele and the three fragments unearthed in Maresha 

inferred that all the pieces belonged originally to the same stele that its lower part 

was the newly discovered fragments from Maresha. The finds from Maresha enabled 

to determine that Maresha is the origin site of the stele and granted scientific value to 

the Heliodorus Inscription. The inscription's content (see Stern, 2009, assembled in 

the Addenda) confirms written sources in regard with the political atmosphere in the 

Land of Israel in the second century BCE and allows us to better understand the 

critical circumstances that brought about the Hasemonean revolt. This find adds 

archaeological credibility to an historical important period.    

Oil Lamps on Kernos Vessels from Maresha: A type of find which is unique to 

Maresha is kernos vessels with oil lamps attached to them, rather than animals and 

plants, as in the Iron Age. The lamps from the Hellenistic period are the most 

prominent in their numbers and range of types out of the thousands of lamps found in 

Maresha. 93 percent of the lamps and the kernos vessel sherds were discovered in 

the subterranean complexes. Various factors lead to the possible conclusion that the 

kernoi may have been used for cultic mystery rites by the local population; these rites 

might have been connected to the production, and maybe even to an ‘industrial ritual’ 

fostering industrial prosperity. The locations of the kernos vessels in most of the 
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areas, including dwellings and the subterranean complexes, show that ritual was a 

very important part of the lives of the city’s inhabitants. Industry in Maresha was of 

the utmost importance; the columbaria and the olive presses provided much produce 

to a wide area, and were probably among the factors which enabled Maresha to 

flourish. 

It seems that here is a rare opportunity to prove the existence of a Hellenistic process 

of syncretism, based upon archaeological findings - the kernoi, connecting mystery 

rites and local traditions. The local Idumaean population of Maresha preserved their 

original cultural and religious patterns in the Aramaic/Edomite language, the Qos 

ritual, and other aspects, while absorbing and adapting Greek influences (based on 

Ambar-Armon et al., 2010, assembled in the Addenda). 

 
Ship Graffiti in Burial Cave 557 at Maresha: Depictions of two merchantmen ships, 

including basic details, were noted in different contexts in Burial Cave 557 at 

Maresha (excavated in 1993 and 1994). In 1900 a stone slab bearing a ship graffito 

was discovered by Bliss and Macalister. The vessels can be dated according to their 

shape to the Hellenistic period (fourth–second centuries BCE). The ships were likely 

depicted by mariners familiar with such vessels, which sailed the eastern 

Mediterranean. Examples of ship graffiti during the Hellenistic period in the Land of 

Israel are rare however Jewish sources mention the practice of adding ship 

depictions. Besides those found at Maresha there are two warships and one 

merchantman graffiti in “Jason’s Tomb” in Jerusalem, dated to the first century BCE. 

Ship iconography contributes to our knowledge and our understanding of ships. 

Graffiti were probably produced by mariners passing the time of day or as acts of ex 

voto, resulting in more authentic representations than those of artists with better 

drawing skills. Nonetheless, they are a reliable contribution to our knowledge of the 

form, equipment, and construction of the ships of the Hellenistic period (based on 

Haddad et al., 2011, assembled in the Addenda). 

 

2.b.2 Planning, Conservation and Development in Maresha and Bet Guvrin  

The archaeological finds and other sources reveal that Maresha and Bet Guvrin 

were the prominent cities of the Judean Lowlands in certain periods in antiquity; both 

reflect and illustrate the greatness of the culture prevailed in the Judean Lowlands at 

its peak. The impressive remains survived from both cities have been researched, as 

reviewed above, and underwent development at present time.  
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The activities and processes that have led to the present state of Maresha and Bet 

Guvrin are presented in this section. These sites were excavated and studied in 

greater detail and later underwent further intervention, such as conservation, 

restoration and development in order to protect them and to open them to the public, 

while other sites in the same region were studied to a lesser extent or not at all and 

respectively have undergone less development and less conservation, if any. For 

further information on the recent work carried out in the caves, see Section 4.a and 

various paragraphs of Section 5. 

Maresha and Bet Guvrin are included in one national park, managed by the INPA, 

due to the physical proximity and historical links between the two sites. For this 

reason the present-day work carried out in both sites was implemented as one 

integral project and so it is described here.  

The national park has undergone development for public visits since the end of the 

1980s. The caves in the national park were excavated archaeologically in the context 

of tourist development in 1989. Development of the park to its current state will be 

detailed below. Much of the information on the excavations has been provided 

courtesy of Prof. Amos Kloner, the archaeologist in charge of the excavations under 

the aegis of the IAA, in the framework of the preparatory works for opening the site to 

the public. Much of the information on development of the park is courtesy of the 

landscape architect Anat Sade, who was head of planning of development and 

directed implementation of the work from the beginning of 1987 until 2002, for the 

architectural firm of Shlomo Aharonson. The national park was opened to the public 

in 1989 and work continued in the years that followed. 

The national park was prepared for public visits in keeping with the latest knowledge 

up to that time. The park has good facilities suited to the needs of visitors, including 

disabled people, and the demands of nature, landscape, heritage and cultural 

conservation. Paths and trails were developed, shade structures installed along with 

lighting for the caves open to the public, ancient installations were restored and 

parking and picnic areas created with lavatories and barbecue stands. The roads 

between the various areas of the park are good and are signposted. The national 

park is safe for visitors, accessible to people with disabilities, and can also serve as a 

recreation site. 

The work to prepare the park for public visits was begun in cooperation between the 

INPA and the KKL-JNF, with the latter was funding much of the development. In the 

early 1990s, the Israel Government Tourist Corporation joined the development 
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project, participating in funding and planning. The IAA contributed the archaeological 

expertise to the development of the site in terms of excavation, conservation and 

inspection. Tourist planning determined the locations to be excavated, since funding 

was provided for tourist development rather than for scientific research. Another large 

area in the northeast part of the park was defined for development (Phase 2); thus far 

only part of the development there has been carried out. 

The director of planning and implementation, architect Anat Sade, worked during 

development of the site in cooperation with and under the supervision of various 

experts to ensure that development of the archaeological site is in keeping with 

international professional standards in the various fields. The planning of 

conservation and restoration was carried out according to all global ethical standards 

of conservation. The work was carried out under continual professional supervision. 

Particular care was taken to highlight by various means the difference between the 

original remains and the reconstruction. Among the experts in the relevant disciplines 

who oversaw the planning and development were: 

o Archaeological consultant for the INPA: the Late Prof. Ehud Netzer. 

o Excavation director: archaeologist-excavator for the IAA, Prof. Amos 

Kloner (and other archaeologists).  

o Conservation planning: planning and conservation architect and 

engineer (respectively) for the IAA, Giora Solar and Yaacov Schaffer. 

o Conservation implementation: IAA teams of experts. 

o Engineering oversight: INPA implementation engineer Aharon Levitan. 

o Safety oversight: safety engineer specializing in archaeological sites, 

Yacob Achbert. 

 

Archaeological excavations 

Many people took part in the excavations, which became a good opportunity to forge 

a bond between the site and various population groups. Excavations began with 

youth groups from the region’s farming communities during their summer vacations. 

Dig director Kloner saw their work as important both to help them earn money (they 

were paid according to the youth employment rate) and to bring them closer to the 

heritage of the site. There were also many groups of volunteers from abroad. The 

excavations were undertaken methodically and therefore participants worked for at 

least one week.  
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The main work force in the project from 1992 to 1996 in Maresha, and in Bet Guvrin 

from 1997 to 1998 consisted of immigrants from the Former Soviet Union and 

Ethiopia, approximately 130–150 workers a day. Such large numbers required a 

suitable team to supervise work in the various excavation areas simultaneously. 

These laborers, who came mainly from the area of the towns of Kiryat Gat and Bet 

Shemesh, were part of a government-sponsored public works project. The use of this 

labor force has significant economic, social and cultural benefits in terms of 

integrating new immigrants into Israeli society.  

Maresha did not utilize hired laborers through the public-works program. The 

excavation directors created a remarkable bond to Israel among many of the new 

immigrants and people from the surrounding communities who worked at the sites, 

and treated them with great affection. Some are still working for the IAA in expert 

jobs such as draftsmanship and conservation. Arab laborers also worked in 

development at the park. Young people work at the excavations at Maresha through 

Archaeological Seminars’ Dig-for-a-Day' program, among them Jewish youth groups 

from around the world. 

Development work in Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park 

A. Planning 

The national park encompasses about 1,000 known caves, 8 of which have been 

chosen for excavation and development (2 more caves were later added). It was 

decided that the touring route would be developed according to the ‘famous’ caves – 

the ones most widely visited even before development in the park. The chosen caves 

have been excavated for development and consequently their attractiveness for 

visitors increased even more. The phases of work were defined from the beginning 

as follows (For the convenience, the caves' numbers as marked on the touring route 

are written below although the numbers were given only after the development came 

to its end):  

Phase 1: The Bell Caves (No. 14) and the Burial Caves (No. 1)  

Phase 2: From the Columbarium Cave (No. 3) and the "Polish Cave" (No. 2) via  the 

Bath Cave (No. 4) and the Olive Oil Plant (No. 5) to the System of Underground 

Cisterns (No. 6)  

Phase 3: From the System of Underground cisterns (No. 6) via the Underground 

System below Dwelling Houses (No. 7) to the Sidonian Burial Caves (No. 8 & 9)  
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The elements planned for development were: 

1. Roads: Roads for vehicles and trails for walkers to lead to the visitor 

attractions. The trails have been marked with decorative low pillars 

especially designed for the site (the idea was that of planner Anat 

Sade; the design was by Aharon Ben-Ari). 

2. Visitor attractions: selected caves (See in detail below in the 

paragraph on implementation).  

3. Landscaping: The planting of trees (olives, orchard species, forest 

species, and field crops). The planning concept was to emphasize the 

differing character and size of the various hills and valleys as they are 

incorporated into the entire region, outside the park as well. For 

example, fields of wheat were sown at the site's entrance to highlight 

the width of the valley as it merges with the entire surrounding 

landscape. Olive trees were planted in the wide dry streambeds to 

recall the many olive-oil presses unearthed at the site, as well as a 

way of utilizing purified waste water. The smaller dry streambeds were 

planted with orchard species, which also emphasized the various 

trees and fields. 

4. Visitor facilities: Initial planning determined the location of parking 

areas, visitor entry points and lavatories. The basic idea was that the 

cashier’s booth would be located near the main road, road 35; 

however, the final location of the booth has not been determined 

because of a plan to move the road, which has not been implemented 

yet. The current cashier’s booth is temporary and movable, and can 

be transferred to a different location if need be. At present it is located 

on the access road to the park, just off road 35. 

 

B. Implementation 

The concept of the visit was implemented in a number of phases and aspects, which 

are described below. The development focused on the main attractions of the site – 

the subterranean complexes and caves. As mentioned, the concept was that the 

most visited caves would be the ones chosen for development. The Columbarium 

Cave (No. 3), because of its uniqueness and the System of Underground Cisterns 

(No. 6), which is popular among visitors, were selected as key points for 
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development. They dictated the axis of the touring route that was convenient and 

suitable topographically.  

Conservation and restoration 

 Partial conservation and restoration work was carried out in each of the caves 

developed for visitors, in keeping with the particular circumstances in each cave. In 

some of the caves, a separation layer was laid on top of the original element (steps, 

benches, walls) to protect them. For example, in the Columbarium Cave (No. 3), 

such a layer was laid over the original steps and covered with hard concrete with the 

appearance of rock both in color and texture. The use of the separation layer was 

chosen because it is reversible and because it fosters a sense of descending the 

original steps, yet protects the originals from damage. Similar action was taken in the 

Sidonian Burial Caves (No. 8 & 9).  

Lighting 

 Sophisticated lighting was installed in most of the caves, with special effects that 

highlight significant elements and leave less interesting ones in the shadows. In 

some of the caves, like the Bell Caves (No. 14), the Olive Oil Plant (No. 5) and the 

"Polish Cave" (No. 2), natural light was sufficient. Lighting is also important for the 

safety of visitors. 

Double ceilings were constructed in the caves to install electrical systems. The 

ceilings were built in keeping with all rules of conservations ethics (without the use of 

cement). The electric cable that connects all the artificially-lit caves was buried 

underground. For this purpose a channel was excavated archeologically, one meter 

wide on either side of the cable. Eventually, maintenance costs led to the 

replacement of the electrical systems with simpler ones, except for Subterranean 

Complex 61, where the original system is still in place. 

Observation points 

 Two modern observation points are planned for Tel Maresha. In preparation for their 

construction, archaeological excavation began at the point where they were to be 

built on the mound. The discovery of an ancient tower led to the discontinuation of 

the work. Instead of the observation points two panoramic signs were installed 

explaining the surrounding landscape and pointing out the communities visible from 

Tel Maresha. Steps were also built for easier access to the top of the mound.  
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Phases of Implementation 

Development of Phase 1: Work on Phase 1 has moved ahead in the southern and 

northern Bell Caves (No. 14), which were excavated and developed first. Next to 

them, three Burial Caves (No. 1) have been developed, which can be seen from the 

road and is representative of the huge number of such caves in Bet Guvrin.  

Development of Phase 2: During this phase a walker’s path was paved from the first 

complex developed toward parking lot 1 and the Columbarium Cave (No. 3), on the 

assumption that it would be developed and opened to the public because of its 

unique nature. Next to it, two additional caves were developed to be opened to the 

public: the "Polish Cave" (No. 2) and caves 15-16 (Cave 16 was excavated but not 

developed because visitor numbers did not justify it. However, it does have great 

potential for eventual development, and an electric box has been installed.)  

The Columbarium Cave (No. 3) and the System of underground cisterns (No. 6) 

were, as noted, key points along the trail. On the continuation of the trail another 

cave was dug as part of the development, the Olive Oil Plant (No. 5), in which all the 

elements of an olive oil production facility were found. A cistern was also found in this 

cave. 

The next cave, the System of Underground Cisterns (No. 6), was excavated in the 

framework of the development. The dwellings above the system were also excavated 

and reconstructed to show the link between the caves and the structures above them 

(which are not part of the nomination). This complex originally had two entrances, 

which are now used as an entrance and an exit for visitors to avoid ‘traffic jams’. 

Development of Phase 3: Subterranean Complex 61 - the Underground System 

below Dwelling Houses (No. 7) was developed in phase 3. The logic behind this 

choice was to show visitors that these phenomena are recurrent; Complex 61 has all 

the elements that can be seen earlier on the trail – a columbarium, cistern and olive-

oil press – concentrated in a single system. There was also the intention to illustrate 

by this complex the magnitude of the phenomenon. (The residential complex above 

the system – which is not part of the nomination - was not developed but rather was 

covered and sealed to prevent water seepage). Complex 61 represents the 

development of one space for various uses in antiquity; for example, the entrance 

cave of Complex 61, which began as a quarry, became a cistern and then a 

columbarium (See description of Complex 61 in section 2.a.3). 
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Complex 61 is an amorphous complex consisting of a few complexes with no original 

entrance. It was decided to have visitors enter the cave through its narrowest 

entrance to intensify the drama of the experience. The system was excavated for 

purposes of development, but only half was developed because visitor demand does 

not currently warrant it. If the need for development arises in the future, the option to 

do so exists.  

The Sidonian Burial Caves (No. 8 & 9) were not defined at first as a visitor facility to 

be developed. The development of this attraction stemmed from visitor needs rather 

than from an earlier planning decision. First, a shade structure was built around a 

nearby lone carob tree followed by the construction of a snack-bar and lavatories. 

Safety aspects in planning and implementation of work in the caves 

Aspects of the strength/stability of the caves were primary in the choice of systems 

suitable for opening to the public. The costs of work to reinforce and support the 

caves were very high, and were borne by the partners. The main safety work 

involved the following: 

The Bell Caves: The two Bell Caves (No. 14), the northern and the southern, were 

the first to be developed and opened to the public. The southern cave, which is the 

larger one was intended to be used for gatherings and was also made accessible to 

the mobility-challenged. Collapse was a concern throughout the work and there was 

no proven way to test for stability of the caves. Decisions were impacted by actual 

incidents (such as a falling stone). Experts called in to evaluate the cave confirmed 

these concerns over stability, and the southern cave was closed (and remains so at 

the moment). 

Following the closure of the southern cave, activity focused on the northern cave, not 

before national park personnel carried out various maintenance tasks and work to 

improve safety, which were planned by a safety engineer. Among these tasks, the 

northern cave was made accessible to the mobility-challenged. The main work 

involved the following tasks: 

o Installation of stainless steel arches concealed by plaster (one of the very 

few cases where metal was used). 

o Sealing of the hill above the northern cave with kaolin (a clayey 

waterproofing substance). 

o Reinforcement with plaster of ceiling at the entrance to the Bell Caves. 
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The "Polish Cave" (No. 2): Debris was cleared from the entrance of the cave for 

safety and access purposes and a central concrete shaft was built as a visitor 

entrance. 

The Columbarium Cave (No. 3): One third of the cave's ceiling was original and 

stable, while the other two thirds had partly collapsed. In the latter area, a new ceiling 

was cast on rails laid across it. The spaces between these rails, and between the 

rails and the 'nari' above, were filled with light cement. Descent to the cave is via a 

metal staircase, because in terms of the planning concept, it was important that 

visitors get their first view of the cave from above. The staircase was planned to be 

de-emphasized, giving it an ‘airy’ appearance by constructing it around a central 

pillar. The construction was placed in the main shaft, illuminated by natural light so as 

to limit the extent of modern additions. 

The System of Underground Cisterns (No. 6): Parts of the tops of the bell-shaped 

cisterns in the cave had collapsed, and the ceiling itself was unstable. The problem 

was solved by construction on the side of a massive cantilever to support the ceiling. 

The cantilever was concealed with plaster on the inside of the entrance, making the 

entrance smaller. The plaster was smoothed in contrast to the texture of the cave 

wall, to show that this was a restoration and not an imitation of the cave's texture.  

The Underground System below Dwelling Houses (No. 7) Complex 61:  A few small 

reinforcements were made. 

The Sidonian Burial Caves (No. 8 & 9): The ceiling was reinforced. 

The safety work detailed above was carried out at the development phase of the 

national park to prepare the caves for visitors. Safety work, maintenance and the 

installation of further elements also continued as needed after the park was opened. 

Reconstruction and Restoration 

In addition to architectural development in the caves prepared for visitors, some 

reconstruction and restoration work was done so visitors will better understand what 

they are seeing. All this work was carried out under expert direction and supervision 

in keeping with the rules of ethics in this field, and is true to the original.  The 

reconstructions are marked by various methods (a separation line, different 

materials, signage and others) so as not to mislead visitors. The most extensive and 
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important restorations were carried out in the Sidonian Burial Caves, as will be 

elaborated separately below. The main other reconstruction/restorations were:  

o In the Columbarium Cave (No. 3) – the entire ceiling had collapsed; 

the ceiling and its two square shafts were reconstructed based on the 

original remains in the 'nari' layer. 

o In the Polish Cave (No. 2) – the ceiling was reconstructed. 

o In the Olive-Oil Plant (No. 5) – the installations were restored. 

o In the System of Underground Cisterns (No. 6) - the entrance vault 

and the structure above it were reconstructed, the concept being to 

raise the walls to their ascertainable height based on the remains, and 

in one place, for interpretive purposes, to raise them to the estimated 

height of the first floor and add roofing (this building originally had a 

second floor). 

o Subterranean Complex 61 (No. 7) – restoration of the olive press.  

 

Restoration in the Sidonian Burial Caves 

The Sidonian Burial Caves (No. 8 & 9) were renewed in 1993 by the INPA, with 

funding from the Israel Government Tourist Corporation and with major involvement 

by the excavation director, archaeologist Prof. Amos Kloner, since the paintings in 

the cave are a special cultural asset. The restorations were carried out in keeping 

with the highest international standards. 

There are two Sidonian Burial Caves (See a detailed description in Section 2.a.3). 

One is known as the Apollophanes Cave and the other as the Cave of Musicians. In 

the latter, only one panel has been restored and is visible – the one depicting the 

musicians. The main work was carried out in the Apollophanes Cave, and most of the 

discussion below will focus on it. 

The Sidonian Burial Caves were first publicized by the scholars Peters and Thiersch 

in 1905. They became aware of the caves and their paintings when their Arab guide 

led them inside, in 1902. The caves had earlier been broken into by grave-robbers. 

Peters and Thiersch documented the faded paintings on the wall in black-and-white 

photographs and later, by the Dominican fathers of the École Biblique in Jerusalem, 

who used water colors to copy the paintings and the inscriptions. These copies were 

the source restorers had at their disposal in renewing the paintings on the walls of 

the caves. Such renewal became necessary after the destruction of some of the 
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figures at the beginning of the twentieth century by religious fanatics from the area, 

and the subsequent total disappearance of the paintings, having probably faded 

away or been destroyed by vandals. By the 1960s, very few remnants of the original 

colors remained. In the 1980s, the inner entrance to the burial niches was destroyed, 

this time a by Jewish religious group using hammers. 

When planning began, the desire was to restore the paintings and the question was 

raised as to how best to do so. The planning concept devised by architect Anat Sade 

was to restore the walls of the cave to their state in 1905 according to the 

documentation, and to try to impart the greatest possible sense of authenticity. Since 

restoration of the paintings would be unethical, Sade proposed inserting new walls, 

thus protecting the original walls while at the same time creating a surface on which 

the paintings could ethically be reproduced. Indeed, both planning and 

implementation was geared to ensuring minimal damage to the original walls.  

Restoration of the structure: The idea was to create a new inner façade by copying 

the façade according to the drawing from the documentation in 1905. All the ancient 

and new parts were covered with thin rubber spread over the surfaces that 

reproduced the surmised textures of the stone. The benches and steps in the hall of 

the cave were covered with a thin layer of concrete. The cave’s walls were restored 

using a casting technique in plaster and wood. Sculpture casters – the late Itamar 

Atias and Ilan Shoshani from Bet Neqofa created large and precise casts, which 

were taken to GRC, a factory that produces painted glass fiber reinforced concrete, 

which produced the panels. The panels were affixed to a stainless steel frame that 

was attached to the original wall at a minimum number of points to minimize damage 

to the original. Electric wiring for lighting the cave was concealed behind the panels. 

To avoid disfiguring the cave, and to present it authentically, no signs were placed in 

the cave. Printed explanations are available for visitors to take with them into the 

cave and return when they are finished. The inner entrance, which, as noted, had 

been vandalized in the 1980s, was rebuilt out of moist clay and restored to its 1905 

appearance by Pesach Ruder of the Israel Museum.  

The paintings: Following the restoration of the walls, a new façade was cast, copying 

the façade documented in 1905. The paintings that were on the wall were 

reproduced by Haim Kapchitz of the IAA on panels in the shape of the walls of the 

cave, made of special material that is difficult to scratch. The paintings now look like 

they did in 1905; a sign at the site explains that they have undergone restoration. 
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The symmetrical paintings on either side of the inner entrance depicting a tripod table 

and an eagle, which had been destroyed, were restored at 80% of their original size. 

The reduction was to enable the entire painting to be seen; had they been restored in 

their original size, the parts on the inner entrance would have been concealed by the 

restored panels, which are thicker than the originals.  

 

The caves that have been restored in the national park to prepare them for visitors 

are currently keeping up with visitor demand, and have not impaired the carrying 

capacity of the site. However, some believe that additional caves should be 

developed to reduce deterioration due to visitor pressure in the caves. 
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3.    Justification of Inscription 

3.1.a Brief Synthesis  

 (i) a summary of factual information 

Geographical context - The caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin - the nominated 

property, are located in the geographical region of the Judean Lowlands. The region 

is typified by a dense concentration of numerous artificial caves and subterranean 

systems of various shapes, sizes and functions. The reason for this phenomenon is 

the region's geographical makeup, the local rock in particular, which is the region’s 

most outstanding geological attribute. 

The local rock consists in the main of soft chalk – marl rock, mainly from the Eocene 

- the Zor’a Formation, the Maresha Member (mostly) and the Adulam Member. 

Despite the softness of this kind of chalk, it is relatively well resistant in conditions of 

erosion. The soft, chalky nature of the rock and its comfortable accessibility meant 

that humans were able to hew numerous caves in this area.  

The surface of the soft limestone rock is covered with a thinner and harder limestone 

crust, which is called 'nari'. The 'nari' is at its thickest in the Maresha - Bet Guvrin 

area, which was an important factor for attracting humans to this locale and explains 

the quantity and quality of the caves in that area. (It should be noted that the 

geological component is emphasized here due to its significance regarding the 

creation of the phenomenon of the caves however the Judean Lowlands are 

characterized with further geographical conditions favorable for human habitation).  

Maresha and Bet Guvrin, close to each other, constitute the best selection of the 

Judean Lowlands' ancient settlements that under and alongside their dwellings is a 

dense and astonishing concentration of caves, all of them manmade, used for a 

variety of purposes. The caves included in this nomination, located within the 

underground confines of Maresha and Bet Guvrin, represent the character, the full 

variety and the finest quality of the entire Judean Lowlands caves. 

Historical context - Maresha and Bet Guvrin were the main cities of the Judean 

Lowlands during certain significant periods in antiquity. Bet Guvrin replaced Maresha 

as the district capital and its administrative center after the latter was destroyed; the 

history of each city is detailed in section 2.a.2 and here just a few of the historical key 

points are reviewed.  
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Maresha - Maresha was founded in the Iron Age and continued in existence until the 

Late Hellenistic period; Maresha existed as an urban community for about 800 years 

however it was inhabited briefly during later periods too. Maresha's heydays were 

mainly in the Early Hellenistic period, in the third-second centuries BCE.  

A compilation of factors contributed for the increased growth of Maresha and the 

producing of a special ethnic and social fabric in the Hellenistic city: The incursion of 

Edomites from the southeast into Maresha region up to their becoming the dominant 

ethnos in the sixth century BCE; the Persian conquest in 539 BCE and the becoming 

of Maresha an important center and the capital of Idumea; the settling of Phoenicians 

from Sidon and Greeks, probably introducing Hellenistic culture, in the fourth century 

BCE and the existence of some Egyptians and a few Judeans as part of the 

population. During that period Maresha prospered, the lower city was built, and in it 

many caves were hewn.  

During the Hellenistic period Maresha was dominated first by the Ptolomies in the 

third century BCE when it became the administrative and economic center of the 

hyparchy, and then, in the second century BCE, by the Seleucid, under whose 

auspices it continued to function as an important administrative city. 

Maresha was conquered by the Hasmoneans in the end of the second century BCE 

and remained in their hands until the conquest of Pompey in 63 BCE. It is assumed 

that Maresha was given to Herod, along with all of Idumea, in 40 BCE, the same year 

in which, according to Josephus, the Hasmonean king Mattathias Antigonus, with his 

Persian allies, destroyed the city, which was never rebuilt. Thereafter, Bet Guvrin 

replaced Maresha as the regional capital.  

Bet Guvrin - Excavations revealed the presence of a settlement at the site since the 

second and first centuries BCE until the thirteenth century CE, but its heydays were 

in the Roman and Byzantine periods, when it became one of the main administrative 

centers of Palestina Prima.  

Bet Guvrin, a village in the heart of Idumea, was conquered by Vespasian in 68 CE. 

Following the destruction of the Second Temple, in 70 CE, it continued to exist as a 

densely populated Jewish settlement, eventually becoming a city, which served as an 

administrative center in the second century CE. After the Bar Kokhba Revolt (132-

135 CE), the city became an important Roman center of government: In 200 CE, 

Emperor Septimus Severus granted it the status of polis, changed its name to 

Eleutheropolis and granted lands to the city, the most extensive such grant in 
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Palestine at that time. Bet Guvrin prospered and became a splendid and populous 

urban center.  

Jewish settlement was reestablished in the third–fourth centuries CE; Jewish 

inhabitants were numerous mainly during the Byzantine period, as attested by the 

large Jewish cemetery and other remains. Bet Guvrin was an important Christian 

center during the Byzantine period, a bishopric, in which several churches were built. 

In the late Byzantine period, in the seventh century CE, the bell caves began to be 

quarried for building stone, which was sent to the distant cities.  

The city declined in importance during the Early Muslim period however the bell 

caves were further quarried for building stone; that is the time, from the seventh to 

the eleventh centuries CE, when most of the bell caves were dug and the building 

material they produced was sold at distant markets. At a later stage of the Early 

Muslim period, some of the bell caves were turned into other kinds of use.  

The Crusaders rebuilt the ruins of Byzantine Bet Guvrin in 1136, fortified it, built a 

triple-apse church and restored the Sandahanna church. After the Mamluks took over 

the Crusader Kingdom, apparently following the Battle of Hattin (1187), they also 

conquered the Judean Lowlands, including Bet Guvrin. From 1283 on, Judea and all 

of Palestine became part of the greater Mamluk kingdom. The Crusader fortress 

became the center of Mamluk rule during the Mamluk and the early Ottoman periods.  

The main features – The image arises from the geographical and historical context is 

of an intensive human habitation, including two prominent cities – Maresha and Bet 

Guvrin that existed in antiquity in the Judean Lowlands, typified by numerous 

manmade underground spaces.  

While the purposes of the earliest caves, from the Iron Age and Persian period are 

not yet fully clear, their functions in the later periods is quite apparent: The 

underground spaces dating from the Hellenistic period were used first as quarries 

and then morphing into other ways of use, mainly for economic-industrial functions; 

whereas most of the caves dating from the Late Byzantine and the Early Muslim 

periods were quarries. However in the later periods the underground spaces were 

also used as burial caves. A completely different way of the underground use, as 

hiding complexes, is manifested for a short time in the second century CE, connected 

with a specific historic event.   
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The way the caves were hewn and designed, both as quarries and in their 

transformation to other uses, reveals significant technological expertise and a high 

level of engineering skills. That high-standard work was gained by the region' 

inhabitants due to their well knowing the natural conditions of their environment and 

the experience they acquired over generations of working the local rock. The large 

quantity and density of those high-quality manmade subterranean spaces, part of 

which are complexes of dozens of chambers, attest to technical and social evolution.  

No wonder, therefore, that the underground spaces at Maresha and Bet Guvrin, 

where the rock is at its best quality, are considered as the best of their kind; for this 

reason these caves and subterranean complexes were chosen as the representative 

pattern characterizing a wider phenomenon of cultural built heritage found in the 

Judean Lowlands; the attributes of this phenomenon are unique to this region.   

No wonder, therefore, that the underground spaces at Maresha and Bet Guvrin, 

where the rock is at its best quality, are considered as the best of their kind; for this 

reason these caves and subterranean complexes were chosen as the representative 

pattern characterizing a wider phenomenon of cultural built heritage found in the 

Judean Lowlands; the attributes of this phenomenon are unique to this region.   

(ii) a summary of qualities 

Potential Outstanding Universal Value - The property constitutes an important 

example of human interaction with their environment by the adaptation and use of the 

rock exists at their locale. That specific rock was used by humans of different ethnic 

groups and different cultures for their needs during a long succession of historic 

periods of human habitation at that region.  

The property consists of manmade caves and subterranean complexes which 

represent a phenomenon existing in a defined geological area solely where the 

specific kind of that soft chalk is found. The property, caves of different forms and 

sizes, was used for a variety of economic, industrial, social, cultic, burial and other 

functions, however it does not include subterranean dwellings (troglodyte caves), 

which are common in many other sites of caves.      

These subterranean spaces operated synergistically with the above-ground layer of 

dwellings and served as an architectural and functional supplement for the on-ground 

urban layer. The intertwined fabric of the property made of the underground and on-

ground layers, created a pattern that is not found elsewhere. This pattern grants the 

property its exceptional feature on the one hand, and enriches the worldwide 
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spectrum of the underground phenomena with a complementary facet, on the other 

hand. Thus the phenomenon embodied in the property contributes to research a 

further aspect in regard with the knowledge of humans' way of life associated with 

caves and the hypogenic architecture.  

Attributes of Outstanding Universal Value - The property is the numerous caves 

hewed beneath and alongside the built areas of Maresha and Bet Guvrin; these 

caves attest to interaction with environment of the people who hewed and used them. 

The property represents a unique fabric of settlements existed in the "Land of the 

Caves", which mirrors an exceptional mode of land use. The attributes of the 

property's Outstanding Universal Value are, in fact the main characteristics of the 

phenomenon created by the underground chambers, as follows:  

 Magnitude – The enormous number of man-made subterranean cavities 

concentrated in a defined geological zone. This is the richest region in Israel, 

and one of the richest in the world, in terms of its density of underground 

hewn spaces.  

 Variety – A diversity of caves' usages unknown elsewhere, including the 

dynamic nature of the use, i.e., the transformation of the caves' functions with 

time in keeping with the varying needs of the people, which also attests to an 

exceptionally high degree of technological prowess.  

 "Complementary layer" of the settlement makeup - The subterranean 

complexes were an inseparable component of the households and the 

community life; they operated synergistically as a complementary layer of the 

settlement's surface layout. Such an architectural and functional interaction 

that co-existed between the underground and the settlement above it is 

unknown elsewhere.  

 Longevity – The use of many of the caves, which according to archaeological 

testimony were quarried between the eighth century BCE and the eleventh 

century CE, persisted for some 2,000 years, long after the period in which 

they were quarried. The caves were quarried and used during successive 

historic periods by different human groups who were attracted to this region 

by the favorable options it offered, including its specific rock.  

[However, the span of the caves' use may have been even longer: Biblical 

testimony and other finds indicate that the caves of Maresha may have come 

into use as early as the ninth century BCE, and, while the actual digging of 
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the caves ended in the eleventh century CE, they may have continued to 

serve various purposes beyond the eleventh century.] 

Values conveyed by the property - The property bears a testimony of an exceptional 

cultural tradition that was common on an extensive scale only in the "Land of the 

Caves" and has disappeared; as already mentioned, this tradition is best reflected 

within vestiges of Maresha and Bet Guvrin. The phenomenon of dense concentration 

of numerous manmade caves within a specific geological zone represents cultural 

values, among which, are the following:   

Settlement value (i.e.: the manifestation of the caves' usage within the settlement). 

The property illustrates a form of settlement that harmoniously integrated 

underground and above-ground layers completing each other in a unique mode. The 

underground layer is the outcome of an evolutional process over generations; its 

good preservation brings to light various aspects of humans' way of life. Unlike many 

other sites of caves, the caves constituting the property were not used for dwelling 

however they contributed for the wellbeing of the people who resided above by 

enabling the carrying out of a wide scope of daily activities inside them.  

Architectural-structural-technological value – The quarries from which building 

materials were produced became the infrastructure for their ongoing development for 

other purposes. Over time, they became a complex network of subterranean 

systems, comprising exceptional architectural and structural-technological ensembles 

in their own right, in many cases with functions entirely different from their original 

use as quarries.  

That process could take place due to the intelligent utilization of the rock, which led to 

the development of technological and structural know-how that was transmitted from 

generation to generation. The subterranean layer was created as a result of original 

responses found to meet humans' various needs by using the existing quarries; the 

solutions found became more sophisticated over time and consequently led to the 

forming of distinct subterranean architectural ensembles. 

Contemporary values The property has been surveyed, excavated, conserved and 

studied. Past and current research of Maresha and Bet Guvrin have complemented 

information already known and revealed new data relating to earlier cultures; it 

includes, in regard with the present discussion, the study of humans' life associated 

with caves and hypogene architecture. Thus the research of the property contributes 

for the scientific value in several disciplines among which we would note the 

disciplines of archaeology, history and the study of caves.  

The sustainable development and ongoing maintenance of the property and its 
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surroundings constitute further values, such as conservation, education, tourism, 

economy, aesthetics, ecology and landscape. The property's environmental 

landscape value should be particularly noted as most of it is concealed in the 

underground hence it does not impair the surrounding, leaving the natural landscape 

unspoiled. 

3.1.b Criteria under which Inscription is Proposed 

The property, an archaeological site, is proposed for inscription under criterion v.  

Note: The above-ground layer referred to in the following paragraph is not a part of 

the nominated property but is given for the understanding of the property's context.    

The proposed property, the extensive number of ensembles of subterranean 

complexes at Maresha and Bet Guvrin, is an example of an exceptional type of land-

use, which is representative of humans' interaction with their environment.  

The property represents humans' interaction with their environment which resulted 

from their good familiarity with the natural conditions of their surroundings, in this 

case it is the identification of the local rock's nature, and the sophisticated way they 

used it for their needs. The particular character of the local rock (see Section 2.a.1) - 

easily accessed, easily being quarried and relatively well preserved – was among the 

main factors humans were attracted to settle in this territory, which resulted also in 

the rising of the prominent cities in antiquity, Maresha and Bet Guvrin.  

The property, concentrated in a defined geological territory of soft chalk, is testimony 

of a type of land-use, which is unknown from other sites of caves. That land-use was 

double-faceted: the exploiting the chalk as a building material for the above-surface 

structures on the one hand, and the utilizing the underground spaces created 

following the quarrying for various purposes, on the other hand. The hewing and 

maintenance of the caves, including changes, reinforcement and repairs represent 

practices that were an ongoing part of the daily life of the region's inhabitants; their 

interaction with the environment yielded composite subterranean complexes which 

are the attributes of the property.  

The use of the local rock lasted for a long succession of historic periods, during 

which the region was inhabited by different ethnic and cultural groups (see Section 

2.a.2). Recognizing the special character of the local rock, they developed excellent 

knowhow to work it in the finest manner, as is attested by the property. The skills 

they acquired through the long experience of quarrying were constantly elaborated 
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resulting in more advanced technological and engineering methods, which were 

transmitted from generation to generation.  

While at the beginning the local rock was used as a building material mainly in the 

nearby environs, later, from about the seventh century CE it was exported to distant 

destinations and thus also yielded economic profit for the region's inhabitants.  

Centuries of quarrying the rock left their imprints within the underground layer by 

thousands of subterranean spaces which are found beneath and alongside the 

ancient cities of Maresha and Bet Guvrin as all through the Judean Lowlands. The 

large quantity of manmade caves created a subterranean layer equal in area to the 

area of the lower city of Maresha and densely riddles the city of Bet Guvrin; those 

caves provide a significant testimony of the intensive use of the underground area, 

which became a distinct land-use for itself.  

The subterranean spaces although did not serve as living quarters, were closely 

linked with the daily life of those who dwelled in the edifices situated above them. 

These subterranean spaces evolved to become an integral part of the inhabitants' 

ongoing activity due to their containing a variety of functions associated with 

everyday's life; some of the functions are original and exceptional, such as the olive-

oil plants, columbarium caves, bell-shaped quarries and others (see Sections 2.a.3 

and 3.2). Being a vital part of life, the underground layer provided a supplementing 

"complementary layer" to the management of life in the surface section of the 

settlement. 

The evidence of the civilization constituting the property is found throughout the 

Judean Lowlands but best represented at Maresha and Bet Guvrin. This kind of 

civilization came to its end; the subterranean complexes are no longer in use, nor are 

they renewable. Since this form of settlement has disappeared, never to return in the 

modern world, its vestiges below (and above) surface constitute a mute testimony to 

the way of life that once flourished there.  

The fact that many of the caves have survived to this day attests to the profound 

know-how amassed over many years and to the high quality of their construction and 

maintenance. The caves' vestiges may be vulnerable; any damage they incur due to 

effects of nature or human activities could be irreversible. If they are not protected in 

a deliberate manner, they will disappear under the impact of irreversible change.  

The caves chosen for the property are located in the confines of Bet Guvrin-Mareha 

National Park; they were chosen to be included in the national park because of their 
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well preserved condition and other extraordinary features characterizing them. The 

INPA that manages the national park has taken upon itself the care and maintenance 

of these caves in order to protect and preserve the evidence of this exceptional land-

use and to prevent its loss. 

3.1.c Statement of Integrity 

Mareasha and Bet Guvrin possess an intact and comprehensible representation of 

the characteristics and processes that illustrate the property’s significance. The 

physical fabric of underground spaces found beneath the surface remains of these 

ancient cities is in good condition in terms of its preservation and treatment 

(conservation, prevention of deterioration, maintenance) and from the perspective of 

legal protection and monitoring to prevent the adverse effects of development or 

neglect. In order to prevent deterioration the property is well kept, from all the 

required aspects, by the authorities according to all the international conventions and 

standards. The relevant information regarding the various treatments, management 

and protection is detailed below in the following sections. 

The underground chambers at Maresha and Bet Guvrin contain the whole variety of 

the caves' forms, sizes and uses prevailing in the Judean Lowlands, whom the 

property represents.  

The size of the area, the representation of all the elements expressing its 

Outstanding Universal Value and their interrelationship including the way of humans' 

interaction with their environment, together with the contemporary activity of 

conservation, maintenance, monitoring and protection of the property – all express 

the spirit of the place, create the property's integrity and ensure its conservation and 

preservation over time. The characteristics of integrity are detailed below. 

The integrity of the property manifests itself by the property's existing in its original 

location and by the good condition of most of its components, the outcome of natural 

preservation and human intervention. These factors make it possible to easily 

comprehend the structure of the property and to a great extent its past uses.  

The integrity of the property comes to the fore also in its undisturbed appearance on 

the surface. The many subterranean complexes that have been preserved, many of 

them in their entirety, are almost invisible on the surface except for their openings 

(even these are concealed in many cases). Even the complexes that their ceilings 

collapsed are integrated inconspicuously into the surrounding landscape. Their 
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openings have eroded, formed patina or become partially covered with vegetation 

and thus they have assimilated well with the local flora in the rocky surroundings.  

The original forms of the underground complexes have been preserved in situ. Even 

in those portions that have been damaged over time, the structure and the plan can 

be discerned and reconstructed based on visible remains (certainly following deeper 

research). The way the caves functioned jointly with the structures above them can 

also be distinguished. Many of these subterranean complexes, especially those that 

have been prepared for public visits, which are the most impressive ones, reveal to 

visitors an appearance as complete as it was during the time of their original use. 

The few reconstruction additions due to interpretive reasons (such as olive-oil 

presses or staircases) have been well-integrated with the original and always 

marked. They illustrate even more to visitors the function of the entire complex in 

days gone by.  

The data detailed above present that the property includes all the elements 

necessary to express its Outstanding Universal Value, and is of adequate size to 

ensure the complete representation of the features and processes that convey the 

property’s significance.  

3.1.d Statement of Authenticity  

The caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin are well-preserved, mainly because they are 

subterranean and were concealed in the underground, and because they have been 

abandoned for centuries and undisturbed after the period of their use. The factors 

facilitating their preservation were, their professional quarrying and their continued 

utilization during the time of their use, when they were properly and well-maintained 

in harmony with their environment. The fact that the caves are underground also 

meant that the landscape above ground was not damaged and its original natural 

appearance was preserved in the main. Those factors contributed for the caves' well 

preservation and consequently, for the truthful and credible expression of the 

property's values through its attributes. 

 

The property is the cultural heritage to which values are attributed. These values, 

expressing the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, are embodied in the 

following attributes, which reflect the authenticity of the property:    
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o Form and design: The caves preserve their form and design from ages past. 

Only a few caves out of the thousands and/or devices within them have been 

reconstructed based on all rules of professional ethics in this field: research on 

original form, dimensions, design and implementation of reconstruction true to 

the original. All reconstructions are documented and reversible (*see more in 

regard with this issue below this paragraph). 

o Materials and substance: The caves maintained their authentic, original 

appearance in terms of material and substance. In the few cases when 

restoration or reconstruction was done (usually partial and minor), the 

materials used were those utilized in the originals and the intervention in no 

way changed the substance of the property.  

On the contrary, the reconstructions – whether for structural purposes 

(prevention of additional collapse), safety reasons or for tourism 

(interpretation) – contributed to conservation of the property and emphasized 

its substance. In the few cases where use was made of another material 

(anodized steel, for example), the work was considered essential to save the 

element and did not harm it. Elements of development that were added to the 

caves are modest and light and do not change the spirit of the place. 

o Use and functions: Due to the good preservation of the property, most of the 

caves reveal the functions for which they were intended and their uses, such 

as the processing of agricultural produce, cisterns and more others.  

In some of the caves that have been arranged for public visits, elements have 

been added to illustrate their original use. All such elements are documented 

and reversible; that is, they can be easily removed. These elements have 

been integrated into the existing fabric but do not mislead visitors into thinking 

they are original: visitors are apprised by various means of all such 

reconstructions.  

o Traditions, techniques and management systems: The underground sections 

of Maresha and Bet Guvrin faithfully illustrate techniques that were in use for 

centuries and aspects of the way of life of the people who lived in the above 

dwellings. From the extant remains inside the caves we can conclude the 

techniques to produce building materials, construction and uses – frequently 

changing ones, of the spaces created after the building material was quarried. 

The devices and artifacts found inside the caves, supported by the structures 

on the surface and the surrounding remnants of ancient agriculture, illustrate 

urban and farm life and techniques associated with the economic system, 
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while cult elements and the many tombs reveal the spiritual life and faith of the 

local inhabitants.  

o Location and setting: The caves are situated in situ - in their original authentic 

location and setting. These caves as a complementary layer of the above-

ground section of the urban setting reflect an important aspect of the 

settlements' character and its fabric of life. The caves, hewn within the local 

rock, as well as the structures above them, constitute an ‘immovable property’ 

and thus the authenticity of the location and the general system of the 

individual elements of the property are not in doubt.  

o Language and other forms of intangible heritage, spirit and feeling: While the 

authenticity of the property's tangible heritage is clearly visible, the intangible 

heritage is attested mainly by material finds including written finds; this 

evidence is also supported by historic sources, which add a further dimension 

of primary source-information regarding the intangible heritage (see Section 

2.a.2). These testimonies may be changed from one period of use to another.  

The outstanding material finds that reveal the spiritual and cultural life of the 

various communities resided in Maresha and Bet Guvrin include burials that 

survived from most periods of use, cult and religious installations and 

drawings, inscriptions - sometimes  including drawings - in various languages, 

and hiding complexes connected to the a specific historic event.  

Alongside the religious and spiritual heritage inferred from the finds unearthed 

from the caves of  Maresha and Bet Guvrin, these finds disclosed various 

other aspects associated with the local communities' socio-economic, 

commercial and administrative way of life; among those, the evidence of the 

multi-ethnic population that resided in both cities, should be noted. 

 

* The issue of reconstruction carried out in the property's area:   

A small number of caves among the thousands in the nomination area have been 

prepared for public visits (0.008 of the total caves in Bet Guvrin-Maresha National 

Park) and have undergone minimal development to this end. Strict care was taken 

during the work not to damage the caves' original appearance hence their look today 

is similar to their look in the time when they were in use. Conservation and minor 

reconstruction was carried out for conservation and safety reasons and for 

reinforcement. This work included the sealing of cracks, the prevention of collapse of 

crumbling sections, drainage in the area above the caves, and the like. Parts of 

structures and installations uncovered in some of the caves (steps, cisterns, olive-oil 

presses) were reconstructed for the purpose of visitor interpretation or for structural 
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purposes. The reconstruction is faithful to the original and helps visitors to better 

understand the variety of functions the caves fulfilled.  

It should be noted that when a risk of collapse is identified, or any kind of negative 

impact of natural forces in caves that have not been prepared for public visits, these 

caves, too, are treated in order to prevent continued deterioration and to improve the 

state of their preservation. The strict preservation of the caves' original look was 

relatively easy to accomplish due to their good state of preservation.   

 

There is no planning for further reconstructions however if safety issues or foreseen 

collapse will emerge – it will be taken care of in order to prevent such occurrences.   

 

All the above mentioned parameters constitute the authentic sources of the attributes 

conveying truthfully and credibly the values of the nominated property. These and the 

data detailed in other sections of this dossier, manifest  that the property satisfies the 

required conditions of authenticity in the spirit of the Nara Document on Authenticity 

and all parameters noted in paragraphs 79–86 in the Operational Guidelines. 

3.1.e  Protection and management requirements  

The nominated property is located within the confines of a declared operating 

national park; as such it enjoys a comprehensive multi-leveled protection and 

management provided by its status as a national park and as an "antiquities site". 

The parameters, related to protection and management, are listed hereafter while the 

full data are detailed in several sections of this dossier, Section 5 in particular but 

also Sections 4, 6 and 7.     

Legal protection - The nominated property is well-protected in all legal and 

institutional aspects by virtue of the powers granted by the state laws and their 

enforcement. The property, owned by the state of Israel, is managed, protected and 

supervised by the authorities responsible for it and entrusted by law with its operation 

- the INPA, the IAA and the regional councils Lachish and Yoav. All those authorities 

and/or direct stakeholders work in cooperation with each other and also involved in 

the preparation of this nomination and have expressed their consent and willingness 

to undertake the obligations and limitations involved in the future inscription of the 

property.  

No changes may be made in the nominated property without the permission of the 

above-mentioned authorities. These authorities are legally bound to conserve and 

protect the values of the property in order to prevent their deterioration.  
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The necessary protection mechanisms of the nominated property, including its 

attributes conveying its Outstanding Universal Values, are detailed in Section 5 and 

in paragraphs of Sections 4 and 6 and in the Addenda.  

The property is protected by its legal designation under the power of a several state 

laws (detailed in Section 5. b) and by the national master plans deriving from these 

laws, that ensure its official status. The property is included in national and regional 

master plans, covered by the Ministry of Interior, that derive from these laws.   

The property is located in Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park, which is legally 

designated as a ‘national park’, declared as such and is managed by the INPA. The 

INPA is the statutory national authority in charge of the site, and operates it as a 

'national park' and as an 'antiquities site' according to the relevant laws. The legal 

status of an ‘antiquities site’ means that no changes may be made without the 

approval of the IAA's director.  

Management system - As a site managed by the INPA, Bet Guvrin-Maresha national 

park enjoys several levels of protection ranging from the state, statutory level to daily 

on-site practices derived from the state laws and common to all INPA sites. The 

INPA’s regulations and directives for operation and practice at each INPA's site 

regulate various issues including monitoring, enforcement, maintenance, and other 

protective means. The structure of INPA including its modus operandi is reviewed in 

Annex Y in the Addenda.  

The INPA, which is under the aegis of the Ministry of Environmental Protection, is the 

only agency with management powers over the areas under its administration. 

The main documents containing guidelines and instructions of operation conducted in 

the national park are: the 'INPA regulations' and the 'Regional management and 

conservation portfolio', containing all operational procedures at the site in case of 

emergencies, safety directives, firefighting and other cases, both ordinary and 

unusual, in accordance with INPA procedures. The essential rules for visitor conduct 

appear in the site pamphlet, as well as on signs posted in the park; instructions are 

also delivered orally to visitors by park staff. 

Laws, regulations, procedures and daily practice prohibit any activities that would 

change the character of the nominated site without the INPA’s approval. The above 

system is in place to prevent changes inconsistent with maximum protection for the 

nominated site thus ensures total legal and practical protection of the property and its 

buffer zone.  
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Staff resources - Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park has a director and a permanent 

staff of about 11 people, which is responsible for day-to-day activities – management, 

maintenance, monitoring and general protection of the site (See details in Sections 5 

and 6). The INPA also employs specialists to deal with specific issues and problems.  

Financial resources - The site has a budget for its operating; the INPA finances all the 

sites under its management without reference to income they produce. Each site is 

allocated an annual budget for ongoing operations and employees’ salaries as well as 

additional funding to carry out planned conservation and development. In addition, 

each site receives funding for unexpected outlays.  

Presentation – Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park was planned at the end of the 

1980s with a great deal of attention paid to the presentation of the park's treasures 

(See Section 2.b). The park's treasures and focal tourist attraction are the variety of 

extraordinary well preserved caves and subterranean complexes, conveying the site's 

values and constituting the attributes of the Outstanding Universal Value. The park 

contains also surface archaeological remains and attractions for visitors, which are 

not detailed here since they are not included in the nomination.  

The main works carried out for presentation purpose were minimal reconstruction and 

restoration of few of the caves or installations inside them and conservation to make 

them safe and understandable for visitors. Caves and monuments that were prepared 

for visits are lit, signposted with explanatory signs, which usually include illustrations, 

and other information suitable for visitors. The caves that have been opened for 

visitors serve their purpose as visitor attractions in terms of interpretation of cultural 

heritage; they offer a significant experience by illustrating the way of use of the 

underground caves in the past.  

A pamphlet free of charge is available for the visitors; it contains a map of the site 

with recommended routes and directions and explanations of the site's monuments. 

Educational activities and guided tours in the park, undertaken by the Lowlands and 

Coast Education Center (see Section 5.i) are also one of the facilities of the site's 

presentation. 

The key requirements for the presentation of the property are satisfyingly met.  

Monitoring - The property - the caves and subterranean complexes in Maresha and 

Bet Guvrin, is fragile and vulnerable and might collapse without warning. These 

complexes are defined as antiquities and must be treated as such according to the 

law and according to the INPA's commitment. The national park's team cares for 
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them as required by international conventions and INPA regulations, based on 

annual and seasonal site-specific plans involving the necessary experts.  

Monitoring is part of ongoing maintenance as determined by strict INPA work 

procedures. Continuous monitoring of the caves is essential to remain apprised of 

their condition, to pinpoint changes in a timely fashion and to respond appropriately. 

Monitoring of the property efficiently meets this need. The caves are being conserved 

and sometimes minimally restored or reconstructed to maintain them including 

elements inside them, in proper condition, to prevent their collapse, as well as for 

structural and safety reasons (See details in Section 6). 

Long- term challenges for protection and management  

The property's vulnerability - As already noted the property is fragile and vulnerable 

because the caves are cut into soft and friable chalk, and they might collapse without 

warning. The fragility of the caves' makeup is the main challenge of the property's 

vulnerability. The authority in charge of the property, the INPA, along with the IAA is 

fully aware of that issue and deals with it with careful and thorough attention with all 

the tools at its disposal.     

The property is located within a national park, which was prepared subsequent to a 

comprehensive planning for public visits in keeping with the latest knowledge up to 

that time. Prior to the development of facilities suited for the needs of visitors the site 

was excavated, the caves were conserved and restored or reconstructed to a limited 

extent, true to the original. Since the opening time up to the present time the 

measures taken to protect and manage the park have been permanently kept and 

implemented including ongoing monitoring. The INPA keeps on being updated with 

all the most recent methods of treating archaeological remains and implements it at 

its sites. 

The conservation and restoration were planned according to all global ethical 

standards and the work was carried out under continual professional supervision to 

ensure that development of the archaeological site is in keeping with international 

professional standards in the various disciplines; it means, among other goals, that 

the planning considered the sustainability of the conserved or restored property 

though it would survive for a long term. 

The partial reconstruction and restoration work was done in order that visitors will 

better understand what they are seeing and in some cases also for structural-
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conservational and safety reasons. The reconstructions are clearly indicated as such, 

so as not to mislead visitors.  

The reconstruction was carried out deliberately to limited extent in order not to affect 

the authenticity of the archaeological site; and indeed the reconstruction merges 

inconspicuously with the remains and does not violate their general original look. At 

present the reconstructions have no significant impact on the authenticity or integrity 

of the property and so far no plans exist to add further reconstructions as the site 

"speaks for itself" by its current appearance. 

Threats on the property - The threats on the property are few and minor and all are 

monitored and taken care of when they rarely occurred. The potential threats that 

may come from nature and from humans are the following:  

Water infiltration to some of the caves or erosion, are threats that may be expected 

from the nature elements; these are monitored and avoided by preventive actions.  

The existence of a military base and firing zone within the national park's boundaries 

is a potential threat from the human aspect. However both factors are not located 

within the property's area. The army personnel are aware to the sensitiveness of the 

neighboring archaeological site and take caution steps in this regard. When fires 

break out, from natural reasons as well, the army, the national park and other 

authorities in the vicinity have various means and proper training for fighting the fire. 

In any case, when fire breaks out it takes place in the open spaces far from the 

property's border.   

One other possible threat pertaining to humans is development, which is also a quite 

minor factor; Kibbutz Bet Guvrin is located near the property's buffer zone however 

the statutory plans valid for that area limit its expansion in terms of height and area 

coverage. Any intention for future development will be permitted only to the reversed 

side of the property's area. According to the area's legal status, any kind of 

development is not allowed in and around the property's area without the approval of 

the INPA.   

Long- term challenges - Long term challenges for protection and management will 

apparently remain the same that are currently exist as indicated above: the property's 

vulnerability due to its fragile nature and a few natural and human threats. 

At present all these challenges are successfully addressed. If any kind of new threat 

emerges – the INPA will look for the required response as a part of its comprehensive 
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responsibility and commitment to safeguard the assets under its management. As 

noted, the INPA keeps on being regularly updated with the newest methods of 

treating archaeological vestiges and implements it in its sites; this practice will 

certainly be applied on new threats as well.  

The property is managed and being maintained, monitored and controlled on an 

ongoing basis by the body that is in charge of it, the INPA. The law obligates the 

INPA to deal with the planning of conservation and development, executing the 

highest quality work while maintaining proper balance between conservation and 

development. The state level legislation and the master plans and their derivatives 

provide the legal framework for the implementation of the protective designation. The 

INPA cares for the property also as required by international conventions.  

The INPA's policy as the outcome of the state legislation and the Authority's 

responsibility, in addition to previously mentioned guiding principles, is to conserve 

archaeological vestiges under its management in situ with maximum faithfulness to 

the original. The INPA executes all the required actions for the long run conservation 

and preservation of the remains; efforts are made that such actions would be carried 

out in association with the cultural landscape and the preservation of the ‘arena of 

the historical story’. 

This policy, alongside its derivative procedural regulations and instructions, is the 

INPA's commitments and legal obligations; this policy ensuring the INPA's 

continuous protection and management of the property, addressing the challenges of 

mitigating the vulnerabilities and threats, and the retaining the property's authenticity 

and integrity. This policy will be lasting and addressing the challenges as long as the 

INPA will be in charge of the archaeological sites it manages including the nominated 

property.  

3.2 Comparative Analysis  

Note: The following section is based on the detailed description of the caves in Maresha and 

in Bet Guvrin, which is presented in Section 2.a.3 of this dossier.  

The archaeological surface remains, when mentioned, are brought in order to let the reader 

understand the context of the subterranean complexes; however, the surface remains are not 

a part of the proposed nomination! 

Introduction  

The caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin are artificial caves that were hewn by humans, 

designated to serve them for various needs. The phenomenon of hewing caves for 
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different usages is worldwide found; therefore a comparative research may deal with 

a broad variety of parameters in Israel and over the world. Natural caves used by 

humans, which are a different type of caves, are excluded from this comparative 

analysis. 

According to the evaluation method of the Israel Caves Research Center (ICRC) a 

cave is a subterranean space or a continuity of subterranean spaces, which it is 

possible to go through it in the underground (It is measured from 1 meter inward). For 

this reason, many of the caves, which comprise a cluster of many rooms and many 

openings, are nevertheless defined as one cave or one system. The subterranean 

complex no. 61 at Maresha, for example, which is defined as one cave, comprises of 

about 50 different spaces connected to each other in the underground.    

Artificial caves at a particular site are usually intended for one specific purpose only 

and have no variety of usages or complicated purposes. However, that is not the 

case in Mareasha and in Bet Guvrin and in general, in the central part of the Judean 

Lowlands, where caves were used for a variety of purposes. The material that was 

removed from the caves was used for building, and this process links between the 

quarrying of the caves, later used for specific functions, and the construction on the 

surface.     

Thus a linkage was formed between the quarrying, the above-ground construction 

and the afterward use of underground spaces, the outcome of the quarrying. This 

linkage created an exceptional settlement fabric which became a distinct land-use of 

its own right, the consequence of the interaction of the local residents with their 

environment. The caves, containing different usages coexisting side by side, are the 

attributes of the property; their regular use associating the underground with the 

above-surface conduct of the settlement express the property's Outstanding 

Universal Value. These features are not found in other sites of caves, as shown 

below in the following presentation of comparable caves to the property and grant the 

property its uniqueness.  

Man-made caves may be compared to each other according to a number of 

parameters the main of which are: the kind of the rock, the types of caves and their 

use, the period of time, the quantity, the quality and the regionalism. In such a 

comparison sometimes some of the parameters may be combined with each other. 

Following is the comparative study of the caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin vis-a-vis 

other artificial caves according to the above mentioned parameters.  
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1.)  The kind of rock  

The caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin are hewn in a solid soft chalk rock, white 

colored, which is very easy for quarrying, well accessed and well preserved. This 

rock is naturally covered at its top by a thinner and harder layer, which is called 'nari'. 

The 'nari' is relatively hard and retains the shape and the inner space of the cave. 

These characteristics of the local rock brought about the fast quarrying of thousands 

of caves at this region during a number of periods. In most of the caves the hewers 

didn't want to reach – from the bottom side – to the 'nari' layer itself, but on the 

contrary, they left a layer of the chalk rock below the 'nari' crust – a method that gave 

the caves their dome shaped or vaulting ceiling. The 'nari' consolidates the whole 

upper layer of the cave, but it is not well preserved while it has no chalk underneath. 

A similar, but not identical, makeup of rock, which is composite of soft chalk covered 

by a crust of 'nari' is found in Israel, in addition to the Judean Lowlands region, only 

in the Lower Galilee. In these two regions many caves were quarried due to the 

specific characteristics of the rock.     

The area of the Judean Lowlands region is about 1300 square kilometers while at its 

central part, in an area of about 300 square kilometers, the above discussed 

phenomenon of soft chalk rock with a layer of 'nari' on top – is remarkably prominent. 

This rock is defined by the geologists as the Zor’a Formation, the Maresha Member 

(mainly) and the Adulam Member. Within this area there are dozens of settlements' 

ruins from the Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine periods, which in and around each 

of them there are dozens of caves of all the types. Consequently there are thousands 

of manmade caves throughout the whole region, part of which are systems of caves 

that create tens of thousands of subterranean rooms and spaces.  

The caves of the best quality are those located in Maresha and Bet Guvrin. These 

were the main cities of the region in the Iron, Persian and Hellenistic periods 

(Maresha) and in the Roman and Byzantine periods (Bet Guvrin). Within the area of 

both ancient cities are found about 195 systems of caves (160 at Maresha and 35 at 

Bet Guvrin), many of which comprise of dozens of hewn rooms and spaces, and 

about 205 burial caves (40 at Maresha and 165 at Bet Guvrin); so all in all there are 

about 3500 subterranean rooms and spaces of different sizes at these two sites.  

The Lower Galilee, as mentioned, is the other geographical region in Israel which is 

comprised of rock makeup similar to that of the Judean Lowlands. The ancient cities 

of Bet She'arim and Zippori (Sepphoris) dated from the Roman-Byzantine periods, 

which are located in the Lower Galilee also contain a lot of caves. It is noteworthy to 
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compare the caves found in these sites to those of Maresha and Bet Guvrin. The 

comparison between these caves and those of Bet Guvrin follows below, in the 

paragraph of "Burial caves". However, the caves at  Bet She'arim and Zippori 

(Sepphoris) are limited to the types of burial caves (mainly) and water systems, 

unlike the variety of caves' types constituting the property.  

It is to be emphasized that the rock in Lower Galilee is similar but not identical to the 

rock found in the Judean Lowlands; the latter's Maresha Member soft rock is a 

unique rock of its kind, which no other rock is just like it. This extraordinary rock is the 

region’s most outstanding geological attribute and grants the Judean Lowlands 

region its exceptionality; it enabled the quarrying of thousands of subterranean rooms 

and their good preservation.   

The region's inhabitants had the proper knowhow of using effectively the special rock 

of their locale; the property constitutes the best and most impressive expression 

manifesting their expertise. The excellent preservation of the caves, which is a 

prominent characteristic of the entire phenomenon of the caves at this region, was 

also made possible due to the rock's character of being preserved uprightly.  

2.) Types of caves  

An unusual variety of cave types, part of which are original and exceptional, is 

discerned at Maresha and at Bet Guvrin, as the following:  

A.          Columbarium (pl. Columbaria) – Caves for the raising of doves  

B.          Caves used as olive presses (or, olive-oil plants) 

C.         Caves used as baths 

D.         Quarries  

1) Underground quarries at Maresha 

2) Bell shaped caves at Bet Guvrin 

E.          Rock-cut cisterns 

F.           Caves used as stables 

G.         Burial caves 

H.         Caves for ritual purposes 

I.            Water tunnels  

J.           Caves used for storage 
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K.          Hiding complexes 

L.         Other   

Following here the types of caves found in Maresha and Bet Guvrin as compared to 

similar caves in the Judean Lowlands region, in Israel and in places outside Israel.     

A. Columbarium – Caves for the raising of doves 

The term columbarium refers to structure used for the raising of doves or pigeons. 

The term usually also applies to subterranean structures containing niches for 

cremated ashes. All through the Judean Lowlands there are a lot of columbarium 

caves however the Columbarium Cave in west Marehsa (Subterranean Complex 30), 

is the most impressive one – by its size, shape and quarrying quality. The cave is in 

the shape of a double cross and contains about 2000 niches (see a detailed 

description in Section 2.a.3; No. 3 in the visiting route). It is possible to state that this 

is the most extraordinary and remarkable columbarium cave in the world.     

Pigeons' raising was a source of economic income; pigeons were raised for three 

main sorts of use: for cultic purposes as sacrifice in ancient pagan temples, for their 

meat as source of food, and for their droppings that was used as fertilizer. In order to 

maintain this active economic endeavor there was the need of quarrying caves with 

small niches (about 0.25x0.25 m each), arranged along the parallel walls of a cave. 

At Maresha itself, 85 such installations were found in caves from the third and the 

second centuries BCE. The number of niches per cave varies from 200 to 4,000. 

These columbaria were carved beneath the dwellings of the lower city, and were 

accessed by staircases from their courtyards. The pigeons would fly in and out of the 

subterranean chambers through vertical shafts opening at the courtyard level of 

dwellings. 

Similar rock-hewn subterranean installations for pigeons' raising can be seen in other 

sites dating from the Hellenistic and Roman periods in the area of the Judean 

Lowlands; among those sites are: Bet Loya Ruins, Midras Ruins, Elevation 270, 

Reseq Ruins, Rafa Ruins and others, but while they are impressive too, their 

preservation is much less good than the Columbarium Cave at Maresha. 

A concentration of columbaria inside of about 45 caves, which are not well 

preserved, is found in the region of Jerusalem. These columbaria were installed in 

the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods (first century BCE to first century CE) and 

most likely there were also columbaria built on the surface. According to A. Kloner, 

this phenomenon is linked with the decline of Maresha after its conquest by the 
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Hasmoneans (112/111 BCE).  Maresha provided yearly tens of thousands of pigeons 

on its greatest days in the Hellenistic period. The amount of pigeons' provision 

certainly diminished drastically after Maresha was conquered but there was still the 

need for pigeons for the cult in Jerusalem; the columbaria concentration in Jerusalem 

region in that period is probably the respond for that need.  

Raising pigeons in the Land of Israel prevailed until the Second Temple's destruction 

in the year of 70 CE; afterwards it became minor and following the Bar Kokhba revolt 

(132-135 CE) it almost totally disappeared. 

The economic endeavor of raising pigeons in the Land of Israel was renewed in the 

Muslim period when pigeons were used mainly as a source of food and fertilizer. 

Dozens of more columbaria were hewn from the seventh to the eleventh centuries 

CE inside the bell caves of Bet Guvrin.  

Only a few columbarium caves are found in Israel outside the Judean Lowlands.  

Most of the columbarium installations are built on surface like in Masada, Shivta and 

Abu Hof Ruins. Columbaria inside caves in Israel are found in several places and all 

of them are in small caves. It looks like that the phenomenon was spread out from 

the Judean Lowlands to other places, but this assumption has not yet been proved. 

Most of the sites where columbarium caves are found are in Galilee, among them are 

Bak Ruins, Kannah Ruins, Beer Sheba of Galilee (5 caves), Deir Hannah, Rumah 

Ruins and some more.   

Rock-hewn dovecotes are also prevalent in Cappadocia; most of which were hewn 

as square rooms into rock walls made of volcanic tuff, where the openings for the 

doves survived in the rock wall of the cliff (Bixio, Castellani and Succhiarelli 

2002:157-168, 181–182).  

Columbaria caves similar to those in Israel are found also in East Turkey at Anni, 

near the border with Armenia (Opera Ipogea 2 - 2010:36-8), and in Italy - from the 

Middle Ages until the early 1700's [Carla Gaeazzi. L'antico insediamento di San 

Lorenzo (Viterbo - Lazio), Opera Ipogeea 1/2 2011: 45 – 60]. 

 

In any case, Columbaria caves integrally merged within an underground setting of 

settlement along with other caves used for other functions, were not found in sites other 

than at the Judean Lowlands; this layout makes the Columbaria caves as well as the 

other caves at Maresha remarkably special.    
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B. Caves used as olive presses (or, olive-oil plants) 

Twenty-eight subterranean olive presses (or olive-oil plants), all of them hewn in the 

rock, were found in Maresha, all dating from the Hellenistic period, from the third-

second centuries BCE. All of these installations were planned in advance as olive oil 

plants and were built and operated according to an identical method: They contained 

a crushing installation and two or three press-beams and weights to produce the oil. 

The crushing stone was in the shape of lens, which is typical in particular to the 

Hellenistic culture. Some of them contained cultic niches.  

These installations were cut into the region’s characteristic chalk rock beneath the 

dwellings in the lower city and were accessed by rock-cut steps from the courtyards 

of the dwellings or from nearby streets (Kloner 2003: 51–72).   

Maresha's olive-oil plants, which are fully unearthed in archaeological digs, are the 

most impressive of their kind in comparison to all the other olive-oil plants excavated 

in the Judean Lowlands. Olive presses in caves using similar technology have been 

found in some 20 other sites from the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods in the 

Judean Lowlands. Other olive presses, from later periods––the Late Roman, 

Byzantine, Early Muslim, Crusader, Mamluk, and Ottoman periods––have been 

identified in some 25 caves sites in the Judean Lowlands. The technology of the later 

installations was based on squeezing the oil from the olives by the use of a screw-

press and weights to produce the oil.  

The phenomenon of installing oil presses in artificial caves, as a part of the larger 

settlement's system, is peculiar to the Judean Lowlands and apparently was made-

up due to the ease of quarrying the rock and the good preservation of the walls and 

the installations in the soft limestone of this region. This phenomenon is unique to the 

Judean Lowlands and distinguishes it from all other places in the world; at Maresha 

this phenomenon reaches to its quantitative and aesthetic peak.  

Only very little cases of olive oil plants in quarried caves have been found in Anatolia 

(Turkey) and in Italy; all of them are hardly researched (the research of those from 

Anatolia is based on Maresha's finds). At present it is impossible to compare the 

relatively many well-established olive oil plants of Maresha and their well-studied 

research to any other installations of this kind. 

Olive-oil plants that were located inside natural caves are also known from a few 

sites in Israel like Yodefat, Mishmar Ha'emeq, Midya and some others.    
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C. Caves used as baths  

In Maresha, more than twenty rock-hewn installations have been discovered in some 

of the subterranean complexes, which served as baths mainly in the third and second 

centuries BCE. The plans of the bathing installations in Maresha are similar to each 

other; they contained a staircase leading from the surface to a roomlet, a feeding 

channel and funnels  through which hot or lukewarm water were flown to the roomlet, 

and seats that were carved on the roomlet's floor, enabling the bather to seat inside 

the half-meter deep water.  

It is worthy of mentioning the Bath Cave in subterranean complex no. 82 in Maresha. 

It had two small roomlets containing seats for the convenience of the bathers 

(seating-bath), who showered in sprays of water emerging from jets in the bedrock 

wall. The bather was invisible to the person pouring the water, and thus his modesty 

was preserved. One other cave with a bath in Maresha, which is located in 

subterranean complex no. 61 under one of the dwellings, was probably the private 

bath of the house owner (the baths are reviewed in Section 2.a.3). 

The type of baths discovered in Maresha is quite a rare installation of its kind and its 

existence in a number of homes reflects the wealth and hedonistic way of life of 

Maresha's residents. The placement of these installations within the underground, as 

part of the system characterizing this city, required some extra work to be invested in 

their building. 

Some researchers, among them A. Kloner and I. Stern, postulated that the baths and 

the practice of washing the body were involved with some cultic purifying rites 

(Kloner, 2011; Stern, 2012, assembled in the Addenda). The Edomite population of 

Maresha used baths – similar to the Jewish ritual immersion baths, as early as the 

third and second centuries BCE, even before the conquest and conversion of the 

Idumeans by John Hyrcanus I in the end of the second century BCE.  

Baths were unearthed in some of the Herodian sites in the Land of Israel like Cypros 

and in the dwellings of the Jewish quarter of Jerusalem dating from the Second 

Temple period. However, these baths are not of the type of the baths dug at Maresha 

(even if, according to Kloner, they too could have an aspect of purification).    

Another kind of installation involved with water, was named "filter chamber" by 

Macalister, the excavator of Maresha in the very beginning of the twentieth century. 

There were at least 15 filter chambers, or filtration rooms, at Maresha, which were 

small rooms hewn directly above the cisterns to collect rainwater that was drained 
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into them. The runoff water was flowed from these small rooms to the cisterns 

through a small opening spilling into the cistern itself. The cisterns were huge in size 

in proportion to these small rooms. According to Kloner, the filter chambers had the 

same function as the baths.  

Total of about 60 bathing installations – baths and filter chambers (which were the 

majority) – were unearthed so far in Maresha.  

D. Quarries  

It should be noted that hewn caves, as well as natural caves, as a source for building 

material, are also found in other civilizations, due to the convenience of working in 

the moderate temperature inside the cave instead of under harsh weather conditions 

outside it. However, elsewhere, the transformation of such caves from quarries into 

various other purposes and their becoming an inseparable part of the site's lay out, is 

rare and is not such a typical feature as is the case with the Judean Lowlands caves, 

first and foremost those of Maresha and Bet Guvrin, where it became a widespread 

phenomenon. 

1) Underground quarries at Maresha  

Some 2,500 chambers and spaces of various sizes, dimensions and designs have 

been discovered beneath the lower city of Maresha and its surroundings. These 

spaces are arranged in 160 concentrations that we have dubbed ‘subterranean 

complexes’. These complexes sometimes contain as many as 70 spaces per 

complex. The hewing of the caves at Maresha began in the eighth century BCE and 

continued until the second century CE.  

Scholars studying Maresha in 1900 determined that any connection between 

underground spaces and chambers, even if reached by climbing or crawling, 

associated them with the same complex, a method of documentation we still follow. 

However, these complexes include groups of chambers and caves that were not 

connected in antiquity (Kloner 2003: 18–21).  

Among the types of caves originally dug to quarry chalk rock to build the city, the 

underground quarries are particularly prominent. These mainly consist of halls and 

chambers, in the main precisely regular and occasionally round and less regular. 

Both kinds were clearly quarries for the soft limestone that was removed from them. 

In some, rock ceilings were discovered that were supported by natural piers of rock 

that had been left intact; as many as 10 or more of these were found in one cave. It 

can be clearly seen that the purpose of the quarrying was to extract blocks for 
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construction and then to use the resulting large, underground spaces for storage, the 

housing of animals, and other purposes. 

2) Bell shaped caves at Bet Guvrin 

Some 800 bell caves, whose name derives from their bell shape, were hewn around 

Bet Guvrin from the seventh to the eleventh centuries CE. About 300 of the bell 

caves are fully preserved while the 500 others collapsed and are being identified at 

present according to the craters they form on the surface, usually surrounded by 

caves that have been preserved.   

These caves are concentrated in about 35 groups, each consisting from a few dozen 

to about 80 examples. Bell caves originally served as chalk quarries; the bell shape, 

created during quarrying, assured the stability of the ceiling and prevented its 

collapse. They were originally of 15–25 m height and 10–15 m diameter, each. 

During quarrying, the workers dug into the side-walls that separated one cave from 

another, eventually connecting the caves. 

The hewing of these caves damaged earlier burial caves, which makes it possible to 

determine the relative chronology of the land-use. At a later stage, some of the caves 

were transformed into columbaria, or were plastered to serve as cisterns. They also 

served ritual needs of the population, which remained mainly Christian even at this 

time. Similar caves are found in other sites of the Judean Lowlands that are not 

included in the nominated property, such as Luzit Caves. 

King Solomon's Quarries, known also as Zedekiah's Cave, beneath the wall of the 

Old City of Jerusalem is the largest manmade cave in Israel (its area is about 1 ha.). 

The cave served as a quarry for building stones; chisel marks that are still visible in 

many sections of the cave and the half-hewn, nearly finished, blocks of hard chalk 

rock stone that are still in place are mute testimony to this effect. The first quarrying 

in the cave according to the archaeological evidence is from the Second Temple 

times, probably from King Herod’s days; however some researchers suggest, as well 

as some traditions that the quarrying already started in the Iron Age.  

Hewn caves similar in concept to the bell caves, in terms of their generally circular  

shape and the preservation of their ceilings, are also found in Tunisia (North Africa), 

but are neither as numerous, large, or well-preserved as the bell caves in the Judean 

Lowlands, nor do they leave as powerful impression. 
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One another analogy is Latomia del Paradiso ancient limestone quarry in Syracuse, 

Sicily (Italy), inside which was formed out a cavern, 23 m high and 65 m deep, known 

by the name 'Ear of Dionysius' (L'Orecchio di Dionysio). The quarrying in the cavern 

was conducted from the side and not from top.  

 

The bell shaped caves of Bet Guvrin are characterized by their huge dimensions, 

large areas and large quantity. These caves are turn out to be the best example in 

the world of caves of this kind. 

E. Rock-cut cisterns  

Rock-cut cisterns were used by many ancient cultures and constitute another kind of 

artificial cave. At Maresha these are wide as well as relatively deep cavities, 

plastered to prevent seepage, with rock-roofs to prevent evaporation, and staircases 

with banisters leading down for the drawing of water and the cleaning of solids that 

accumulated over time. These cisterns are integrally combined among the other 

types of caves constituting the underground layer of the lower city of Maresha, which 

is the distinctive feature of the property.    

Rock-cut cisterns are found in arid or semi-arid regions where flowing sources like, 

springs are lacking at or near the site.  Early civilizations learned how to direct 

surface runoff to fill underground reservoirs from topographical slopes, roofs of 

structures and any other possible source.  

At Maresha are approximately 320 subterranean cisterns while hundreds of 

subterranean cisterns are found in dozens of other sites in the vicinity, dating mainly 

from the third century BCE to the first century CE. The majority of these cisterns are 

bell shaped pits, about 10 m height and 6 m diameter, each. Some of the cisterns 

have smaller appended cisterns designated to absorb the surplus water.  

A nice illustrative example is the system of cisterns located under two dwelling 

houses in Maresha; beneath each of the houses is a cluster of 3 underground 

cisterns connected to each other (see Section 2.a.3: Subterranean Complex no. 53 

and System no. 6). Runoff water flowed in channels along the staircase and filled the 

cisterns, one following the other; first was filled the cistern close to the stairs and then 

the surplus water flowed to the next two branching off cisterns. 

Research has shown that most of the bell shaped subterranean pits in Maresha, 

which were accessed by spiral curving staircases with beautifully carved banisters 

and comprised a hewn channel along the stairs for runoff drainage, are cisterns. The 

cisterns collected the runoff during raining from the whole area of the city. The 
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evaporation of the water was prevented by the cisterns' rock-roofs. Given that the 

chalk rock is water impervious, only little parts within some of the subterranean 

cisterns are plastered, mainly at fissures in the rock, for allowing the collection and 

storage of rain water.  

Similar cisterns are found in all the ancient sites at the Judean Lowlands, in the 

Hasemonean fortresses in the Judean Desert and also in Yodefat in Lower Galilee. 

Only little remnants of cisterns and of their spiral staircase survived in Yodefat. 

Lots of cisterns are found in every ancient site in Israel and in many sites all over the 

world. However, in no other site were found such well preserved cisterns like those 

characterizing Maresha. It seems that cisterns of this kind, with spiral curving 

staircases and the beautifully carved banisters that allowing descend to the cistern's 

bottom, are endemic to the Land of Israel and to the Judean Lowlands in particular. 

Like other aspects of cultural tangible heritage, in this case as well, the most 

impressive of the cisterns' phenomenon of carved staircases and aesthetically 

designed banisters is found in Maresha. 

F. Caves used as stables  

Seven subterranean stables for horses, mules and donkeys were found in the lower 

city of Maresha. They were identified as such by the discovery of hewn feeding 

troughs placed between pillars supporting the roof, and by the stone floor that was 

sloped to facilitate the collection of urine, which was an important component in the 

tanning industry in antiquity. There are also places to tether the animals in these 

areas. 

The first underground stables to be identified were in Tel Maresha and later similar 

installations have been discovered at other sites in the Judean Lowlands. According 

to a thorough research (Tepper & Shahar, 1989), these installations were used for 

raising cattle or horses and there may be a connection between the stable and the 

adjacent olive press located in the same network. These installations dated from the 

Hellenistic and Roman periods until the Bar Kokhba revolt in the second century CE. 

That research points out an interesting parallel between the quarried stables of 

Maresha and of the Judean Lowlands and a quarried stable in Araq el-Amir, west of 

Amman in Jordan, from the same phase of the Hellenistic period. At Araq el-Amir are 

caves quarried in the rock, one of which is a stable designed for about 120 horses.  
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Some spaces that could be considered stables for domesticated animals are found in 

caves in Cappadocia from a later period than those in Maresha. 

G. Burial caves  

Burial caves are another type of cave cut from the rock for a specific purpose. This is 

a further example of a particular use of a cave, hewn for this purpose only, rather 

than for any type of domestic, agricultural or even ritual use. The tombs were not dug 

in the city itself, as opposed to other types of caves, and were not part of the 

dwelling. Moreover, they were not subsequently used for a different purpose, which is 

not the case for other types of caves.  

This type of cave was artificially dug to serve varied populations over thousands of 

years. Burial caves are located in thousands of archaeological sites and research 

into necropolises has become a basis for the study of various cultures and groups. 

Three cemeteries are known at Maresha in the vicinity of the lower city (see a 

detailed description in Section 2.a.3). They contain a total of 40 burial caves, all of a 

similar design: a rectangular chamber into whose walls loculi (niches, or kokhim in 

Hebrew) were cut featuring gabled entrances. All the burial caves date from the 

Hellenistic period. Two of these caves, discovered in 1902, had special wall paintings 

(Peters and Thiersch 1905) dating from the third century BCE. The paintings, which 

were damaged and have faded since their discovery, were restored in1993 (see in 

Section 2.b.2, "Restoration in the Sidonian Caves" and in Section 2.a.3, "Analogies 

from antiquity to the wall paintings of the "Sidonian Caves'").   

The plans of the halls and loculi of the tomb caves probably reached Maresha from 

the Hellenistic world, with which it communicated socially and economically, mainly 

from Alexandria (a WHS), then a major cultural and administrative hub of the eastern 

Mediterranean basin. The burial caves resembling the style of the ruling Ptolemies, 

specifically the style taken from Alexandria, the Shatby Necropolis, which was build 

in the third century BCE soon after the city was founded. The hypogeum in the 

Shatby Necropolis illustrates the intrusion, just after the founding of the city, of 

elements of Hellenistic art to the detriment of the local Egyptian art.  

Inscriptions and other epigraphic remains from the tomb caves reflect the human 

makeup of Maresha; Edomites, Phoenicians, Greeks, Egyptians and Judeans were 

part of the population, producing a special ethnic and social fabric in this city. 

Five cemeteries surrounded Bet Guvrin during the Roman and Byzantine periods 

(see a detailed description in Section 2.a.3). They contained approximately 165 burial 

caves and represented the population groups in the city from the third century to the 
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eighth century CE: Jews, pagans and Christians. A complete archaeological report of 

these cemeteries has lately been published (Avni et al., 2008). 

Additional cemeteries with burial caves cut in soft chalk rock were studied in other 

sites in the Judean Lowlands – Bet Loya Ruins, Midras Ruins, Tel Eitun and others.  

They, too, mostly date from the Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine and Early Muslim 

periods (from the third century to the eighth century CE). 

For the purposes of this discussion, we will present a few well-known examples of 

burial caves from Israel and from other locales. 

About 900 family burial caves, dated from the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman 

periods are found in the necropolis of Jerusalem. The chambers of these burial caves 

are characterized by loculi (niches, or kokhim, in Hebrew) that were cut in their walls, 

such as those in Maresha. Research has opined that Maresha was the first site in the 

Land of Israel with burial caves with loculi and that from Maresha this pattern was 

passed on to Jerusalem and to other places. Two phases of the burial process are 

discerned at the burial caves in Jerusalem: the deceased were initially placed inside 

the loculi, and after a while – a year or some more time – the bones were collected 

and put into ossuaries (secondary burial). In that way the loculi could be reused for 

new burials of other family members (see also Section 2.a.3 / "Tomb Caves at 

Maresha's Necropolises", regarding the association between the burial caves of 

Maresha and Jerusalem). 

A large and impressive group of similar burial caves is found in Lower Galilee at the 

necropolis of Bet She'arim, which is included in Israel's Tentative List. More than 30 

Jewish burial complexes are found in Bet She'arim, from the third-fourth century CE, 

quarried in soft chalk rock, like those of Maresha and Bet Guvrin. The caves have on 

their walls a variety of artistic styles, lots of inscriptions in several languages, 

paintings and decorations in relief of Jewish motifs including many menorahs (the 

seven-branched ancient lamp-stand, which has been the symbol of Judaism since 

ancient times). The inscriptions contain the buried names, their professions and their 

origin countries, while some of them are curses against people who would open the 

tomb. The burial caves of Bet She'arim are similar to the Jewish caves of Bet Guvrin, 

in particular to the Cave of Menorahs, which is of similar architecture and includes 

similar motifs (see the description of the Cave of Menorahs  in section 2.a.3: "Burial 

caves and the necropolis of Bet Guvrin-Eleutheropolis").  
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The necropolis of Zippori (Sepphoris), from the Roman period, has as well some 

burial caves similar to those of Bet Guvrin. 

The Sidonean burial caves of Maresha are earlier than those of Bet She'arim and 

have no parallels anywhere. However there is one similar burial cave, much less 

impressive, in a distance of about 3 km from Maresha.  

The burial caves at Maresha are similar to caves found at Alexandria from the time of 

the Ptolemaic dynasty (see above) and also to the Phoenician burial caves of the 

Hellenistic period. The paintings are characterized by a mixture of Semitic religious 

elements and Greek sepulchral elements. The animal frieze at Maresha is a unique 

document of its kind in the Hellenistic world (see Kloner's analysis in Section 2.a.3). 

It should also be noted that the painted caves at Maresha are unique in their era. 

These wall paintings are mentioned in every discussion of Hellenistic art and 

constitute a very important source of comparison for the art created in later periods 

(for example, the mosaics of Villa Palestrina, which postdate the Maresha cave wall 

paintings by about 100 years). Noteworthy also is the fact that the huge number of 

small finds unearthed in Maresha may be unparalleled on a global scale. 

Burial caves from locales outside the Land of Israel that may be compared to those 

of Bet Guvrin are the cemeteries of ancient Rome, from the third-fourth century CE 

containing many subterranean structures, particularly the Christian and Jewish 

catacombs scattered throughout the city (Toynbee, 1982; Nash, 1961).  

Another example is the cemetery of Petra in Jordan, from the Hellenistic and Early 

Roman periods with about almost 1000 burial caves, best known for their stone-

carved facades (Mackenzie, 1990). 

Another example is the necropolis of Pantalica, in Sicily / Italy ( WHS), which 

predated the nominated property. That necropolis contains over 5,000 tombs in a 

hilly terrain, concentrated in five areas near open stone quarries. Most of these 

manmade tombs have been hewn out of the rock face. They are small, either 

elliptical or rectangular in shape and have square openings on the vertical side wall. 

The majority of the tombs, dating from the thirteenth to seventh centuries BCE, 

ascribed to the Sicels and other Italian peoples. Archaeological research has shown, 

in this territory remains of dwellings from the period of the Greek colonization (since 

the eighth century BCE); later occupation of any kind was not the case in the 

necropolises Maresha and Bet Guvrin.  
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Yet another example is the extensive concentration of subterranean burial grounds, 

OI catacombs, in Malta, which is included in the state's Tentative List. The Maltese 

catacombs are hewn out of the rock, originally located on the outskirts of the ancient 

Roman town of Melite (today's Rabat), dating from the mid-third to the early seventh 

century CE and bearing clear references to Christianity, to pagan practices and to 

Judaism.   

There is no much similarity between the burials of Melite and those of Bet Guvrin in 

spite of a partial parallel in the time of their use. The typical features of the Maltese 

burials - their design and evolution and the communal nature of the catacombs 

forced by the limited space, are completely different from the burials of Bet Guvrin. 

The phenomenon, as from about the twelfth century CE, of converting some of the 

Maltese catacombs into popular cultic centers attracting popular religious 

pilgrimages, does not exist at all in regard with Bet Guvrin. However, a sort of 

similarity may be found by the fact that the burials at both cemeteries reflect the 

mixed populations that lived in Bet Guvrin and in Melite. 

H. Caves for ritual purposes  

One type of cave-use is as artificially cut installations for ritual purposes. There are 

also caves that were dug and served as underground temples. Caves for cultic uses 

are found in Subterranean Complex 51 and at some other subterranean complexes 

at Maresha from the Hellenistic period (third-second century BC). This is based upon 

decorative cultic niches in some of the caves, although the exact purpose of these 

chambers is still to be further studied.  

One other cave for cultic use is found in the Cave of the Horses at Bet Guvrin. This 

cave is dated from the Late Roman period (third-fourth century CE) but reflects 

pagan cult. It comprises of five rectangular chambers, quarried in the rock in a very 

high standard and is beautifully ornamented with exceptional rock decorations. It 

seems that in the Byzantine-Christian period the cave went out of its original use as 

for Roman-pagan cult and an olive-oil press was installed at place. In the Early 

Muslim period bell shaped pits, served as quarries, were hewn from the surface into 

the cave. And still later, in the Mamluk period, the cave's chambers were used as 

stables, which are the reason for the cave's current name.   

There are no underground churches at Maresha or at Bet Guvrin (although in other 

sites of the Judean Lowlands there are 7 subterranean churches and some 30 

churches and monasteries above ground, mostly dating from the sixth to the eighth 

centuries and from the twelfth century CE). However there are cross paintings and 
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engravings in some of the caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin, which attest to the 

religious affinity of the people who depicted them. 

There are no underground mosques in the Judean Lowlands but there is a mihrab* 

that was installed in the Columbarium Cave (subterranean complex no. 30) at 

Maresha in the Early Muslim period [* Mihrab is a semi-circular niche in the wall of a 

mosque that indicates the direction of Mecca, the direction that Muslims should face 

when praying]; engravings of cross with Jesus' name and above it the name of Allah 

in Arabic are found on the cave's walls.  

Caves dug for ritual purpose or for subterranean temples are found in several places. 

Outstanding examples of this phenomenon can be found in three cave-sites in India; 

they are presented here as described in a publication of the UNESCO World 

Heritage Center. 

 a. Ajanta Caves – “The first Buddhist monuments at Ajanta date from the 2nd and 1st 

centuries B.C. During the Gupta period (5th and 6th centuries A.D.) many more richly 

decorated caves were added to the original group. The paintings and the sculptures 

of Ajanta, considered masterpieces of Buddhist religious art, have had a 

considerable artistic influence”. 

b. Ellora Caves – “The 34 monasteries and temples extending over more than 2 km, 

were dug side by side in the wall of a high basalt cliff, not far from Aurangabad, in 

Maharashtra. Ellora, with its uninterrupted sequence of monuments dating from A.D. 

600 to 1000, brings the civilization of ancient India to life. Not only is the Ellora 

complex a unique artistic creation and a technological exploit but, with its sanctuaries 

devoted to Buddhism, Hinduism and Jainism, it illustrates the spirit of tolerance that 

was characteristic of ancient India”. 

c. Elephanta Caves – “The ‘City of Caves’, on an island in the Sea of Oman close to 

Bombay, contains a collection of rock art linked to the cult of Shiva. Here Indian art 

has found one of its most perfect expressions, particularly the huge high reliefs in the 

main cave.” 

Caves for ritual purpose decorated with frescoes are found in Mogao Caves in west 

China: they are presented here as described in a publication of the UNESCO World 

Heritage Center: “Caves dug as sanctuaries and decorated with frescoes, located in 

western China. Mogao Caves situated at a strategic point along the silk route, at the 

crossroads of trade as well as religious, cultural and intellectual influences, the 492 

cells and cave sanctuaries in Mogao are famous for their statues and wall paintings 

spanning 1000 years of Buddhist art.” 
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Similar phenomena in terms of using artificial caves for cultic purposes are known 

from the Roman world, particularly for the worship of the Persian deity Mithras. Such 

caves, have been found in various places around the Mediterranean basin; however, 

in these locations, they are always single caves and are neither numerous nor do 

they consist of elaborate cave complexes.  

Another type of artificial cave, which constitute a unique subtype of cultic caves, is 

those into which churches were built. Such caves are found in many locations. The 

most outstanding is the group in Cappadocia in central Anatolia. Many dozens of 

churches, as well as monasteries, particularly dating from the seventh to the 

thirteenth centuries CE, were identified and studied in the region (Bixio, Castellani 

and Succhiarelli 2002).  

Three cave sites containing monasteries, churches and chapels are located in 

Georgia and included in the state's Tentative List: The David Gareji Monasteries and 

Hermitage, Uplistsikhe Cave Town and Vardzia-Khertvisi. All these sites are 

interesting and exceptional; however there is no much similarity between the 

Georgian caves and their layout to those of Maresha and Bet Guvrin.  

Most of the Georgian cave sites were rock-cut settlements, which served, in general, 

as Christian monastic religious centers. The caves were used mostly as for monks, 

or in some cases for citizens' dwellings, and as for churches and chapels; both 

functions – Christian religion installations and dwellings - are not found at Maresha 

and Bet Guvrin. Moreover, the main time of use is also different:  while Maresha and 

Bet Guvrin operated as vivid cities between the Hellenistic and Byzantine periods 

and the quarrying of the bell caves lasted till the eleventh century, the heydays of the 

Georgian sites were in most much later, in the Middle Ages. 

One more site that contains a number of churches, dwelling caves and tombs 

(including princely tombs), most of which cut into the rock, is the monastery complex 

of Geghard in Armenia (WHS). It was founded in the 4th century and went on 

developing until the Middle Ages. The monastery illustrates the very peak of 

Armenian monastic medieval architecture and decorative art. Most of the monks lived 

in cells excavated into the rock-face outside the main enceinte. The subterranean 

nature of the site is completely different, in all aspects, from the underground of 

Maresha and Bet Guvrin.  
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I. Water tunnels  

Water tunnels are another type of artificial, hewn cave. These are sometimes the 

continuation of surface aqueducts and are hewn solely to ensure the gravitational 

flow of water to its destination. However, in many cases the passageway is wider 

than required to channel water.  

In the area of Bet Guvrin are the remains of two aqueducts, parts of which are 

subterranean, hewn to channel water to the ancient city.  The Niqbot Cave - an 

underground water supply tunnel found at Bet Guvrin is a unique subterranean 

complex consists of a karstic natural passage to which rock-cut installations were 

added (see description in Section 2.a.3). A type of subterranean device for leading 

water that is not found in Maresha and Bet Guvrin is chain-wells, described below.  

Hewn water systems are found in central Italy and elsewhere in that country, but are 

also known in numerous other sites around the Mediterranean. Particularly prominent 

are the early water systems with steep, downward tunnels that allowed the 

inhabitants of ancient cities to descend to the point where the spring emerged without 

leaving the city. The most outstanding examples of such water systems in biblical 

cities are at Hazor, Megiddo, Beer Sheba (all three sites are WHS) and Jerusalem.  

J. Caves used for storage  

There is little doubt that many of the subterranean areas at Maresha and at Bet 

Guvrin were also used for storage. The presence of ties in the walls, storage niches, 

and remains of silo-shaped rooms are clear indications of this.  

The function of storage could be ascribed to natural or artificial caves and 

subterranean spaces all over the world.  

K. Hiding complexes  

Hiding complexes are a different type of subterranean complex in the Judean 

Lowlands, which research has linked to the Bar Kokhba Revolt (132–135 CE) and to 

the period of preparation prior to the outbreak of that revolt. The Judean Lowlands 

has been revealed as a major focus for the activity of this revolt; about 110 sites (out 

of total 140 in the Judea region) with about 380 hiding complexes (out of total 450 in 

the Judea region) have been found within the Lowlands. This area has been known 

for years to be riddled with various and sundry caves and cavities; however the 

hiding complexes are an exceptional phenomenon, and have begun to be studied 

and published only over the last 35 years.  
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The hiding complexes in the Judean Lowlands include two types, in terms of the 

technique of their hewing – those that were hewn specifically as hiding places, and 

those that were transformed for that purpose by linking earlier cavities and their 

installations by burrows and narrow corridors. The latter is the more common type. 

The evolving research has discerned different types of hiding complexes and can 

recognize them according to identifying marks (For further information regarding the 

hiding complexes see: “Hiding Complexes”, in section 2.a.3). 

 At Maresha and at Bet Guvrin are remains of a few hiding complexes. As mentioned 

at the Judean Lowlands are many sites with hiding complexes, among them are 

Midras Ruins, Tabaq Ruins, Rafa Ruins, Nakik Ruins, Rasm e-Rasum, Tel Azeka, 

Zichri Ruins, Hazan Ruins, Burgin Ruins and others. 

A few other hiding complexes are found at other regions in Israel mainly in Zippori 

(Sepphoris) at Lower Galilee and in Rumah Ruins. These are small and short 

complexes and it is obvious that the phenomenon, which prevailed in the Judean 

Lowlands, was also adopted at small and local scale in Galilee.    

Hiding complexes like those of the Judean Lowlands are not known from any other 

region of the world, except for cave sites in Cappadocia (WHS), whose character 

differs entirely from those of the Judean Lowlands. In Cappadocia are two ancient 

subterranean 'cities', Kaymakli and Derinkuyu, from a later period. These are rock 

sites, dug to at least 8 levels deep into volcanic tuff. They are typified by large 

chambers connected by long systems of corridors and sloping burrows, big basins for 

drainage purposes and deep shafts. They were dug in one phase, at an uncertain 

date, however, it is postulated that they were used for hiding or places of refuge, 

probably by the Christian population against Muslims (Kloner and Tepper, 1987:332). 

A different example of hideouts may be found in the underground town of 

Agongointo-Zoungoudo in Benin, which is presented in the state's Tentative List.  It 

consists of a series of German-type bunkers and other housing structures, about 10 

m deep below surface, which was built in the sixteenth century to provide dwelling 

and protection for warriors. The Benin's site does not look like the earlier hiding 

complexes extant at Maresha and Bet Guvrin or in Cappadocia. The similarity may 

be found in the general the idea of installing underground manmade system prepared 

for the purpose of refuge and hiding, and in the fact that the hideouts within all these 

sites represent a phase in the history of their locales. 

The hiding complexes at Maresha and Bet Guvrin, as in the whole Judean Lowlands, 

differ from all other hideouts; they were not built as hideouts from the beginning but 
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they are the outcome of a later use of existing caves by their connecting to each 

other. The circumstances of their building make the hiding complexes in advance a 

"built-in" component within the system of the formerly existing subterranean 

complexes, which created the exceptional settlement fabric that typifies the property. 

3.) The period  

Quarrying of caves in Maresha started as early as the eighth century BCE and 

reached to its peak in the Hellenistic period mainly in the third-second centuries BCE.  

Quarrying at nearby Bet Guvrin was carried out in the Roman and Byzantine periods, 

mainly from the first century BCE/first century CE to the seventh century CE. 

However, the quarrying of the bell caves reached its zenith at somewhat later phase 

of Bet Guvrin's history, during the Early Muslim period, between the seventh and the 

eleventh centuries CE, when the building material they produced was sold at distant 

markets.   

All in all, there was a successive continuity for about 2000 years of quarrying and 

using the building materials extracted from the rock and the subsequently created 

caves, at Maresha and Bet Guvrin. Such a consecutive use of caves at a relatively 

limited area has no parallels in any other region of the world. This exceptional 

phenomenon attests to the awareness of the region's inhabitants of the special 

characteristics of the rock existing at their locale, which they exploited for many 

centuries; among other things, it attests to the great extent of the interaction of the 

region's inhabitants with their environment. During the continuous span of time of 

using the local rock they developed skilled knowhow, the quarrying technology was 

improved and efficiently served their needs and also yielded profit for them. 

4.) The quantity  

There are about 160 subterranean complexes around Tel Maresha comprising about 

2500 spaces on an area of about 50 ha., which indicates to a very high density. At 

Bet Guvrin there are hundreds of dense subterranean spaces, however in lower 

density than at Maresha.  

In the area proposed for inscription are about between 200 and 250 systems of 

caves, containing more than 3500 spaces. A density of caves, which exists in the 

discussed area, is not known from any other place in the world and this datum for 

itself grants the property an exceptional position.  
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5.) The quality  

The particular makeup of soft chalk rock overlaid by the harder 'nari' layer is found at 

its best within the area of Maresha – Bet Guvrin and is the reason for the large 

quantity and excellent quality of the caves located at that locale. The specific 

characteristics of this rock that make it of outstanding high-quality are, its comfortable 

accessibility, it being relatively easy for quarrying and its good preservation today. 

And indeed, the quarrying, and the further use of the underground spaces formed 

following the quarrying were implemented here at the highest standard we witness 

today. The subsequent use of the quarries for serving different tasks created a 

distinct land-use that exclusively characterizes the way of life represented by the 

property. 

In the course of quarrying the masons were aware also to the aesthetic look of the 

caves thus it is possible to see caves with walls that were smoothed and caves that 

were designed with elements imitating built architecture of the time such as pillars, 

capitals, vaults, arches, side-panels and others. The design of the caves attests to 

the high level of professional abilities and skilled engineering knowhow of the 

masons. The standard of the quarrying and the final design of the caves in Maresha 

and in Bet Guvrin are far higher than the caves found at the other sites of the Judean 

Lowlands, which were quarried within the same kind of rock and in the same time. 

The characteristics of the caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin are matchless vis-à-vis 

other ancient caves concentrations over the world; for this aspect too, those caves 

are incomparable. 

6.) The regionalism inside Israel  

The rock of the Judean Lowlands, as mentioned, has its particularly special 

characteristics, which enabled the quarrying and the creating of thousands of caves. 

It is the sole region in Israel in which the phenomenon of manmade caves is so 

prominent for its large scale and intensity. Even at Lower Galilee with the similar 

rock, the phenomenon of manmade caves is far to be dominant as it is in the Judean 

Lowlands; hence it seems that the use of caves for various functions as an integral 

part of the settlement was "invented", or originated, here, in Maresha, and from here 

this phenomenon was spread out to the entire region of the Judean Lowlands but not 

to Lower Galilee, where the use of caves was limited to two main types - burial caves 

and cisterns.   

For that reason the Judean Lowlands region is worthy of being considered as the 

leading region, in Israel and probably in the world, in regard with the phenomenon of 
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manmade caves. That region deserves this label because of the dense collection of 

various types of high-quality artificial subterranean spaces within its boundaries.  

Maresha and Bet Guvrin are the finest examples of the manmade caves 

phenomenon in the region of the Judean Lowlands, representing the specific 

characteristics and potential of that region. The more one moves further away from 

the remains these ancient cities the variety of the caves types lessens, their quantity 

diminishes, the period of time of their use is shorter and their quality is poorer. Thus 

the property embodying the best of the best of the phenomenon of caves in the 

Judean Lowlands; the land-use representing human interaction with their 

environment is found at the property at its best expression and makes the property 

unique of its kind. 

Types of subterranean spaces that are not found in Maresha and Bet Guvrin  

The picture is not complete without mentioning two other prevailing types of 

manmade underground spaces which, are not found in the Judean Lowlands; these 

types are:   

Dwellings - An important type of quarrying in various countries was for the purpose of 

creating dwellings. Significant examples of the use of quarried caves as dwellings are 

found in various places in China, Matamata (Tunisia) and Matera (Italy) (Bixio, 

Castellani and Succhiarelli. 2002:21–30). 

Because it utilizes the most basic conditions, quarrying for the purpose of creating 

underground dwellings usually indicates a group’s poverty. Dwelling in artificially dug 

or quarried caves is considered unhealthy, and was done only out of necessity. 

The phenomenon of dwelling in caves is infrequent in the Judean Lowlands.  

Chain-wells, also known as fugaras or kanats – Chain-wells are another type of 

common underground system. These systems are based on a source-well dug to the 

water table into an erosion fan, eventually channeling the water down to a point 

where it emerges on the surface. The water is used to irrigate sometimes extensive 

farming plots, but also for the domestic needs of villagers and their animals. An 

extensive irrigation system of this type is found in Turpan in Xinjiang, China, where 

tunnels have been dug and continue to be used to transport water over distances of 

up to many kilometers.  

Underground fugara/kanat systems can also be found extensively in Iran, Morocco, 

Oman and other countries. The systems require constant renovation: They work for 

up to a few decades and then they must either be renewed or replaced with a new 

one due to frequent collapses and blockages. In rare cases, the system continues in 

operation for a few generations. Thus, it is difficult to date chain-well systems. 
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In Oman this kind of systems is called flaj (pl. Aflaj). According to archaeological 

evidence these systems existed in the extremely arid area of the country as early as 

2500 BC. Aflaj are complete irrigation systems for settlements. Five such systems 

were chosen to represent some 3,000 still functioning systems in Oman for the 

inscription on the World Heritage List ("Aflaj Irrigation Systems of Oman"). 

 

 Archaeological excavations of such systems in Israel’s southern Arava and the 

Negev have dated their creation and use to the Early Muslim period – the seventh 

and eighth centuries CE. This type of underground excavation has not been found in 

the Judean Lowlands, but rather in desert regions only. 
 

Conclusion  

The above survey has presented outstanding examples of types of quarried caves 

from Israel and from other regions of the world. The caves of Maresha and Bet 

Guvrin are an entirely different phenomenon compared to all other caves sites in a 

number of aspects. The main characteristics that distinguish the property from other 

caves and caves' sites elsewhere and grant it its unique nature as presented in the 

above survey are the following: 

1) The caves in Maresha and Bet Guvrin constituting an integral "built in" part of the 

urban physical network and were also associated with the residents' daily life. The 

linkage that existed between the quarrying, construction of the settlement and the 

use of the caves created an exceptional settlement fabric which became a distinct 

land-use of its own right, the consequence of the interaction of the local residents 

with their environment. Caves outside the region of the Judean Lowlands do usually 

not comprise an inseparable part of the settlements' fabric at their localities. 

2) The property reveals a variety of complex uses or purposes while at other sites the 

caves usually served one main purpose – the one for which they were quarried. 

There is no equivalent to the phenomenon of such a variety of functions fulfilled in 

caves found at one site as at the caves constituting the property.  

Some of the caves have undergone ‘functional evolution’ – beginning in most cases 

as a quarry for building materials and subsequently the space created by the 

quarrying was used for other purposes. Other caves were quarried for specific 

purposes (like, circular ones for cisterns or cruciform for columbaria). All the caves 

were of high-standard quality of quarrying and design. 
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3) In Maresha and Bet Guvrin is an enormous and dense concentration of literally 

thousands of artificial caves whose intensity is unknown anywhere else in the world; 

alternatively talking, because of the nature of the geology in this area there are no 

natural caves in the entire area of the Judean Lowlands (excluding one 

exceptionality, the Niqbot Cave, which is partially natural and partially hewn).  

 

4) Another distinguishing feature is that in general, the caves of Maresha and Bet 

Guvrin were not used for dwellings unlike one of the most common usages of natural 

and hewn caves elsewhere.   

Such a large concentration of manmade caves in a defined geological area, 

containing a variety of uses at one site and interactively connected and operating 

with the residential quarters above-ground over long successive periods, exist 

nowhere else on earth. These characteristics, which are not found in other sites of 

caves, grant the property its uniqueness. This type of uniqueness attests to a land-

use which is representative of humans' interaction with their environment, and 

expresses the property's Outstanding Universal Value. 

3.3 Proposed Statement of Outstanding Universal Value  

Brief Synthesis  

The nominated property – the caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin, are located in the 

Judean Lowlands, a region typified by a dense concentration of numerous manmade 

caves and subterranean systems of various shapes, sizes and functions. The reason 

for this phenomenon is the region's geographical makeup, the local rock in particular, 

which consists of soft chalk overlaid by 'nari', a thinner and harder limestone crust.  

Maresha and Bet Guvrin were the main cities of the Judean Lowlands in antiquity. 

Bet Guvrin replaced Maresha as the regional capital and its administrative center 

after the latter was destroyed.  

Maresha was founded in the Iron Age and continued in existence until the Late 

Hellenistic period; During the Hellenistic period Maresha prospered, the lower city 

was built, and in it many caves were hewn. During this period Maresha was 

dominated first by the Ptolomies in the third century BCE when it became the 

administrative and economic center of the hyparchy, and then, in the second century 

BCE, by the Seleucid, under whose auspices it continued to function as an important 

administrative city. In 40 BCE the city was destroyed by the Hasmoneans with their 

Persian allies and was never rebuilt.  
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Bet Guvrin was settled since the second century BCE until the thirteenth century CE 

when it was conquered by the Mamluks who took over the Crusader Kingdom; 

however its heydays were in the Roman and Byzantine periods, when it became one 

of the main administrative centers of Palestina Prima. In the second century CE, the 

city became an important Roman center of government: In 200 CE, Emperor 

Septimus Severus granted it the status of polis, changed its name to Eleutheropolis 

and granted extensive lands to the city. The city prospered and became a splendid 

and populous urban center and an important Christian center during the Byzantine 

period.  

In the late Byzantine period (the seventh century CE) the bell caves began to be 

quarried for building stone. The city declined in importance during the Early Muslim 

period however the bell caves were further quarried; that is the time, from the 

seventh to the eleventh centuries CE, when most of the bell caves were dug and the 

building material they produced was sold at distant markets. At a later stage of the 

Early Muslim period some of the bell caves were turned into other kinds of use. 

Maresha and Bet Guvrin are situated at the best quality section of the chalk rock. 

These sites constitute the best selection of the Judean Lowlands' ancient settlements 

that under and alongside their dwellings is a dense and astonishing concentration of 

caves, all of them manmade. The caves, used for a variety of purposes, are of the 

highest standard of hewing and design, revealing high level of technological and 

engineering skill. Therefore the nominated caves were chosen as the representative 

pattern characterizing a wider phenomenon of cultural built heritage found in the 

Judean Lowlands; the attributes of this phenomenon – the caves and the manner 

they functioned as a complementary layer of the settlement - are unique to this 

region.  

Potential OUV: The property constitutes an exceptional example of humans 

interaction with their environment by the way they adapted and used the soft chalk 

rock existed at their locale. Those humans, who were of different ethnic and cultural 

groups, used the rock for their needs during a long succession of historic periods. 

The property represents a special fabric of settlements created in the Judean 

Lowlands and mirrors an unusual mode of land-use.  

The property is a unique cultural heritage of its kind due to its specific character: The 

subterranean spaces operated synergistically with the above-ground layer of 

dwellings and served as an architectural and functional supplement and as a 

complementary layer for the on-ground built layer. That intertwined fabric created a 
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pattern that is not found elsewhere and grants the property its exceptional feature. 

The property enriches the worldwide spectrum of the underground phenomenon with 

an additional facet and contributes to research a further aspect in regard with the 

knowledge about humans' way of life associated with the underground and hypogene 

architecture. 

Attributes of OUV: The attributes of the property are the numerous manmade 

subterranean spaces, part of which are complexes of dozens of chambers, found 

beneath the surface built area of the urban confines of Maresha and Bet Guvrin and 

constitute an integral part of them. The attributes of the property's Outstanding 

Universal Value are the main characteristics of the phenomenon created by the large 

and dense quantity of the high-quality and well preserved underground chambers; 

the main characteristics are:  

Magnitude: The enormous number of manmade subterranean cavities concentrated 

in a defined geological zone, is the richest in Israel and probably one of the richest in 

the world, in terms of its density of underground hewn spaces;  

Variety: The diversity of the caves' use is unknown elsewhere, as well as the 

dynamic nature of their use (the transformation of functions of the caves);  

"Complementary layer" of the settlement makeup: The subterranean complexes 

functioned synergistically as a "complementary layer" of the settlement's surface lay 

out, a type of interaction which has not been recognized elsewhere;  

Longevity: The use of many of the caves, which according to archaeological 

testimony were quarried between the eighth century BCE and the eleventh century 

CE, persisted for some 2,000 years, long after the time in which they were quarried.  

The property represents cultural values such as settlement value (the manifestation 

of the caves' usage within the settlement), architectural and technological values, 

and values contemporarily significant; the main of the latter are the scientific value 

(research of various disciplines such as, history, archaeology, the study of caves and 

others) and the value of sustainable development. Sustainable development affects 

positively on various matters including the preservation of the property for the long 

term. The ongoing maintenance of the archaeological remains yet embodies further 

values as of conservation, education, tourism, economy, aesthetics, ecology and 

landscape and environment. 
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Justification for Criteria  

The property is proposed for inscription under criterion v, since the numerous 

manmade caves at Maresha and Bet Guvrin are an outstanding example of an 

exceptional type of land-use, which is a representative of humans' interaction with 

their environment. That interaction resulted from their good familiarity with the natural 

conditions of their surroundings, the identification of the local rock's character in 

particular, and the clever use they made of it. The characteristics of the local rock - 

easily accessed, easily being quarried and relatively well preserved - were among 

the main factors humans were attracted to settle in this territory and over time 

became skilled in developing it sophistically for their needs. 

Centuries of quarrying the rock left their imprints within the underground layer by 

thousands of caves attesting to the intensive use made of the underground area. 

Those caves that provided a "complementary layer" to the settlement on the surface 

are testimony of a type of land-use, which is unknown from other sites; it was double-

faceted: the one is the exploiting the chalk layer as a building material and the 

second, is the utilizing of the underground spaces created following the quarrying for 

various purposes. The hewing and maintenance of the caves represent practices that 

were an ongoing part humans' daily life. It yielded the composite subterranean 

complexes, concentrated in a defined geological territory, which are the attributes of 

the property as well as of the interaction of the local inhabitants with their 

environment.  

This kind of civilization came to its end; the subterranean complexes are no longer in 

use, nor are they renewable. Since this form of settlement has disappeared, never to 

return in the modern world, its vestiges below (and above) surface constitute a mute 

testimony to the way of life that once flourished there. The caves have become 

vulnerable; if they are not protected in a deliberate manner, they will disappear under 

the impact of irreversible change.  

Statement of Integrity  

The property meets the condition of integrity due to the fact that the caves and the 

subterranean complexes preserve their totality in their original appearance and 

location in the underground areas of Maresha and Bet Guvrin. The property contains 

the entire variety of the sizes, functions and forms of the caves, including changes 

that have taken place in them, from all periods of their use. The property is well 

preserved and comprehensibly represented.  
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The caves express the values, cultural significance and spirit of place in representing 

the civilizations that once created them and operated within them. The intensity of the 

property is being amplified by the phenomenon that the caves constituted a vast 

complementary subterranean layer of the above ground settlement with which they 

were associated. The caves clearly manifest the land-use created by the human 

interaction with the environment.  

The nominated property possesses the characteristics of wholeness and intactness 

and all parameters regarding integrity detailed in paragraphs 87–89 of the 

Operational Guidelines: It is of adequate size to ensure complete representation of 

the characteristic features and processes that necessary to convey and to express 

the property’s Outstanding Universal Value and the spirit of place. In order to prevent 

deterioration the property is well kept, from all the required aspects, by the authorities 

according to all the international conventions and standards. 

Statement of Authenticity  

The subterranean complexes have been well-preserved in their original authentic 

form and layout due to a combination of factors: the high quality of their hewing and 

their excellent maintenance during the period of their use, and after they were 

abandoned, their good protection thanks to their underground location and the 

meager human population in the area. No significant changes occurred in the caves 

other than occasional natural collapses. An additional factor that contributes for the 

preserving of the authenticity is the current meticulous maintenance of the caves.  

The caves' form and design and their material and substance remained as it was in 

the past; their use and functions and the techniques of quarrying are apparently 

known. The caves are found in situ - in their original locations and setting; their 

layout, as well as their inherent relationship to the structures above them, is clear and 

comprehensible. In many of the caves, elements and devices that were installed by 

their users have been preserved, illustrating the functions of the caves. Such 

installations and small finds unearthed in the caves reveal also aspects of intangible 

heritage related to the caves' users. 

A small number of caves among the thousands in the nomination area have been 

prepared for public visits and have undergone minimal development. Conservation 

and minor reconstruction was carried out for conservation, safety and reinforcement 

reasons and for the purpose of visitor interpretation. All reconstructions are based on 

all rules of professional ethics; all of them are documented, marked and reversible. 
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Those works didn't damage nor changed the character of the caves. There is no 

planning for further reconstructions. 

 

The authentic sources of the attributes conveying truthfully and credibly the values of 

the nominated property and expressing its Outstanding Universal Value have been 

presented above. Thus the property satisfies the required conditions of authenticity in 

the spirit of the Nara Document on Authenticity and all parameters noted in 

paragraphs 79–86 in the Operational Guidelines. 

 

Protection and management requirements  

The nominated property is located within the confines of a declared operating 

national park; as such it enjoys a comprehensive multi-leveled protection and 

management provided by its status of national park and of "antiquities site".  

The nominated property, owned by the state of Israel, is well-protected in all legal 

and institutional aspects by virtue of the powers granted by the state laws and their 

enforcement. The property is managed, protected and supervised by the authorities - 

the INPA, the IAA and the regional councils Lachish and Yoav - which are 

responsible for it and entrusted by law with its operation. No changes may be made 

in the property without the permission of those authorities, which are legally bound to 

conserve and protect its values in order to prevent their deterioration.  

The INPA, which is under the aegis of the Ministry of Environmental Protection, is the 

sole agency with management powers over the areas under its administration. The 

INPA’s regulations and directives for operation and practice at each of its sites 

regulate various issues including monitoring, enforcement, maintenance, and other 

protective means.  

The park's director and its permanent staff are responsible for day-to-day activities at 

the park in which the property is located. The INPA finances all the ongoing 

operations, conservation and development and unexpected outlays.  

The key requirements for the property' presentation are satisfyingly met. The 

nominated caves are well prepared for public visits, signposted and informed by the 

site pamphlet, and by the park's educational activities and guided tours.  

The caves are monitored continuously as a part of the ongoing maintenance as 

determined by strict INPA work procedures. 

The INPA executes all the required actions for the long run conservation and 

preservation of the remains. The INPA's policy is to conserve archaeological vestiges 
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under its management in situ with maximum faithfulness to the original. This policy, 

alongside its derivative procedural regulations and instructions, is the INPA's 

commitments and legal obligations; this policy ensuring the INPA's continuous 

protection and management of the property, addressing the challenges of mitigating 

the vulnerabilities and threats, and the retaining the property's authenticity and 

integrity.  
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4. State of Conservation and factors affecting the Property 

 

4.a. Present state of conservation 

Rationale of development and conservation of INPA sites  

The law obligates the INPA, which manages Israel's national parks and nature 

reserves, to deal with the planning of conservation and development, executing the 

highest quality work while maintaining proper balance between conservation and 

development. The central and most important issues to be dealt with in planning and 

development in a national park or nature reserve are cultural heritage, natural 

resources and landscape. Facilities and elements of development are usually 

installed in order to meet the public's needs and to enable visitors to properly 

experience the site's resources. Such development must be done in a way that 

intensifies the experience of site's resources, whether the archaeological vestiges, 

natural phenomena or open spaces, without competing with them.  

Three major principles guide development of national parks and nature reserves: 

1. Development to protect nature, to minimize damage, conserve the environment 

and to further awareness and education about nature. 

2. Conservation of archaeological and historical sites and preparing them for public 

visits in the present while taking future generations into consideration. Remains at 

sites must be conserved and preserved in situ with maximum faithfulness to the 

original, in association with the cultural landscape and the protection of the ‘arena of 

the historical story’.  

3. Development, fostering and improving service to the public in a manner that 

supports nature, landscape and heritage resources rather than competes with them. 

Conservation of the property in general: According to the INPA’s general concept, 

conservation involves a number of ‘circles’, from the smallest and most delicate finds 

pertaining to the property to the larger scale of the open spaces. [In a way it could be 

analogous to the principal idea that stands behind the zoning schemes of UNESCO/ 

MAB programme in regard with the sensitiveness of each circle: While the property 

(the inner and most sensitive circle) may be equivalent to the biosphere's core area, 

the buffer zone of the property as an additional protective layer (the middle circle) 

might be compared to biosphere's buffer zone, and the statutory protected areas 
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surrounding the property's buffer zone (the outer circle) may match the biosphere's 

transitional area].   

Findings in the area of the caves above and below ground have been studied, 

understood, and presented as they were in antiquity. Emphasis has been placed on 

sites where the ancient inhabitants utilized the soft chalk for easy quarrying and built 

their homes on the surface out of the quarried materials while subsequently used the 

underground spaces created by the quarrying for a variety of functions. 

The caves themselves have been conserved through in-depth study and academic 

research together with ongoing monitoring of the processes of erosion, fissuring, 

earth tremors and the effects of water, vandalism and other possible damages that 

might be caused by nature or by humans. Authenticity (and faithfulness to the origin) 

was strictly preserved during intervention and conservation in the caves. Wall 

paintings, inscriptions, reliefs and significant architectural elements received special 

treatment after their condition was analyzed (see also Section 2.b.2). 

It should be noted that INPA conservation and development procedures are 

observed with particular strictness not only in regard with the property and other 

caves but also when it comes to the open spaces that are the setting and cultural 

landscapes surrounding the caves. The Judean Lowland landscapes, with their 

traditional agriculture, terraces, olive groves and orchards, have been preserved, as 

far as we know, very much the way they looked in the historic past.  

Conservation in the caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin  

The planning of conservation and restoration at Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park 

and its implementation was carried out according to all the international rules and 

professional ethics and under ongoing expert supervision. INPA and IAA experts from 

relevant disciplines oversaw the work on a continuous basis; among these individuals 

are experts in archaeology, conservation planning and conservation, architecture, 

structural engineering and safety.  

The principal conservation work was implemented with oversight and major 

involvement by the archaeologists who have excavated the site and the whole work 

was carried out only by conservation professionals. Specialists who have worked at 

the site are called upon from time to time to solve conservation problems. The IAA 

Conservation Department is always involved in approving the conservation plans and 

in overseeing their implementation, and sometimes in the work itself. During the last 

15 years the conservation work is managed and coordinated by architect Ze’ev 
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Margalit, director of the Conservation and Development Department in the INPA head 

office; Margalit has completed continuing education programs in conservation and he 

is the person in charge of all the works pertaining to different conservation themes in 

INPA sites (see more about conservation in Section 5.g). 

Prominent professionals were involved with various conservation issues at the 

national park and especially at the property. Architect Giora Solar planned the 

conservation of the archaeological remains in the first years after the park was 

established. Among the conservators involved with the implementation, all of them 

certificated and experienced were:  

Kimi Maman, a skilled expert conservator who has worked at many antiquities sites, 

was in charge of the conservation at the park for years. 

 Asi Shalom, a qualified conservator and archaeologist, founder and director of the 

Center for Archaeological Conservation, carried out a number of treatments. 

Assaf Geno, a professional conservator, was later in charge of the conservation of 

the archaeological remains at the park and still works occasionally as a contractor 

according to the park's needs or projects to be carried out.   

Nissan Ben-Natan, a professional conservator, member of the Israeli Society for the 

Conservation and Preservation of Cultural Property, recently carried out conservation 

at the caves.   

The conservation planning is at present in the hands of the IAA's conservation 

engineer, Lilia Sukhanov. 

Ofer David, an INPA staff person who has completed courses in conservation and 

reconstruction and conservation maintenance has amassed a great deal of on-site 

experience in the last 15 years. David worked with the above mentioned 

conservators and at present he is still involved in conservation at the national park on 

a daily basis as the conservator on the park’s staff. 

Others who were involved in past years with the conservation and structural safety of 

the caves include conservation engineers Yacob Achbert and Yaacov Schaffer (who 

was involved with the planning of the safety tunnel and supports in the bell cave open 

to public). 

Structural geologists, Prof. Yossi Hatzor and Dr. Michael Tsesarsky, scholars from 

Ben-Gurion University monitor the situation of the rock stability in the caves open to 

public on an on-going basis by means of a network of sensors installed in the caves 

that measure rock movement. Dr. Tsesarsky accompanies the park's staff vis-à-vis 
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the continuous monitoring and submits periodical status reports, which also include 

maintenance guidelines; the last report, from December 2011, summarizes the 

condition in the years 2010-2011 and includes conclusions and recommendations for 

continuing follow up. The report ("Monitoring of rock movement in the Bell Cave at 

Bet Guvrin – Maresha National Park, periodic report for the year of 2011", Hebrew) is 

assembled in Annex Y2 in the Addenda;  (see more about the rock stability below, 

and in Section 5.g).   

Development in the park has focused on preparing a touring route through the 

impressive, and most visited of the caves. The work was implemented with cautious 

approach according to the in-situ conservation principle with respect to the existing 

fabric and minimal loss of it and according to the ethics of reversibility and 

compatibility; the work was planned and implemented so as not to harm the caves; to 

this end an archaeologist oversaw the project. The purpose of the archaeological 

excavations was to allow tourism development and the completion of the 

presentation of those caves. The excavations and the subsequent work – 

conservation, reconstruction and reinforcement (for safety), waterproofing, drainage 

and tourism development – were carried out in a professional manner and under the 

sustainable development approach, as was the development in the surrounding 

areas of the park (see Section 2.b.2). 

Prof. Amos Kloner, the archaeologist who conducted the excavations and oversaw 

the rest of the development work, described in an interview (with the preparer, EBH, 

February 2009), some details about the conservation work carried out in the caves in 

the framework of the development; among these, were:  

o Conservation of all the subterranean complexes that have been adapted for 

public visits (such as complexes 30, 52, 61 and others).  

o Construction of double ceilings to insert electric wiring for lighting so visitors 

could see the dark caves as well as for their safety. Materials used to 

construct the ceilings conformed to professional conservation ethics; no 

cement was used.  

o Very extensive work was carried out in 1993 in the caves with wall paintings. 

The paintings were removed from the wall and attached to backings 

resembling the cave walls. The backings were made of special material 

resistant to incised graffiti. The paintings now appear as they did originally (in 

1905) with a sign at the site explaining that they have been restored (see 

below: "Conservation in the caves of Maresha" and Section 2.b.2). 
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Characteristics of conservation work in recent years 

Conservation and conservation maintenance has been conducted in recent years by  

architect Ze’ev Margalit, director of the Conservation and Development Department 

along with the involvement of the IAA’s Conservation Department, directed by 

Raanan Kislev. INPA's personnel from the Central District offices have been involved 

as well, in addition to the national park staff.  

Because of the characteristics of the local rock (soft, friable and fissured) and large 

openings resulting from quarrying and burrowing by small animals, the chalk within 

the caves has eroded extensively. Steps were therefore taken to conserve the rock 

and the caves and prevent their collapse. In the framework of conservation and 

stabilization, the integrated work on the surface and in the caves included the 

following tasks: 

On the surface – Ongoing work is done to prevent surface runoff flowing into the 

caves. Tasks include channeling and drainage, coating the surface with a layer of 

kaolin (a clayey waterproofing substance), and covering/backfilling of excavation pits 

with Styrofoam and soil (for example, in Complex 61) in order to bring the openings 

of the pits level with the surface and prevent the pooling of water. 

Below the surface – The following tasks were undertaken: 

A. Reinforcement of the 'nari' rock ceiling by means of: 

   1) Filling voids in the ceiling with reinforced concrete and filling cracks with  

      adhesive material. 

   2) Construction of supports from below the ceilings to reinforce and reduce the size  

     of the space under them. 

B. Treatment of the chalk rock by construction of supporting arches, particularly in 

the bell caves compound. These arches were made inconspicuous by painting them 

white, the color of the caves. 

C. Drainage in the caves. 

D. Monitoring the stability of the rock. The Negev Laboratory for Rock Mechanics, of the 

Geology and Environment Department at Ben-Gurion University in Beer Sheba, commenced 

a study on the stability of the rock in the bell caves open to public in the 1990s (cf. Hatzor, 

Talesnick and Tsesarsky 2002, in the Addenda Section). Sensors were inserted in the large 

ceiling fissures to transmit information on rock movement. When the sensors indicate 
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change or movement, the cave is closed to the public, the movement is checked and the 

cave is treated at the problematic points by reinforcement, supports, sealing of fissures or 

other methods as needed. The sensor system was upgraded in 2008 (see also Sections 

2.b.2 and 5.g). 

E. Conservation for purposes of development. This work included the construction 

over the original steps of steps made of special lime-based material and fine mesh. 

This created a separation layer to prevent visitors wearing down the original steps. 

The strict separation layer of modern material coating the original element was 

maintained between original and reconstructed elements so as not to damage the 

originals.  

Conservation in the caves of Maresha   

The conservation of the caves of Maresha was involved in certain cases with 

treatment of surface structures associated with the caves.  Dwellings on the surface 

were reconstructed in some complexes to illustrate the integral link maintained by the 

inhabitants of these houses with the subterranean complexes that served them on a 

daily basis. Excavations in the subterranean complexes of Maresha are ongoing 

regularly accompanied by conservation. 

The two Sidonian burial caves at Maresha (‘Apollophanes’ and the ‘Musicians’) 

deserve a special reference. These caves are more distinctive than other caves 

because of their beautiful wall paintings, which are of enormous significance to 

research. Great attention was given for the treatment of these caves, as detailed in 

Section 2.b.2. We will reiterate here that because of the special standing of the 

paintings as a cultural asset. The Sidonian burial caves were renewed in 1993 on the 

initiative of the INPA, financed by the Israel Government Tourist Corporation and with 

major involvement by the excavation’s director, Prof. Kloner. In an effort to reflect a 

sense of authenticity, the walls of the caves were reconstructed as indicated by 

documentation of their appearance in 1905 at the time of their discovery. The 

paintings were reconstructed by artist Haim Kapchitz of the IAA, who is an 

internationally known expert in this field. The preparation and reconstruction of the 

caves was carried out with minimum damage to the originals and conforming to the 

highest international standards of conservation and reconstruction 

The Sidonian burial caves, together with the other caves at Maresha and Bet Guvrin, 

are the highlight of a visit to the national park. The caves are well-maintained, they 

are checked a number of times daily by national park personnel, and periodically by 
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INPA experts. The caves are monitored on a regular basis with the cooperation and 

oversight of IAA experts. The overall status of the conservation, reconstruction and 

maintenance of these caves is excellent; if problems arise they are identified and 

dealt with immediately.  

Conservation of the bell caves in Bet Guvrin – the general concept  

The bell caves were created in the past by humans who quarried and chiseled the 

soft chalk below the harder 'nari' layer (see Sections 2.a and 3.2). The geometry of 

the caves outlined in the shape of bell proved itself very successful; this geometry 

along with the chiseling marks, are the historic evidence of human cultural creativity 

at Bet Guvrin, as is in the entire Judean Lowlands. The caves' shape and fabric and 

the chiseling marks have been the central issue of reference regarding the planning 

and the implementation of the conservation work in these caves. 

When discussing the dilemmas involved with the bell caves' conservation, our basic 

concern is to retain the stability of the bell shaped spaces against collapse while at 

the same time to preserve the originality of the rock surface, its shape and the 

original chiseling marks, made by the masons who hewn the caves. This goal is not a 

simple task and it dictates a whole series of actions to preserve the subterranean 

caves, which includes: structural treatment, materials used, preserving of the 

stonemason marks with reference to the patina on these marks, conservation of the 

inscriptions and wall paintings, the opening of the caves to public, landscaping and 

environmental development, interpretation, presentation and explanation signage. All 

these points have been considered and treated very carefully whenever the caves 

are treated.   

The property's general state of conservation is good and satisfying due to the 

importance attributed to the caves as a sensitive cultural heritage and the 

consequent efforts invested in their preserving and safeguarding.  

The fact that the caves at Maresha and at Bet Guvrin are underground and of high-

standard of quarrying, dug into high-quality rock, and were well maintained during the 

time of their use and afterward were abandoned for many years, have contributed to 

their relative good preservation over time. The natural and historic condition along 

with the present thorough thinking devoted to the studying and planning of all the 

aspects associated with the caves have facilitated to some extent the conservation 

work. The on-going conservation, monitoring and maintenance of the caves and their 

surrounding help to retain their good state of preservation. Any conservation 
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problems that are identified are treated as needed while considering the wider range 

of factors that may affect the caves.   

4.b.  Factors affecting the property  

(i) Development pressures 

There are no development plans in the surrounding area of the national park that 

could significantly affect the park. An army base that was built many years ago, 

before the declaration of the park, and a firing zone are located within the boundaries 

of the national park. The entrance and exit from the base are via the national park 

gate; however, military vehicles use a periphery road and in no way disturb the 

property and the other assets located within the national park or the operation of the 

park. 

Kibbutz Bet Guvrin is situated near the national park (but not within the borders of the 

nominated property or its buffer zone); the kibbutz has plans to expand to the 

southwest, which is in the opposite direction of the national park and can't affect the 

property. The approved plans limit expansion both in terms of the height of buildings 

and their coverage of area, so as not to change the existing rural nature of the place.   

(ii) Environmental Pressures 

Fires – Fires break out occasionally in the national park’s many open areas, 

uncultivated lands and grazing lands. Fires that start in military training zones 

threaten the open areas of the park from time to time. However, these fires do not 

break out in the operational area nor do they affect the ancient remains in the park, 

its subterranean complexes or its ongoing operations. 

The park is properly prepared for fires. Means at the park’s disposal include fire-

extinguishing equipment on a motorized platform, tractors and equipment for use by 

rangers such as fire extinguishers and fire hoses. Firefighting services are 

maintained at the surrounding army bases, at Kibbutz Bet Guvrin (a fire truck), at the 

fire station in Kiryat Gat, by the KKL-JNF, and by Chim-Nir, a company that provides 

aerial firefighting and other flight services. When fires do occur, they are localized 

and not extensive. 

Grazing is an efficient means of fire prevention. The surrounding communities graze 

their flocks in the park, as do Bedouin from the south on a seasonal basis, by permit, 

which greatly reduces the amount of vegetation at risk of catching fire. 
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First aid – A first-aid kit, fire extinguisher and loudspeaker are kept in the park offices 

as well as at each of the visitor focal points. The Bet Guvrin Border Police station and 

the surrounding army camps can provide more advanced first aid. A doctor and an 

ambulance are available at the closest army base to provide medical assistance to 

visitors (and have done so). 

(iii) Natural disasters and risk-preparedness 

There are no extreme natural conditions at Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park that 

can threaten the property. There is also no risk of natural disasters such as flooding, 

earthquake, volcanic eruption, extreme climate change, and the like. Special 

preparedness in this realm is this not required. 

(iv) Responsible visitation of World Heritage sites  

Status of visitation  

The segmentation of visitors to the national park within which the property is located, 

according to population sectors and annual statistics are presented in Section 5.h. 

The status of visitation to the property according to patterns of use, including 

concentrations of activity in parts of the property, and activities planned in the future 

are described below. 

The caves (the property) are scattered at a few locations throughout the large area of 

national park thus the character of the visit is of a walk along a trail that runs among 

the different visited caves. The nature of the trail "dictates" the pattern of the visit: 

The visitors spread along the linear route usually without causing any problems of 

"traffic jams" or over-crowdedness.  

The entrance and the exit of most of the caves open to public are not at the same 

points, which allow even to a large number of visitors to tour the caves 

simultaneously, one group of people after the other, without disturbing each other.  

Gatherings of visitors occur usually at the bell caves compound near the park's 

offices and at the Sidonian burial caves compound, both of which are arranged for 

public absorption by having parking lots, shaded lots, tables with benches, and 

lavatories and the latter includes also an INPA shop. Many of the activities initiated at 

the park take place in the agricultural crafts compound, which is located relatively 

away from the caves, but the activities carried out at this compound are associated 

with works that were held within and around the caves in antiquity. The compound 

contains reconstructed ancient agricultural installations (olive oil plant, winepress and 
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granary) whose original operation is renewed and activated by the visitors, children in 

particular.  

The activities that take place in the focal points of visitation are detailed in Sections 

5.h and 5.i; these activities are offered during the entire year and attract many 

people. The general pattern of these activities seems to remain more or less of the 

same nature, possibly to some larger extent, in the short run due to their success and 

the good demand for them; however, from time to time some variations are made in 

the program according to results of opinion polls or new themes that the INPA would 

like to inculcate to the public. Activities – like musical performances in the bell caves 

on evenings or those held on day time - are published in local and national media. 

When those performances occur, naturally there is a gathering of people in the cave 

where the activity takes place.    

Ordinary visit to the national park does not require inscription in advance but 

reservations are required for special activities, as lamp-tours, bats-tours or focal 

activities (like the agricultural activities). At more busy times like holidays, feasts, 

weekends in high-season period (as the blossoming season) when increased 

number of visitors is anticipated, the park's director makes pre-arrangements to 

ensure an organized and efficient visit; he briefs the staff with guidelines relevant to 

the particular day or event, sometimes he enlarges the number of the staff members 

at site and takes other steps appropriate to the specific occasion.      

Carrying capacity 

Carrying capacity presents no problem in the national park due to its large size and 

the distribution of the parts of the property at different locations. When visitor 

pressure is expected, the site director takes steps to conduct it in a way that it will not 

cause adverse effects to the property or negatively affect visitors' comfort (see 

above). When unexpected visitor pressure seems impending, the site director 

channels the flow of visitors to distribute pressure among the various focal points of 

the property and other attractions extant at the park. 

The effect of the carrying capacity of the site on its natural and cultural heritage has 

not been measured. However, it is estimated that the site incurs no significant 

damage as a result of visitor numbers due to the site’s structure; its large size and its 

variety of touring options (see also Section 5.h). 

Forms of deterioration of the property due to visitor pressure and behavior 

Visitors are a potential source of causing some types of deterioration and damage to 
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every visited site. However, such a phenomenon is rare in Bet Guvrin – Maresha 

National Park. Most visitors do not tend to inflict harm, and those who do have a 

tendency toward vandalism think twice about acting on it in the presence of guides 

and rangers in the field and the written warnings on signs and in the site pamphlet. 

Except for the effect of visitor pressure, which is discussed above, types of 

deterioration that may be caused due to visitor behavior are the following: 

Vandalism – Graffiti scratched into the soft rock is the source of the most severe 

damage by visitors. Such damage, if it does occur in rare instances, is the most 

obvious near visitor trails and especially in the area of the bell caves open to public. 

Engraved graffiti defaces the area, accelerates erosion of the rock, causes aesthetic 

damage and impairs authenticity. Supervision in this matter depends mainly on the 

guides of the visiting groups and sometimes on park personnel. In the few cases of 

such damage, it is treated when discovered. 

Other visitor-related damage, such as damage to protected flora, fauna and 

geological elements, litter and noise are very marginal. 

Deviation from trails – Deviation from marked trails can be both damage to the site 

and a safety problem. However, numerous warnings about open pits and safety 

ensure that visitors rarely stray from trails.  

Responsible visitation of the property  

The national park’s numerous pits, caves and possible dangerous structures have 

made visitor safety a continual top priority of park management. The visitor route has 

been designed with safety in mind. Park management institutes regular preventive 

measures: the construction and repair of fencing around pits with wide openings; the 

covering of narrow pits with grilles; the installation of warning signs; improvement of 

all safety issues as they may arise from time to time and the preparation of 

monitoring programs (see also Section 5.e).  

Rules of conduct at the site are signposted and listed in the pamphlet to draw visitors’ 

attention to safety issues. Along with informative and directional signs, general and 

specific warning signs have been installed throughout the site (especially near 

dangerous places or structures). The pamphlet contains detailed information on 

dangers or hazards to visitors and directions on how to avoid injury. Here are a few 

examples of such warnings from the pamphlet: “Warning: There are hundreds of 

caves, pits and ruins at this site. Use only marked trails and obey rangers’ 

instructions”; “Entering caves that have not been opened to the public is strictly 

prohibited”; “Do not damage the antiquities”; “In case of accident or mishap summon 
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the rangers”. Personnel at the site also orally deliver general and specific rules of 

caution when necessary.  

 (v) Number of inhabitants within the property and the buffer zone 

Estimated population located within area of nominated property: none 

Buffer zone: none 

Total: none 

Year: 2012  

By law, it is not allowed to reside within the confines of a national park (or nature 

reserve). The majority of the nominated area and its buffer zone are located within 

the boundaries of Bet Guvrin – Maresha National Park; people are not inhabited in 

this area and or in the small area of the buffer zone that is not yet included in the 

national park's area (most of which is of the status of "proposed national park").     

 

  

Metal steps over original steps for protecting the original, the 
method used in the subterranean complexes in Maresha 

A reconstructed arch for reinforcement in a bell cave in Bet 
Guvrin 
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5. Protection and Management of the Property 

 

5.a. Ownership 

The state of Israel 

5.b. Protective designation  

The property – the caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin – is located within Bet Guvrin-

Maresha National Park, which is legally designated as a ‘national park’, declared as 

such (see below) and is managed by the Israel Nature and Parks Authority (INPA). 

Due to the ancient remains scattered throughout the national park, the site also 

possesses the legal status of an ‘antiquities site’ according to the Antiquities Law; 

this law mandates that no changes may be made at such sites without the approval 

of the Israel Antiquities Authority (IAA) director.   

The property is protected by the following state laws: 

o The Israel Lands Administration Law, 1960.  

o The Planning and Building Law, 1965, and its Amendment 31 (Fourth 

Edition), 1991 – plan for site conservation. 

o The Antiquities Law, 1978. 

o The Antiquities Authority Law, 1989. 

o The National Parks, Nature Reserves, National Sites and Memorial 

Sites Law, 1998. 

Complete or summarized versions of these laws are included in annexes in the 

Addenda Section as detailed in Section 5.c. 

5.c. Means of implementing protective measures  

The nominated property is located within the confines of an officially declared 

national park (excluding a tiny area of 1.1 ha., equal to 0.42%, in the west which is a 

protected area as well). As mentioned (cf. section 5.b) it is protected by its legal 

designation as its area is managed by the statutory national authority in charge of 

such properties. The INPA operates this site as a national park and as an antiquities 

site according to the relevant laws. The INPA acts under the National Parks, Nature 

Reserves, National Sites and Memorial Sites Law, 1998. The powers vested in the 

INPA are also enshrined in the Wildlife Protection Act of 1955, the Antiquities 

Authority Act of 1989, the Planning and Building Law of 1965, and additional 
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legislation.  

As a site managed by the INPA, Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park enjoys several 

levels of protection ranging from the state, statutory level to daily on-site practices. 

The protective means common to all INPA sites are detailed in Annex Y. 

Thus, the site of Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park, in which the nominated property 

is located, is safeguarded by the laws of Israel and is included in national and 

regional master plans that derive from these laws. Those master plans and the site's 

management plan are detailed below including the key themes found in these 

documents; copies of the main documents containing the official declaration of the 

national park and the site plans are included in the Addenda.  

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park is included in the following master plans:  

National Master Plan 8, which defines areas as nature reserves and national parks 

including in this framework numerous forests and woodlands, and  

National Master Plan 35, which is the integrated national master plan for building, 

development and conservation. 

Most of the buffer zone is located, like the nominated area, within the confines of the 

officially declared Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park hence it is protected as well by 

the same master plans and the other protective measures. Only a small portion of the 

buffer zone, in the west side, goes beyond the national park's boundaries into areas, 

which are in main proposed national parks areas, i.e. they too are protected areas 

(see also Section 1: "Boundaries of the proposed property and its buffer zone -  

rationale for inscription"). Additional protection is provided by national, regional and 

local plans for the areas surrounding the buffer zone. The various master plans (such 

as National Master Plans 35, 22* and 8) covering and surrounding the buffer zone 

determine the use of these areas exclusively as forest, proposed national 

parks/nature reserves, open spaces and agricultural zones. 

* National Master Plan 22, the national master plan for forests and afforestation derived from 

the Planning and Building Law, 1965. It completes the process of defining areas of forests, 

woodlands and other open spaces whose conservation and maintenance is not yet enshrined 

in other plans, and grants them statutory status. The importance of this plan is that it 

enshrines in law in Israel the status of its forests, most of its natural woodlands and future 

planted areas, and agricultural lands. 

The main laws pertaining to Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park have been mentioned 

above. The paragraphs below outline the major relevant themes of those laws and 
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the measures implemented by INPA and by the site’s management in daily practice, 

in order to illustrate how protective measures are implemented.  

State laws    

The Israel Lands Administration Law  

The entire area of the nominated property is owned by the state of Israel and is 

administrated by the Israel Lands Administration (ILA). The ILA is the government 

agency responsible for managing Israel’s land, 93% of which is either the property of 

the state, the KKL-JNF or the Development Authority. Ownership of real estate in 

Israel usually means leasing rights from the ILA for either 49 or 98 years. The policy 

and the activity deriving from this policy are enshrined in law, which includes the 

Basic Law on the Israel Lands Administration (1960) and other significant legislation, 

listed in Annex X in the Addenda.  

Among its other duties, the ILA guarantees that national lands are used in 

accordance with Israeli law. It also actively protects and oversees state lands and 

authorizes contracts and agreements with other parties (cf. Annex X).       

The property's area and its buffer zone as well as the surrounding areas belong to 

the state of Israel and are subject to the above-mentioned Basic Law on the Israel 

Lands Administration.  

The national and regional master plans that encompass the area proposed for 

nomination are presented in the maps in Section 1 and in the Addenda. The National 

Master Plan 8 under the management of the INPA (in which Bet Guvrin-Maresha 

National Park is included) is presented within the map of National Master Plan 35. 

The Planning and Building Law and the plan for site conservation  

The Planning and Building Law (cf. Annex P) is a comprehensive statute that 

monitors and regulates all planning and building activity and land-use designators in 

Israel. The law establishes a hierarchy of planning agencies (for national, 

regional/district and local plans as well as for detailed and special plans) responsible 

for land-use planning, and taking into consideration all potential impacts, including 

environmental impacts. 

The law provides for public notification and participation in the process. Public bodies 

and individuals are free to inspect plans submitted to regional and local planning 

authorities and to file objections during the inspection period of any given plan. The 

law also provides for an appeal process in case an objection is rejected.  
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Amendment 31 (Fourth Edition) 1991, to the Planning and Building Law is a Plan for 

Site Conservation (cf. Annex P); it enshrined in law directives regarding site-

conservation planning. Thus, the law contributes to the conservation of the past for 

both the present and the future. The law grants powers to the regional and/or the 

local planning and building committee that are similar to those granted by a national 

master plan in terms of the conservation of sites, although the conservation plan may 

be prepared by agencies other than the local planning and building committee. The 

law invests local government with considerable legal authority with regard to site 

conservation.   

The Antiquities Law and the Antiquities Authority Law  

The Antiquities Law, 1978 (cf. Annex A), was enacted to safeguard Israel’s antiquities, 

defined as any man-made object dating from before 1700 CE, or any zoological or botanical 

remains from before 1300 CE. The legal definition of an ‘antiquities site’ is any area that 

contains antiquities that the IAA director has declared as such. 

The Antiquities Authority Law, 1989 (cf. Annex A1), states that the IAA is the 

organization responsible for all the antiquities in the country. The IAA is authorized to 

excavate, preserve, conserve and administer antiquities when necessary.  

The nominated property in Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park have been declared 

‘antiquities sites’ protected by the Antiquities Law, 1978. As mentioned, no changes 

are permitted at these sites without the approval of the IAA director. All 

archaeological research and conservation also require the approval of the IAA. IAA 

personnel, whether at the national or district levels, review and approve plans, 

supervise and quite often are involved in implementation both of excavations and 

conservation work. Surveys, probes and archaeological excavations have been 

conducted at Maresha and Bet Guvrin with the involvement of the IAA. The IAA has 

its own inspectors who regularly visit the site and the IAA’s conservation staff is 

called in for specific needs. 

Agreement between the INPA and the IAA  

An agreement between the Israel Nature and Parks Authority and the Israel 

Antiquities Authority was signed on 23rd January 2005 by the director-generals of 

both authorities. The IAA is the authorized professional entity in the fields of 

archeology and conservation in antiquities sites while the INPA is the authorized and 

professional entity in the management, planning, development, and maintenance of 

antiquities sites in the areas under its responsibility. The agreement's aim is to 
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facilitate cooperation, conservation, and effective management of antiquities sites in 

nature reserves and national parks.  

The two authorities have reached the agreement regarding the need to cooperate in 

several topics, among them regarding mutual assistance for supervision tasks, 

conservation, restoration, and operation of antiquities sites in the INPA's territories 

and more other topics (see the full text of the Agreement in Annex A2 in the 

Addenda).  

 

The National Parks, Nature Reserves, National Sites and Memorial Sites Law  

The INPA functions under the aegis of the National Parks, Nature Reserves, National 

Sites and Memorial Sites Law, 1998 (cf. Annex R). This law, first enacted in 1963 and 

revised in 1992 and 1998, provides the legal framework for the protection of natural 

habitats, natural assets, wildlife and sites of scientific, historic, archaeological, 

architectural and educational interest in Israel. The 1998 law established a unified 

authority (the INPA) instead of the previously separate entities of the Nature 

Reserves Authority and the National Parks Authority. 

The law endows the INPA with a wide range of administrative and enforcement 

powers. They include official declaration of areas as national parks or nature 

reserves; establishment and maintenance of nature reserves and national parks; the 

declaration of fauna and flora outside the boundaries of nature reserves as 

“safeguarded natural values”; the appointment of inspectors with administrative 

powers to prevent harm to natural values and to safeguard them. The National Parks, 

Nature Reserves and National Sites Council, comprised of all pertinent stakeholders 

and appointed by the minister of Environmental Protection, advises the INPA and the 

relevant ministers on matters related to implementation of the law.          

The nominated property is located, as already mentioned, within the confines of a 

declared national park, which protects the property under the National Parks, Nature 

Reserves, National Sites and Memorial Sites Law, 1998.  

Means of implementing protective measures 

Means of implementing protective measures are outlined below according to the 

following classification: 

1) legislation  

2) planning at the national level (national master plans)   

3) planning at the individual site level (regional and local master plans / declaration  
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   documents) 

4) INPA regulations and general practice at the level of the individual site 

1) Means of implementing protective measures by legislation  

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park, where the nominated property is located, is 

protected by virtue of the powers granted by the above-mentioned state laws and 

their enforcement. These laws are implemented by means detailed below, which are 

derived from those laws and master plans. 

2) Means of implementing protective measures  

according to the national master plans - planning at the national level  

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park was officially declared a national park, 

encompassing an area of 508 ha., in the regulations digest published on February 

23, 1989 according to Detailed Regional Plan 232/03/6. 

Most of the area of the national park comes under the jurisdiction of the Lachish 

Regional Council; a small part at the park's northwest side is under the jurisdiction of 

the Yo'av Regional Council. Most of the area around the national park is earmarked 

for forest and afforestation according to National Master Plan 22; part of the area, 

particularly on the west and southwest, has the status of a “proposed national park”.  

The official status of Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park is ensured by national and 

regional (district) master plans and covered by the following Ministry of Interior plans: 

o Regional Master Plan 4/14 – covering designated land use in the Ministry of 

the Interior’s Southern District, including nature reserves, national parks, and 

landscape reserves. A section of this plan, dated to March 30, 1999, on a 

scale of 1:100,000, where Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park is marked, 

appears in Annex N. 

o National Master Plan 8 – see below. 

o National Master Plan 35 – This master plan designates various kinds of land-

use throughout the country. It also encompasses National Master Plan 8, 

which covers nature reserves, national parks and landscape reserves. A 

section of this plan, dated January 4, 2006, on a scale of 1:100,000, where 

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park is marked, is included in Annex M enclosed 

in the Addenda Section. 

Note: National Master Plan 35, the integrated national master plan for building, 

development and conservation, is a comprehensive plan that attempts to create long-

term strategy for anticipated population growth. This master plan is the statutory 
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expression of the 2020 conceptual program, designed to respond to building and 

development needs while protecting open spaces and land reserves, and was 

advanced by the Ministry of the Interior’s planning administration and approved by 

the cabinet at the end of 2005.  

National Master Plan 35 limits present trends towards urban sprawl and attempts to 

ensure the integrity of large swaths of agriculture lands. Nature reserves and national 

parks, which make up some 30% of the country’s land resources, along with the 

forests that comprise an additional 10% of land holdings, are also integrated into this 

master plan. The cabinet decision determined that ministries and their associated 

bodies would make the greatest possible efforts to inculcate in their activities the 

means of implementing the policies attached to the plan.    

3) Regional/local master plans as apply to the individual site / declaration documents 

The plans/documents enshrining the status of Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park 

including its official declaration as a national park are detailed below and enclosed in 

the Addenda section of this dossier.  

All the details regarding the Ministry of the Interior’s declaration of Maresha and Bet 

Guvrin's antiquities as Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park were published in the 

Detailed Regional Plan 232/03/6, which is a segment of Regional Master Plan 4/14. 

The officially declared area is under the aegis of the Ministry of the Interior’s Southern 

District, Ashkelon sub-district, Shikmim sub-sub-district. The declaration documents, 

enclosed in the Addenda section, are the following: 

o Annex N1 – Plan of the detailed Town-Planning Scheme 232/03/6 for “Bet 

Guvrin Caves National Park” (with the official government stamps and 

signatures relating to the various stages of the approval process). The plan, 

on a scale of 1:5000, dating February 23, 1989, covers an area of 508 ha. and 

includes a sketch of the boundaries of the plan within the surrounding area. A 

list of the blocs and parcels of the declared area is written on the map.   

o Annex N2 – The text (in Hebrew) explaining the Town-Planning Scheme 

232/03/6 plan and its goals, stating its area and giving notes and directives 

regarding the declared area (including prohibitions and restrictions). 

o Annex N3 – The declaration of the national park that was approved on 

September 1, 1988 by then- Minister of the Interior and Prime Minister Yitzhak 

Shamir, and published in the regulations digest, no. 5166, on February 23, 

1989.  
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o Annex A3 – The caves and other archaeological remains scattered within the 

areas of the proposed nomination and its buffer zone, are declared as 

'Antiquities Sites' by the IAA's director general. The declarations were 

published in the Israeli parliament's Regulations Digest, the numbers of which 

are listed in Annex A3 assembled in the Addenda section. 

 

 

4) INPA regulations and general practice at the level of the individual site  

As a national park Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park comes under the responsibility 

and management of the INPA, as per the above-mentioned law governing the INPA. 

The INPA operates according to the laws of the state and the regulations and 

accepted practices derived from these laws. The INPA is a hierarchal organization 

whose main management forums operate out of its Jerusalem head-office. These are 

(in terms of Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park): INPA management, INPA 

headquarters, the planning and development forum, headed by the director-general, 

and the heritage-sites forum. Continuing down the hierarchy are the Central District 

management and Bet-Guvrin-Maresha National Park director’s office and its 

employees. The INPA’s regulations and directives for operation and practice at each 

INPA site, which are derived from the above mentioned laws and frameworks, 

regulate issues of safety and security, rescue and emergency services, monitoring 

and enforcement, firefighting procedures, trail-marking, maintenance, visitor 

management and others. The main activities at the site level with regard to the 

nominated sites are described below.  

Meeting no. 35 of the Israel World Heritage Committee held in one of the 
 bell caves at Bet Guvrin – Maresha National Park, on 8th January 2009 
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The structure of INPA including its modus operandi is reviewed in Annex Y. In this 

context, of special note are the following sections: INPA Procedures and Regulations; 

Common Management Forums for All Sites; and Common Administrative 

Mechanisms – INPA regulations and General Practice at Site.  

The INPA, which is under the aegis of the Ministry of Environmental Protection, is the 

only agency with management powers over the areas under its administration. The 

INPA’s head office is located in Jerusalem, and it also maintains regional offices. 

Laws, regulations, procedures and daily practice permit no changes at the nominated 

property's area without the INPA’s approval. The above system is in place to prevent 

changes inconsistent with maximum protection to the nominated site. 

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park has a director and a permanent staff, as well as a 

budget (details may be found at paragraphs 5.j and 5.f respectively). The staff is 

responsible for day-to-day activities – management, maintenance, monitoring and 

general protection of the site. The INPA also employs specialists at the regional and 

nationwide level to deal with specific issues and problems. This staff includes the 

chief scientist, archaeologists and architects. When needed for particular issues, 

these specialists are called in as well as other specialists, for example, as noted, IAA 

personnel. 

As mentioned above, laws, regulations and day-to-day practices prohibit any activities 

that would change the character of the site, thus ensuring total legal and practical 

protection of the property and its buffer zone. At the same time, modern additions 

necessary for the safety and comfort of visitors are installed at the professional 

discretion of INPA architectural and conservation planners. 

In the property's area open for public minimal modest facilities were added for the 

purpose of visitor management, safety and convenience (see details in Sections 

2.b.2, 5.e and 5.h). These facilities blend into their surroundings and do not impair the 

authenticity of the site's appearance. These modern additions undergo 

conservational-architectural planning that considers the rules of proper conservation 

and is in keeping with international conventions; it is done in order not to impair the 

authenticity and integrity of the site and to conserve the spirit of the site.  

The size of Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park and its topography precludes fencing it 

in. The antiquities of Bet Guvrin are, however, surrounded by a fence. The national 

park has a main gate that is locked at the end of every day’s activity, after which no 

vehicles can access the park. The bell caves compound, in the area of the national 

park offices, has a gate that is locked at night. The Sidonian burial caves compound 
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also has its own gate that is locked at night. There are no guards in the caves. The 

rest of the caves are not accessible at night by vehicle because the main gate to the 

park is locked. The rocky, wild open space with its numerous pits that surrounds the 

park discourages entry on foot from other points.    

The ILA permits kibbutz communities to graze their flocks in the national park, since 

the lands the park now encompasses were used as grazing and agricultural lands 

before the national park was officially declared. Grazing is seasonal and does not 

damage the site, because the grazing lands are fenced. Grazing also helps prevent 

wildfires. 

The main documents containing rules of operation and conduct in the national park 

are: the INPA regulations and the Regional management and conservation 

portfolio. The essential rules for visitor conduct appear in the site pamphlet, as well 

as on signs posted in the park. Among the most important rules are warnings not to 

deviate from the path because of the danger of falling into open pits, and not to cause 

any damage to the antique vestiges. These instructions are also delivered orally to 

visitors by park staff. 

The national park staff operates in accordance with the INPA law and INPA 

regulations. The staff checks the caves daily on rounds in the morning, during the 

day, and before the park closes at the end of the day. The rules are well-enforced by 

a staff of 11 whose ongoing tasks, in addition to enforcement, include landscape 

maintenance, repairs, cleaning, conservation maintenance and the like. Under the 

heading of enforcement are directions and explanations to visitors to prevent 

vandalism (such as the writing or scratching of graffiti on cave walls), raising 

awareness about the protection of wildflowers and protected animals, directions to 

touring routes at the site and enforcement of the Antiquities Law in cooperation with 

IAA inspectors and the IAA Antiquities Robbery Prevention Unit. 

The Regional management and conservation portfolio of Bet Guvrin Maresha 

National Park contains, among other themes, all operational procedures at the site in 

case of emergencies, safety directives, firefighting and other cases, both ordinary and 

unusual, in accordance with INPA procedures. The portfolio is being updated from 

time to time in regard with specific changes that took place or new themes that are 

required to be added; currently the visitors' aspect of the portfolio is under such an 

updating process based on a work prepared by the park's director ("A program to 

increase visitors' number to the park"). Section 11of this portfolio deals with safety 

and security issues and outlines the main elements of this realm.  
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The national park has also a maintenance manual. A more detailed maintenance 

portfolio has been under work, planned to be accomplished during the year of 2013.   

A portfolio delineating responses to various emergency situations is located at 

the cashier’s booth and at the office of the national park director; it includes:  

1. An analysis of the characteristics of the national park’s area and its environs.  

2. The law governing security arrangements at public institutions.  

3. Israel Police directives and procedures.  

4. INPA security directives and procedures.  

5. The various functions and number of personnel operating the site.  

6. List of safety and security-related equipment located on-site.  

7. Plan for response to various emergencies such as evacuation of the injured, fires,  

     and the like. 

The Rregional management and conservation portfolio also outlines “special 

procedures” in effect in the national park. Among these directives, the ranger must 

check the caves before visitors arrive at the various compounds in the park, field 

personnel must have a two-way radio with them at all times, the Border Police must 

be informed of nighttime events and extra security must be provided as needed (on  

Saturdays and for special events). The rules also prohibit a single, unarmed staff 

person arriving at night in response to a call from the area’s emergency hotline and a 

staff person working on the electrical system alone. They also contain a warning 

regarding the safety hazard in the picnic grounds of falling branches or a tree. This 

particular safety hazard requires pinpointing trees at risk and dealing with them on a 

year-round basis. The rules also require that visitors be kept away from dangerous 

structures or pits, and that a yearly fire inspection be undertaken by the Kiryat Gat fire 

station.  

The national park enjoys even a wider range of protection. INPA rangers, IAA 

inspectors, representatives of the army, the police and the border police, frequently 

patrol and oversee the entire area of the Judean Lowlands on a continual basis, 

carrying out preventive actions and contributing to the region's security, including the 

national park. 

The above detailed state legislation and various activities implemented at Bet Guvrin 

Maresha National park and its surroundings constituting the protective measures 

conducted in the park. These means ensure full protection and safeguard for the 

property. 
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5.d. Existing plans related to the municipality and region  

in which the proposed property is located 

The status of Bet-Guvrin-Maresha National Park, which is included within the 

boundaries of National Master Plan 8, is enshrined in the national and regional 

master plans as outlined in Section 5.c. However there are still some other types of 

plans applied to the park, but not for immediate implementation. The main plans that 

were proposed in the past and may be implemented at some time in the future are 

the following: 

Overnight campground: The most likely plan to be implemented, already in the 

process of planning in the framework of town-planning scheme, is the building of an 

overnight campground in the park's area, nearby the Sidonian burial caves (at a 

distance of about 400 m). At present the INPA has discontinued the operation of the 

provisional overnight campground, which was in use by travelers in the last years.   

The "Villas Hill": The "Villas Hill" is located close to the national park's entrance on its 

northwest side, south of road 35. Three beautiful deserted buildings, built in the 

1940's on the hill, are the source of the hill's name. The Ministry of Tourism initiated 

the idea of developing this site as a resort village and a regional tourism focal point; 

the idea was furthered by the Yo'av Regional Council and was later left due to firm 

objection of the INPA. The INPA claimed that the hill is too close to the national park 

and asked for adding it to the park's area. Subsequently the South District Planning 

and Building Committee approved the request and instructed to add this area (of 19 

ha.) to the national park and prepared accordingly a new town-planning scheme.  

Until the revised statutory planning will be finally approved, the INPA is preparing for 

receiving the area. Within this framework, a documentation file of the buildings was 

prepared (December 2011) and discussions are held with the South District planner 

in regard with the area's developing. The present proposed alternatives for the use of 

that area are as offices of the park and of INPA's regional sub-district; logistics site of 

the park; facilities for the park's staff; campground for hikers on the Israel National 

Trail or overnight campground (based on a document filed at the park's office, dating 

to 21st November 2011). 

A northern bypass of road 35, initiated by the National Roads Company: Road 35 

passes through the national park and separates its northern part, the antiquities of 

Bet Guvrin, from the area of Maresha compound. The National Roads Company has 

prepared a plan to move the road outside the area of the national park (“Detailed 
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Plan for a road bypassing Bet Guvrin National Park to the Army Camp,” no. 

5/104/02/6. Status of plan: filed with conditions 9.9.96, approved by the Israel Lands 

Administration, the National Roads Company and the Israel Defense Forces). The 

moving of the road will allow the national park to be operated as one unit.  

A query to the National Roads Company in November 2008 revealed that the plan 

has been neglected over the years and is not relevant for the coming years. This 

information has been reconfirmed in December 2012.  

Biosphere in the Judean Lowlands: The area of the national park is included within 

the planned space biosphere in the Judean Lowlands region, which is having the 

status of a master plan (Regional management and conservation portfolio, 2008). 

Partners in the plan include government ministries, Partnership 2000, the INPA and 

the KKL-JNF.A comprehensive feasibility study, including thorough field surveys, was 

prepared as part of the biosphere's preplanning by a team headed by Prof. E. Stern 

from the Ben Gurion University (Stern, 2004). At the moment the plan is in a "frozen 

state" and has not been submitted to the UN/MAB programme. 

Stakeholders  

The areas of the nominated property and its buffer zone, which are located in the 

jurisdiction of two regional councils, encompassing a variety of significant heritage 

values as well as natural and landscape values. Several stakeholders from a number 

of sectors – government ministries and public and private entities are involved legally 

and statutorily with the nominated property. The main stakeholders are:  

Government Ministries – the Ministry of Environmental Protection; the Ministry of 

Interior; the Ministry of Tourism; the Ministry of Agriculture & Rural Development; the 

Ministry of Culture and Sports. 

Yo'av and Lachish Regional Councils and neighboring communities (mainly Kibbutz 

Bet Guvrin and Kibbutz Bet Nir and the rural communities of Lachish and Nehusha).  

Governmental (and associated) bodies: The INPA; the IAA; the Yo'av-Yehuda 

Regional Tourism Association; the Grazing Authority; the Lachish-Sorek Drainage 

Authority; the ILA and KKL-JNF; the Jewish Agency (Partnership 2000). 

Other bodies are operating in this region, among them are the security bodies (the 

Israel Defense Forces; the Israel Police, the Border Police; firefighting services) and 

event producers; tour educators; research bodies (universities, the Israel Cave 

Research Unit); 'green' bodies and schools. 

The existing relationships between the national park and some of the agencies 

mentioned above and the wish to maintain close and good mutual relationship are 
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noted in the Regional management and conservation portfolio for Bet Guvrin-

Maresha National Park (Table 7: Relationships with external agencies). 

5.e. Property management plan or other management system 

As noted above (cf. section 5.c) Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park is under the sole 

management of the INPA based on clear and permanent parameters dictated by the 

INPA hierarchy (as detailed in section 5.c).  

INPA directives and their implementation as general practice at INPA are the 

practical expression of the regulations enshrined in law. For the management of the 

national park a manual has been published. The Regional management and 

conservation portfolio was written in 2008 for Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park. 

The management system and operational procedures outlined in this document are 

translated into general daily practice at the site as is described below. 

 

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park has been open to fee-paying visitors since 1989, 

the year in which archaeological excavations were renewed under the direction of 

Amos Kloner. The park’s sites were prepared for visitors by the INPA, the Israel 

Government Tourist Corporation, the KKL-JNF and the IAA (cf. section 2.b.2). The 

national park, considered relatively new, was prepared for opening to visitors in 

accordance with the latest knowledge amassed by the INPA, and its facilities are 

good in terms of visitor needs and the protection of nature, landscape and cultural 

heritage. In the framework of development access roads and trails were built, shade 

structures and lighting were installed in the caves open to the public, ancient 

installations and paintings in caves were conserved, restored or reconstructed, 

parking, picnic and barbecue areas were created and lavatories were built (see 

further information in paragraph 5.h).  

The national park is well-cared for, clean and the roads through it are in good 

condition and are signposted, which is very important considering the large distances 

between the various focal points. The national park is safe for visitors, accessible for 

persons with mobility impairments and also set up for leisure-time recreational 

activities. There are signs to direct visitors to the site from the main road (Road 35).  

The area of the national park is 508 ha. and it is located within the jurisdiction of the 

Lachish and Yo'av Regional Councils. The park’s Regional management and 

conservation program (2008) includes a wide variety of information about the site in 

addition to the description of the directives and management system at the site. 
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The illustration is of the logo of Bet Guvrin – Maresha National Park.  

It is composed of a schematic contour of a bell cave with the figure  

of Cerberus as depicted in Apollophanes Cave, and the park's name.  

Ongoing Operations  

The offices of the national park are located in two different compounds because of 

the large size of the park. The office of the park director and service buildings are 

located in the Maresha compound near the bell caves open to public, and also serve 

participants in various events held in the caves. Additional offices are located in the 

northern compound near the antiquities of Bet Guvrin, and they also serve 

participants at events held in the ancient amphitheater. Road 35 crosses the national 

park between these two compounds. The entrance to the national park and the 

cashier booth where entrance tickets are sold is located between these two 

compounds, in the Maresha compound. Entrance fees to the national park are 

determined by INPA regulations and procedures and published on a sign posted near 

the cashier. Residents of Yo'av Regional Council are exempt from payment because 

the regional council contributes to the INPA budget. 

In accordance with INPA directives, the national park operates daily, year-round, 

except for one day – Yom Kippur (the Jewish Day of Atonement). Normal visiting 

hours are April – September 8 AM–5 PM, and October – March 8 AM– 4 PM. The 

cashier booth closes one hour before the site closes, because of the time it takes to 

visit this large park. Extended hours are possible with permission of the park director 

as per INPA directives. Opening hours are usually extended for private or business 

events or for performances for which tickets are sold. In such cases, payment, 

conditions of operation and safety arrangements must be made in advance.  

Maintenance of the National Park 

Within the Maresha compound are a cashier’s booth, the site offices (including 

maintenance areas), a souvenir shop, faucets and three lavatories buildings. The 

boundaries of the Maresha compound are: in the north – Road 35; in the south – the 

Lachish army base; in the east – the farmlands of Moshav Lachish; in the west – the 

farmlands of Moshav Nehusha.  

In the northern compound of Bet Guvrin antiquities are a cashier’s booth at the 

entrance (not in operation), a dressing room, an electricity room, a storeroom for the 

IAA’s archaeological finds and shipping containers used for storage. The boundaries 

of the northern compound are: in the north – Kibbutz Bet Guvrin; in the south – Road 
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35; in the east – the access road to Kibbutz Bet Guvrin; in the west – the road 

between Kibbutz Bet Guvrin and Kibbutz Bet Nir. 

Maintenance work in both compounds includes: 

o Road network and parking: repair of the roads, wetting down unpaved 

roads and leveling their surfaces as needed. 

o Fencing: Repair of embankments, installing fencing, general repairs 

and fencing off pits. 

o Lavatories: cleaning, repairs due to wear and tear, unplugging 

blockages, painting once a year and pumping out sewage as needed. 

o Informational and interpretive signage: cleaning, removing graffiti, 

repairing vandalism and general repairs as needed. 

o Picnic tables and barbecues: cleaning and repairs due to wear and 

tear, emptying out charcoal. 

o Faucets on concrete stands: repairing leaks, vandalism, cleaning.  

o Development and conservation: drainage maintenance, waterproofing, 

stonework, reinforcements and supports. 

 

Some tasks are specific to each of the compounds. In the Maresha compound, 

where most of the caves are located, this includes: 

o On agricultural lands, both grazing and fallow: farming tasks including 

mowing, working with scythes and spraying. 

o Monitoring the rain-pool – pruning the bushes that fence it. 

o Preparations prior to events in the bell caves arranged for visitations 

and the entrance facility: electric maintenance, repair, installation of 

signage, repair of paths, and so forth. 

o Ongoing maintenance of areas of the current archaeological 

excavation (carried out by "Archaeological Seminars"): fencing, 

cleaning, monitoring and supervision. 

 

Tasks specific to the northern compound (which is less relevant to the property) are 

involved with the area of the events (preparations, including electric maintenance, 

supervision, safety and cleaning), and with the vaults on the way to the amphitheater 

(safety and security rounds, cleaning, electrical maintenance, repair and installation 

of signage and repair of paths). 
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Safety and safety maintenance 

Safety has been an utmost concern since the national park was opened because of 

its numerous pits and caves and soft and sometimes cracked and crumbling rock. 

Safety issues are constantly and closely monitored; any problems that arise in this 

realm are given the highest priority. Nevertheless, it is impossible to deal with all of 

the thousands of pits, especially with new pits with large openings created when 

caves collapse. Therefore, special attention is given to making sure that visitors walk 

only on marked paths and do not deviate.  

Note that while the safety issues are taken care of for the sake of the visitors at the 

same time they are applied for the preservation of the caves, a matter which is 

discussed in other sections (mainly in Sections 4.a and 6).   

Safety in the caves: Lighting has been installed as part of the efforts to insure safe 

visits to the caves, and maintenance of the lighting system is part of daily operations 

at the site. The lights in the caves go on and off automatically, but the control panel is 

checked daily. The control panel is located near the national park offices; distribution 

boxes are installed near the caves. They are located outside the caves, concealed in 

the bushes, to preserve the natural look of the place. The electric system is checked 

daily to ensure it is in working order, including the replacement of burnt-out light-

bulbs. [The lighting system is in a need of being upgraded but at present there is no 

funding available for that purpose].  

Inside the caves that are open to visitors, reinforcement work has been done, cracks 

filled and sensors installed to warn of any change in the rock (see Sections 2.b.2 and 

4.a). In the past, visitors were required to wear helmets in the cave, but this directive 

was discontinued a few years ago when it was realized that following preventive 

treatment, no stones were falling. Site personnel undertake conservation monitoring 

on a daily basis, and if the sensors indicate movement, or staff members notice 

crumbling or falling fragments in the cave, they deal with it immediately. Caves must 

sometimes be closed to visitors until the problem is solved. 

Bet Guvrin Maresh National Park - the touring route at the nomination area with 
decorative pillars to mark the trail and steps 
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Safety on trails: The official trail through the park is 

completely safe and suited to the movement of 

visitors. The trail is clearly marked with prominent, 

decorative low pillars, and the continuation of the trail 

is visible from one pillar to another. The trail is 

checked daily and any problems are immediately 

dealt with. Visitors are prohibited from leaving the 

trail due to the numerous pits and concern over new 

pits that have not yet been dealt with. The openings 

of the pits and the caves along the way have been 

covered with sturdy metal grilles; larger spans are 

fenced off. The pamphlet and the signage also explain and warn of the dangers of 

open pits and expand on the issue of safety to increase awareness of this and other 

dangers (see also Section 4.b.iv - Deviation from trails & Visitor safety). 

5.f.  Sources and levels of finance  

The INPA finances all the sites under its management without reference to income 

they produce. That is also the case for Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park, which is a 

paid visitor site. Each site is allocated an annual budget for ongoing operations and 

employees’ salaries as well as additional funding to carry out planned conservation 

and development. In addition, each site receives funding for unexpected outlays, such 

as for the emergency treatment; repair of equipment or for other needs.  

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park receives annual funding from the INPA. Income 

from the site, which derives from a variety of sources, is transferred to the INPA’s 

general pool of financial resources. There are practically no donations. Income 

derives mainly from entrance fees, events held by corporations and private parties, 

booths for the sale of various items during special events, sales in the INPA shop; 

sales of INPA subscriptions, sponsorship of events and festivals by various bodies 

(for which the INPA is sometimes paid in kind); the contract with Archaeological 

Seminars; filming of movies and television shows. All commercial and ‘semi-

commercial’ activities take place in keeping with INPA rules dictated by INPA 

management.  

Cooperation and joint funding with other agencies: A number of joint projects have 

taken place in Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park over the years with the following 

agencies: The KKL-JNF, which assisted greatly in funding the preparation of the park 

An iron grill blocking an open pit in the 
nomination area  
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for opening to visitors; the National Insurance Institute’s fund for the development of 

services for the handicapped, which made possible access for persons with mobility 

impairments to the bell caves open to public; the Quarries Rehabilitation Fund, which 

also assisted in handicapped access; and Access Israel (an organization that 

promotes the rights of persons with disabilities), which assisted in providing access to 

persons with disabilities to the courtyard of ancient crafts compound (including very 

clear directional signage, wheelchair-accessible tables and trash bins). Since 2006, 

the INPA has begun to significantly upgrade access for the mobility impaired as part 

of its desire to bring the treasures of nature and heritage to people with disabilities. 

This work is usually implemented in cooperation with the National Insurance Institute. 

However, thanks to Access Israel commercial companies have contributed funds to 

these efforts (such as the pharmaceutical company Dr. Fischer and the cellular phone 

company Orange). 

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park funding in 2011  

Total income of Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park in the 2011 fiscal year was 

approximately $575,000; total outlay was approximately $500,000; the difference 

(profit) was approximately $75,000. 

The main sources of income in 2011 derived from entrance fees (the greatest source 

of income), the INPA shop at site and the paid guided tours and activities (as 

lamplight tours and reserved activities like those held in the agricultural installations). 

The main expenses in 2011 were for the park's operation, salaries and vehicles.  

The property enjoys the park's funding through the ordinary operation of the site and 

the staff's work (salaries) and through budgets given by the INPA for specific or 

emergency needs. In general, the property is well covered from the financing point of 

view for its preservation. 

An identified deficiency, which does not harm the property, is the need to change and 

upgrade the lighting system in the caves. At the moment no funding is available for 

that purpose.      

5.g. Sources of expertise and training in conservation and management 

techniques  

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park director is Sharon Tal, who heads a staff of 11 

people, each of whom has a clearly defined function in the park’s management 

program. The team is in continual touch with and monitors everything that goes on in 

the park. That being the case, the staff members are the first to notice any mishaps or 
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problems. The team members are also very aware of what they are able and 

permitted to do in treating problems and of the problems they are required to report 

so that a specialist can be called in. Two members of the team have completed a 

course in site conservation and maintenance. Specialists in specific fields, among 

them archaeologists, conservators, engineers and architects, are called in as needed, 

whether for tasks, which are part of the program or to deal with an unexpected 

problem. The director of the national park is in charge of liaising with the specialists 

and does so very skillfully. Channels of communication with specialists are known 

and communication with them is either direct or via officials at the INPA central district 

or at headquarters. 

Main areas in which specialists are utilized  

Conservation: All conservation and reconstruction carried out so far in Bet Guvrin-

Maresha National Park has been undertaken by eminent specialists in accordance 

with scientific and ethical rules current worldwide, with oversight and major 

involvement by the archaeologists who have excavated the site. Specialists who have 

worked at the site are called upon to solve conservation problems (names of the 

people involved with conservation are detailed in Section 4.a). Requests for 

assistance usually come through the individual responsible for conservation at the 

Central District and/or through the specialist at INPA headquarters – architect Ze’ev 

Margalit, director of the INPA’s Conservation and Development Department, who has 

completed continuing education programs in conservation. Frequently, requests are 

also made through Dr. Tsvika Tsuk, the director of the INPA’s Archaeology and 

Heritage Department. Only conservation professionals are involved in conservation 

work. The IAA Conservation Department is always involved in approving the 

conservation plans and in overseeing their implementation, and sometimes in the 

work itself. 

Archaeological excavations: Excavations have been underway in Bet Guvrin and 

Maresha since the beginning of the twentieth century. In recent years, scientific 

excavations have been ongoing in the caves of Maresha under the direction of Dr. Ian 

Stern and Bernie Alpert. A number of years ago, excavations were carried out in Bet 

Guvrin and its burial grounds by Prof. Amos Kloner, Michael Cohen, Dr. Uzi Dahari, 

Dr. Gideon Avni, and others. Expert archaeologists, abreast of the latest innovations 

in the field, undertake the excavations after a license has been issued by the relevant 

statutory body, the IAA, and with the permit of the INPA. The excavations are 
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overseen by the INPA and the IAA and a scientific report is published at the end of 

every excavation.  

Rock stability: The treatment of the rock in the bell caves arranged for public 

visitations is another aspect requiring the services of specialists in Bet Guvrin-

Maresha National Park. This aspect involves conservation, archaeology and visitor 

safety. The soft rock into which the caves were hewn tends to crack and crumble and 

there are occasional collapses. To prevent such processes and to pinpoint areas of 

the rock that must be stabilized, scholars from Ben-Gurion University monitor the 

situation on an on-going basis by means of a network of sensors that measure rock 

movement, in addition to other research. In 2008, the INPA invested about $25,000 in 

the installation of this network of sensors in the caves. The system continually 

transmits data in response to which the INPA reinforces the caves as needed.   

Nature conservation: The cultural landscape in the national park consists of large 

natural open spaces, particularly on slopes, and cultivated areas (wheat or 

sunflowers, crops that were raised at site in the past and suit the character of the 

locality). Park personnel treat vegetation in consultation with the district ecologist and 

the members of the Science Division at the INPA headquarters. Strict care is taken 

not to bring plants into the site that did not grow there in the past. Specialists outside 

the INPA are consulted as needed in this area as well. 

5.h Visitor facilities and infrastructure 

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park is a principle tourism anchor in the Judean 

Lowlands and is perceived as such by the INPA, the regional councils and the tourism 

industry. The site contributes directly to the regional tourism economy by providing 

employment for area's residents as well as indirectly, through visitors' payment of 

entrance fees, events, festivals, and other activities and through their use of satellite 

services (restaurants, gas stations, accommodations, and the like). The tourism 

potential of the area has led stakeholders to develop tourism initiatives.  

A number of exploratory studies have been undertaken in this realm (Among these 

are a paper entitled “A Tourism Program for Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park – an 

Economic Feasibility Study” prepared for the Israel Government Tourist Corporation 

in 1995. Another work is “Cave Tourism Survey” prepared for the INPA and the Yo'av-

Yehuda Regional Tourism Association in 2000. The latter sought to examine the 

attractiveness of a tourism package based on the concentration of caves in the area.) 
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Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park was planned at the end of the 1980s according to 

experience amassed at other national parks and with a great deal of attention paid to 

the protection and management requirements of the park's assets on the one hand 

and to visitor needs on the other hand.  

The work carried out within the property – archaeological excavations, conservation, 

restoration, safety, protection and other, is described in former sections (mainly in 

Sections 2.b.2 and 4.a); here we focus on reviewing the inclusive facilities and 

services for visitors at site, which constitute an appropriate response for visitors 

needs while at the same time they retain the requirements for the protection and 

management of the property and present faithfully the "spirit of the site".  

Note that the following information in regard with the facilities for visitors encompass a 

wider range than those pertaining to the property itself since the property is situated 

within a park that offers further experience in addition to the visit to the caves.            

The park is well-cared and offers a high level of services for various categories of 

visitors. Alternatives of spending time are the touring the archaeological heritage 

elements, the stay in nature and recreation areas, or taking part in guided activities or 

leisure-time activities among the olive orchards and shaded spots for picnics with the 

concomitant equipment.  

The park has four main compounds suited to visitors: the bell caves compound, the 

agricultural crafts compound, the Sidonian burial caves compound and the north city 

compound (Bet Guvrin antiquities including the amphitheater). A fifth and significant 

focus of the park is the touring trail in Maresha, which includes many of the property's 

remarkable caves. Complete accessibility is a convenience all visitors can enjoy. 

Each compound has seating areas for picnics with barbecues, faucets, lavatories, 

parking and access for the mobility-impaired. All action to make the sites suitable for 

visitors is in keeping with rules of conservation and protection of the spirit of the site 

and its cultural landscape as implemented in Israel and worldwide. 

The heritage assets in each of the compounds and at the touring route are well 

protected and safe and have, as mentioned, the appropriate facilities for visitors 

(safety means applied for visitors are detailed in 5.e). The values of the property and 

the spirit of site are transferred by the integrity, good preservation and authentic 

presentation of the caves, supported by explanations signs, the site pamphlet and 

oral guidance (when it takes place).   
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Visitor facilities - The main facilities installed in the park for visitors comprise 

interpretation/explanation means (much of which is dedicated to the property) and 

"logistic" services (see also section 5.e) that include mainly the following: 

 An entrance pavilion where visitors purchase tickets and receive information. 

 A free pamphlet containing a map of the site, recommended route, 

explanations of the sites on the route and how to get from place to place. 

 Parking lots, picnic and barbecue areas, faucets, shade structures and 

lavatories, including wheelchair stalls. Due to the size of the park, it has three 

lavatories buildings: in the bell caves compound, in the agricultural crafts 

compound and in the Sidonian burial caves compound; more lavatories are 

located near the amphitheater and are open during nighttime events. 

 Caves and monuments that have undergone conservation and are lit, 

signposted and otherwise suitable for visitors; ancient installations and 

paintings in caves were reconstructed among other purposes, for better 

understanding the property.   

 Access and visitor trails are clearly and safely marked, pits are covered or 

fenced. The park is accessible for persons with mobility impairments. 

 An INPA shop (selling souvenirs, books, and basic touring items, drinks, ice 

cream, and the like). 

 A public address system to announce impending closing time to allow visitors 

to prepare for departure or for other important announcements. 

 Educational activities and guided tours in the park, undertaken by the 

Lowlands and Coast Education Center (see details in Section 5.i).  

 An overnight campground in the national park's area is under planning. 

At present there is no museum or exhibition dedicated to the property, nor a visitor or 

an interpretation center at site. The INPA is aware of the important necessity for such 

a center for visitors at this significant site. However, concrete plans for a visitor center 

are not yet underway because of the issue of its placement. The INPA tends to 

establish a visitor center within a permanent entrance complex to the national park 

which does not yet exist; the permanent entrance's location will be determined only 

after the diversion of road 35 to a point outside the park, which will allow the park to 

operate as one unit and will also enable to decide the optimal site for a visitor center.  

However, finds from Maresha excavations are displayed in the Israel Museum in 

Jerusalem concentrated in a few show cases of the Hellenistic period section. Some 
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other finds from Maresha are on display in the Eretz Israel Museum in Tel Aviv and in 

the Hecht Museum in the University of Haifa.     

The caves that have been opened to visitors serve their purpose as visitor attractions 

in terms of comfort, convenience and safety as well as in terms of interpretation.  

A typical example is the cave of the olive-oil plant: It is signposted, and a shade 

structure near the entrance, whose colors blend into the surroundings, has been built 

where visitors can rest and hear explanations while waiting their turn to visit the cave. 

The cave itself contains a reconstructed olive-oil press, a room with the upper and 

lower stones of the press and a room with the crushing machines. The latter 

machinery has been properly and clearly reconstructed with original stone parts and 

reconstructed wooden ones added for the purposes of illustration, and with 

explanatory signs. This complex is an illustration of good visitor management that 

does not compromise authenticity. Entrance and exit are at different points so as not 

to impede or delay visitor flow and to take advantage of the opportunity to present 

additional portions of the underground system. 

Carrying capacity - The national park can accommodate at least 2,500 visitors a day 

without difficulty or special arrangements. When public events are held, the site can 

hold up to 5,000 visitors with special arrangements. Such arrangements have been 

put into effect numerous times, and involve changes at the entrance, in traffic 

arrangements, additional personnel and other required organizations according to the 

specific event (see also Section 4.b.iv). 

All performances and concerts held at the park, as well as private events such as 

weddings, take place in the amphitheater or in the bell caves compound. Some of the 

income produced by the events goes to the INPA’s general pool of resources, and 

some is returned to the park for development (for example, income from this source 

funded a good deal of the development and conservation of the northern city as well 

as the sensors in the bell caves in 2008). 

Bet Guvrin Maresh National Park - a shade on 
the touring route for the convenience of 
visitors 
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Bet Guvrin – Maresha National Park 

the recommended tour 

(This map is taken from the free pamphlet given to the visitors of the national park)  
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Visitor statistics 

Numbers of visitors at Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park 

Year Visitors from abroad Israeli visitors Total 

2004 32,840 95,200 128,040 

2005 32,888 100,504 133,392 

2006 39,514 115,741 155,255 

2007 47,082 124,255 171,337 

2008 43,764 120,404 164,168 

2009 25,173 115,432 140,605 

2010 32,896 125,238 158,134 

2011 33,244 129,532 162,776 

2012 35,407 117,846 153,253  

(Figures do not include audience at night events.) 

The seasonal distribution of visits shows a clear preference for visits in winter and 

spring, when wildflowers blossom, which attracts a cross-section of the public. In the 

summer, visitors come mainly at night for performances. There are very few visits to 

the national park in summer, when school is out and therefore no school field trips 

take place and the weather is hottest. The national park sees its greatest number of 

visitors during vacations on Passover and the Feast of Tabernacles and in general 

from October to May. The all-time highest number of visitors to the national park was 

recorded in 1995, with a total of 206,322 visitors (53,369 of whom were tourists). The 

number of participants at evening events, private events or performances, is 

estimated at between 40,000 and 50,000 a year, in addition to visitors to the national 

park. 
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Visitor segmentation: 

Visitors to the national park come from a number of sectors. The main sectors are: 

o Families – mainly on Saturdays and holidays in spring and fall; less in the 

summer. 

o School system – schoolchildren visit the site during the week, mainly during 

the school year (October–June). 

o Youth movements – Very small numbers, mainly during Passover and Feast 

of Tabernacles vacations. 

o Senior citizens and organized groups from workplaces or other guided tours, 

mainly on weekdays. 

o Tourists – Many tourists participate in Archaeological Seminars’ Dig for a Day 

program. Other tourists usually come through groups organized by travel 

agents. 

 

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park is a unique visitor site on an Israeli as well as on 

international level, a site with high-level services and a variety of monuments and 

special caves. The caves offer an attraction focused on life underground, which has 

mystery about it, the challenge and adventure of entering somewhat dark caves and a 

special and different kind of experience and atmosphere associated with the historical 

saga of life in bygone days.  

The park’s setting provides enough interesting elements for a visit of a whole day. 

Additional activities that take place in the park from time to time (guided tours, special 

activities, concerts and performances; see more in Section 5.i) provide added value in 

terms of a nowadays cultural experience, which increases the demand to visit the 

park (based on: INPA/Central District/Eyal Mitrani/Bet Guvrin–visitors [draft/Hebrew], 

August 2007).  

5.i. Policies and programs  

related to the presentation and promotion of the property 

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park is part of the Judean Lowlands cultural heritage 

and landscape and a major tourism anchor in the region that is developing but is not 

overly developed. The region is linked to the Judean Mountains environment which 

includes the city of Jerusalem and its environs on the one hand and is close to 

greater Tel Aviv and the Beer Sheba area on the other. The various stakeholders, 

such as the INPA, KKL-JNF, IAA, regional councils, local tourism associations, 
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private bodies and other agencies strive to promote this site in the local and national 

media and all of them have published it in their web sites and in other publication 

channels. These agencies initiate activities of all kinds at the national park (and at 

other sites of the region) to further public perception of them as heritage sites and as 

enjoyable recreation and leisure-time destinations. 

INPA’s statement of objectives: The INPA has a profound concern to preserve cultural and 

natural heritage, to educate the public to appreciate and protect it and to pass it on to future 

generations. The objective of the management plan is, through proper administration, to 

safeguard the cultural and natural values of the sites and to develop them as heritage sites 

adapted for visitors for the benefit and enjoyment of all tourists. The significant elements 

have been defined by the INPA’s chief scientists where nature is concerned, and by 

archaeologists with regard to cultural heritage, such as the antiquities of Maresha and Bet 

Guvrin. The unique phenomenon of the caves is highlighted in every publication or reference 

to the national park. The caves are also a focus of continuous thorough interdisciplinary 

study and research.  

Policies and programs related specifically to Bet Guvrin National Park, and actions that have 

contributed to the inculcation of knowledge and awareness of the site and its varied values, 

are described below. 

Bet Guvrin Maresh National Park – an interpretation sign illustrating 

the phenomenon of the bell caves 

Bet Guvrin Maresh National Park – direction sign at the 

nomination area numbered according to the site pamphlet 
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Education and public relations  

The potential of the values of heritage, nature and landscape within Bet Guvrin-

Maresha National Park provide many and varied areas of interest in terms of the 

content the INPA seeks to inculcate among visitors, who are perceived as a core 

group that can transmit INPA content and messages to the wider public. 

The park, with its many caves, variety of historical structures and special landscape, 

attracts a broad spectrum of target audiences both from home and abroad. In addition 

to the possibilities for private visits to the park, the park also provides interesting 

opportunities for activities of various types – free guided tours for special events, 

tours reserved by groups and conducted by park guides, study tours for 

schoolchildren and a variety of workshops. Because of the numerous realms of 

activity and types of content in the park, it can serve as a good backdrop for ongoing 

educational projects, utilizing the resulting numbers of repeat visitors to disseminate 

content the INPA seeks to promote. 

The fact that the national park is varied, well-suited to visitors, spacious and also 

close to other attractions (Adulam Caves Park, Adulam Grove Nature Reserve, Tel 

Lachish, Tel Tsafit and many more) means that it has the potential to serve as a base 

for overnight camping and multi-day trips in the region (cf. Section 5.d).  

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park is connected to the INPA Lowlands and Coast 

Education Center, which is located in Ashkelon. The education center, established in 

2005, serves south and central Israel (Ashdod-Beer Sheba area); it provides 

educational activities involving Maresha and Bet Guvrin for a wide variety of target 

audiences, among them school groups, families, soldiers, seniors, various other 

organized groups and the wider public.  

A set of various archaeological-historical activities is utilized by the education center 

at the park; the main of these activities are the following:  

 Professional guidance of different themes, such as caves, life in the Hellenistic 

period, bats and so forth. 

 Experiential education guidance, which includes lamplight tours, adventure 

games (“Sesmaios’ secret”), guides and activities of ancient crafts in the 

agricultural crafts compound – oil producing (“from olive to oil”) in a new  

reconstructed olive-oil plant; bread baking - the process starting with 

producing flour till the baking of bread in the granary (the activity includes: 

wheat harvesting by sickles, threshing and sifting, grinding the grains into flour 
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and  baking pittas - round Middle Eastern pocket bread), and wine producing 

at the vat (“the vat and the wine”).     

 Creative workshops in which the participants form bells, oil-lamps, frescoes 

(wall painting) and the like, all of which are items associated with the caves.  

 The educational center is also involved with special experiential and bearing 

values events, such as: "The international day of wandering birds", "The day 

of deer", "Ancestors' Olympiad", "The world of doves", the blossoming trail and 

the like.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During the winter weekends of 2006, the education center and the park staff held a 

special series of activities at Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park to increase the 

exposure of the public to the site. The wildflower trail was inaugurated in February 

2006, in the blossoming season, and the education center set up explanation points 

along the route. Since that successful experience this kind of tours was added to the 

site's tours list. 

The center holds periodic in-service training seminars in the park, attended by site 

instructors doing their alternative national service there, personnel from the Lowlands 

and Coast region and the park’s regular staff. In December 2006, the center held its 

first in-service training seminar in the northern part of Bet Guvrin, on the subject of 

amusement facilities in the Roman period with the intent to develop more guided 

tours in this area, which sees less activity than the caves. 

Marketing  

Proper marketing is an important means of promoting awareness of any site. The 

individual in charge of visitors and community relations in the INPA Central District, 

Eyal Mitrani, is responsible for the INPA’s marketing program at the site. Together 

Spring blossoming of wildflowers 
at the nomination area 

Blossoming in Maresha – general view of Tel 
Marsha (the upper city) and the lower city's area, 
looking nort  (Kloner, 1996) 
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with park director Sharon Tal, and with the involvement and approval of the INPA 

Central District's director, Mr. Yigael Ben Ari and the INPA Outreach and Community 

Division director, Uzi Barzilay, Mitrani builds an annual marketing plan that is funded 

by the INPA. The program is tailored to visitor-profile and season. Thus, winter visits 

usually focus on day experiences and summer visits on evening activities including 

performances, lamplight tours inside the caves, and some more others. Special 

marketing efforts are also made ahead of holidays for various target audiences. 

Marketing efforts to encourage visits to the site include informing decision-makers 

about the site and inviting them to tour it. Among these efforts are special events with 

educational and experiential content on Saturdays and holidays, advertising these 

events on the INPA web site and in the local and national press, as well as PR 

campaigns prior to the event and marketing by the Lowlands and Coast Education 

Center and by an external marketing specialist.  

The site pamphlet, produced in 2002, in Hebrew, English, German and French and 

now being updated, is also considered a marketing tool. The producing process of a 

renewed pamphlet has been ended up and it is supposed to be published soon. 

Publication of pamphlets in Russian and Arabic is in the planning stage.  

Additional activities in the park are often taking place; they include guided tours, 

festivals, concerts and other performances, which add a cultural experience that 

inculcates values in the realm of nature conservation and heritage and increases 

demand for the site. 

Activities at the site – community relations 

The national park is perceived and planned as a tourism, culture and economic 

anchor for the region’s inhabitants. The park already serves as such, but has great 

potential for development in this realm. The park already provides employment for 

area residents and contributes also indirectly to the regional tourism economy. The 

park is a source of pride for the region's inhabitants. The Regional management and 

conservation program for Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park details ties and 

collaboration between the site and its neighbors, including regional councils, Kibbutz 

Bet Guvrin and other rural communities. The program’s section entitled “A Look 

toward the Future” calls for strengthening this relationship and for mutual support 

among these neighboring entities (Table 7: “Relationship with Outside Entities”). The 

relationship with neighboring communities expresses itself in a number of ways:  
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o Entrance for Yo'av Regional Council residents is free. In exchange, the park 

receives services from the regional council. (It should be noted that entrance 

fees are determined by INPA practices.) 

o The annual Bible Festival has been held for about ten years in cooperation 

with Yo'av Regional Council of which the national park is one of the central 

venues. Other festivals that take place as well in the national park, as the 

"Olive and Oil Festival" and "Music in Bet Guvrin Caves", are held in 

cooperation with the local regional councils.   

o The INPA Lowlands and Coast Education Center provides services to area 

residents and its institutions. 

o As a part of the national park-community contacts a project is being held with 

the pre-military preparatory academy located at Kibbutz Bet Guvrin, whose 

cadets frequently arrive to help park works by carrying out tasks like planting, 

reconstructing terraces and similar ones.  

o A nice example of community contacts is the cooperation between the INPA 

Lowlands and Coast Education Center and the pre-military preparatory 

academy located at Kibbutz Bet Guvrin. The cadets have been teaching once 

a week the kibbutz's elementary school children natural history lessons in the 

framework of group activity after school hours. The cadets receive their 

training from the education center and once a month two guides from the 

education center join the group for a learning tour in Bet Guvrin - Maresha 

national park. Each of the tours focuses on a different theme, which takes 

place in a different part of the park.  

o In the framework of involvement with community the education center initiates 

cooperation with various sectors of the local population at different sites; 

contacts for this kind of cooperation are being held at the moment with 

Zoharim, a youth village of boarding school model, located less than 5 km 

from the national park. Zoharim is an educational-occupational institute for 

ultra-orthodox youth at risk. The planned cooperation for these disconnected 

youth will include guided tours, lectures and activity at the Bet Guvrin Maresha 

national park and at Adulam Grove Nature Reserve.  

o Relations with area residents and the authorities are very good. Most of the 

park’s personnel live in the surrounding communities and in the city of Kiryat 

Gat. 

o The national park encompasses agricultural and herding zones, which are 

economic endeavors for surrounding communities and as such are another 

way for the park to support area communities. 
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o Thousands of carob, almond and olive trees have been transplanted to rescue 

them during development of the area’s communities. In 2008, some 38,000 

geophytes were transplanted from the area of new communities in the Lachish 

region. Schoolchildren transplanted these bulbs and tubers under the direction 

and supervision of INPA specialists.  

Such activities take place from time to time according to need, the last one 

occurred in January 2013 when Kibbutz Bet Guvrin children together with the 

pre-military preparatory academy cadets transplanted geophytes from a 

nearby area where infrastructure works are carried out to the "Blossoming 

Trail", which passes between the Sidonian burial caves and the Bell Caves.       

 

o Archaeological Activities: Ongoing archaeological activity is another channel 

for public involvement with the national park and for inculcating its heritage 

values. "Archaeological Seminars", a commercial enterprise that has been 

excavating at Maresha for many years, provides an archaeological 

experience, mainly for young people from abroad, and constitutes another 

attraction to the site and thus transferring the property's values. (The company 

digs on the basis of a license from the IAA and with permit of the INPA). As 

required in any official archaeological excavation, it is directed by expert 

archaeologists and a scientific report of its results is published at the end of 

every season, and the excavations are accompanied by conservation. Thus, 

the endeavor also contributes for research of the site.  

5.j Staffing levels and expertise (professional, technical, maintenance) 

Training and Qualification at INPA  

Every new employee, general or maintenance worker at INPA sites takes part in a 

week-long course of advanced study. Afterward they gain experience by working at 

their assigned site. Only after two years as temporary workers and after having 

proven their compatibility to the demands of the job, are they granted the status of 

permanent staff member. The INPA wishes to improve its workers qualifications; after 

serving a while in their specific tasks, permanent staff members are sent to take part 

in various courses and continuing education programs related to their work.   

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park staff 

There are 11 staff members at Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park; 8–9 of whom are 

the permanent nucleus, dealing with the day-to-day running of the national park. 

Another few are regular per-diem workers. All staff members are requested to be nice 
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with visitors and treat them kindly and efficiently. The number of personnel on any 

given day varies depending on the situation in the park at various seasons (for 

example, wildflower blossoming season brings particularly large numbers of visitors) 

and in keeping with events held in the park. Additional personnel come as required 

from the INPA or from a human resources company. 

Permanent staff at the park holds the following functions: 

1. The national park Director, Mr. Sharon Tal, an architectural draftsman by 

profession, has been working for the INPA since September 2001, while serving in 

this post since February 2009. For the previous six years he was the regional 

supervisor for the Judean Mountains and supervisor of infrastructure. Prior to that, he 

was operations manager at a landscaping company working throughout the country. 

Mr. Tal has completed courses and in-service training at the INPA, including a new 

rangers' course, a series of field seminars for rangers and site directors, training in 

off-road driving, courses in fire observation, advanced supervision and enforcement, 

investigation and interrogation, a security officers' course and an ecology course in 

nature conservation.  

(Until February 2009, Shlomi Arama served as park director and deputy director of the 

Lowlands and Coast region. Mr. Arama, who has worked for the INPA for 26 years, 

has been director at three different national parks. Much of the information about the 

national park was given courtesy of Mr. Arama). 

2. Deputy Director and workers' manager: Shimon Elkobi, started this job in 2009, 

after being in charge of on-going work and maintenance in Ashkelon National Park. 

Mr. Elkobi has been working for the INPA for about 12 years. Prior to his work in INPA 

Mr. Elkobi worked in other firms as workers' manager. Among the courses he has 

completed in the framework of INPA are maintenance, security assistance and safety, 

enforcement and field workshop.   

3. Cashier and scheduling director: Sigal Lugassi. Ms. Lugassi has been working at 

the INPA for 15 years. She has completed courses in accounting on three levels and 

a course in organizational communication. 

4. Office manager: Yael Waya. Ms. Waya has been working at the INPA for 10 years, 

and has completed a computer course. 

5. Shop manager: Jana Gurionov. Ms. Gurionov has been working at the INPA for 12 

years. 
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6. Four staff members are responsible for ongoing tasks at the park including 

supervision, enforcement, landscaping, maintaining facilities and other maintenance 

tasks, cleaning, conservation, safety. Their tasks also involve flora, including 

spraying, particularly against weeds. These staff members are: 

INPA for 15 years, has completed courses in conservation and reconstruction, 

conservation maintenance and enforcement. David  is the person in charge of the 

conservation work at site (See also Section 4.a). 

Gadi Shlezinger, who has worked for the INPA for five years, has a B.A. in history 

and Middle Eastern studies and has completed a rangers' course. 

Ephra'im Ishakov, who has worked at the INPA for 6 years. 

Shlomo Zangi, who has worked at the INPA for 15 years. 

On peak days of visitor pressure, staffing is at its height and includes approximately 

15 people in addition to personnel working in the amphitheater (where the events are 

held). These staff members open and close the caves, open the entrance for 

subscribers, answer phones and operate two cashier stations, particularly helping 

with parking to take full advantage of available parking spaces, and with customer 

service to handle subscription sales. (Personnel working in these functions are: the 

event director; two cashiers, one person handling the phones, four ushers for the 

cashier lines, a salesperson for subscriptions, a compound supervisor, a supervisor of 

parking attendants and a cleaning crew of four. Two security people are stationed at 

the park gate; personnel on duty at the entrance join the rest of the team in clean-up 

after pressure at the gate eases). 

Some of the INPA workers are veterans in the organization and in the park and are 

very experienced in their jobs. The younger people have taken various training 

courses and also learn from veteran personnel; in this way park staff transmits 

information and knowledge about care and maintenance of the park from generation 

to generation. The national park operates day and night and therefore on-the-job 

experience is of the utmost importance to function efficiently in situations of visitor 

pressure (particularly at nighttime events). 
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6. Monitoring 

The property – the caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin, is fragile and vulnerable. These 

caves that many of which became multiple subterranean systems are cut into soft 

and friable chalk and might collapse without warning; in addition to the destructive 

effect, such a collapse might threaten visitor safety. 

 The caves are defined as antiquities, as well as the vestiges of structures built above 

or nearby these caves, and must be treated as such. All the ancient remains must be 

conserved and sometimes restored or reconstructed to maintain them, including 

elements inside the caves, in proper condition, to prevent their collapse, as well as 

for structural and safety reasons. Thus, continuous monitoring of the caves and of 

the vestiges in their vicinity is essential to remain apprised of their condition, to 

pinpoint changes in a timely fashion and to respond appropriately. Monitoring that 

has been carried out at the property meets this need. 

The caves (and other archaeological remains) within Bet Guvrin-Maresha National 

Park that have been adapted for public visits are monitored on an ongoing basis by 

the body that manages it, the INPA. The national park's team in charge of managing 

the site and maintaining it in good condition cares for it as required by international 

conventions and INPA regulations, based on annual and seasonal site-specific plans 

involving the necessary experts. Monitoring is part of ongoing maintenance as 

determined by strict INPA work procedures.  

In the framework of ongoing maintenance the park's caves and various sites are 

surveyed at regular intervals and when a problem is identified, solutions are 

immediately sought. INPA experts from specific fields such as conservation, 

structural safety or architecture are called upon to inspect and supervise with 

archaeologists and/or others, both during regular maintenance as per the work plan 

or to deal with a problem that may arise unexpectedly. These individuals recommend 

treatment if necessary, and see to implementation. As in regard with other aspects of 

treating antiquities sites, the IAA is involved with the monitoring issues as well. 

6.a.  Key indicators for measuring state of conservation 

The main indicators for measuring the property's state of conservation are the 

following: 

o Appearance of the site following visual survey and examination by national 

park staff. 

o Data collected from the sensors in the bell caves. 
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o Findings of inspections by experts, both regular according to a work plan and 

occasional as per need when they specifically called in. 

 

The caves were conserved or partly restored according to a conservation program, 

which was followed by a conservation maintenance program. The monitoring process 

involves the checking the way the conserved elements have responded, and/or 

changed, as a result of the conservation work already implemented, along with 

evaluating the impact of various factors. When the park staff identifies problems over 

the course of monitoring, they inform the people in charge, whether to the park 

director or to the conservators involved, who consequently implement the required 

work based on the conclusions of the monitoring process. 

  

6.b.  Administrative arrangements for monitoring property 

Due to the crumbly nature of the soft rock into which the caves are dug, the issues of 

maintenance and safety are intertwined with administrative arrangements for 

monitoring at all caves and sites in the national park that have been adapted for 

public visits. That fragile character of the caves means that without suitable 

maintenance they may hold risks to both visitors and the property's elements 

themselves.  

Rules of behavior and warnings appear both on signs and in pamphlets, as part of 

adapting these sites for public visits. Warnings include the dangers of straying from 

the path, falling into open pits, visiting caves that have not been adapted for the 

public, and the dangers of slipping, rappelling, cliff-climbing, and the like. 

In Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park administrative arrangements are clearly 

enshrined in INPA regulations and operations manuals. These administrative 

arrangements constitute the rules for operating the sites, integrally including the 

monitoring, and are carried out literally and strictly as described below. (Some more 

information is available in Sections 4.a and 5.c; detailed information is found in "Bet 

Guvrin Regional Management and Conservation Portfolio", 2008).  

Administrative arrangements of Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park are carried out at 

two main levels: that of regular practice by national park personnel enshrined in the 

operations manual and directives published by the park director and his superiors, 

and that of outside experts (who are not on the permanent park staff). 
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Park personnel undertake regular work to maintain the park and its assets, including 

supervision, oversight, enforcement, landscaping, clean-up, conservation, repairs 

and examination of facilities in terms of safety and cleanliness. Landscaping work 

also involves treatment of flora, including spraying to prevent weeds from 

overrunning the antiquities and to preserve the natural look of the national park. Flora 

is monitored and treated to prevent overgrowth as part of the conservation 

maintenance and the protection of the built heritage at the site. Drainage around the 

caves is monitored for the same reason. 

The Sidonian burial caves, together with the other caves treated at Maresha and Bet 

Guvrin, are the highlight of a visit to the national park and are the most precious 

assets at these sites. The caves are well-maintained: They are checked a number of 

times daily by national park personnel, particularly those involved in conservation and 

conservation maintenance, and by INPA experts (among them architect Ze’ev 

Margalit, the INPA's director of the Conservation and Development Department, 

conservation and development personnel from the Central District, Dr. Tsvika Tsuk, 

the INPA’s director of Archaeology and Heritage Department, and others). These 

caves are monitored on a regular basis with the cooperation and oversight of IAA 

experts. The overall status of the conservation, restoration and maintenance of these 

caves is excellent; if problems arise they are identified and dealt with immediately.  

The park staff works to ensure the wellbeing and safety of visitors: All caves adapted 

for public visits are checked daily, including conservation, electrical systems and 

drainage systems around the caves, as well as crumbling or peeling areas and for 

wear-and-tear by visitors that necessitates treatment or replacement of modern 

additions in the caves, such as steps or railings. Research on the stability of the rock 

by scientists from Ben-Gurion University is underway at the bell caves that are open 

to the public. They have inserted sensors to track stability and do other ongoing 

research. As mentioned, the INPA invested about $25,000 in the sensors in 2008.  

The visitor trail is also checked daily, and visitors are warned orally, by signage and 

in the pamphlet not to deviate from the trail because of the huge number of open pits 

and the concern over the possibility that new pits will suddenly open up. Ongoing 

supervision in the trail (and in the entire park) also includes prevention of littering, 

vandalism and the prevention of damage to the antiquities by visitors.  

Outside experts carry out tasks to solve problems park staff cannot solve or those 

that INPA rules require experts to deal with or supervise solutions. To solve such 

problems, as well as for treatment or periodic monitoring without reference to specific 
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problems, officials from the INPA head office are called in, including the conservation 

and development architect or the chief archaeologist, as well as IAA personnel. 

These experts guide the implementation of solutions, which may be carried out by 

national park staff, outside experts or in other ways.  

6.c.  Results of previous reporting exercises 

The monitoring in Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park is based on a number of 

sources: 

 Final reports/maintenance reports filed by experts containing conclusions 

drawn from previous treatments and from the cumulative experience of work 

at the site. The professionals working at INPA sites – conservators, 

architects, engineers, and others – are required by the terms of their contract 

with the INPA to file a final report with instructions for treatment and 

maintenance of the monuments they have worked on. These reports serve as 

a guide/manual for the local team and contain, among other, the directions of 

monitoring the property in order to distinguish changes and pinpoint 

problematic changes to be taken care of. Archaeological excavation reports 

also serve in some cases as a source of information for treating the different 

sites.  

 Sensor data collected from the bell caves arranged for visits in the Bet 

Guvrin-Maresha National Park: Based on the data from this continually 

transmitting system, elements are reinforced, supports are constructed and 

any other treatment required is implemented.  

 INPA sources – directives included in the INPA regulations, in the Regional 

management and conservation portfolio and in the maintenance manual, all of 

which are the guidebooks specific for Bet Guvrin Maresha National Park. 

These directives are based on international rules and professional ethics in 

these and other areas of expertise as well as on direct experience amassed 

by the staff at site who are well familiar and minded to the wide scope of the 

property's sensitiveness and necessities. 

 Oral directives based on experience communicated among officials are a very 

efficient means of reporting.  

 

It is important to note that directives are updated from time to time in keeping with 

changes in conditions at the site and as new information is published in the 

professional literature. 
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7.      Documentation 

7.a Photographs, slides, image inventory and authorization table and 

other audiovisual materials 

Image inventory and photograph and audiovisual authorization form 

Photos in the Nomination Dossier 

Id.No. 
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(slide/ 

print/ 

video) 

Caption - 
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the table 
a numbered 
list of caps.    
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photo 

(mo/ye) 

Photo 

grapher/ 

Director 
of the  

video 

Copyright 
owner + 

Contact details of 
copyright owner + 

Non 
exclusive 
cession of 
rights 

 Scanning 1-2) p. 16   Kloner, 2003 Book Confirmed 

 Photo 3) p. 19 11/12  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk  

tsuk@npa.org.ill 

972-2-5005425 

Confirmed 

 Photo 4) p. 19 2007  INPA 
Central 
District 
archive 

Mz.mercaz@npa.org.il 

972‐3‐9150400 

Confirmed 

 Scanning 5) p. 24   Kloner, 1996  Confirmed

 Photo 6) p. 36 10/10  Esti Ben 
Haim 

benhaimf@zahav.net.il 

972-50-2512026 

Confirmed 

 Scanning 7) p. 36   Kloner, 2003 Book Confirmed 

 Scanning 8) p. 38   Kloner, 2003 Book Confirmed

 Scanning 9) p. 39   Kloner, 2003 Book Confirmed

 Scanning 10-11) p. 43   Kloner, 1996 Book Confirmed

 Scanning 12) p.44   Kloner, 1996 Book Confirmed 

 Scanning 13) p.46   Kloner, 1996 Book Confirmed 

 Scanning 14-15) p.47   Kloner, 1996 Book Confirmed 

 Photo 16) p.47 12/08  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed 

 Scanning 17) p.48   Kloner 
1996 

Book Confirmed 

 Scanning 18) p.49   Kloner, 1996 Book Confirmed 

 Photo 19) p.50 12/08  Dr. Tsvika 
 Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed 
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Photo 
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Copyright 
owner + 
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copyright owner + 
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exclusive 
cession of 
rights 

 Photo 20) p.50 12/08  Esti Ben 
Haim 

benhaimf@zahav.net.il 
972‐50‐2512026 

Confirmed 

 Photo 21) p.50 12/08  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed 

 Photo 22) p.51 12/08  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed 

 Photo 23) p.51 10/10  Esti Ben 
Haim 

benhaimf@zahav.net.il 
972‐50‐2512026 

Confirmed 

 Photo 24) p.51 12/08  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed 

 Scanning 25) p.52   Kloner, 1993 Book
 Niqrot Zurim 19 

Confirmed 

 Scanning 26) p.54   Kloner, 1996 Book Confirmed 

 Scanning 27) p.55   Kloner, 1996 Book Confirmed 

 Photo 27-28) p.56 07/09  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed 

 Scanning 29) p.58   Kloner, 2003 Book Confirmed 

 Photo 30) p.60 

31) p.60 

32) p.60 

2007 

2006 

2007 

 

N.Levy 

INPA 
Central 
District 
archive 

Mz.mercaz@npa.org.il 

972‐3‐9150400 

Confirmed 

 Photo 33) p.61 2006 Niv 

Levy 

INPA 
Central 
District 
archive 

Mz.mercaz@npa.org.il 

972‐3‐9150400 

Confirmed 

 Scanning 34) p.62   Kloner, 2003 Book Confirmed 

 Photo 35) p.65 12/08  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed 

 Photo 36-38) p.65 12/08  Esti Ben 
Haim 

benhaimf@zahav.net.il 
972‐50‐2512026 

Confirmed 

 Illustratio
n 

39) p.67 2005  INPA 
Signage and 
Interpretatio
n  
Department 

yuval.artman@npa.org.il 

972‐2‐5005485 

Confirmed 

 Photo 40) p.68 10/10  Esti Ben 
Haim 

benhaimf@zahav.net.il 
972‐50‐2512026 

Confirmed 

 Scanning 41) p.68   Kloner, 1996 Book Confirmed 

 Photo 42-47) p.69 11/12  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il  Confirmed 
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972‐2‐5005425 

 Scanning 48) p.70   Avni, Dahari, 
Kloner, 2008 

Book Confirmed 

 Photo 49) p.70 11/12  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed 

 Photo 50-54) p.70 

 

11/12  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed 

 Photo 55-58)  
p.71-72 

11/12  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed 

 Photo 59) p.72 10/10  Esti Ben 
Haim 

benhaimf@zahav.net.il 
972‐50‐2512026 

Confirmed 

 Photo 60-63) p.73 11/12  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed  

 Photo 64-67) p.74 01/13  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed 

 Scanning 68) p.76   Kloner and 
Frumkin, 
1989 

Book Confirmed 

 Scanning 69-71) p.77   Kloner and 
Frumkin, 
1989 

Book Confirmed 

 Photo 72-88)  

p.78-79 

11-12/12  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed 

 Scanning 89) p.84   Avni, Dahari, 
Kloner, 2008 

Book Confirmed 

 Scanning 90-92) p.87   Avni, Dahari, 
Kloner, 2008 

Book Confirmed 

 Scanning 93-95) p.89   Avni, Dahari, 
Kloner, 2008 

Book Confirmed  

 Scanning 96-100) 
p.90 

  Avni, Dahari, 
Kloner, 2008 

Book Confirmed 

 Scanning 101) p.91   Avni, Dahari, 
Kloner, 2008 

Book Confirmed 

 Photo 102-103) 
p.169 

12/08  Esti Ben 
Haim 

benhaimf@zahav.net.il 
972‐50‐2512026 

Confirmed 

 Photo 104-105) 
p.177 

01/09  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed 

 Photo 106-107) 
p.186 

12/08  Esti Ben 
Haim 

benhaimf@zahav.net.il 
972‐50‐2512026 

Confirmed 

 Photo 108) p.187 12/08  Esti Ben 
Haim 

benhaimf@zahav.net.il 
972‐50‐2512026 

Confirmed 
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 Photo 109) p.193 12/08  Esti Ben 
Haim 

benhaimf@zahav.net.il 
972‐50‐2512026 

Confirmed 

 Scanning 110) p.194 11/04  INPA 
Publications 
Unit 

adi@npa.org.il  
972‐2‐5006246 

Confirmed 

 Photo 111) p.197 12/08  Esti Ben 
Haim 

benhaimf@zahav.net.il 
972‐50‐2512026 

Confirmed 

 Photo 112) p.197 12/08  Dr. Tsvika 
Tsuk 

tsuk@npa.org.il 
972‐2‐5005425 

Confirmed 

 Photo 113) p.199 2007  INPA 
Central 
District 
archive 

Mz.mercaz@npa.org.il 

972-3-9150400 

Confirmed 

 Scanning 114) p.199   Kloner, 1996 Book Confirmed 

 

Photos - List of Captions in the Nomination Dossier 

1) Geological map of central Israel with Maresha at the center (Kloner, 2003) 

2) East‐west section of Judea, south of Jerusalem (Kloner, 2003) 

3) Open spaces – typical landscape at the nomination area 

4) The view from Bet Guvrin – natural woodlands and agricultural lots 

5) Aerial view of Tel Maresha and surroundings (Kloner, 1996) 

6) A schematic figure, probably of a deity, carved in one of the subterranean complexes 

7) A cultic niche in the oil press of Subterranean Complex 44 (Kloner, 2003) 

8) The northern necropolis of Maresha, general plan (Kloner, 2003)  

9) Burial Cave 500 at Maresha, plan and section (Kloner, 2003) 

10) A burial cave with niches typical to Maresha, in the northern cemetery (Kloner,1996) 

11) The "Polish Cave" at Maresha (Kloner, 1996) 

12) The Columbarium Cave (Subterranean Complex 30) at Maresha (Kloner, 1996) 
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13) Olive oil plant in use – reconstruction of the producing process/ The crushing and   
       pressing installations (Kloner, 1996) 

14) Olive oil plant before reconstruction (Kloner, 1996) 

15) The olive oil plant – general plan (Kloner, 1996) 

16) Olive oil plant: the main hall with weight inside the weight trenches/ The crushing 
       installation 

17) The system of underground cisterns, plan (Kloner, 1996) 

18) 'Sandahanna Cave' (Pictureque Palestine III, 1880, in Kloner, 1996) 

19) Maresha, Area 53 

20) Maresha, Area 53: barrel‐vaulted roofed staircase leading from on‐surface dwelling 
       to the underground system below 

21) Maresha, Area 53: barrel‐vaulted roofed staircase leading from on‐surface dwelling 
       to the underground system below 

22) The lower part of an illuminated subterranean cistern in Maresha 

23) A subterranean cistern in Maresha, a view from above   

24) A beautifully carved staircase with banister leading down to a cistern's bottom 

25) Maresha – Plan of subterranean complex no.61 

26) Reconstruction of two rows of holes to use as handholds for the climbing out from 
       the shaft (Kloner, 1996) 

27) Cistern A18 (Kloner, 1996) 

28) A domed roof built inside Subterranean Complex 89 

29) An inscription of the Greek name YABEDA, engraved on a rock in Subterranean 
       Complex 89 

30) Apollophanes Cave (Tomb I) in Maresha – plan and sections (Kloner, 2003) 

31) Apollophanes Cave – the main hall 

32) Apollophanes Cave – decoration details 

33) Cave of Musicians ‐ Tomb II 

34) Cave of Musicians (Tomb II) in Maresha – plan and section (Kloner, 2003) 

35‐38) Bell‐shaped caves of Bet Guvrin 

39) The process of hewing the bell caves 

40) The open area that lies between the complexes of Avigail and Halulim Caves 

41) Plan of the complexes of 'Avigail' Cave and Halulim Cave, known as "The Bell  
       Caves of Bet Guvrin" (Kloner, 1996) 
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42‐47) Ahino'am Cave, different views; the soft chalk overlaid by 'nari' is clearly 
             discerned 

48) South cemetery of Bet Guvrin; burial caves cut by Ahino'am Cave (Avni, Dahari, 
       Kloner, 2008) 

49) A burial cave cut by Ahino'am Cave 

50‐54) Burial caves that were cut by Ahino'am Cave in the south cemetery of Bet Guvrin 

55‐58) The Bustan Cave, different views 

59) The Bustan Cave 

60‐61) The Cave of the Horses – installations of the olive oil plant from the Byzantine 
             period 

62) The Cave of the Horses – a lengthwise corridor inside the cave 

63) The Cave of the Horses – the entrance 

64‐67) The Cave of the Horses – carved rock decorations from the Roman period  

68) The Niqbot Cave (The Cave of the Tunnels) – general plan (Kloner and Frumkin,  
       1989) 

69) The Niqbot Cave / the groundwater cave– the southern system of water tunnels 
       (Kloner and Frumkin, 1989) 

70) The Niqbot Cave the groundwater cave / – the northern system of water tunnels 
       (Kloner and Frumkin, 1989) 

71) The Niqbot Cave the groundwater cave / – vertical projection of the karstic passage  
       (Kloner and Frumkin, 1989) 

72) The beginning of the northern natural karstic passage 

73) The sole horizontal entry opening to the Niqbot Cave, a look from outside 

74) The passage from the outer entry to the burrow leading to the inside of the Niqbot 
       Cave 

75) A lower passage between two bell shaped pits; the bottom is dried mud that 
       "shrank" and looks like a quarry 

76) An opening of a bell‐shaped pit in the Niqbot Cave 

77‐78) Bell‐shaped pits in the center of the Niqbot Cave 

79) The end of the entry tunnel to the Niqbot Cave 

80) The entry tunnel to the Niqbot Cave 

81) A rock‐shelf quarried in the side‐wall of one of the bell‐shaped pits in the Niqbot 
       Cave 
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82‐83) Bell‐shaped pits in the center of the Niqbot Cave that were quarried in the Early 
             Muslim period and cut through the water system from the Roman period   

84) A blocked upper opening of one of the bell‐shaped pits in the Niqbot Cave 

85) A narrow tunnel inside the Niqbot Cave 

86) The northern low tunnel that most likely used for transporting groundwater to the 
       city of Bet Guvrin 

87) The northern high tunnel that most likely used for transporting groundwater to the 
       city of Bet Guvrin 

88) A curved section of the north karstic passage in the Niqbot Cave 

89) The cemeteries of Bet Guvrin, location map (Avni, Dahari and Kloner, 2008) 

90) Cave I.28 in Bet Guvrin South Cemetery (Avni, Dahari and Kloner, 2008)/ Plan and  
       section 

91) Cave I.28 in Bet Guvrin South Cemetery (Avni, Dahari and Kloner, 2008)/ Isometric 
       reconstruction 

92) Cave I.28 in Bet Guvrin South Cemetery (Avni, Dahari and Kloner, 2008)/ General  
       view 

93) Cave I.12 in Bet Guvrin South Cemetery (Avni, Dahari and Kloner, 2008)/ Plan 

94) Cave I.12 in Bet Guvrin South Cemetery (Avni, Dahari and Kloner, 2008)/ Reliefs of  
      Menorahs 

95) Cave I.12 in Bet Guvrin South Cemetery (Avni, Dahari and Kloner, 2008)/ Section 

96‐98) Cave I.12 in Bet Guvrin South Cemetery (Avni, Dahari and Kloner, 2008)/ Reliefs 
             of Menorahs, lulav and etrog 

99‐100) Cave I.12 in Bet Guvrin South Cemetery (Avni, Dahari and Kloner, 2008)/ Burial 
                chambers with arcosolium  

101)  Cave II.37 in Bet Guvrin East Cemetery: Plan and section (Avni, Dahari and Kloner,  
          2008) 

102) Metal steps over original steps for protecting the original, the method used in the 
          subterranean complexes in Maresha 

103) A reconstructed arch for reinforcement in a bell cave in Bet Guvrin 

104‐105) Meeting no. 35 of Israel World Heritage Committee held in one of the bell  
                  caves at Bet Guvrin Maresha National Park on 8th January 2009 

106‐107) Bet Guvrin Maresh National Park ‐ the touring route at the nomination area  
                 with decorative pillars to mark the trail 

108) An iron grill blocking an open pit in the nomination area  

109) Bet Guvrin Maresh National Park ‐ a shade on the touring route for the  
          convenience of visitors 
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110) Bet Guvrin Maresh National Park – the recommended tour 

111) Bet Guvrin Maresh National Park – direction sign at the nomination area numbered 
          according to the site pamphlet 

112) Bet Guvrin Maresh National Park – an interpretation sign illustrating the 
          phenomenon of the bell caves  

113) Spring blossoming of wildflowers at the nomination area 

114) Blossoming in Maresha – general view of the Tel Marsha (the upper city) and the 
          lower city's area, looking nort  (Kloner, 1996) 
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Maps – List of Captions (In the nomination dossier) 

1. The Location of the Caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin within the 

state of Israel (Map no. 1). 

2. The Location the Nominated Caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin 

Topographic map (Map no. 2).  

3. The Caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin - Designated Land Use 

(Map no. 3).  

4. The The Caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin - Geological map (Map 

no. 4). 

 

Statutory Maps – List of Captions (In the Addenda Secction) 

5. Annex N - Bet Guvrin Maresha National Park in Regional Master 

Plan 4/14 (30.3.99) 

6. Annex N1 - Bet Guvrin Maresha National Park Detailed Plan 

232/03/6 (23.2.89) 

7. Annex M - National Master Plan 35 (a Section) (4.1.2006) 
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AUTHORIZATION 

1.   I, ……………………………………………………………………………… 

the undersigned, hereby grant free of charge to Unesco the non‐exclusive right for the legal term of copyright to 

reproduce and use in accordance with the terms of paragraph 2 of the present authorization throughout the 

world the photographs(s) and/or slide(s) described in paragraph 4.  

2.   I  understand  that  the  photograph(s)  and/or  slide(s)  described  in  paragraph  4  of  the  present 

authorization will be used by Unesco to disseminate information on the sites protected under the World Heritage 

Convention in the following ways: 

(a) Unesco publications;  

(b) co‐editions  with  private  publishing  houses  for  World  Heritage 
publications:  a  percentage  of  the  profits  will  be  given  to  the  World 
Heritage Fund;  

(c) postcards –  to be  sold at  the  sites protected under  the World Heritage 
Convention through national parks services or antiquities (profits,  if any, 
will be divided between the services  in question and the World Heritage 
Fund); 

(d) slide  series  –  to  be  sold  to  schools,  libraries,  other  institutions  and 
eventually at the sites (profits, if any, will go to the World Heritage Fund);  

(e) exhibitions, etc.  

3.   I also understand that  I shall be free to grant the same rights to any other eventual user but without 

any prejudice to the rights granted to Unesco.  

4.   The  list  of  photograph(s)  and/or  slide(s)  for  which  the  authorization  is  given  is  attached.  (Please 

describe in the attachment the photographs and give for each a complete caption and the year of production or, 

if published, of first publication). 

5.   All photographs and/or slides will be duly credited. The photographer’s moral rights will be respected. 

Please indicate the exact wording to be used for the photographic credit.  

6.   I hereby declare and certify that I am duly authorized to grant the rights mentioned in paragraph 1 of 

the present authorization. 

7.   I hereby undertake to indemnify Unesco, and to hold it harmless of any  responsibility, for any damages 

resulting from any violation of the certification mentioned under paragraph 6 of the present authorization. 

8.   Any differences or disputes which may arise from the exercise of the rights granted to Unesco will be 

settled in a friendly way. Reference to courts or arbitration is excluded.  

______________                ___________              ___________________________________ 

Place       Date                    Signature, title or function of the person duly   

               authorized            
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7.b.  Texts relating to protective designation, documented management 

systems and extracts of other plans relevant to the property 

Protective Designation 

The material related to protective designation includes texts, plans and maps and is 

assembled in the Addenda Section of this dossier. Other programs, like conservation, 

presentation or archaeological excavations, as well as the management system, are 

detailed throughout this dossier without specific annexes. The material related to 

protective designation, referred to in different Sections of the nomination dossier 

[Section 5.b (legislation), 5.c (means of implementation) and 5.e (excerpts from 

copies of management systems) in particular], is presented in the Addenda Section, 

as the follows: 

Legislation (referred to Section 5.b) 

1. Annex X – Israel Lands Administration (ILA) Law, 1960. 

2. Annex P - The Planning and Building Law, 1965, including Amendment 31 

(Fourth Edition), 1991 to the Law – plan for site conservation ("Site 

Preservation Scheme"). 

3. Annex A - The Antiquities Law, 1978. 

4. Annex A1 - The Antiquities Authority Law, 1989.  

5. Annex A2 - Agreement between the INPA and the IAA, 2005 (it is not a law)  

6. Annex R - The National Parks, Nature Reserves, National Sites and Memorial 

Sites Law, 1998.  

 

Statutory Documents (referred to Section 5.c) 

Bet Guvrin Maresha National Park 

1. Annex N - Bet Guvrin Maresha National Park in Regional Master Plan 4/14 of 

the South District 

2. Annex N1 - Bet Guvrin Maresha National Park Detailed Plan 232/03/6 for “Bet 

Guvrin Caves National Park” of Ashkelon sub-district, Shikmim sub-subdistrict 

3. Annex N2 - Bet Guvrin Maresha National Park - The text (in Hebrew) 

explaining the 232/03/6 plan and its goals  

4. Annex N3 - Bet Guvrin Maresha National Park - The declaration of Bet Guvrin 

Maresha National Park published in the Regulations Digest, no. 5166, on 

February 23, 1989.  
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5. Annex A3 –The IAA's declarations of caves within the nominated area as 

'Antiquities Sites', published in Regulations Digests. 

 

National Master Plan 35 

Annex M - National Master Plan 35 - A Section of the National Master Plan where the 

property's area and its buffer zone (and Bet Guvrin Maresha National Park) are 

marked.  

Management systems (referred to Section 5.e) 

Annex Y - Israel Nature and Parks Authority – General Background 

Annex Y1 – Excerpts from "Regional management and conservation portfolio", 2008, for Bet 

Guvrin-Maresha National Park (In Hebrew, List of contents is translated, contents of which 

are found throughout the dossier's relevant sections).  

Annex Y2 - "Monitoring of rock movement in the Bell Cave in Bet Guvrin – Maresha 

National Park", December 2011 (In Hebrew).  

 

7.c.  Form and date of most recent records or inventory of the property 

Most recent records of the property, including archaeological finds in the process of 

research and analysis (which belong to the state of Israel) are to be found at the 

offices of the archaeologists who excavated the property, among them:  

Prof. Amos Kloner, e-mail address: klonera@mail.biu.ac.il. 

Dr. Ian Stern, e-mail address: stern@archesem.com.    

Copies of the excavations reports at the end of each digging season are submitted to 

the IAA Archaeological Division and to the INPA Chief Archaeologist, Dr. Tsvika Tsuk, 

e-mail address: tsuk@npa.org.il.   

It should be noted that the large quantity of finds unearthed at Maresha (in particular) 

and at Bet Guvrin has generated a thorough on-going research, which constantly 

yields a lot of scientific publications; a few of the most recent works are assembled in 

the Addenda Section. 

The recent comprehensive publications in regard with the results of archaeological 

work carried out at the property are the following (see further publications including 

newly published articles in Section 7.e): 
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o Kloner, A., 2003. Maresha Exavations Final Report I Subterranean Complexes 

21,44,70, Israel Antiquities Authority Reports No. 17, Jerusalem. 

o Erlich, A. and Kloner, A., 2008. Maresha Exavations Final Report II, Hellenistic 

Terracotta Figurines from the 1989-1996 seasons, Israel Antiquities Authority Reports 

No. 35, Jerusalem. 

o Avni, G., Dahari, U.and Kloner, A. 2008. The Necropolis of Bet Guvrin-Eleutheropolis. 

Israel Antiquities Authority Reports No. 36, Jerusalem. 

o Eshel, E., Erlich, A., Kloner, A.,Finkeielstejn, G. and Korzakova, H., 2010. Maresha 

Exavations Final Report III, Epigraphic Finds from the 1989-2000 seasons. Israel 

Antiquities Authority Reports No. 45, Jerusalem. 

o Kloner, A., 2008. Beth Guvrin. in: Stern E. et al. (eds.) The New Encyclopedia of 

Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land vol. 5. Jerusalem and Washington. pp. 

1606-1609 (An update to Vol. 1of 1993, pp.195-201). 

o Kloner, A., 2008, Maresha (Marisa), in: Stern E. et al. (eds.) The New Encyclopedia 

of Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land, Jerusalem and Washington. Vol. 5, 

pp. 1918-1925 (An update to Vol. 3 of 1993, pp. 948-957). 

All other records, including conservation reports and planning, administrative and 

management documents are archived mainly at the INPA and the IAA offices. 

However, of special attention in this context we note the following offices: 

Bet Guvrin – Maresha National Park, INPA Planning and Development Department, 

INPA Archaeology and Heritage Department and IAA Conservation Department (for 

details and addresses see Sections 7.d, 8.b and 8.c). These offices have also the 

contact details with the conservators who treated the property and wrote the 

conservation plans and final and maintenance reports of their work.  

A small selection of the mentioned documents, part of which exists in digital form and 

part in hard copies, are presented in the Addenda Section. 

7.d.  Address where inventory, records and archives are held  

The required addresses are presented hereby according to the locations of:  

*  Finds from the excavations of Maresha and Bet Guvrin 

*  Archaeological reports and scientific publications  

*  Conservation and monitoring reports and development plans 

Finds from the excavations of Maresha and Bet Guvrin 

According to law the antiquities that are uncovered in archaeological excavations in 

Israel or are found, collected or exposed by chance, belong to the state of Israel. The 

IAA, through the National Treasures Department, is in charge of registering, 
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photographing and the complete scientific and computerized documentation of the 

antiquities. This documentation serves as a principal data bank for researchers and 

curators in Israel and abroad.  

All the finds from the excavations of Maresha and Bet Guvrin, except for the few that 

are on display (most of which in the Israel Museum in Jerusalem), are stored in the 

storage facilities of the National Treasures Department according to the following 

distribution:  

Finds and objects already published (in final reports and various scientific 

publications) are stored in the National Treasures Department storage facilities in Bet 

Shemesh: 6, Amal St., Western Industrial Park, Bet Shemesh, 99052, (P.O.Box 

81039) Israel.    

 

Finds and objects, which are in the process of research and analysis and have not 

been yet published, are found in the transitional storerooms of the National 

Treasures Department at Har Hozevim, 5 Hamarpe St., Jerusalem, 97774, Israel. 

 

Special finds like coins, metal vessels and others are stored in the professional 

guarding storage installations of the IAA. 

 

Archaeological reports and scientific publications  

Archaeological reports and scientific publications pertain to the property are available 

in the archives and several departments of the IAA and INPA and in most of the 

academic libraries in Israel, as the following:  

o The IAA archives in Jerusalem hold scientific files from days of the British Mandate 

until the latest excavations. The files are available for study in the archive (only by 

appointment). The archives include, among other material, excavations' filing, updating 

of excavation files, plans and drawings and conservation maps, plans and archives.  

Tel. no. for contact: 972-2-6204684.   

o The IAA library located at the Rockefeller Museum (the location of IAA's Head 

Offices), P.O.B. 586 Jerusalem 91004 Israel.  

o The final reports and the excavators' field notes and records are available for 

excavators and researchers' use in a hall designated for this purpose in IAA's 

offices in Har Hozevim, 5 Hamarpe St., 97774, Jerusalem, Israel.  

(Field notes are kept also by the excavators themselves). 
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o Archaeological publications (scientific and popular) are held in INPA's central 

archive and various offices, among them at the followings locations: 

o INPA, Head Office, 3 Am Ve'Olamo St., Jerusalem 95463, Israel, mainly at 

the departments of Archaeology and Heritage and Development and Planning 

and at the central archive. 

o INPA Central District Offices: Afek National Park, P.O.B. 238, Rosh Ha'ayin, 

48101, Israel.  

o Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park offices:  Bet Guvrin National Park / the Bell Caves / 

Lachish Darom Mobile Post / 79370 / Israel. 

o Archaeological Seminars Institute / 9 Hartom St. Jerusalem 97775 Israel.  

Mailing address: P.O.Box 45210 Jerusalem 91450 

E-mail: office@archesem.com 

 

o Bar-Ilan University / The Martin (Szusz) Department of Land of Israel Studies 

and Archaeology / Ramat Gan 52900 Israel. 

Central library: Tel.: 972-3-5318486, Web: http://www.lib.biu.ac.il 

 
o The Hebrew University of Jerusalem / The Institute of Archaeology  

Mt. Scopus Campus, Jerusalem 91905 Israel. 

Library: ronitsh@savion.cc.huji.il http://www.archaeology.huji.ac.il/libr    

 

Conservation and monitoring reports and development plans 

 

Israel Nature and Parks Authority, Head Office, 3 Am Ve'Olamo St., Jerusalem 

95463, Israel (at the departments of Development and Planning and Archaeology 

and Heritage).  

INPA Central District Offices: Afek National Park, P.O.B. 238, Rosh Ha'ayin, 48101, 

Israel. 

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park Director's offices:  Bet Guvrin National Park / the Bell 

Caves / Lachish Darom Mobile Post / 79370 / Israel. 
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Conservation and monitoring reports 

The IAA's Conservation Department is the professional and scientific body for the 

preservation of Israel’s archaeological heritage, documentation of immovable objects 

destined for conservation, and execution of architectural and artistic preservation. 

Conservation plans and reports and in many cases also monitoring plans and reports are 

held in the Conservation Department, whose address is: Israel Antiquities Authority, the 

Rockefeller Museum, P.O.B. 586, Jerusalem 91004 Israel. 

 

Conservation reports are also available at the hold of the different conservators who 

carried out the conservation implementation at the property within the Bet Guvrin – 

Maresha National Park. 
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8. Contact Information of responsible authorities 

 

8.a.  Preparer 

Name: Esti (Esther) Ben Haim 

Title: Archaeologist & Geographer  

Address: 15, Shivtey Israel St. 

City, Province/State, Country: Ramat Ha'Sharon, 47266, Israel 

Tel: 972 – 3 – 5498686, 972 – 50 - 2512026 

Fax:: 972 – 3 - 5498686 

Email: benhaimf@zahav.net.il 

Co-preparer 

Name: Dr. Tsvika Tsuk 

Title:  Director of Archaeology and Heritage Department / Israel Nature and Parks 

Authority (INPA) 

Address: 3, Am Veolamo St. 

City, Province/State, Country Jerusalem, Israel 

Tel: 972 – 2 – 5005425, 972 – 50 – 5063188 

Fax: 972 – 2 – 5014861 

Email: tsuk@npa.org.il  

 

8.b.  Official Local Institution/Agency 

Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park 

Mr. Sharon Tal is the Director of Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park on behalf of the INPA.  

Mr. Sharon's mobile phone no, is: 972-57-7762271, his e-mail address is: tals@npa.org.il 
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The National Park's office phone no. is: 972 – 8 – 6603238, cashier's phone no., is: 972 – 8 – 

6811020, office's fax no. is: 972 – 8 – 6603238, e-mail address: gl.govrin@npa.org.il  

The National Park's mail address is: Bet Guvrin National Park / the Bell Caves / Lachish 

Darom Mobile Post / 79370 / Israel 

 

8.c.  Other local institutions 

INPA Head Office 

3, Am Ve'Olamo, Givat Shaul, Jerusalem, 95463 

Tel.: 972-2-500444, Fax.: 972-2-6529232 (See also in 8.d) 

INPA Central District 

Mr. Yigael Ben Ari is INPA Central District Director. Mr. Ben Ari's mobile phone no. 

is: 972 – 50 – 7233059, e-mail address is: yigael.ba@npa.org.il  

The INPA Central District office phone no. is: 972 – 3 – 9150400, fax no.: 972 – 3 – 

9024362, e-mail is: mz.mercaz@npa.org.il, snail mail address is: Afek National Park, 

P.O.B. 238, Rosh Ha'ayin, 48101, Israel    

INPA  Lowlands and Coast Education Center 

Ms. Livna Shamila is the Director of the INPA Lowlands and Coast Education 

Center. Ms. Shamila's phone no. in the office is: 972 – 8 - 6220833, and her mobile 

phone no, is: 972 – 57 – 2256154 

The Lowlands and Coast Education Center office phone no. is: 972 – 8 – 6739660, 

fax no. is: 972 – 8 – 6734227, e-mail address is: mh.hof@npa.org.il  

The Education Center office is located at Ashkelon; its snail address is: National Park 

Ashkelon / Lowlands and Coast Education Center / P.O.B 5535 / Ashkelon 78154, Israel 

Local Regional Councils 

The nominated property is located in the jurisdiction of two regional councils all of which have 

a great interest in that area. The regional councils are the follow: 

1. Yo'av Regional Council, headed by Ms. Matti Sarfatti-Harcavi, Ph.D. 

Website: www.yoav.org.il  E-mail address: lishka@yoav.org.il 

Phone no.: 972 – 8 – 8500702, fax no.: 972 – 8 – 8500750  
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Council's phone no.:972-8-8500707, fax no.:972-8-8500759 

Council's snail mail: Masmia, Shikmim mobile post, 79835 Israel 

 

2. Lachish Regional Council, headed by Mr. Dani Morvia. 

Website; www.lachish.org.il E-mail address: morvia@lachish.org.il  

and Tzila@lachish.org.il   

Phone no.: 972 – 8 – 6871653; fax no.: 972 – 8 – 6848176  

Council's phone no.:972-8-6871666 

Council's snail mail: Nehora, Lachish Darom mobile post, 79340 Israel 

 

Yo'av – Yehuda Tourism Association 

The Yo'av – Yehuda Tourism Association is common to the two regional councils, Yo'av and 

Lachish, and to a few other regional councils located nearby. The Ministry of Tourism, the 

Jewish Agency for Israel, Partnership 2000, INPA and KKL-JNF also participate with varying 

extent in this association.    

Mr. Shlomi Shaked is the Association's director general; his mobile phone no. is: 972 – 50 – 

5282004; his office phone no.: 972 – 5 – 8500706.  

Association's phone no.: 972 – 8 – 8502240; fax no.: 972 – 8 – 8500712. Website; 

www.touryoav.org.il  E-mail address: tour@yoav.org.il. The Association's snail mail address is: 

Yoav Regional Council, Shikmim mobile post, 79835 Israel 

 

8.d.  Official Web address 

The official website of INPA is: http://www.parks.org.il 

Contact name: The "contact us" section of the website details the means of contact according 

to: E-mail address, snail mail and telephone and fax numbers of INPA's Jerusalem and 

Regions offices.   

E-mail: info@parks.org.il. Spokesman: udovrut@npa.org.il 

Information Center and tour reservations:  moked@npa.org.il  

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/IsraelNaturParks 

All the other e-mail addresses mentioned above are available as well. 
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9. Signature on behalf of the State Party 
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Annex A3  

The declarations of IAA for caves and archaeological remains 
within the proposed nomination area as 'Antiquities Sites': 
Numbers of the Regulations Digests in which the declarations 
were published  

Ordinal 
number 

IAA's 
registration 
no.

IAA's 
supervision 
district

IAA's survey 
map no.

Site's nameRegulations 
Digest no. in 
which the site 
was published 

The page no. of 
the Regulations 
Digest

SW 
coordinate X 

SW 
coordinate 
Y 

NE 
coordinate 
X 

NE 
coordinate 
Y 

Site's area

19251828189000.0531611000.276190000.061612000.2761000003לעדה, ח'01249/04194
שיח' תמים, 11251/04194

אל- 
10911450189000.0449613000.267190000.061614000.2741000007

10911450189000.0449613000.267190000.061614000.2741000007חשא , ח' אל- 21252/04194
10911473190000.0524612000.276191000.068613000.2751000011בית גוברין31305/041107
מראשה, 41300/1441107

מערכת מס' 
78

00190230.0596611410.273190280.061611450.2791999.92778

עראק אבו 51362/041107
סרדאב

10911473191000.06612000.267192000.076613000.2751000011.111

10911474191000.0682611000.276192000.076612000.2761000003רסם ע'טש, ח'61360/041107

10911473191000.06613000.267192000.076614000.2741000011.111עדה, ח'71364/041107
מראשה, 81300/2541107

מערכת מס' 
51

00190320.0584610950.275190480.066611020.27511200.49778

חמדה, ח' 928011/04194
( מערב) ?

4930191189640.0489610000.277190000.061610490.277176403.8367

10911454189000.0449609000.277190000.052610000.2771000007.111דיר סעד101248/04198
10911475190000.0524609000.277191000.068610000.2771000011.222קשקולייה, ח'111298/041109
10911474190000.0524610000.277191000.068611000.2761000011חמדה, ח'121299/041107
מראשה, 131300/2341107

מערכת מס' 
1386

00190020.0596610940.271190100.055611020.2756399.91109

מע'ארת ראס 141302/041107
ואד אל- ביאד

10911473190040.0582612000.276191000.068613000.275960001.4089

בית גוברין, 151301/741107
בית קברות 

מזרחי

00190950.0669612440.275191200.065612600.27439999.40222

מערת 161300/941107
אחינועם

00190070.0524611900.273190270.057612020.27423999.53776

19251829191000.06613000.267192000.076614000.2741000011.111שרט, ח'171365/041107
מראשה, 181300/441107

חומת עיר 
תחתונה

00190000.0524610500.272190500.064610750.278125003.9445

מראשה, 191300/541107
מערת פעמון

00190700.0611611990.272191040.066612370.274129199.7244

19251830191000.0682610000.277192000.076611000.2761000002.778ערב, ח'201359/041107
בית גוברין, 211301/441107

מצודה
00190020.0513612880.274190100.063612920.2713199.94221

בית גוברין, 221301/641107
מפעל המים

00190750.0622612250.273191000.068612750.269124999.8333

מראשה, תל, 231300/741107
מבנה

00190420.0609612220.271190440.068612240.27399.9533

מערת 241303/041107
אחינועם

19251830190100.0549612000.267190200.057612100.27810000.07777

מראשה, 251300/1241107
מערה מס' 

554

00191160.0671611370.275191250.066611440.2756299.92222

מראשה, 261300/1641107
מערת השוק 

( שם לא רשמי) 

00190070.0524611310.27190150.056611350.2763200.44

מראשה, 271300/241107
מערכת מס' 

75

00190590.0551611100.278190680.062611200.2738999.77998

מראשה, 281300/2041107
מערכת מס' 

44

00190270.0573611010.271190340.065611100.2786300.28218

בית גוברין, 291301/541107
מסגד

00190160.0596612820.269190200.065612850.2711199.98224
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Ordinal 
number 

IAA's 
registration 
no.

IAA's 
supervision 
district

IAA's survey 
map no.

Site's nameRegulations 
Digest no. in 
which the site 
was published 

The page no. of 
the Regulations 
Digest

SW 
coordinate X 

SW 
coordinate 
Y 

NE 
coordinate 
X 

NE 
coordinate 
Y 

Site's area

00191160.0671611450.279191370.067611640.27239898.55333חנה, ח'301300/1141107
מראשה, 311300/1341107

מערכת מס' 
80

00190360.0642611510.267190450.063611610.2789000.82888

43184028189000.0449612000.276191200.065614000.2664400011.244בית גוברין321301/04194
10911474190000.0524611000.276191000.068612000.2761000011.222מראשה, תל331300/041107
19251829190000.0524613000.275191000.068614000.2741000003אהוד, ח'341304/041107
בית גוברין, 351301/14194

אמפיתיאטרון
00189950.0513612820.269190100.055612950.27419500.64222

מראשה, בית- 361300/2841107
קברות

00190790.06610820.278191090.067611180.274108001.2266

19251829191000.06613000.267192000.076614000.2741000011.111אם המלך , ח'371366/041107
מראשה, 381300/141107

מערכת מס' 
84

00190500.0644610900.274190560.061610970.2744199.75111

מראשה, תל, 391300/641107
מערה

00190500.0562612230.266190540.062612260.2771200.14334

מראשה, תל 4026503/04194
( דרום- מערב) 

4930191189500.0487610500.272190000.061611000.276250003.7778

מראשה, 411300/2241107
מערכת מס' 

800

00190580.0598611000.276190630.061611050.2772499.91666

בית גוברין, 421301/34194
מערת 

הסוסים ( שם 
לא רשמי) 

00189730.0478612560.276189850.057612650.27510799.86662

מראשה, 431300/2141107
מערכת מס' 

53

00190440.0598611060.281190500.064611120.2693599.58661

בד אל- 441363/041107
צואמע, ח'

10911473191000.06613000.267192000.076614000.2741000011.111

מראשה, 451300/2441107
מערכת מס' 

509

00190200.0573610960.27190240.055611000.2761599.96888

בית גוברין, 461301/841107
אל- מקרקש

00190520.0633612580.275190610.062612700.27610799.61667

בית גוברין, 471301/241107
כנסיה צלבנית

00190050.0538612860.267190100.063612910.2682500.11667

מראשה, 481300/1541107
המערה 

הפולנית ( שם 
לא רשמי) 

00190150.056611330.269190200.065611380.272499.91666

מראשה, 491300/1741107
מערכות מס' 

558

00190220.056611290.272190770.061611350.27633000.42665

מראשה, 501300/2741107
מערכת מס' 

900

00190550.0576610680.278190760.066610800.27925199.89997

10911450189000.0531612000.276190000.052613000.275999994.6667עראק אל- ח'יל511250/04194

10911473190000.0524613000.275191000.068614000.2741000003עראק סלימאן521306/041107

מראשה, תל, 531300/104194
בית- קברות 

צפוני

00189980.0536611800.271190170.063612020.27441801.91558

מראשה, 541300/1841107
מערכת מס' 

29/31

00190100.0549611200.273190200.057611250.2745000.23334

מראשה, 551300/2641107
מערכת מס' 

920

00190300.0596610820.27190460.067610920.27216000.02665

מראשה, 561300/341107
מערכת מס' 

61

00190680.0622610930.268190720.06611000.2762799.82889

מראשה, בית- 571300/841107
קברות

00190220.056611900.273190390.067612220.27954402.41888

מראשה, 581300/1941107
מערכת מס' 

79

00190310.0549611110.274190350.061611150.281599.98222
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Annex M  

National Master Plan 35  

A Section of the Plan where Bet Guvrin Maresha National.Park is marked 
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Annex Y 

Israel Nature and Parks Authority – General Background 

The Israel Nature and National Parks Protection Authority, or as it abbreviated in 

common use to Israel Nature and Parks Authority (INPA) formed in 1998 by the 

merging of two separated organizations – the Nature Reserves Authority and the 

National Parks Authority. 

Rapid urban development, economic progress and increasing transportation needs in 

Israel, together with the steep growth in population, have amplified the threat posed 

to the country's natural wonders, landscapes, green and open spaces and historical 

sites. This situation has made it imperative for the authorities in charge of protecting 

nature and cultural heritage in Israel to combine forces, making a stronger and more 

efficient entity.  

The union of the two authorities, legislated in April of 1998, constituted an effective 

framework for enforcement and conservation, dedicated to developing, protecting, 

and promoting Israel's natural, historical and recreational sites. 

The INPA develops and manages a wide variety of national parks and nature 

reserves. A nature reserve is intended primarily to protect the wildlife, vegetation, 

geological formations and other natural wonders in their natural state. National parks 

are more oriented towards preserving the environment and sites, while developing 

these for the pleasure of the visitors.  

National parks are divided into a few categories, as the following: 

Archaeological and historical national parks – These parks are focused on an 

important archaeological or historical site. Scientific work and preparation of the site 

for admission of visitors are carried out simultaneously. Site development, 

conservation, restoration or reconstruction and excavation occur together with visitor 

tours and the necessary services for visitor safety, convenience and interpretation.    

Nature and landscape national parks - These parks are focused on sites with 

special landscape and other features fit for recreational activity. 

Sites of national significance - These parks are focused on sites bearing national 

meaning like war sites, Ben-Gurion's burial site or the city wall of Old Jerusalem. 
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And - Parks that combine archaeology with outstanding views; Protected 

beaches; Water sources national parks; Open spaces. 

Legal Status  

The INPA acts under the Law of the National Parks, Nature Reserves, National Sites 

and Memorial Sites of 1998. The powers vested in INPA are also anchored in the 

Wildlife Protection Act of 1955, the Antiquities Authority Act of 1989 and the Planning 

and Building Act of 1965, and in additional legislation.  

Purposes and Goals  

The law presents the INPA with three main goals: 

• To preserve the biological diversity, the ecosystems and the landscape of the 

country in the national parks, nature reserves and open spaces. 

• To preserve and promote, for the general public, nationally significant 

historical sites in national parks and nature reserves. 

• To educate and inform the public with regards to conservation of nature, 

heritage and scenery, and to heighten public awareness of these subjects. 

 

The INPA takes a number of steps to achieve these goals, among which as the 

following: 

• Preserves, manages, operates and supervises nature reserves and national 

parks. 

• Enforces the law by informing, supervising and punishing. INPA's wardens 

throughout the country are empowered by law to fine, search, arrest or 

otherwise bring to justice violators of those laws the INPA entrusted to 

enforce. 

• Initialize legislation regarding nature and environment conservation. 

• Participates in the capacity of a company or an observer in committees 

operating under the Planning and Building Act on issues of development, 

when committee decisions could harm nature, the environment, natural 

reserves, green spaces or historical, archaeological, national or architectural 

sites. 

• Informs and educates. Projects are carried out in the reserves and parks, as 

well as in schools, community centers, youth movements and military bases, 

and through local and national media. 
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• Locates streams and water sources and exposes the presence of toxins. 

Initiates and performs scientific research and assists university staff in 

relevant research. 

• Participates in global effort to protect the environment together with national 

and international organizations. The INPA initiates national and international 

conventions and participates in international forums regarding these topics.            

 

Organizational Structure and Budget of INPA 

The INPA is a legal corporation subject to the Ministry of Environmental Protection. 

The major portion of its budget is self-financed through revenue resulting mainly from 

the admission fees to the nature reserves and national parks. The remaining part 

originates from the government budget and from contributions. 

The INPA divides its activity throughout Israel into five districts, each one having 

control over the national parks and nature reserves in that region. Regional wardens, 

park managers and nature reserve staff are employed in each region. The 'Green 

Patrol' is an additional arm of INPA. This unit supervises the open spaces and is 

responsible, among other things, for the prevention of illegal takeover of 

governmental land and open spaces. 

The management at INPA headquarters is in charge of national activities and 

supplies logistic, administrative, scientific and educational services. The 

headquarters is comprised of the following units: 

• Science Division – It is in charge of the scientific aspects of nature and 

heritage conservation and is headed by the chief scientist of INPA. 

• Enforcement Division – It is responsible for law enforcement for the purpose 

of protecting all natural wonders, but particularly to protect wildlife and 

prevent illegal trade and uncontrolled hunting.  

• Planning and Development Division – It is in charge of planning and building 

new sites, infrastructure and development in existing sites, landscape 

planning and preservation, conservation and rehabilitation of antiquities. The 

division takes an active part in the processes of preparation and official 

declaration of spaces intended to be nature reserves and national parks, and 

is an active partner in supervising national development plans that could have 

an effect on nature conservation, the open spaces and historical and cultural 

values. 
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• Administration and Finance Division – It handles the administrative, logistical 

and financial aspects of the INPA. 

• Outreach and Communities Division – It is in charge of the visitors, education, 

guiding and information and marketing aspects of INPA.  

• Human Resources Division – It deals with INPA's manpower issues, including 

training. 

 

A special board has been appointed by the government at the recommendation of 

the Minister of Environmental Protection. The main task of this board is to determine 

the INPA's financial policy and the course of action, to pass the budget and to see 

that the policy is carried out, and to deliver guidelines to INPA's director general. The 

director general, being appointed by the government, is responsible to see that the 

guidelines presented by the board are followed. 

The board includes 19 members, 7 of them are government representatives, other 7 

are of the scientific community (from the disciplines of zoology, botany, ecology, 

archaeology, geology, geography, history, economics, landscaping and 

preservation), 4 are public representatives (from the 'Jewish National Fund', 'Society 

for the Protection of Nature' and 2 civic-minded individuals); The nineteenth member 

is a municipal representative or a member of the local councils organization. 

Education and Information 

Educating and informing the public are perhaps the more important and influential 

long-term goals of the INPA. Without heightening the awareness of the general public 

in Israel on topics of conservation of nature, heritage and the environment, the 

INPA's action is bound to fail in the long run. Population growth and rapid 

development intensify the risk to the reserves and parks, landscape, wildlife and 

vegetation, and historical and archaeological sites. Deeper understanding of the 

issues, effective education and the attitude of respect towards our environment and 

culture on the part of each citizen and tourist would assure the survival of these 

values and assets. 

The legislator was well aware of the importance of education regarding nature 

conservation, protecting the environment and preserving our heritage. The law 

therefore specifically instructs the INPA to "initiate, hold and encourage educational 

activities and training in the fields of conservation of nature, natural wonders and 

heritage, including activities intended to heighten awareness in these areas within the 

general public and among youth in particular". 
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The newly formed (1998) Authority is expanding and enhancing its training and 

educational activities, directing them towards various populations,  

especially school children and young adults. The main activities of this aspect are 

including as the following:  

• Professional instruction within the reserves and the parks; 

• Compilation and distribution of pamphlets and booklets, and the publication of 

a journal; 

• Joint projects with schools and other public institutions; 

• Holding conferences and courses and offering special classes for teachers; 

• Operating training centers and visitors centers; 

• Working with young women soldiers who spend their time of military service 

teaching and instilling values regarding nature, cultural heritage and 

environment in children, youth and adults; 

• Organizing national informative activities such as 'nature conservation week'; 

• Heightening public awareness regarding the conservation of nature, heritage 

and environment through articles, interviews and surveys via local and 

national media; 

• Producing television films about nature and heritage in Israel, for national and 

foreign networks.         

(Excerpts – updated 2007 - from: ‘A Profile’, The Israel Nature and National Parks Protection 

Authority, 1998). 

Protective Means of INPA's Sites 

The INPA's sites enjoy several levels of protection ranging from the state legal level 

up to the every day's routine practice within the site's confines. The protective means 

which are common to all INPA's sites are detailed below, with an emphasis given on 

those prevailing in Bet Guvrin – Maresha National Park where the nominated 

property is located. 

The State Laws Level  

The areas of the national parks and nature reserves are owned by the State of Israel 

and are administrated by the Israel Lands Administration. The nominated property, 

which is located in a declared national park, has a status that provides it with 

protection under the National Parks, Nature Reserves, Heritage and National Sites 

Law, 1998. As the property is an 'antiquities site' too, it is protected by the Antiquities 

Law, 1978. 
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Thus, the caves and the subterranean complexes (the property) as well as the 

antiquities above them, which are located within Bet Guvrin - Maresha National Park 

are protected by the laws of the state of Israel and are included in national master-

plans (no. 8 and no. 35) and in a regional master-plan (no. 4/14). Those master-plans 

are detailed in the nomination dossier while the maps, the declaration documents 

and the site's plans are presented in this Addenda section. The main laws pertaining 

to the status of Bet Guvrin – Maresha National Park as a national park are*: 

• The Israel Lands Administration Law 5720-1960. 

• The Planning and Building Law, 5725 -1965, and the Amendment 31 (Fourth 

Edition) to the Law, 1991 – plan for site conservation. 

• The Antiquities Law, 5738 - 1978. 

• The Antiquities Authority Law, 5749 - 1989. 

• The National Parks, Nature Reserves, National, and Commemoration Sites 

Law, 1998. 

*Complete or summarized versions of these laws are included in this Addenda section. 

Within the framework of the above mentioned laws, activities that would affect any 

change in the character of the site are prohibited. Modern additions necessary for the 

comfort of visitors are installed at the professional discretion of architectural and 

conservation planners of the Israel Nature and Parks Authority. Those laws ensure 

complete legal and practical protection of the archaeological remains including the 

property within the nominated area and its buffer zone.  

The INPA Procedures and Regulations Level 

Under the “The National Parks, Nature Reserves, National, and Commemoration 

Sites Law”, the INPA is the body that is legally responsible for management of all 

national parks and nature reserves, their declaration as such, and law enforcement 

within their confines. The INPA operates the sites under its responsibility as stated by 

the law and as antiquity sites according to the Antiquities Law. Therefore, by law, Bet 

Guvrin Maresha National Park – the locality of the nominated property - is entirely 

operated by the INPA. The areas around the buffer zone are protected areas as well 

and pose no threat to the nominated property.  

Common Management Forums for All Sites 

The national parks and nature reserves of Israel are administrated centrally, allowing 

the presentation of common objectives and the definition of common values. The 

INPA operates the national parks and the nature reserves under its auspices 
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according to the state laws, as mentioned above, and according to procedures stem 

from these laws and from the specific professional needs and issues regarding the 

inventory maintenance and protection as well as the visitors' needs. The operating 

mechanism is manifested, among other things, by the INPA's headquarters and 

districts organizational structures (see below).  

The following forums are counted among the main INPA management bodies:   

The Planning and Development Forum of the director general of the INPA, which 

includes professionals and senior administrative staff, approves all significant plans 

regarding activities in INPA's sites. The forum's decisions are taken after the issue at 

hand has been presented for consideration by the INPA relevant district’s staff. The 

plan presented is prepared by the pertinent professionals, among them 

independently contracted consultants and planners, in coordination with the Israel 

Antiquities Authority (IAA). All the professional plans connected to the archaeological 

excavations, conservation, restoration, conservation maintenance, monitoring and 

on-going maintenance are being prepared according to scientific methods and the 

guidelines of international conventions. 

The World Heritage Sites Management Forum - Nineteen of the sites on Israel’s 

Tentative List for nomination are INPA sites, among which a few are already 

declared. The INPA has therefore established an internal forum for the management 

of World Heritage Sites (already inscribed or those found in the Tentative List). 

Forum members include directors at INPA headquarters and regions and directors of 

nature reserves and national parks where the nominated sites are located. The 

forum, headed by the INPA’s director general and by the director of the archaeology 

and heritage department, meets once every six months (or more frequently if 

needed) to discuss issues pertaining to these sites.  

 

Common Administrative Mechanisms - INPA Regulations 

INPA regulations are applying to all of its sites, in addition to the state laws, and are 

being implemented in each park or reserve in regard to its inventory and conditions.  

These regulations, assembled in special portfolios, are available at INPA's central 

office Enforcement Division and at each of INPA's sites. INPA's principal regulations 

are listed hereby.   
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Safety, Rescue and Emergency Regulations and Procedures: 

• Up-to-date safety protocols. 

• Possible emergency situations, areas of responsibility, and required actions in 

case of emergency. 

• General preparedness of the site in terms of safety and security. 

• Directives for regular safety preparedness. 

• Definition of functions and chain of command in principle in case of 

emergency. 

• Instructions for producers of events at the site. 

• Emergency Protocols: Damage and nuisance protocol, Fire protocol, Natural 

disaster/incident protocol, Visitor evacuation, Visitor search/incident, 

Reporting, Protocol for calling in outside assistance. 

• Trail Marking: 

• Safety in reserves/national parks/learning centers 

• Guidelines for determining sites to be permitted for rappelling and cliff-

climbing 

• Exceptional permission to hike an unmarked trail 

• Reporting incidents and activities 

• Fire prevention 

• Diving 

• Guidelines for supervision and enforcement 

 

Tevasave system: A new tool intended to make the INPA' regular professional work 

more efficient has been recently introduced; The INPA inaugurated in 2012 a 

comprehensive computerization system called 'Tevasave' (Teva means nature in 

Hebrew) for the use of INPA personnel ranging from the rangers and other field staff 

through the INPA's scientist and professional staff up to its administration personnel. 

The system will contain information and data base of the most inclusive of its kind in 

Israel in regard with nature conservation and safeguard, and will facilitate the 

accessibility to the most updated and comprehensive information dealing with all the 

various topics pertaining to the INPA's activity disciplines.  

 

Level of General Practice at Site 

The specific practice operated in Bet Guvrin – Maresha National Park where the 

nominated property is located is fully detailed in the nomination dossier. 
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Israel Nature and Parks Authority Organizational Structure 

 
INPA's Head Office (located in Jerusalem) 

INPA Board of Directors 

Director General  

Deputy Director General (among other in charge of computer department, 

                                           information service and trips supervision unit) 

Chief Scientist  

Spokesman  

Legal Advisor  

V.P Strategy, Business Development and Communication   

Department of International and Public Relations  

Computer Department 

Public Relations Department 

Science Division  

Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecology Department  

Physical and Environment Department  

Scientific Information and GIS Department  

Environmental Monitoring Unit  

Enforcement Division  

Claims and Authorization Department  

Enforcement Department  

Safety and Security Department  

Yahalom Unit (Supervision of littering in open spaces)  

Ram Unit (in cooperation with the Governmental Authority for Water and Sewage) 
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Planning and Development Division  

Sites Conservation and Development Department  

Statutory Department 

Open Spaces Department  

Archaeology and Heritage Department 

Administration and Finance Division   

Finance Department  

Logistics Department 

Budget Department 

Outreach and Communities Division 

Marketing Department  

Visitors Department 

Education and Guidance Department 

Human Resources Division 

Manpower Department  

Personnel Training  

Welfare Department  

INPA Regional Districts 

The INPA divides its activity throughout Israel into five regional districts: Northern, 

Central, Southern, Eilat, Judea and Samaria, and the 'Green Patrol' that supervises 

the open spaces all over the country.  

Each District has its own National Parks, Nature Reserves and Information / 

Education Centers, as reviewed below. 
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The Northern District   

District Office (located at Megiddo Antiquities National Park) 

District Director; District Deputy Director; Education and Public Relation; District 

Ecologist; Regional Planner; Researcher; Enforcer  

District Regions 

Regions: Caesarea; Golan; Upper Galilee; Carmel; Lower Galilee.  

The Central District   

District Office (located at Mekorot Ha-Yarkon National Park) 

District Director; District Deputy Director; Visitors, Community, Education and Public 

Relation; District Ecologist; Regional Planner; Development; Conservation and 

Maintenance; Enforcer  

District Regions 

Regions: Judea Hills and Jerusalem; Shephela (Highlands) and Coastal Plain; 

Sharon Plain. 

The Southern District 

District Office (located in the modern city of Beer Sheva) 

District Director; District Director Deputy; District Biologist; Conservation Anchor 

Person; Site Developer; Regional Planner; Researcher; Education and Public 

Relation; Maintainer; Coordinator - IDF (the Israeli army)  

District Regions 

Regions: Masada; Arava; Mount Negev; North Negev. 

 

Note: See more about INPA in its web site: www.parks.org.il 
and facebook  https://www.facebook.com/IsraelNaturParks 
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Excerpts from INPA's website (www.parks.org.il)  

Who we are  

The Israel Nature and Parks Authority (INPA) was established as two separate 
entities (which were merged in 1998), by a law passed by the Knesset in 1963, to 
meet the goals of the National Parks, Nature Reserves and Commemoration Sites 
Law and the Law for the Protection of Wild Animals. The INPA’s goals translate into 
obligations to protect nature and heritage sites and care for them for the benefit of 
the public, and to educate the public in keeping with them. The INPA is a government 
authority held in trust for the public. Its assets, nature reserves and national parks 
belong to everyone, and the INPA views them as a trust to be protected for the 
generations to come. 

 The following professional considerations guide the INPA in the management of its 
national parks and nature preserves: 

Protecting nature – In the framework of the organization’s activities to protect 
nature, the INPA decides which areas should be preserved, promotes their official 
declaration as nature reserves or national parks, and manages them. The INPA also 
plans general policy with regard to open spaces and ecological corridors. In addition, 
the authority works to protect species by bolstering them. It also works to save 
endangered local species and to deal with invasive or overabundant species.  

Making sites accessible to the public – The organization has invested a great deal 
in making national parks and nature reserves accessible to everyone. It develops 
paths at its sites with varying degrees of difficulty, including paths for people with 
mobility challenges. The INPA also encourages people to visit its sites by presenting 
folklore events and guided tours, installing signage and maintaining staffed 
information stations. 

 Conserving and reconstructing heritage sites – The INPA carries out extensive 
conservation and reconstruction of historical and archaeological sites in nature 
reserves and national parks and maintains them on an ongoing basis. The authority 
is constantly working to bring visitors to see its finds, which are its valued assets, and 
to strengthen the public’s relationship to them. To this end, the INPA carries out 
many educational and cultural activities to breathe new life into its sites and to 
involve nearby communities and 

 Planning and development – The INPA takes part in planning commissions as a 
representative of the government’s decision-making bodies. As a member of these 
commissions, it is the authority’s task to protect nature reserves, national parks and 
the long-term planning of open spaces in Israel from processes that threaten them 
due to development needs.     

 For information and tour reservations dial *3639 or email moked@npa.org.il. 

INPA Headquarters: 3 Am Ve’Olamo St., Jerusalem, 95463.  
Tel: 02-500-5444; Fax: 02-652-9232.  
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Annex Y1  

Excerpts from the Regional management and conservation 
portfolio, 2008, for Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park  
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One of the ortho-photo maps included in the 'Regional management and 
conservation portfolio', 2008, for Bet Guvrin-Maresha National Park  

presenting various elements at the park's area 
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Annex Y2 

Monitoring of the Bell Cave in Bet Guvrin (Hebrew) 

   

• Professionals' recommendations (engineers. Yaacov Schaffer and 

Michael Tsesarsky from Ben Gurion University of the Negev) following 

their visits to the Bell Cave (March 2009) due to the discovery of a new 

crack in the cave (Hebrew). 

• Monitoring Report of Bet Guvrin Bell Cave, 2011 (Hebrew) 
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 הנדסת  שמור מבנים היסטוריים ועתיקים ,יעקב שפר 'אינג
  ירושלים  ישראל 27 'ורג'המלך ג :כתובת   0524284260 :נייד   026221072 :פקס/טלפון

Ing. Yaacov Schaffer, Engineering of Historic and Antique Buildings 
Tel/Fax: 026221072  Cel. 0524284260   Address: King George 27  Jerusalem, Israel   . 
yaacovschaffer@gmail.com 

 "09אפר05 בסכנה מערה גוברין בית"     2009 אפריל 05 ראשון יום 
 

 לכבוד    לכבוד
 טל שרון    שילה יוניי

 גוברין בית לאומי גן מנהל  מרכז מחוז פיתוח מנהל
 ג"רט    ג"רט
 

 ,רב שלום
 

  הנדסית דעת חוות-הכניסה מערת ,גוברין .ב :הנושא
 (09מרץ26 ב באתר שפר.י ,רונן.מ ,טל.ש של וסיור בטלפון שיחתנו :סימוכין)       

 
 הכניסה מערת

 
 רקע
 .הפעמון למערות המעבר במסגרת הגישה במסלול הראשונה המערה היא  הכניסה מערת
 מערכת באמצעות בוצע החיזוק .שנים מספר לפני המזרחי  היציאה בפתח חוזקה המערה
 כוסה הנמוך חלקה כל .בטון קורת עם בתחתיתם חוברו אשר מקושתות פלדה קורות

  ,המערה של הפנימי המערבי בחלק  .המקומית האבן דמוי טיח חיפוי עם בנייה באמצעות
 סגרה זאת לאור . המערה של המקורי בסלע מתמשך סדק נוצר ,הקונסטרוקציה חיזוק מעל

 לתת התבקשתי ,זאת לאורק  .ולאירועים למעבר המערה את גוברין בית לאומי-הגן הנהלת
  .הנושא על דעת  חוות

 
 מסקנות

 כ של פנים בשטח הקמרון של התחתון החלק כל לנשירת לגרום יכולה  ההסדקות •
 .ר"מ 4,00

 לפנים מים חדירת על ומראה רטוב מאוד הסדוק הקטע באזור הפנימי הסלע •
 .הסלע

 .הקונסטרוקטיבי  החיזוק לשולי הסלע בין הנתקות סימני גם קיימים •
 קצוות תחת המילוי קירות  התפוררות או החבויה פלדה הקשת לשקיעת סימנים אין •

 .הקונסטרוקציה
       

 מיידיות המלצות
 עד  לעומק הסדוק הקטע ובתחתית הקמרון קצה תחת הבנוי החלק פתיחת •

  .'מ 1,00 -כ של וברחב 'מ 1,00 -כ של מהרצפה בגובה .הפלדה קונסטרוקצית
 .הסדקים התפתחות להמשך כניטור הסדק על טיח חתיכות ישום •
 .ל"הנ הפתח פתיחת אחרי מייד המהנדס סיור •
 .ל.מהג האחרי י"ע הסדק של וערב בוקר ניטור •
 .כמעבר בפתח להשתמש להמשיך ניתן •
 .והמלצות מסקנות ,הבדיקות גמר עד לאירועים  במערה להשתמש ניתן לא •

 של הראשונים 2/3 -ב להשתמש ניתן מיוחדים אירועים וישנם במידה
  .לסדק הקרוב 1/3 -ב גידור הקמת לאחר זאת וכל המערה

 
 
 
 

 .ל"הנ בנושאים שאלה כל על לענות אשמח
 

 תודה
 

 שפר יעקב 'אינג
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 מיכאל צסרסקי 'דר

 בניין להנדסת המחלקה
 08-6479670 :פקס  08-6461225 :טל

 והסביבה הגיאולוגיה למדעי המחלקה
 08-6472997 :פקס  08-6479813 :טל
  :michatse@bgu.ac.ilל"דוא

 
23.3.2009 

  שרון  טל :אל
 מנהל גן לאומי בית גוברין

 

 חוות דעת מקצועית בעקבות סיור במבואת הפעמון :הנדון

 ,שרון שלום

להלן מסקנותיי  .ערכתי סיור במבואת הפעמון לבקשתכם עקב הופעתו של סדק חדש 22.3.2009בתאריך 

 :והמלצותיי

 (מנהל העבודה)ובהסתמך על תצפיותיו של מר יגאל ספאחי  ,למיטב היכרותי את מערת המבוא •

הנו סדק חדש אשר התפתח במהלכו  ,הסדק אשר התפתח מתחת לקשת הפלדה במעבר אל החצר

 .של יום בודד

קצה הסדק מתקרב אל נקודת  .מ ומתחבר לסדק קיים"הסדק פתוח עם מפתח של מספר מ •

מצב זה הנו מצב  .יציקה בבסיס הקשתומעל להשלמת ה ,ההשענה של קשת החיזוק למסת הסלע

 .גבולי אשר עלול להוביל לערעור יציבות הקשת

הריני להמליץ על סגירת המבואה למבקרים לאלתר ועד בירור המצב ההנדסי ותכנון פתרון  •

 .י מהנדס רישוי"תמוך קבוע ע

 .אשמח לעמוד לרשותכם להבהרות נוספות

 

 בברכה

 
 צסרסקימיכאל 

 :העתקים

 מנהל אגף בטחון ובטיחות -שלומה בוימייסטר 

 סגן מנהל מחוז מרכז –אורי נווה 

  ףמנהל מרחב שפלה וחו –יתיר שמיר 
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Monitoring Report of Bet Guvrin Bell Cave, 2011 
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ISRAEL, NATURE AND PARKS AUTHORITY 
Division of Planning & Development - Department of Archaeology  
3 Am Ve’Olamo St., 95463 Jerusalem,  ISRAEL,  Tel.  972-2-5005425, Fax.  972-2-5014861 
e-mail: tsuk@npa.org.il 

 

21/10/2013  
 
Mrs. Regina Durighello, ICOMOS 
Mrs Gwenaëlle Bourdin, ICOMOS 
Mrs. P. Totcharova, UNESCO - World Heritage Center 
 
Thank you for your letter from 25 September 2013. In response, we are glad to provide you 
the clarifications you asked for. Please see below our reference to your questions, which is 
written according to the order of your questions; we really hope that the information is 
satisfying. If any more information is needed please ask for and we'll happily provide it too.   
 

1. Those fifteen caves are some of the most important caves found at the nominated 
area and at the Judean Lowlands in general; these caves represent hundreds of the 
caves existing in the region as we explain all through the nomination dossier. We 
would like to make it clearer: a cave is a complex that all its rooms are combined 
together; therefore a cave may contain from 1-2 rooms up to 70-80 rooms. For this 
reason we prefer to name many of the caves 'subterranean complexes'.  
 
Enclosed here are a few maps and documents that contain the required data as the 
following:  

a. A touristic map (Map A) that shows the 13 caves open to visitors (see page 194 
in the dossier). Those caves are numbered on this map as following: no. 1 – 2 
caves, nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 the Garden Cave (near no. 13) – each of them 
one cave, no. 14 – 2 caves.  

b. A map (PDF file) displaying the openings (Map B) within the nominated area 
and its buffer zone. This map shows 1079 pits and collapsed bell-shaped caves 
(all of them with the entrances' location). In the core area there are 973 pits 
and collapsed bell-shaped caves. In the buffer zone there are 106 pits and 
collapsed bell-shaped caves. 
There are 5 side-maps on this map (Maps 1-5) that present in detail the 
overwhelming majority of the nominated area.  
 There are 234 caves (many of them are subterranean complexes) and 20 collapsed caves 

presented in map 4 (page 126 in the Addenda).  

 There are 25 caves belong to the northern cemetery of Maresha.  

 There are 74 burial caves in map 1 (page 70 in the dossier) belong to the southern cemetery of 
Bet Guvrin (no. I in the map at page 84 of the dossier).  

 There are 42 burial caves belong to the east cemetery of Bet Guvrin (no. II in the map at page 84 
in the dossier).  

 There are more ca. 100 caves within the core area.  
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In total there are 973 pits belong to ca. 475 caves and subterranean complexes in the core area, 
which contain some thousands halls (rooms).   
 
In map 4 we marked also the caves open to visitors. On this map we distinguish between cave which 
was found in a survey and cave which was researched in archaeological excavations.  
We marked 32 excavated caves (5 caves are to the north of this map – page 38 in the dossier) on the 
map of Maresha caves (Map 4). 
 

c. A map (Map C) issued by the Israel Antiquities Authority that shows 59 
declared 'Archaeological Sites' within the nominated area (see page 102 in the 
Addenda). In addition to the map, there is a list (in Excel table) in Hebrew of 
the 59 'Archaeological Sites' with their names translated to English (Annex A3 
in the Addenda pages 84-85).    

d. This map shows the inventoried caves with entrance location that were 
surveyed by archaeologists (paragraph 2).  

e. As all the area was surveyed (see the PDF map mentioned in paragraph b) we 
are not expect to discover new caves except for new collapses of existing caves 
or subject to new excavations.  

 
2. The whole area of the nominated property is included within the boundaries of 

the protected Bet-Guvrin Maresha National Park as it is shown on the maps in the 
dossier. Lately we received significant information that the areas west of the 
national park, which were of the status of proposed national park are approved 
and are to be joined to the area of the park.  
Enclosed here an updated map (Map D – designated land-use map) that shows 
the new statutory situation, including the extension of the buffer zone at the 
northwest corner (in regard with your request no. 4). Thus the boundaries of the 
buffer zone are not coincided anymore with the boundaries of the nominated 
area. Some of the very small parts that are not included within this extension are 
of the status of agricultural land where any construction or change is not allowed.  
 

3. The two regional councils have no legal rights to operate within the boundaries of 
the national park which is administrated solely by the INPA under the auspice of 
the Ministry of Environmental Protection. However there are very good 
connections and close relationship between the national park and the regional 
councils as it was presented to the evaluator at his mission by both sides.  
 
The secretary of Lachish Regional Council mentioned that there is a local 
agenda/development vision available in written document that includes passages 
related to the world heritage site and the overall vision in general. He also 
mentioned that the regional council operates a special activity for sustainability 
(for which they received compliments). 

       The regional council's vision for education as a section from an official protocol of 
the regional council session dated from 21.7.2013 talks, among other topics, 
about the fostering of tolerant educational milieu, that its graduates would grow 
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to be moral adults with local patriotism, who were raised on the values of the 
environment, the region and its heritage.  

 
Yoav Regional Council's vision (sent by the council's mayor) says that  
"A Municipality made up of multi-generational communities that prosper and 
renew themselves, while maintaining a quality of life which guards their specific 
rural essence, led by local leadership.  
Tending our open spaces and countryside, nature, and the heritage that is special 
to the Yoav area. 
Excellence in education, fostering culture and social welfare services for our 
residents. 
The joint responsibility of our population and communities for security, ecology, 
and quality of life. 
Fulfillment of our economic potential, and providing quality employment through 
the development of agriculture, infrastructures, and country tourism, in 
cooperation with our neighboring municipalities."     
 

4. Please see paragraph 2 of this document. 
 
Please do not hesitate to ask other clarified questions.  
 
I wish you all the best  
 
Dr. Tsvika Tsuk  
Chief archaeologist  
Israel Nature and Parks Authority 
 
Copies:  
Ms. Prof. IRIT AMIT-COHEN – chairman of ICOMOS/Israel  
Ms. Dr. DALIT ATRAKCHI - Secretary General of Israel National Commission for UNESCO  
Architect Arie Rahamimoff - chairman of the Israel World Heritage Committee for UNESCO 
Nimrod Barkan – Israeli ambassador for UNESCO   
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Map A  
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Map B (this map is also attached as PDF file so it is possible to enlarge it and to watch it in 
details) 
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Map 4 – Maresha caves 
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Map C  
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Map D – designated map with the new buffer zone   
 

 
 



HEB_DESCSTATUSNE_YNE_XSW_YSW_XATA_SHEMSAI_IDMEH_IDSITE_NUM

שרידי ישוב שרידי מצודה(?) שברי פריטים אדריכליים רצפת פסיפס שרידי שומרות מערות חצובות בית בד גדרות 
98411248/0דיר סעד                                111100001400001109000139000Dir Saadאבנים. חרסים מהתקופות ההלניסטית הרומית הביזנטית והעותומנית.

94411249/0מרעש, ח'                         111120001400001111000139000Kh. Muraishשרידי מבנים בורות מים מערות גת ושרידי דרך.

94411250/0עראק אל‐ח'יל                    111130001400001112000139000Araq El‐Chilמערה.

94411251/0שיח' תמים, אל‐         111140001400001113000139000Sheich El‐Tamimלוח שיש חצוב ובו כתובת ערבית במקאם.

94411252/0חשא, ח' אל‐                   111140001400001113000139000Kh. El Hashaשרידי ישוב קבר מערה בורות מים חצובים אבני בניה.

109411298/0קשקולייה, ח'                111100001410001109000140000Kh. Kashkuliyeשרידי מבנים גת בורות מים בית בד.

107411299/0חמדה, ח'                        111110001410001110000140000Kh. Hamadaשרידי מבנים ובורות מים.

תל שרידי מבנים חומה מן התקופות הברזל וההלניסטית עיר תחתית מוקפת חומה מערכות תת‐קרקעיות ובהם 
מתקנים קולומבריה בתי בד בורות מים מן התקופות הברזל הפרסית וההלניסטית מחצבה וקברים מהתקופה 

111120001410001111000140000Tel Maresha Sandahenaההלניסטית קברים חצובים ומקושטים בציורי צבע קברי פיר בתי קבר 107411300/0צנדאחנה, תל 

107411303/0עראק אל‐מקטא           111121001402001112000140100Araq El‐Mukataמערות דמויית‐פעמון.

111140001410001113000140000Kh. El Sheich Mahmudמערות ובורות מים חצובים פריטים אדריכלים ומאקם. 107411304/0שיח' מחמוד, ח' אל‐ 

107411305/0בית גוברין                           111130001410001112000140000Bet Guvrinשרידי מבנה רצפת פסיפס פריטים אדריכליים וחרסים.

107411306/0עראק סלימאן                111140001410001113000140000Araq Suleimanמערה חצובה אולמות מעבר חדר עם בור ואבוס שרידי חרוטות וכתובות.

107411359/0ערב, ח' אל‐                       111110001420001110000141000Kh. El Arabשרידי מבנים גלי אבנים ושרידי תא תפילה וכבשן.

107411360/0רסם ע'טש, ח'            111120001420001111000141000Kh. Rasm Ateshשרידי מבנים.

107411363/0בד אל‐צואמע, ח'   111140001420001113000141000Kh. Bad El Tsuamaמחצבה חציבות בסלע בור מים וקולומבריום.

107411364/0ביצ'א, ח' אל‐                   111140001420001113000141000Kh. El Beidaמערות בורות מים וגלי אבנים.

107411366/0אם מאלך, ח'                111140001420001113000141000Kh, Um Malekשרידי מבנה בורות מים ומערות.

107411300/1מראשה, מערכת מס' 011109701405601110900140500Maresha Cave  84מתקנים בורות מים קולומבריום.

107411300/2מראשה, מערכת מס' 011112001406801111100140590Maresha cave  75מתקנים בורות מים וקולומבריום מן התקופות הברזל הפרסית וההלניסטית.

107411300/3מראשה, מערכת מס' 011110001407201110930140680Maresha cave 61שרידי בניינים בית בד בורות מים.

107411300/4מראשה, חומת עיר תחתונה 011107501405001110500140000Lower city wallחומת העיר.

ביצורים בית עם ריצפת פסיפס בניינים אחרים שברים ארכיטקטוניים מן התקופות הביזנטית הערבית הקדומה 
והצלבנית. קימורי ניקבה מערות קולומבריום מערת הסוסים. אמפיתאטרון מהתקופה הרומית בית קברות מזרחי 

94411301/0בית ג'ברין                            111140001412001112000139000Bet Gubrinמהתקופה הביזנטית שרידי כנסייה מהתקופה הצלבנית מצודה מן

107411365/0ערקא אל‐שאראת, ח' 111140001420001113000141000Kh. Arqa El Sharatשרידי מבנה רצפת פסיפס מערות קברים חצובים ובורות מים.

94411301/1בית גוברין, אמפיתיאטרון  111129501401001112820139950B.G. Amphitheaterאמפיתאטרון מהתקופה הרומית.

107411301/2בית גוברין, כנסיה צלבנית 111129101401001112860140050B.G, Crusader churchכנסיה מהתקופה הצלבנית.

94411301/3בית גוברין, מערת הסוסים (שם לא רשמי) 111126501398501112560139730Horses caveמערה ובה אולמות ובית בד.

107411362/0עראק אבו סרדאב        111130001420001112000141000Araq Abu Serdavמערות חצובות וקולומבריום.

107411302/0מע'ארת ראס ואד אל‐ביאד 111130001410001112000140040Ras Wad El Biad Caveמערה ובאר.

107411301/4בית גוברין, מצודה             111129201401001112880140020B.G., Fortressמצודה מן התקופות הצלבנית והעות'מנית.

107411301/5בית גוברין, מסגד               111128501402001112820140160B.G., Mosqueמסגד מהתקופה האיסלמית.

107411301/6בית גוברין, מפעל המים 111127501410001112250140750B.G., Water systemמפעל המים מערות פעמון.

107411301/7בית גוברין, בית קברות מזרחי 111126001412001112440140950B.G. eastern cemeteryבית הקברות מהתקופה הביזנטית.

107411301/8מקרקש, אל‐                     111127001406101112580140520El Makarkeshרצפת פסיפס מהתקופה הרומית‐ביזנטית.

107411300/5מראשה, מערת פעמון 011123701410401111990140700Maresha, bell caveמערה דמויית‐פעמון.

107411300/6מראשה, מערה                011122601405401112230140500Maresha, caveמערה.

107411300/7מראשה, מבנה 011122401404401112220140420Maresha, buildingמבנה.

107411300/8מראשה, בית‐קברות 011122201403901111900140220Maresha, cemeteryבית קברות יהודי מן התקופות הביזנטית והאומאית (המאות 8‐4 לספירה).

107411300/9עראק אל‐מקטא           011120201402701111900140070Araq El‐Mukataמערה דמויית‐פעמון.

94411300/10מראשה, תל, בית‐קברות צפוני 111120201401701111800139980Maresha, northern cemeteryבית קברות מהתקופה ההלניסטית.

011116401413701111450141160Kh. Sandahenaחורבה שרידי כנסיה עם אפסיס יסודות טראסות מן התקופות הביזנטית והצלבנית. 107411300/11צנדאחנה, ח'                  

107411300/12מראשה, מערה מס' 011114401412501111370141160Maresha, cave 554מערה צידונית.

107411300/13מראשה, מערכת מס' 011116101404501111510140360Maresha, cave 80בור מים.

107411300/14מראשה, מערכת מס' 011114501402801111410140230Maresha, cave 78חללים שתקרתם התמוטטה.

107411300/15מראשה, המערה הפולנית (שם לא רשמי)011113801402001111330140150Maresha,  Polish caveֽבור מים קולומבריום.

107411300/16מראשה, מערת השוק (שם לא רשמי)011113501401501111310140070Maresha, Suq caveֽקולומבריום.

107411300/17מראשה, מערכות מס' 011113501407701111290140220Maresha, cave 558, 559קברים מהתקופה ההלניסטית.

107411300/18מראשה, מערכת מס' 011112501402001111200140100Maresha, cave   29/31בתי בד בורות מים קולומבריום.

107411300/19מראשה, מערכת מס' 011111501403501111110140310Maresha, cave  79בור מים.

107411300/21מראשה, מערכת מס' 011111201405001111060140440Maresha, cave  53מתקנים בורות מים מחצבה.

107411300/22מראשה, מערכת מס' 011110501406301111000140580Maresha, cave  800מתחם מוגבה טמנוס.

107411300/23מראשה, מערכת מס' 011110201401001110940140020Maresha, cave  1386פסיפס מהתקופה הביזנטית.

107411300/25מראשה, מערכת מס' 011110201404801110950140320Maresha, cave  51אולמות מתקנים.

107411300/26מראשה, מערכת מס' 011109201404601110820140300Maresha, cave  920קטע מחומת העיר.

107411300/27מראשה, מערכת מס' 011108001407601110680140550Maresha, cave  900קטע מחומת מצור.

107411300/28מראשה, בית‐קברות  011111801410901110820140790Maresha, cemeteryבית קברות מהתקופה ההלניסטית כולל המערות הצידוניות.

107411300/20מראשה, מערכת מס' 011111001403401111010140270Maresha, cave  44בית בד בורות מים (כולל מערכות 83 82).

107411300/24מראשה, מערכת מס' 011110001402401110960140200Maresha, cave  509מערת קבורה.

944126503/0מראשה, תל (דרום‐מערב)ֽ  111110001400001110500139500Tel Maresha, S.Wמבנה (כנסייה?) בורות מערות וחרסים מן התקופות ההלניסטית הרומית והביזנטית.

944128011/0חמדה, ח' (מערב)ֽ     111104901400001110000139640Kh. Hamada westשרידי מבנים ובורות מים.
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